
1/ ENERGY BANDS IN SOLIDS

In this chapter we begin with a review of the basic atomic properties of
matter leading to discrete electronic energy levels in atoms. We find
that these energy levels are spread into energy bands in a crystal.
This band structure allows us to distinguish between an insulator, a
semiconductor, and a metal.

1-1 CHARGED PARTICLES

The charge, or quantity, of negative electricity and the mass of the
electron have been found to be 1.60 X 10-19 C (coulomb) and
9.11 X 10-31 kg, respectively. The values of many important physical
constants are given in Appendix A, and a list of conversion factors and
prefixes is given in Appendix B. Some idea of the number of electrons
per second that represents current of the usual order of magnitude is
readily possible. F'or example, since the charge per electron is
1.60 X 10-19 C, the number of electrons per coulomb is the reciprocal
of this nutnber, or approximately, 6 X 1018 Further, since a current
of 1 A (ampere) is the flow of 1 Cis, then a current of only 1 pA (1 pico
ampere, or 10-12 A) represents the motion of approximately 6 million
electrons per second. Yet a current of 1 pA is so small that considerable
difficulty is experienced in attempting to measure it.

The charge of a positive ion is an integral multiple of the charge
of the electron, although it is of opposite sign. For the case of singly
ionized particles, the charge is equal to that of the electron. For the
case of doubly ionized particles, the ionic charge is twice that of the
electron.

The mass of an atom is expressed as a number that is based on the
choice of the atomic weight of oxygen equal to 16. The mass of a
hypothetical atom of atomic weight unity is, by this definition, one
sixteenth that of the mass of monatomic oxygen and has been calcu
lated to be 1.66 X 10-27 kg. Hence, to calculate the mass in kilograms
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of any atom, it is necessary only to multiply the atomic weight of the atom by
1.66 X 10-27 kg. A table of atomic weights is given in Table I-Ion p. 12.

The radius of the electron has been estimated as 10-15 fi, and that of an
atom as 10-10 m. These are so small that all charges are considered as mass
points in the following sections.

In a semiconductor crystal such as silicon, two electrons are shared by each
pair of ionic neighbors. Such a configuration is called a covalent bond. Under
certain circumstances an electron may be missing from this structure, leaving
a "hole" in the bond. These vacancies in the covalent bonds may move from
ion to ion in the crystal and constitute a current equivalent to that resulting
from the motion of free positive charges. The magnitude of the charge
associated with the hole is that of a free electron. This very brief introduction
to the concept of a hole as an effective charge carrier is elaborated upon in
Chap. 2.

1-2 FIELD INTENSITY, POTENTIAL, ENERGY

By definition, the force f (newtons) on a unit positive charge in an electric field
is the electric field intensity 8 at that point. Newton's second law determines
the motion of a particle of charge q (coulombs), mass m (kilograms), moving
with a velocity v (meters per second) in a field 8 (volts per meter).

dv
f = qt = m dt (1-1)

The mks (meter-kilogram-second) rationalized system of units is found to be
most convenient for subsequent studies. Unless otherwise stated, this system
of units is employed throughout this book.

Potential By definition, the potential V (volts) of point B with respect to
point A 1-8 the work done against the field in taking a unit positive charge from
A to B. This definition is valid for a three-dimensional field. For a one
dimensional problem with A at Xo and B at an arbitrary distance x, it follows
thatt

V == - (x e dx (1-2)
}xo

where B now represents the X component of the field. Differentiating Eq.
(1-2) gives

dV
B = - dx (1-3)

The minus sign shows that the electric field is directed from the region of
higher potential to the region of lower potential. In three dimensions, the
electric field equals the negative gradient of the potential.

t The symbol == is used to designate "equal to by definition."
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By definition, the potential energy U (joules) equals the potential multiplied
by the charge q under consideration, or

U = qV (1-4)

If an electron is being considered, q is replaced by -q (where q is the magnitude
of the electronic charge) and U has the same shape as V but is inverted.

~ The law of conservation of energy states that the total energy W, which
equals the sum of the potential energy U and the kinetic energy jmv2, remains

,- constant. Thus, at any point in space,

w = U + jmv2 = constant (1-5)

As an illustration of this law, consider two parallel electrodes (A and B of
Fig. l-la) separated a distance d, with B at a negative potential Vd with respect
to A. An electron leaves the surface of A with a velocity Vo in the direction
toward B. How much speed v will it have if it reaches B?

From the definition, Eq. (1-2), it is clear that only differences of
potential have meaning, and hence let us arbitrarily ground A, that is, consider
it to be at zero potential. Then the potential at B is V = - Vd , and the
potential energy is U = -qV = qVd • Equating the total energy at A to
that at B gives

(1-6)
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Fig. 1-1 (0) An electron leaves electrode A with an initial speed v.

and moves in a retarding field toward plate B; (b) the potential;

(c) the potentiol-energy barrier between electrodes.
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This equation indicates that v must be less than Vo, which is obviously correct
since the electron is moving in a repelling field. Note that the final speed v
attained by the electron in this conservative system is independent of the fOfm
of the variation of the field distribution between the plates and depends only
upon the magnitude of the potential difference Vd. Also, if the electron is to
reach electrode B, its initial speed must be large enough so that i mvo

2 > qVd •

Otherwise, Eq. (1-6) leads to the impossible result that v is imaginary. We
wish to elaborate on the~e considerations now.

The Concept of a Potential-energy Barrier For the configuration of
Fig. I-Ia with electrodes which are large compared with the separation d, we
can draw (Fig. l-lb) a linear plot of potential V versus distance x (in the inter
electrode space). The corresponding potential energy U versus x is indicated
in Fig. I-Ic. Since potential is the potential energy per unit charge, curve e
is obtained from curve b by multiplying each ordinate by the charge on the
electron (a negative number). Since the total energy W of the electron remains
constant, it is represented as a horizontal line. The kinetic energy at any
distance x equals the difference bet,veen the total energy Wand the potential
energy U at this point. This difference is greatest at 0, indicating that the
kinetic energy is a maximum when the electron leaves the electrode A. At
the point P this difference is zero, which means that no kinetic energy exists,
so that the particle is at rest at this point. This distance Xo is the maximum
that the electron can travel from A. At point P (where x = xo) it comes
momentarily to rest, and then reverses its motion and returns to A.

Consider a point such as S which is at a greater distance than X o from
electrode A. Here the total energy QS is less than the potential energy R~, so
that the difference, which represents the kinetic energy, is negative. This is
an impossible physical condition, however, since negative kinetic energy
(!mv 2 < 0) implies an imaginary velocity. \Ve must conclude that the particle
can never advance a distance greater than Xo frOin electrode A.

The foregoing analysis leads to the very important conclusion that the
shaded portion of Fig. I-Ie can never be penetrated by the electron. Thus, at
point P, the particle acts as if it had collided vvith a solid wall, hill, or barrier
and the direction of its flight had been altered. Potential-energy barriers of
this sort play important role in the analyses of semiconductor devices.

It must be emphasized that the words "collides with" or "rebounds from"
a potential "hill" are convenient descriptive phrases and that an actual
encounter between two material bodies is not implied.

1-3 THE eV UNIT OF ENERGY

The joule (J) is the unit of energy in the mks system. In some engineering
power problems this unit is very small, and a factor of 103 or 106 is introduced
to convert from watts (1 W = 1 J/s) to kilo\vatts or mega\vatts, respectively.
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Ho\\~ever, in other problems, the joule is too large a unit, and a factor of 10-7

is introduced to convert frum joules to ergs. For a discussion of the energies
involved in electronic devices, even the erg is much too large a unit. This
statement is not to be construed to mean that only minute amounts of energy
can be obtained from electron devices. It is true that each electron possesses
a tiny amount of energy, but as previously pointed out (Sec. 1-1), an enormous
number of electrons are involved even in a small current, so that considerable
po\\"er may be represented.

A unit of work or energy, called the electron volt (eV), is defined as follo\vs:

1 eV == 1.60 X 10-19 J

Of course, any type of energy, whether it be electric, mechanical, thermal, etc.,
may be expressed in electron volts.

The name electron volt arises from the fact that, if an electron falls through
a potential of one volt, its kinetic energy will increase by the decrease in
potential energy, or by

qV = (1.60 X 10-19 C)(1 V) = 1.60 X 10-19 J = 1 eV

However, as mentioned above, the electron-volt unit may be used for any type
of energy, and is not restricted to problems involving electrons.

A potential-energy barrier of E (electron volts) is equivalent to a potential
hill of V (volts) if these quantities are related by

qV = 1.60 X 10-19 E

Note that V and E are numerically identical but dimensionally different.

1-4 THE NATURE OF THE ATOM

(1-7)

We wish to develop the band structure of a solid, \\rhich will allow us to
distinguish between an insulator, a semiconductor, and a metal. We begin
with a review of the basic properties of matter leading to discrete electronic
energy levels in atoms.

Rutherford, in 1911, found that the atom consists of a nucleus of positive
charge that contains nearly all the mass of the atom. Surrounding this central
positive core are negatively charged electrons. As a specific illustration of this
atomic model, consider the hydrogen atom. This atom consists of a positively
charged nucleus (a proton) and a single electron. The charge on the proton is
positive and is equal in magnitude to the charge on the electron. Therefore
the atom as a whole is electrically neutral. Because the proton carries practi
cally all the mass of the atom, it will remain substantially immobile, whereas
the electron will move about it in a closed orbit. The force of attraction
between the electron and the proton follows Coulomb's law. It can be shown
from classical mechanics that the resultant closed path will be a circle or an
ellipse under the action of such a force. This motion is exactly analogous to
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(1-8)

that of the planets about the sun, because in both cases the force varies inversely
as the square of the distance between the particles.

A.ssume, therefore, that the orbit of the electron in this planetary model
of the atom is a circle, the nucleus being supposed·fixed in space. It is a
simple matter to calculate its radius in terms of the total energy W of the
electron. The force of attraction between the nucleus an~ the .electron of the
hydrogen atom is q2147rEor 2, where the electronic charge q is in coulombs, the
separation r between the two particles is in meters, the force is in newtons, and
Eo is the permittivity of free space. t By Newton's second law of motion, this
must be set equal to the product of the electronic mass m in kilograms and the
acceleration v21r toward the nucleus, where v is the speed of the electron in its
circular path, in meters per second. Then

q2 _ mv2
47rE

o
r 2 - -r-

Furthermore, the potential energy of the electron at a distance r from the
nucleus is -q2/47rEor, and its kinetic energy is j-mv 2• Then, according to
the conservation of energy,

2

W = Imv2 - -q- (1-9)
2 47rEor

where the energy is in joules. Combining this expression with (1-8) produces

q2
W = - - (1-10)

87rEor

which gives the desired relationship between the radius and the energy of the
electron. This equation shows that the total energy of the electron is always
negative. The negative sign arises because the potential energy has been
chosen to be zero when r is infinite. This expression also shows that the
energy of the electron becomes smaller (Le., more negative) as it approaches
closer to the nucleus.

The foregoing discussion of the planetary atom has been considered only
from the point of view of classical mechanics. However, an accelerated charge
must radiate energy, in accordance with the classical laws of electromagnetism.
If the charge is performing oscillations of a frequency!, the radiated energy
will also be of this frequency. Hence, classically, it must be concluded that
the frequency of the emitted radiation equals the frequency with which the,
electron is rotating in its circular orbit.

There is one feature of this picture that cannot be reconciled with experi
ment. If the electron is radiating energy, its total energy must decrease by
the amount of this emitted energy. As a result the radius r of the orbit must
decrease, in accordance with Eq. (1-10). Consequently, as the atom radiates
energy, the electron must move in smaller and smaller orbits, eventually fall
ing into the nucleus. Since the frequency of oscillation depends upon the size

t The numerical value of Eo is given in Appendix A.
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of the circular orbit, the energy radiated would be of a gradually changing fre
quency. Such a conclusion, however, is incompatible with the sharply defined
frequencies of spectral lines.

The Bohr Atom The difficulty mentioned above was resolved by Bohr in
1913. He postulated the following three fundamental laws:

1. Not all energies as given by classical mechanics are possible, but the
atom can possess only certain discrete energies. While in states correspond
ing to these discrete energies, the electron does not emit radiation, and the
electron is said to be in a stationary, or nonradiating, state.

2. In a transition from one stationary state corresponding to a definite
energy W 2 to another stationary state, with an associated energy WI, radiation
will be emitted. The frequency of this radiant energy is given by

(1-11)

where h is Planck's constant in joule-seconds, the W's are expressed in joules,
and f is in cycles per second, or hertz.

3. A stationary state is determined by the condition that the angular
momentum of the electron in this state is quantized and must be an integral
multiple of h j 21r. Thus

nh
mvr = 21r (1-12)

where n is an integer.
Combining Eqs. (1-8) and (1-12), we obtain the radii of the stationary

states (Prob. 1-13), and from Eq. (1-10) the energy level in joules of each state
is found to be

mq4 1
W n = - 8h2 22

E. n
(1-13)

Then, upon making use of Eq. (1-11), the exact frequencies found in the hydro
gen spectrum are obtained- a remarkable achievement. The radius of the
lowest state is found to be 0.5 A.

1-5 ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS

For each integral value of n in Eq. (1-13) a horizontal line is drawn. These
lines are arranged vertically in accordance with the numerical values calculated
from Eq. (1-13). Such a convenient pictorial representation is called an
energy-level diagram and is indicated in Fig. 1-2 for hydrogen. The number to
the left of each line gives the energy of this level in electron volts. The
number immediately to the right of a line is the value of n. Theoretically, an
infinite number of levels exist for each atom, but only the first five and the
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Energy E. eV n E + 13.6
Ionization level

0
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- 3.41 .......-+-~.........------- 2
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- 13.60 "-v--'

Ultraviolet

10.19

o

Fi g. '·2 The lowest five energy

levels and the ionization level of

hydrogen. "rhe spectral lines are

in angstrom units.

level for n = ex) are indicated in :F'ig. 1-2. The horizontal axis has no signifi
cance here, but in extending such energy-level diagrams to solids, the X axis
will be used to represent the separation of atoms \\'ithin a cr.ystal (Fig. 1-3) or
the distance within a solid. In such cases the energy levels are not constant,
but rather are functions of x.

It is customary to express the energy value of the stationary states in
electron volts E rather than in joules W. Also, it is more common to specify
the emitted radiation by its wavelength A in angstroms rather than by its
frequency f in hertz. In these units, Eq. (1-11) may be rewritten in the form

A = 12,400
E 2 - E 1

(1-14)

Since only differences of energy enter into this expression, the zero state
may be chosen at ,viII. It is convenient and customary to choose the lowest
energy state as the zero leveL Such a normalized scale is indicated to the
extreme right in Fig. 1-2. The lowest energy state is called the normal, or
grou~d, level, and the other stationary states of the atom are called excited,
radiating, critical, or resonance, levels.

As the electron is given more and more energy, it moves into stationary
states which are farther and farther away from the nucleus. When its energy
is large enough to move it completely out of the field of influence of the ion, it
becomes Hdetached" from it. The energy required for this process to occur
is called the ionization potential and is represented as the highest state in the
energy-level diagram; 13.60 eV for hydrogen.
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Collisions of Electrons with Atoms The foregoing discussion shows that
energy must be supplied to an atom in order to excite or ionize the atom. One
of the most important ways to supply this energy is by electron impact.
Suppose that an electron is accelerated by the potential applied to a discharge
tube. The energy gained from the field may then be transferred to an atom
when the electron collides with the atom. If the bombarding electron has
gained more than the requisite energy from the discharge to raise the atom
from its normal state to a particular resonance level, the amount of energy in
excess of that required for excitation will be retained by the incident electron
as kinetic energy after the collision.

If an impinging electron possesses an amount of energy at least equal to the
ionization potential of the gas, it may deliver this energy to an electron of the
atom and completely remove it from the parent atom. Three charged particles
result from such an ionizing collision : two electrons and a positive ion.

The Photon Nature of Light Assume that an atom has been raised from
the ground state to an excited level by electron bombardment. The mean
life of an excited state ranges from 10-7 to 10-10 s, the excited electron returning
to its previous state after the lapse of this time. In this transition, the atom
must lose an amount of energy equal to the difference in energy between the
two states that it has successively occupied, this energy appearing in the form
of radiation. According to the postulates of Bohr, this energy is emitted in
the form of a photon of light, the frequency of this radiation being given by
Eq. (1-11), or the wavelength by Eq. (1-14). The term photon denotes an
amount of radiant energy equal to the constant h times the frequency. This
quantized nature of an electromagnetic wave was first introduced by Planck,
in 1901, in order to verify theoretically the blackbody radiation formula
obtained experimentally.

The photon concept of radiation may be difficult to comprehend at first.
Classically, it was believed that the atoms were systems that emitted radiation
continuously in all directions. According to the foregoing theory, however,
this is not true, the emission of light by an atom being a discontinuou,s process.
That is, the atom radiates only when it makes a transition from one energy
level to a lower energy state. In this transition, it emits a definite amount
of energy of one particular frequency, namely, one photon hf of light. Of
course, when a luminous discharge is observed, this discontinuous nature of
radiation is not suspected because of the enormous number of atoms that are
radiating energy and, correspondingly, because of the immense number of
photons that are emitted in unit time.

Spectral lines The arrows in Fig. 1-2 represent six possible transitions
between stationary states. The attached number gives the wavelength of
the emitted radiation. For example, the ultraviolet line 1,216 A is radiated
when the hydrogen atom drops from its first excited state, n = 2, to its normal
state, n = 1.
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(1-15)

Another important method, called photoexcitation, by which an atom may
be elevated into an excited energy state, is to have radiation fall on the gas.
An atom may absorb a photon of frequency f and thereby move from the level
of energy W 1 to the high energy level W 2, where W 2 = W 1 + hf. An extremely
important feature of excitation by photon capture is that the photon will not
be absorbed unless its energy corresponds exactly to the energy difference between
two stationary levels of the atom with which it collides. For example, if a normal
hydrogen atom is to be raised to its first excited state by means of radiation,
the wavelength of this light must be 1,2f6 A(which is in the ultraviolet region
of the spectrum).

When a photon is absorbed by an atom, the excited atom may return to
its normal state in one jump, or it may do so in several steps. If the atom
falls into one or more ~xcitation levels before finally reaching the normal state,
it will emit several photons. These will correspond to energy differences
between the successive excited levels into which the atom falls. None of the
emitted photons will have the frequency of the absorbed radiation! This
fluorescence cannot be explained by classical theory, but is readily understood
once Bohr's postulates are accepted.

Photoionization If the frequency of the impinging photon is sufficiently
high, it may have enough energy to ionize the atom. The photon vanishes
with the appearance of an electron and a positive ion. Unlike the case of
photoexcitation, the photon need not possess an energy corresponding exactly
to the ionization energy of the atom. It need merely possess at least this much
energy. If it possesses more than ionizing energy, the excess will appear as
the kinetic energy of the emitted electron and positive ion. It is found by
experiment, however, that the maximum probability of photoionization occurs
when the energy of the photon is equal to the ionization potential, the proba
bility decreasing rapidly for higher photon energies.

Wave Mechanics Since a photon is absorbed by only one atom, the
photon acts as if it were concentrated in a very small volume of space, in
contradiction to the concept of a wave associated with radiation. De Broglie,
in 1924, postulated that the dual character of wave and particle is not limited
to radiation, but is also exhibited' by particles such as electrons, atoms, or
macroscopic masses. He postulated that a particle of momentum p = mv
has a wavelength A associated with it given by

h
A=-

P

We can make use of the wave properties of a moving electron to establish
Bohr's postulate that a stationary state is determined by the condition that
the angular momentum must be an integral multiple of h/27r. It seems
reasonable to assume that an orbit of radius r will correspond to a stationary
state if it contains a standing-wave pattern. In other words, a stable orbit is
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~.f one whose circumference is exactly equal to the electronic wavelength X-, or to
. ~} nX-, where n is an integer (but not zero). Thus

nh
211'"T = nX- =

mv
(1-16)

Clearly, Eq. (1-16) is identical with the Bohr condition [Eq. (1-12)] .
Schrodinger carried the implication of the wave nature of matter further

and developed a wave equation to describe electron behavior in a potential
;:,

field U(x, y, z). The solution of this differential equation is called the
; ;. wave function, and it determines the probability density at each point in
.{ space of finding the electron with total energy W. If the potential energy,

U = _q2/ 47I'"Eor , for the electron in the hydrogen atom is substituted into the
-" Schrodinger equation, it is found that a meaningful physical solution is possible

only if W is given by precisely the energy levels in Eq. (1 -13), which were
obtained from the simpler Bohr picture of the atom.

1-6 ElECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE ElEMENTS

The solution of the Schrodinger equation for hydrogen or :lily multielectron
atom requires three quantum numbers. These are designated by n, I, and
ml and are restricted to the following integral values :

n = 1,2, 3,

I = 0, 1, 2, , (n - 1)

ml = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , ±l

To specify a wave function completely it is found necessary to introduce a
fourth quantum number. This spin quantum number m, may assume only
two values, +i or -t (corresponding to the same energy).

The Exclusion Principle The periodic table of the chemical elements
(given in Table 1-1) may be explained by invoking a law enunciated by Pauli
in 1925. He stated that no two electrons in an electronic system can have the
same set of four quantum numbers, n, l, ml, and m,. This statement that no two
electrons may occupy the same quantum state is known as the Pauli exclusion
principle.

Electronic Shells All the electrons in an atom which have the same value
of n are said to belong to the same electron shell. These shells are identified
by the letters K, L, M, N, ... , corresponding to n = 1, 2, 3, 4, ... ,
respectively. A shell is divided into subshells corresponding to different values
of 1 and identified as s, p, d, f, . . . , corresponding to 1 = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... ,
respectively. Taking account of the exclusion principle, the distribution of



~ TABLE 7-1 Period ic ta bfe of the elements t

Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Inert
Period IA IIA lIIB IVB VB VIB VIIB VIn IB lIB IlIA IVA VA VIA VIlA gases

1
HI He 2
1.01 4.00

2
Li 3 Be 4 B5 C6 N7 08 F9 Nel0
6.94 9.01 10.81 12.01 14.01 16.00 19.00 20.18

3
Na 11 Mg 12 Ai 13 Si 14 P 15 S 16 CI17 Ar18
22.99 24.31 26.98 28.09 30.97 32.06 35.45 39.95

4
K 19 Ca 20 Sc 21 Ti 22 V 23 Cr24 Mn 25 Fe 26 Co 27 Ni 28 Cu 29 Zn 30 Ga 31 Ge 32 As 33 Se 34 Br 35 Kr 36
39.10 40.08 44.96 47.90 50.94 52.00 54.94 55.85 58.93 58.71 63.54 65.37 69.72 72.59 74.92 78.96 79.91 83.80

5
Rb 37 Sr 38 Y 39 Zr 40 Nb 41 Mo 42 Tc 43 Ru 44 Rh 45 Pd 46 Ag 47 Cd 48 In 49 Sn 50 Sb 51 Te 52 I 53 Xe 54
85.47 87.62 88.90 91.22 92.91 95.94 (99) 101.07 102.90 106.4 107.87 112.40 114.82 118.69 121.75 127.60 126.90 131.30

6
Cs 55 Ba 56 La 57 Hf 72 Ta 73 W 74 Re 75 Os 76 Ir 77 Pt 78 Au 79 Hg 80 TI81 Pb 82 Bi 83 Po 84 At 85 Rn 86
132.90 137 34 138.91 178.49 lSO.95 183.85 186.2 190.2 192.2 195.09 196.97 200.59 204.37 207.19 208.98 (210) (210) (222)

7
Fr 87 Ra 88 Ac 89 Th 90 Pa 91 U 92 Np 93 Pu 94 Am 95 Cm 96 Bk 97 Cf 98 Es 99 Fm 100 Nd 101 No 102 Lw 103
(223) (226) (227) 232.04 (231) 238.04 (237) (242) (243) (247) (247) (251) (254) (253) (256) (254) (257)

The Rare Earths

Ce 58 Pr 591 Nd 60 Pm 61 18m 62 Eu 631 Gd 641 Tb 651 Dy 661 Ho 67 Er 681 Tm 691 Yb 70 1Lu 71
140.12 140.91 144.24 (147) 150.35 151. 96 157.25 158.92 162.50' 164.93 167.26168.93173.04174.97

t The number to the right of the symbol for the element gives the atomic number. The number below the symbol for the element gives the atomic weight.
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TABLE '-2 Electron shells and subshells
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Shell . K L M N

n ... . . . 1 2 3 4

l .. .. . .. . 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 3
Subshell . s s p s p d s p d f

m, ..... 0 0 0, ± 1 0 0, ±I 0,±1,±2 0 0, ±I 0, ±1, ±2 0, . . , ±3

NUmber} 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 6 10 14
of

electrons 2 8 18 32

electrons in an atom among the shells and subshells is indicated in Table 1-2.
Actually, seven shells are required to account for all the chemical elements,
but only the first four are indicated in the table.

There are two states for n = 1 corresponding to I = 0, m, = 0, and
m. = ±t. These are called the Is states. There are two states correspond
ing to n = 2, I = 0, m, = 0, and m. = ±t. These constitute the 2s sub
shell. There are, in addition, six energy levels corresponding to n = 2, I = 1,
m, = -1, 0, or +1, and m. = ±l These are designated as the 2p subshell.
Hence, as indicated in Table 1-2, the total number of electrons in the L shell is
2 + 6 = 8. In a similar manner we may verify that a d subshell contains a
maximum of 10 electrons, an f subshell a maximum of 14 electrons, etc.

The atomic number Z gives the number of electrons orbiting about the
nucleus. Let us use superscripts to designate the number of electrons in a

" . particular subshell. Then sodium, Na, for which Z = 11, has an electronic
configuration designated by Is 22s22p63s 1• Note that Na has a single electron
in the outermost unfilled subshell, and hence is said to be monovalent. This
same property is possessed by all the alkali metals (Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs),
which accounts for the fact that these elements in the same group in the
periodic table (Table 1-1) have similar chemical properties.

The inner-shell electrons are very strongly bound to an atom, and cannot
be easily removed. That is, the electrons closest to the nucleus are the most
tightly bound, and so have the lowest energy. Also , atoms for which the
electrons exist in closed shells form very stable configurations. For example,
the inert gases He, Ne, A, Kr, and Xe, all have either completely filled shells
or, at least, completely filled subshells.

Carbon, silicon, germanium, and tin have the electronic configurations
indicated in Table 1-3. Note that each of these elements has completely filled
subshells except for the outermost p shell, which contains only two of the
six possible electrons. Despite this similarity, carbon in crystalline form
(diamond) is an insulator, silicon and germanium solids are semiconductors,
and tin is a metal. This apparent anomaly is explained in the next section.
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TABLE '-3 Electronic configuration in Group IVA

Atomic
~ment number

C 6
Si 14
Ge 32
Sn 50

Configuration

Is 22s22p2

Is 22s22p&3s23p 2

IS22s22p63s23p83dlo4s24p2
IS22s22p63s23p63dl04s24p84dl05s25p2

1-7 -rHE ENERGY-BAND THEORY OF CRYSTALS

X-ray and other studies reveal that most metals and semiconductors are
crystalline in structure. A crystal consists of a space array of atoms or
molecules (strictly speaking, ions) built up by regular repetition in three
dimensions of some fundamental structural unit. The electronic energy levels
discussed for a single free atom (as in a gas, where the atoms are sufficiently
far apart not to exert any influence on one another) do not apply to the same
atom in a crystal. . This is so because the potential characterizing the crystal
line structure is now a periodic function in space whose value at any point is
the result of contributions from every atom. When atoms form crystals, it is
found that the energy levels of the inner-shell electrons are not affected
appreciably by the presence of the neighboring atoms. However, the levels
of the outer-shell electrons are changed considerably, since these electrons are
shared by more than one atom in the crystal. The new energy levels of the
outer electrons can be determined by means of quantum mechanics, and it is
found that coupling between the outer-shell electrons of the atoms results in a
band of closely spaced energy states, instead of the widely separated energy
levels of the isolated atom (Fig. 1-3). A qualitative discussion of this energy
band structure follows.

Consider a crystal consisting of N atoms of one of the elements in Ta.ble
1-3. Imagine that it is possible to vary the spacing between atoms without
altering the type of fundamental crystal structure. If the atonlS are so far
apart that the interaction between them is negligible, the energy levels will
coincide with those of the isolated atom. The outer two subshells for each
element in Table 1-3 contain two s electrons and two p electrons. Hence,
if we ignore the inner-shell levels, then, as indicated to the extreme right in
Fig. 1-3a, there are 2N electrons completely filling the 2N possible s levels,
all at the same energy. Since the p atomic subshell has six possible states,
our imaginary crystal of widely spaced atoms has 2N electrons, which fill only
one-third of the 6N possible p states, all at the same level.

If we now decrease the interatomic spacing of our imaginary crystal
(moving from right to left in Fig. 1-3a), an atom will exert an electric force
on its neighbors. Because of this coupling between ato"ms, the atomic-wave
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Fig. 1-3 Illustrating how the energy levels of isolated atoms are

split into energy bands when these atoms are brought into close

proximity to form a crystal.

functions overlap, and the crystal becomes an electronic system which must
obey the Pauli exclusion principle. Hence the 2N degenerate s states must
spread out in energy. The separation between levels is small, but since N is
very large (""1023 cm-3), the total spread between the minimum and maximum
energy may be several electron volts if the interatomic distance is decreased
sufficiently. This large number of discrete but closely spaced energy levels
is called an energy band, and is indicated schematically by the lower shaded
region in Fig. 1-3a. The 2N states in this band are completely filled with
2N electrons. Similarly, the upper shaded region in Fig. 1-3a is a band of
6N states which has only 2N of its levels occupied by electrons.

Note that there is an energy gap (a forbidden band) between the two
bands discussed above and that this gap decreases as the atomic spacing
decreases. For small enough distances (not indicated in Fig. 1-3a but shown
in Fig. 1-3b) these bands will overlap. Under such circumstances the 6N upper
states merge with the 2N lower states, giving a total of 8N levels, half of which
are occupied by the 2N + 2N = 4N available electrons. At this spacing each
atom has given up four electrons to the band; these electrons can no longer be
said to orbit in s or p subshells of an isolated atom, but rather they belong to
the crystal as a whole. In this sense the elements in Table 1-3 are tetravalent,
since they contribute four electrons each to the crystal. The band these
electrons occupy is called the valence band.

If the spacing between atoms is decreased below the distance at which
the bands overlap, the interaction between atoms is indeed large. The energy-
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band structure then depends upon the orientation of the atoms relative to one
another in space (the crystal structure) and upon the atomic number, which
determines the electrical constitution of each atom. Solutions of Schrodinger's
equation are complicated and have been obtained approximately for only rela
tively few crystals. These solutions lead us to expect an energy-band diagram
somewhat as pictured l in Fig. 1-3b. At the crystal-lattice spacing (the dashed
vertical line), we find the valence band filled with 4N electrons separated by a
forbidden band (no allowed energy states) of extent EG from an empty band
consisting of 4N additional states. This upper vacant band is called the con
duction band, for reasons given in the next section.

1-8 INSULATORS, SEMICONDUCTORS, AND METALS

A very poor conductor of electricity is called an insulator; an excellent con
ductor is a metal; and a substance whose conductivity lies between these
extremes is a semiconductor. A material may be placed in one of these three
classes, depending upon its energy-band structure.

Insulator The energy-band structure of Fig. 1-3b at the normal lattice
spacing is indicated schematically in Fig. 1-4a. For a diamond (carbon)
crystal the region containing no quantum states is several electron volts high
(EG "" 6 eV) . This large forbidden band separates the filled valence region
from the vacant conduction band. The energy which can be supplied to an
electron from an applied field is too small to carry the particle from the filled
into the vacant band. Since the electron cannot acquire sufficient applied
energy, conduction is impossible, and hence diamond is an insulator.

Semiconductor A substance for which the width of the forbidden energy
region is relatively small (,......,1 eV) is called a semiconductor. Graphite, a

Conduction
band

Forbidden
band

Valence
band

Free
(; ...1...."1/ electrons

Holes

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1.4 Energy-band structure of (a) an insulator, (b) a semi

conductor, and (c) a metal.



crystalline form of carbon but having a crystal symmetry which is different
from diamond, has such a small value of EG , and it is a semiconductor. The
most important practical semiconductor materials are germanium and silicon,
which have values of Eo of 0.785 and 1.21 eV, respectively, at O°I<. Energies
of this magnitude normally cannot be acquired from an applied field. Hence
the valence band remains full, the conduction band empty, and these materials
are insulators at low temperatures. However, the conductivity increases w-ith
temperature, as we explain below. These substances are known as intrinsic
(pure) semiconductors.

As th.e temperature is increased, some of these valence electrons acquire
thermal energy greater than E G , and hence move into the conduction band.
These are now free electrons in the sense that they can move about under
the influence of even a small applied field. These free, or conduction, elec
trons are indicated schematically by dots in Fig. 1-4b. The insulator has now
become slightly conducting; it is a semiconductor. The absence of an electron
in the valence band is represented by a small circle in Fig. 1-4b, and is called a
hole. The phrase "holes in a semiconductor" therefore refers to the empty
energy levels in an otherwise filled valence band.

The importance of the hole is that it may serve as a carrier of electricity,
comparable in effectiveness with the free electron. The mechanism by which
a hole contributes to conductivity is explained in Sec. 2-2. We also show in
Chap. 2 that if certain impurity atoms are introduced into the crystal, these
result in allowable energy states which lie in the forbidden energy gap. We
find that these impurity levels also contribute to the conduction. A semi
conductor material where this conduction mechanism prcdominates is called
an extrinsic (impurity) semiconductor.

Since the band-gap energy of a crystal is a function of interatomic spacing
(Fig. 1-3), it is not surprising that EG depends somewhat on temperature.
It has been determined experimentally that EG decreascs with temperature,
and this dependcnce is given in Sec. 2-5.

Sec. J-8 ENERGY BANDS IN SOLIDS / 17

Metal A solid which contains a partly filled band structure is called a
metal. Under the influence of an applied electric field the electrons may acquire
additional energy and move into higher states. Since these mobile electrons
constitute a current, this substance is a conductor and the partly filled region
is the conduction band. One example of the band structure of a metal is
given in Fig. 1-4c, which shows overlapping valence and conduction bands.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1-1 Define potential energy in words and as an equation.
1-2 Define an electron volt.
1-3 State Bohr's three postulates for the atom.
1-4 Define a photon.
1-5 Define (a) photoexcitation; (b) photoionization.
1-6 State the Pauli exclusion principle.
1-7 Give the electronic configuration for an atom of a specified atomic number Z.

For example, Z = 32 for germanium.
1-8 Explain why the energy levels of an atom become energy bands in a solid.
1-9 What is the difference between the band structure of an insulator and of a

semiconductor?
1-10 What is the difference between the band structure of a semiconductor and

of a metal?
1-11 Explain why a semiconductor acts as an insulator at QOK and why its

conductivity increases with increasing temperature.
1-12 What is the distinction between an intrinsic and an extrinsic semiconductor?
1-13 Define a hole in a semiconductor.



2 TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN
SEMICONDUCTORS

The current in a metal is due to the flow of negative charges (electrons),
whereas the current in a semiconductor results from the movement of
both electrons and positive charges (holes). A semiconductor may be
doped with impurity atoms so that the current is due predominantly
either to electrons or to holes. The transport of the charges in a
crystal under the influence of an electric field (a drift current), and
also as a result of a nonuniform concentration gradient (a diffusion
current), is investigated.

2-1 MOBILITY AND CONDUCTIVITY

In the preceding chapter we pres,ented an energy-band picture of
metals, semiconductors, and insulators. In a metal the outer, or
valence, electrons of an atom are as much associated with one ion
as with another, so that the electron attachment to any individual
atom is almost zero, In terms of ,our previous discussion this means
that the band occupied by the valence electrons may not be com
pletely filled and that there are no forbidden levels athigher energies.
Depending upon the metal, at least one, and sometimes two or three,
electrons per atom are free to move throughout the interior of the
metal under the action of applied fields.

Figure 2-1 is a two-dimensional schematic picture of the charge
distribution within a metaL The shaded regions represent the net
positive charge of the nucleus and the tightly bound inner electrons.
The black dots represent the outer, or valence, electrons in the atom.
It is these electrons that cannot be said to belong to any particular
atom; instead, they have completely lost their individuality and can
wander freely about from atom to atom in the metaL Thus a metal is

19
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visualized as a region containing a periodic three-dimensional array of heavy,
tightly bound ions permeated with a swarm of electrons that may move about
quite freely. This picture is known as the electron-gas description of a metal.

According to the electron-gas theory of a metal, the electrons are in
continuous motion, the direction of flight being changed at each collision
with the heavy (almost stationary) ions. The average distance between col
lisions is called the mean free path. Since the motion is random , then, on an
average, there will be as many electrons passing through unit area in the metal
in any direction as in the opposite direction in a given time. Hence the
average current is zero.

Let us now see how the situation is changed if a constant electric field
8 (volts per meter) is applied to the metal. As a result of this electrostatic
force, the electrons would be accelerated and the velocity would increase
indefinitely with time, were it not for the collisions with the ions. However,
at each inelastic collision with an ion, an electron loses energy, and a steady
state condition is reached where a finite value of drift speed v is attained. !
This drift velocity is in the direction opposite to that of the electric field .
The speed at a time t between collision is at, where a = q8/ m is the acceleration .
Hence the average speed v is proportional to 8. Thus

v = J,t8 (2-1)

where J,t (square meters per volt-second) is called the mobility of the electrons.
According to the foregoing theory , a steady-state drift speed has been

superimposed upon the random thermal motion of the electrons. Such a
directed flow of electrons constitutes a current. We now calculate the magni
tude of the current.

Current Density If N electrons are contained in a length L of conductor
(Fig. 2-2), and if it takes an electron a time T s to travel a distance of L m in
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Fig. 2-2 Pertaining to the calculation of current
density.

eN electrons

,;. ~~

"t' the conductor, the total number of electrons passing through any cross section
., of wire in unit time is N I T. Thus the total charge per second passing any

area, which, by definition, is the current in amperes, is
.t l.

1= Nq = Nqv
T L (2-2)

because LIT is the average, or drift, speed v ml s of the electrons. By definition,
the current density, denoted by the symbol J, is the current per unit area of the
conducting medium.. That is, assuming a uniform current distribution,

(2-3)

where J is in amperes per square meter, and A is the cross-sectional area (in
meters) of the conductor. This becomes, by Eq. (2-2),

J = Nqv
LA

(2-4)

From Fig. 2-2 it is evident that LA is simply the volume containing the N
electrons, and so N ILA is the electron concentration n (in electrons per cubic
meter). Thus

N
n = LA

and Eq. (2-4) reduces to

J=nqv=pv

(2-5)

(2-6)

where p == nq is the charge density, in coulombs per cubic meter, and v is in
meters per second.

This derivation is independent of the form of the conducting medium,
Consequently, Fig. 2-2 does not necessarily represent a wire conductor. It
may represent equally well a portion of a gaseous-discharge tube or a volume
element of a semiconductor. Furthermore, neither p nor v need be constant,
but may vary from point to point in space or may vary with time.

Conductivity From Eqs. (2-6) and (2-1)

J = nqv = nqllf, = uf,

where
(2-7)

u = nqll (2-8)

is the conductivity of the metal in (ohm-meter)-I. Equation (2-7) is recog-
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nized as Ohm's law, namely, the conduction current is proportional to the
applied voltage. As already mentioned, the energy which the electrons acquire
from the applied field is, as a result of collisions, given to the lattice ions.
Hence power is dissipated within the metal by the electrons, and the power
density (Joule heat) is given by J& = 0'&2 (watts per cubic meter).

2-2 ElECTRONS AND HOLES IN AN INTRINSIC SEMICONDUCTORl

From Eq. (2-8) we see that the conductivity is proportional to the concentra
tion n of free electrons. For a good conductor. n is very large ("-'1028

electrons/ m3); for an insulator, n is very small ("-'107); and for a semiconductor,
n lies between these two values. The valence electrons in a semiconductor
are not free to wander about as they are in a metal, but rather are trapped in a
bond between two adjacent ions, as explained below.

The Covalent Bond Germanium and silicon are the two most important
semiconductors used in electronic devices. The erystal structure of these
materials consists of a regular repetition in three dimensions of a unit cell
having the form of a tetrahedron with an atom at each vertex. This structure
is illustrated symbolically in two dimensions in Fig. 2-3. Germanium has a
total of 32 electrons in its atomic structure, arranged in shells as indicated in
Table 1-3. As explained in Sec. 1-7, each atom in a germanium crystal
contributes four valence electrons, so that the atom is tetravalent. The inert
ionic core of the germanium atom earries a positive charge of +4 measured in
units of the electronic charge. The binding forces between neighboring atoms
result from the fact that each oi the valence electrons of a germanium atom is
shared by one of its four nearest neighbors. This electron-pair, or covalent,
bond is represented in Fig. 2-3 by the two dashed lines which join each atom
to each of its neighbors. The fact that the valence electrons serve to bind one
atom to the next also results in the valence electron being tightly bound to the

fig. 2-3 Crystal structure of germanium,

illustrated symbolically in two dimensions.
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Fig. 2-4 Germanium crystal with a

broken covalent bond.

nucleus. Hence, in spite of the availability of four valence electrons, the
crystal has a low conductivity.

The Hole At a very low temperature (say OOK) the ideal structure of
Fig. 2-3 is approached, and the crystal behaves as an insulator, since no free
carriers of electricity are available. However, at room temperature, some of
the covalent bonds will be broken because of the thermal energy supplied to the
crystal, and conduction is made possible. This situation is illustrated in Fig.
2-4. Here an electron, which for the far greater period of time forms part of a
covalent bond, is pictured as being dislodged, and therefore free to wander in
a random fashion throughout the crystal. The energy Eo required to break
such a covalent bond is about 0.72 eV for germanium and 1.1 eV for silicon
at room temperature. The absence of the electron in the covalent bond is
represented by the small circle in Fig. 2-4, and such an incomplete covalent
bond is called a hole. The importance of the hole is that it may serve as a
carrier of electricity comparable in effectiveness with the free electron.

The mechanism by which a hole contributes to the conductivity is quali
tatively as follows: When a bond is incomplete so that a hole exists, it is
relatively easy for a valence electron in a neighboring atom to leave its covalent
bond to fill this hole. An electron moving from a bond to fill a hole leaves a
hole in its initial position. Hence the hole effectively moves in the direction
opposite to that of the electron. This hole, in its new position, may now be
filled by an electron from another covalent bond, and the hole will correspond
ingly move one more step in the direction opposite to the motion of the elec
tron. Here we have a mechanism for the conduction of electricity which does
not involve free electrons. This phenomenon is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 2-5, where a circle with a dot in it represents a completed bond, and an
empty circle designates a hole. Figure 2-5a shows a row of 10 ions, with a
broken bond, or hole, at ion 6. Now imagine that an electron from ion 7
moves into the hole at ion 6, so that the configuration of Fig. 2-5b results.
If we compare this figure with Fig. 2-5a, it looks as if the hole in (a) has
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(a) 0 Fig. 2-5 The mechanism
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by which a hole contri-
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butes to the conductivity.
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moved toward the right in (b) (from ion 6 to ion 7). This discussion indicates
that the motion of the hole in one direction actually means the transport of a
negative charge an equal distance in the opposite direction. So far as the flow
of electric current is concerned, the hole behaves like a positive charge equal in
magnitude to the electronic charge. We can consider that the holes are physi
cal entities whose movement constitutes a flow of current. The heuristic
argument that a hole behaves as a free positive charge carrier may be justified
by quantum mechanics.· An experimental verification of this concept is
given in Sec. 2-6.

In a pure (intrinsic) semiconductor the number of holes is equal to the
number of free electrons. Thermal agitation continues to produce new hole
electron pairs, whereas other hole-electron pairs disappear as a result of
recombination. The hole concentration p must equal the electron concentra
tion n, so that

n=p=n,

where nj is called the intrinsic concentration.

(2-9)

Effective Mass 2 We digress here briefly to discuss the concept of the
effective mass of the electron and hole . It is found that, when quantum
mechanics is used to specify the motion within the crystal of a free or conduc
tion electron or hole on which an external field is applied, it is possible to treat
the hole and electron as imaginary classical particles with effective positive
masses ml' and m n , respectively. This approximation is valid provided that
the externally applied fields are much weaker than the internal periodic fields
produced by the lattice structure. In a perfect crystal these imaginary
particles respond only to the external fields.

A wave-mechanical analysis· shows that a bound or valence electron
cannot be treated as a classical particle. This difficulty is bypassed by ignoring
the bound electrons and considering only the motion of the holes. In summary,
the effective-mass approximation removes the quantum features of the problem
and allows us to use Newton's laws to determine the effect of external forces
on the (free) electrons and holes within a crystal.

2-3 DONOR AND ACCEPTOR IMPURITIES

If, to intrinsic silicon or germanium, there is added a small percentage of
trivalent or pentavalent atoms, a doped, impure, or extrinsic, semiconductor
is formed .
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Donors If the dopant has five valence electrons, the crystal structure of
Fig. 2-6 is obtained. The impurity atoms will displace some of the germanium
atoms in the crystal lattice. Four of the five valence electrons will occupy
covalent bonds, and the fifth will be nominally unbound and will be available
as a carrier of current. The energy required to detach this fifth electron from
the atom is of the order of only 0.01 eV for Ge or 0.05 eV for Si. Suitable
pentavalent impurities are antimony, phosphorus, and arsenic. Such impu
rities donate excess (negative) electron carriers, and are therefore referred to as
donor, or n-type, impurities.

When donor impurities are added to a semiconductor, allowable energy
levels are introduced a very small distance below the conduction band, as is
shown in Fig. 2-7. These new allowable levels are essentially a discrete level
because the added impurity atoms are far apart in the crystal structure, and
hence their interaction is small. In the case of germanium, the distance of
the new discrete allowable energy level is only 0.01 eV (0.05 eV in silicon)
below the conduction band, and therefore .at room temperature almost all the
"fifth" electrons of the donor material are raised into the conduction band.

If intrinsic semiconductor material is "doped" with n-type impurities,
not only does the number of electrons increase, but the number of holes
decreases below that which would be available in the intrinsic semiconductor.
The reason for the decrease in the number of holes is that the larger number of
electrons present increases the rate of recombination of electrons with holes.

Fig.2-7 Energy-band diagram of

n-type semiconductor.
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Fig. 2-8 Crystal lattice with a ger

manium atom displaced by an atom of a

trivalent impurity.

Acceptors If a trivalent impurity (boron, gallium, or indium) is added
to an intrinsic semiconductor, only three of the covalent bonds can be filled,
and the vacancy that exists in the fourth bond constitutes a hole. This
situation is illustrated in Fig. 2-8. Such impurities make available positive
carriers because they create holes which can accept electrons. These impurities
are consequently known as acceptor, or p-type, impurities. The amount of
impurity which must be added to have an appreciable effect on the conductivity
is very small. For example, if a donor-type impurity is added to the extent
of 1 part in 108, the conductivity of germanium at 30°C is multiplied by a
factor of 12.

When acceptor, or p-type, impurities are added to the intrinsic semi
conductor, they produce an allowable discrete energy level which is just above
the valence band, as shown in Fig. 2-9. Since a very small amount of energy
is required for an electron to leave the valence band and occupy the acceptor
energy LweI, it follows that the holes generated in the valence band by these
electrons constitute the largest number of carriers in the semiconductor
material.

The Mass-action Law We noted above that adding n-type impurities
decreases the number of holes. Similarly, doping with p-type impurities
decreases the concentration of free electrons below that in the intrinsic semi
conductor. A theoretical analysis (Sec. 2-12) leads to the result that, under

Fig. 2-9 Energy-band diagram of

p-type semiconductor.



thermal equilibrium, the product of the free negative and positive concentra
tions is a constant independent of the amount of donor and acceptor impurity
doping. This relationship is called the mass-action law and is given by

J
( ' .
•' .>

..; .!
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(2-10)

The intrinsic concentration ni is a function of temperature (Sec. 2-5).
We have the important result that the doping of an intrinsic semiconductor

not only increases the conductivity, but also serves to produce a conductor in
which the electric carriers are either predominantly holes or predominantly
electrons. In an n-type semiconductor, the electrons are called t.he majority
carriers, and the holes are called the minority carriers. In a p-type material,
the holes are the majority carriers, and the electrons are the minority carriers.

2-4 CHARGE DENSITIES IN A SEMICONDUCTOR

Equation (2-10), namely, np = n;2. gives one relationship between the electron
n and the hole p concentrations. These densities are further interrelated by
the law of electrical neutrality, which we shall now state in algebraic form:
Let N D equal the concentration of donor atoms. Since, as mentioned above,
these are practically all ionized, N D positive charges per cubic meter are
contributed by the donor ions. Hence the total positive-charge density is
N D + p. Similarly, if N A is the concentration of acceptor ions, these contrib
ute N A negative charges per cubic meter. The total negative-charge density
is N A + n. Since the semicondudor is electrically neutral , the magnitude of
the positive-charge density must equal that of the negative concentration, or

(2-11)

Consider all n-type material having N A = O. Since the number of elec
trons is much greater than the number of holes in an n-type semiconductor
(n» p), then Eq. (2-11) reduces to

(2-12)

In an n-type material the free-electron concentration is approximately equal to
the density of donor atoms.

In later applications we study the characteristics of n- and p-type materials
connected together. Since some confusion may arise as to which type is under
consideration at a given moment, we add the subscript n or p for an n-type or a
p-type substance, respectively. Thus Eq. (2-12) is more clearly written

(2-13)

The concentration pn of holes in the n-type semiconductor is obtained from
Eq. (2-10), which is now written nnpn = ni2. Thus

(2-14)
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Similarly, for a p-type semiconductor,

Sec. 2-5

(2-15)

It is possible to add donors to a p-type crystal Of, conversely, to add
acceptors to n-type material. If equal concentrations of donors and acceptors
permeate the semiconductor, it remains intrinsic. The hole of the acceptor
combines vlith the conduction electron of the donor to give no additional free
carriers. Thus, from Eq. (2-11) with N D = N A, \ve observe that p = n, and
from Eq. (2-10), n 2 = ni2, or n = ni = the intrinsic concentration.

An extension of the above argument indicates that if the concentration
of donor atoms added to a p-type semiconductor exceeds the acceptor concen
tration (ND > N A), the specimen is changed from a p-type to an n-type semi
conductor. [In Eqs. (2-13) and (2-14) N D should be replaced by N D - N A.]

2-5 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF GE AND SI

A fundamental difference between a metal and a semiconductor is that the
former is unipolar [conducts current by means of charges (electrons) of one
sign only], whereas a semiconductor is bipolar (contains t\VO charge-carrying
"particles" of opposite sign).

Conductivity One carrier is negative (the free electron), of mobilitY.J.Ln,
and the other is positive (the hole), of mobility J.Lp. These particles move in
opposite directions in an electric field 8, but since they are of opposite sign, the
current of each is in the same direction. Hence the current density J is
given by (Sec. 2-1)

J = (nJ.Ln + pJlp)q8 = (18 (2-16)

where n = magnitude of free-electron (negative) concentration
p = magnitude of hole (positive) concentration
(1 = conductivity

Hence u = (nJ.Ln + pJ.Lp)q (2-17)

For the pure semiconductor, n = p = ni, \vhere Ui is the intrinsic concentration.

Intrinsic Concentration With increasing temperature, the density of hole
electron pairs increases and, correspondingly, the conductivity increases. In
Sec. 19-5 it is found that the intrinsic concentration lli varies with T as

(2-18)

where EGO is the energy gap at OaK in electron volts, k is the Boltzman constant
in eVJOK (Appendix A), and A o is a constant independent of T. The constants
EGO, J.Ln, J.Lp, and many other important physical quantities for germanium and
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TABLE 2-J
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Properties of germanium and silicont

Property

Atomic number .
Atomic weight .
Density, g/cm' .
Dielectric constant (relative) .
Atoms/em' .
EGo, eV, at OOK .
EG, eV, at 300oK .
ni at 300oK, cm-' .
Intrinsic resistivity at 300oK, Il-cm . ...
"n, cm'/V-s at 300oK .
"., em'/V-s at 300oK .
Dn, cm'/s = "nV7· .
D p, ~m'/s = "pVT .

Ge

32
72.6
5.32
16
4.4 X 10"
0.785
0.72
2.5 X 10"
45
3,800
1,800
99
47

Si

14
28.1
2.33
12
5.0 X 10"
1.21
1.1
1.5 X 10'·
230,000
1,300
500
34
13

t G. L. Pearson and W. H. Brattain, History of Semiconductor
Research, Proc. IRE, vol. 43, pp. 1794-1806, December, 1955. E. M.
Conwell, Properties of Silicon and Germanium, Part II, Proc. IRE, vol.
46, no. 6, pp . 1281-1299, June, 1958.

silicon are given in Table 2-1. Note that germanium has of the order of 1022

atoms/ cm3, whereas at room temperature (3000 K), ni ~ 1013/ cm3. Hence
only 1 atom in about 109 contributes a free electron (and also a hole) to the
crystal because of broken covalent bonds. For silicon this ratio is even smaller,
about 1 atom in 1012

The Energy Gop The forbidden region Eo in a semiconductor depends
upon temperature, as pointed out in Sec. 1-7. Experimentally it is found that,
for silicon,3

Eo(T) = 1.21 - 3.60 X 1O-4 T (2-19)

and at room temperature (3000 K), Eo = 1.1 eV. Similarly, for germanium,4

Eo(T) = 0.785 - 2.23 X 1O-4T (2-20)

and at room temperature, Ea = 0.72 eV.

The Mobility This parameter Jl varies3 as T-m over a temperature range
of 100 to 400°K. For silicon, m = 2.5 (2.7) for electrons (holes), and for
germanium, m = 1.66 (2.33) for electrons (holes). The mobility is also found 4

to be a function of electric field intensity and remains constant only if e < 103

V/cm in n-type silicon. For 103 < e < 104V/ cm, Jln varies approximately as
e- i . For higher fields, Jln is inversely proportional to e and the carrier speed
approaches the constant value of 107 cm/s.
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EXAMPLE (a) Using Avogadro's number, verify the numerical value given in
Table 2-1 for the concentration of atoms in germanium. (b) Find the resistivity
of intrinsic germanium at 300o K. (c) If a donor-type impurity is added to the
extent of 1 part in 108 germanium atoms, find the resistivity. (d) If germanium
were a monovalent metal, find the ratio of its conductivity to that of the n-type
semiconductor in part c.

Solution a. A quantity of any substance equal to its molecular weight in grams
is a 'mole of that substance. Further, a mole of any substance contains the same
number of molecules as a mole of any other material. This number is called
Avogadro's number and equals 6.02 X 10~23 molecules per mole (Appendix A).
Thus, for monatomic germanium (using Table 2-1),

. atoms 1 mole 5.32 g atoms
ConcentratIon = 6.02 X 1023-- X --- X -- = 4.41 X 1022 --

mole 72.6 ~ cm 3 cm 3

b. From Eq. (2-17), with n = p = ni,

cm2

q = niq(~n + ~p) = (2.5 X 1013 cm-3) (1.60 X 10-19 C) (3,800 + 1,800) 
V-s

= 0.0224 (n-em)-1

R . . . 1 1 6 (")eSlstlvlty = - = -- = 44. .HI-cm
u 0.0224

in agreement with the value in Table 2-1.

c. If there is 1 donor atom per 108 germanium atoms, then N D = 4.41 X 1014

atoms/cm3• From Eq. (2-12) n ~ N D and from Eq. (2-14)

ni 2 (2.5 X 1013) 2
P = - = = 1.42 X 1012 holes/em 3

N D 4.41 X 1014

Since n» p, we can neglect p in calculating the conductivity. From Eq. (2-17)

u = nql-Ln = 4.41 X 1014 X 1.60 X 10-19 X 3,800 = 0.268 (n-Cm)-1

The resistivity = I/O' = 1/0.268 = 3.72 n-em.
NOTE: The addition of 1 donor atom in 108 germanium atoms has multiplied

the conductivity by a factor of 44.6/3.72 = 11.7.
d. If eaeh atom contributed one free electron to the "metal," then

n = 4.41 X 1022 electrons/em3

and
q = nq~n = 4.41 X 1022 X 1.60 X 10-19 X 3,800

= 2.58 X 107 (O-cm)-'1

Hence the conductivity of the "luetal" is higher than that of the n-type semi
conductor by a factor of

2.58 X 107
~ 108

0.268
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2·6 THE HALL EFFECT

If a. specimen (metal or semiconductor) carrying a current I is placed in a
transverse magnetic field B, an electric field 8 is induced in the direction per
pendicular to both I and B. This phenomenon, known as the Hall effect, is
used to determine whether a semiconductor is n- or p-type and to find the
ca.rrier concentration. Also, by simultaneously measuring the conductivity fT,

the mobility j.l can be calculated.
The physical origin of the Hall effect is not difficult to find. If in Fig.

2-10 I is in the positive X direction and B is in the positive Z direction, a force
will be exerted in the negative Y direction on the current carriers. The
current I may be due to holes moving from left to right or to free electrons
traveling from right to left in the semiconductor specimen. Hence, inde
pendently of whether the carriers are holes or electrons, they will be forced
downward toward side 1 in Fig. 2-10. If the semiconductor is n-type material,
80 that the current is carried by electrons, these electrons will accumulate on
side 1, and this surface becomes negatively charged with respect to side 2.
Hence a potential, called the Hall voltage, appears between surfaces 1 and 2.

If the polarity of VH is positive at terminal 2, then, as explained above, the
I carriers must be electrons. If, on the other hand, terminal 1 becomes charged

positively with respect to terminal 2, the semiconductor must be p-type.
These results have been verified experimentally, thus justifying the bipolar
(two-carrier) nature of the current in a semiconductor.

If I is the current in a p-type semiconductor, the carriers might be con
sidered to be the bound electrons jumping from right to left. Then side 1
would become negatively charged. However, experimentally, side 1 is found
to become positive with respect to side 2 for a p-type specimen. This experi
ment confirms the quantum-mechanical fact noted in Sec. 2-2 that the hole
acts like a classical free positive-charge carrier.

Experimental Determination of Mobility In the equilibrium state the
electric field intensity & due to the Hall effect must exert a force on the carrier
which just balances the magnetic force, or

q& = Bqv (2-21)

where q is the magnitude of the charge on the carrier, and v is the drift speed.
From Eq. (1-3), & = VH/ d, where d is the distance between surfaces 1 and 2.

Fig.2.10 Pertaining to the Hall effect.

The carriers (whether electrons or holes)

are subjected 'to a magnetic force in the

negative Y direction.
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Fro/Eq. (2-6), J = pv = I/wd, where J is the current density, p is the charge
density, and w is the width of the specimen in the direction of the magnetic
field. Combining these relationships, we find

BJd BI
VH = ed = Bvd = - = -

P p1V
(2-22)

If VH, B, I, and ware measured, the charge density p can be determined from
Eq. (2-22).

It is customary to introdu.ce the Hall coefficient R H defined by

1
RH ==-

p

Hence RH = V HW
BI

(2-23)

(2-24)

If conduction is due primarily to charges of one sign, the conductivity fT

is related to the mobility ~ by Eq. (2-8), or

fT = PJ.L

If the conductivity is measured together \vith the Hall coefficient, the mobility
can be determined from

(2-26)

We have assumed in the foregoing discussion that all particles travel \vith
the mean drift speed v. Actually, the current carriers have a random thermal
distribution in speed. If this distribution is taken into account, it is found
that Eq. (2-24) remains valid provided that RH is defined by 3tr /8p. Also,
Eq. (2-26) must be modified to J.L = (8fT/3tr)RH •

Applications Since V H is proportional to B (for a given current I), then
the Hall effect has been incorporated into a magnetic field meter. Another
instrument, called a Hall-effect multiplier, is available to give an output
proportional to the product of two signals. If I is made proportional to one
of the inputs and if B is linearly related to the second signal, then, from Eq.
(2-22), V H is proportional to the product of the t\VO inputs.

2-7 CONDUCTIVITY MODULATION

Since the conductivity fT of a semiconductor is proportional to the concentration
of free carriers [Eq. (2-17)], fT may be increased by inc~easingn or p. The two
most important methods for varying nand p are to change the temperature
or to illuminate the semiconductor and thereby generate new hole-electron
pairs.
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Thermistors The c~nductivity of germanium (silicon) is found from Eq.
(2-18) to increase approximately 6 (8) percent per degree increase in tempera
ture. Such a large change in conductivity \vith temperature places a limitation
upon the use of semiconductor devices in some circuits. On the other hand,
for some applications it is exactly this'property of semiconductors that is used
to advantage. A semiconductor used in this manner is called a thermistor.
Such a device finds extensive application in thermometry, in the measurement
of microwave-frequency po\\rer, as a thermal relay, and in control devices
actuated by changes in temperature. Silicon and germanium are not used as
thermistors because their properties are too sensitive to impurities. Com
lnercial thermistors consist of sintered mixtures of such oxides as NiO, IVln 203,
and 00 20 3•

The exponential decrease in resistivity (reciprocal of conductivity) of a
semiconductor should be contrasted \vith the small and almost linear increase
in resistivity of a metal. An increase in the temperature of a metal results in
greater thermal motion of the ions, and hence decreases slightly the mean free
path of the free electrons. The result is a decrease in the mobility, and hence in
conductivity. For most metals the resistance increases about 0.4 percent/oC
increase in temperature. I t should be noted that a thermistor has a negative
coefficient of resistance, \vhereas that of a metal is positive and of much smaller
magnitude. By including a thermistor in a circuit it is possible to compen
sate for temperature changes over a range as ,vide as lOO°C.

A heavily doped semiconductor can exhibit a positive temperature coeffi
cient of resistance, for under these circumstances the material acquires metallic
properties and the resistance increases because of the decrease in carrier
mobility with temperature. Such a device, called a sensistor (manufactured by
Texas Instruments), has a temperature coefficient of resistance of +0.7
percentjOC (over the range from - 60 to +150°C).

Photoconductors If radiation falls upon a semiconductor, its conductivity
increases. This photoconductive effect is explained as foIlo,vs: Radiant en,ergy
supplied to the semiconductor ionizes covalent bonds; that is, these bonds are
broken, and hole-electron pairs in excess of those generated thermally are
creat.ed. These increased current carriers decrease the resistance of the
material, and hence such a device is called a photoresistor, or pholoconductor.
l~'or a light-intensity change of 100 fe, t the resistance of a commercial photo
conductor may change by several kilohms.

In F'ig. 2-11 ,ve sho\\r the energy diagram of a semiconductor having both
acceptor and donor impurities. If photons of sufficient energies illuminate
this specimen, photogeneration takes place and the following transitions are
possible: An electron-hole pair can be created by a high-energy photon, in
what is called intrinsic excitation; a photon may excite a donor electron into the
conduction band; or a valence electron may go into an acceptor state. The

t fc is the standard abbreviation for foot-candle.
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Fig. 2-11 Photoexcitation in

semiconductors. (1) is intrinsic

whereas (2) and (3) are extrinsic

excitations.
Acceptor level

last two transitions are known as impurity excitations. Since the density of
states in the conduction and valence bands greatly exceeds the density of
impurity states, photoconductivity is due principally to intrinsic excitation.

(2-27)

Spectral Response The minimum energy of a photon required for
intrinsic excitation is the forbidden-gap energy Eo (electron volts) of the semi
conductor material. The wavelength Ac of a photon whose energy corresponds
to Eo is given by Eq. (1-14), with E 1 - E 2 = Ea. If Ac is expressed in micronst
and Eo in electron volts,

, = 1.24
I\c Eo

If the wavelength Aof the radiation exceeds I.e, then the energy of the photon is
less than Eo a:nd such a photon cannot cause a valence electron to enter the
conduction band. Hence I.e is called the critical, or cutoff, wavelength, or long
wavelength threshold, of the material. For Si, Eo = 1.1 eV and I.e = 1.13 .um,
whereas for Ge, Eo = 0.72 eV and I.e = 1.73 .um at room temperature (Table
2-1).

The spectral-sensitivity curves for Si and Ge are plotted In Fig. 2-12,
indicating that a photoconductor is a frequency-selective device. This means

t 1 micron = 1 micrometer = 1 Ilm =' 10- ' m.

Fig. 2-12 Relative spectra I re

sponse of Si and Ge. (Courtesy

of Texas Instruments, Inc.)
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that a given intensity of light of one wavelength \viII not generate the same
number of free carriers as an equal intensity of light of another \\Tavelength.
In other words, the photoelectric yield, or spectral response, depends upon the
frequency of the incident radiation. Note that the long-wavelength limit is
slightly greater than the values of X.c calculated above, because of the impurity
excitations. As the \vavelength is decreased (X. < X. c or f > Ie), the response
increases and reaches a maximum. The range of \\Oavelengths of visible light
(0.38 to 0.76 ~m) is indicated by the shaded region in Fig. 2-12.

Commercial Photoconductive Cells 'There are three important types of
applications of such a device: It is used (1) to measure a fixed amount of illumi
nation (as \\rith light meter), (2) to record a modulating light intensity (as on a
sound track), and (3) as an ON-OFF light relay (as in a digital or control circuit).

The photoconducting device with the widest application is the cadmium
sulfide cell. The sensitive area of this device consists of a layer of chemically
deposited CdS, which may'contain a small amount of silver, antimony, or
indium impurities. In absolute darkness the resistance may be as high as 2 1\1,
and when stimulated with strong light, the resistance may be less than 10 n.

The primary advantages of CdS photoconductors are their high dissipation
capability, their excellent sensitivity in the visible spectrum, and their low
resistance when stimulated by light. These photoconductors are designed to
dissipate safeiy 300 mW, and can be made to handle safely power levels of
several watts. Hence a CdS photoconductor can operate a relay directly, with
out intermediate amplifier circuits.

Other types of photoconductive devices are available for specific applica
tions. A lead sulfide, PbS, cell has a peak on the sensitivity curve at 2.9 ~m,

and hence is used for infrared-detection or infrared-absorption measurements.
A selenium cell is sensitive throughout the visible end, and particularly to\vard
the blue end of the spectrum.

2-8 GENERATION AND RECOMBINATION OF CHARGES

In Sec. 2-2 we see that in a pure semiconductor the number of holes is equal
to the number of free electrons. Thermal agitation, however, continues to
generate g new hole-electron pairs per unit volume per second, while other
hole-electron pairs disappear as a result of recombination; in other words,
free electrons fall into empty covalent bonds, resulting in the loss of a pair of
mobile carriers. On an average, a hole (an electron) \vill exist for Tp(T n ) S

before recombination. This time is called the mean lifetime of the hole and
electron, respectively. These parameters are very important in semiconductor
devices because they indicate the time required for electron and hole concen
trations which have been caused to change to return to their equilibrium
concentrations.

Consider a bar of n-type silicon containing the thermal-equilibrium· con-
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\P
Fig. 2-13 The hole

(minority) concentration
P = Po + P'(O)E-t/Tp in an n-type semiconductor

bar as a function of time,

Po due to generation and
___"""'-- - __.-....__--_-_-~_-_-_-_-_-_-_- recombination.

t'
Light

turned on

o
Light

turned off

centration po and no. Assume that at t = t' the speCImen IS illuminated
(Fig. 2-13) and that additional hole-electron pairs are generated uniformly
throughout the crystal. An equilibrium situation is reached, and the ne\v
concentrations are p and fi under the influence of the radiation. The photo
injected, or excess, concentration is p - po for holes and ii - no for electrons.
Since the radiation causes hole-electron pairs to be created, then clearly,

p - po = fi - no (2-28)

Although the increase in hole concentration p equals that for the electron
density n, the percentage increase for electrons in an n-type semiconductor
(where electrons are plentiful) is very small. On the other hand, the percent
age increase in holes may be tremendous, because holes are scarce in an n-type
crystal. In summary, the radiation affects the majority concentration hardly
at 'all, and therefore we shall limit the discussion to the behavior of the minority
carrIers.

After a steady state is reached, at t = 0 in Fig. 2-13, the radiation is
removed. We shall now demonstrate that the excess carrier density returns
to zero exponentially with time. To do so \ve must derive the differential
equation \vhich governs the hole concentration as a function of time for t > 0
('when there £s no external excitation).

!i"'lrom the definition of mean lifetime T p and assunz£ng that T p is independent
of the magnitude of the hole concentration,

E... = decrease in hole concentration per second
T p due to recombination (2-29)

From the definition of the generation rate,

g = increase in hole concentration per second
due to thermal generation (2-30)

Since charge can neither be created nor destroyed, there must be an increase
in hole concentration per second of amount dr/cit. This rate must, at every
instant of time, equal the algebraic sum of the rates given in Eqs. (2-29) and
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(2-30), or

dp p
- = (J-
dt T"

Under steady-sta te conditions, dp/ dt = 0, and with no radia tion falling on the
sa mple, the hole concentra tion p reaches its thermal-equilibrium value po.
Hence (J = PoIT" , and the above equation becomes

Sec. 2-8

(2-32)
dp po - P
dt = - T-,,-

The excess, or inj ected, carrier density p' is defined as the incrcase in minority
concentration above the equilibrium value. Since pi is a function of time, then

p' == p - po = p' (t ) (2-33)

(2-34)

(2-32) that the differential equation controlling p' is

'f,

It follows from Eq.

dp' p'
(If = - ~

The rate of change of excess concentration is proportional to this concen
tration-an intuitively correct result. The minus sign indicates that the
change is a decrease in the case of recombination and an increase when the.
concentra tion is recovering from a temporary depletion .

Since the radia tion results in an initial (at t ~ 0) excess concentration
p' (O) = fJ - po and then this excita tion is removed, the solution of Eq. (2-34)
for t ::2: 0 is

(2-35)

The excess concentration decreases exponentially to zero (pi = 0 or p = Po)
with a time constant equal to the mean lifetime T", as indica ted in Fig. 2-13.
The pulsed-light method indicated in this figure is used to measure T".

Recombination Centers Recombination is the process where an electron
moves from the conduction band into the valence band so that a mobile
electron-hole pair disappear. Classical mechanics requires that momentum
be conserved in an encounter of two parti cles. Since the momentum is zero
after recombination , this conservation la w requires that the "colliding" elec
tron and hole must have equal magnitudes of momentum and they must be
traveling in opposite directions. This requirement is very stringent, and
hence the probability of recombination by such a direct encounter is very
small.

The most important mechanism in silicon or germanium through which
holes and electrons recombine is that involving traps , or recombination centers, 5

which contribute electronic sta tes in the energy gap of the semiconductor.
Such a location acts effectively as a third body which can sati sfy the conserva
tion-of-momentum requirement. These new states are associated with imper-
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fections in the crystal. Specifically, metallic impurities in the semiconductor! I
are capable of introducing energy states in the forbidden gap. Recombination
is affected not only by volume impurities but also by surface imperfections
in the crystal.

Gold is extensively used as a recombination agent by semiconductor
device manufacturers. Thus the device designer can obtain desired carrier
lifetimes by introducing gold into silicon under controlled conditions.6 Carrier
lifetimes range from nanoseconds (1 ns = 10- 9 s) to hundreds of microseconds
(IlS) .

2-9 DIFFUSION

In addition to a conduction current, the transport of charges in a semiconductor
may be accounted for by a mechanism called diffusion, not ordinarily encoun
tered in metals. The essential features of diffusion are now discussed.

It is possible to have a nonuniform concentration of particles in a semi
conductor. As indicated in Fig. 2-14, the concentration p of holes varies with
distance x in the semiconductor, and there exists a concentration gradient,
dp/ dx, in the density of carriers. The existence of a gradient implies that
if an imaginary surface (shown dashed) is drawn in the semiconductor, the
density of holes immediately on one side of the surface is larger than the
density on the other side. The holes are in a random motion as a result of
their thermal energy. Accordingly, holes will continue to move back and
forth across this surface. We may then expect that , in a given time interval,
more holes will cross the surface from the side of greater concentration to the
side of smaller concentration than in the reverse direction. This net transport
of holes across the surface constitutes a current in the positive X direction.
It should be noted that this net transport of charge is not the result of mutual
repulsion among charges of like sign, but is simply the result of a statistical
phenomenon. This diffusion is exactly analogous to that which occurs in a
neutral gas if a concentration gradient exists in the gaseous container. The
diffusion hole-current density J p (amperes per square meter) is proportional

p (O) p(x )

Fig. 2-14 A nonuniform concentration p(x) results in a

diffusion current J p'

x= 0 x
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to the concentration gradient, and is given by

dpJ p = -qD -Pdx

~
(2-36)

(2-37)

where D p (square meters per second) is called the diffusion constant for holes.
Since p in Fig. 2-14 decreases with increasing x, then dp / elx is negative and
the minus sign in Eq. (2-36) is needed, so that J I' will be positive in the positive
X direction . A similar equation exists for diffusion electron-current density
[p is replaced by n, and the minus sign is replaced by a plus sign in Eq. (2-36)].

Einstein Relationship Since hoth diffusion and mobility are statistical
thermodynamic phenomena, D and JJ. are not independent. The relationship
between them is given by the Einstein equation (Eq. 19-59)

D p = D n = V
T

JJ.p JJ.n

where V T is the "volt-equivalent of temperature," defined by

kT T
V T =-= --

q 11,600
(2-38)

(2-39)

where k is the Boltzmann constant in joules per degree Kelvin. Note the
distinction between k and k; the latter is the Boltzmann constant in electron
volts per degree Kelvin. (Numerical values of k and k are given in Appen
dix A. From Sec. 1-3 it follows that k = 1.60 X to- 19k.) At room tempera
ture (3000 K), VT = 0.026 V, and JJ. = 39D. Measured values of JJ. and com
puted values of D for silicon and germanium are given in Table 2-1.

Total Current It is possible for both a potential gradient and a concentra
tion gradient to exist simultaneously within a semiconductor. In such a
situation the total hole current is the sum of the drift current [Eq. (2-7) , with
n replaced by p] and the diffusion current [Eq. (2-36)], or

dp
J p = qJJ.ppS - qDp dx

Similarly, the net electron current is

dn
I n = qJJ.nnS + qDn dx

2-10 THE CONTINUITY EQUATION

(2-40)

In Sec. 2-8 it was seen that if we disturb the equilibrium concentrations of
carriers in a semiconductor material, the concentration of holes or electrons
(which is constant throughout the crystal) will vary with time. In the general
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p holes/m 3

Sec.2·JO

x x+dx

Fig. 2-1 S Relating to the conservation of

charge.

(2-42)

case, ho\vever, the carrier concentration in the body of a semiconductor is a
function of both time and distance. We now derive the differential equation
which governs this functional relationship. This equation is based on the
fact that charge can be neither created nor destroyed, and hence is an extension
of Eq. (2-31).

Consider the infinitesimal element of volume of area A and length dx
(Fig. 2-15) within which the average hole concentration is p. Assume that
the problem is one-dimensional and that the hole current I p is a function of x.
If, as indicated in Fig. 2-15, the current entering the volume at x is I p at time
t and leaving at x + dx is I p + dIp at the same time t, there must be dIp
more coulombs per second leaving the volume than entering it (for a positive
value of dIp). Hence the decrease in number of coulombs per second within ,
the volume is dIp. Since the magnitude of the carrier charge is q, then dIp/q
equals the decrease in the number of holes per second \vithin the elemental
volume A dx. Remembering that the current density J p = I p/A, \ve have

1 dI l' 1 dJPd· hi' (h I .A d = - d = ecrease In 0 e concentratIon 0 es per unIt
q x q x volume) per second, due to current I p (2-41)

From Eq. (2-30) we know that there is an increase per second of g = Po/Tp holes
per unit volume due to thermal generation, and from Eq. (2-29) a decrease
per second of p/Tp holes per unit volume because of recombination. Since
charge can neither be created nor destroyed, the increase in holes per unit
volume per second, dp/dt, must equal the algebraic sum of all the increases
listed above, or

iJp = po - p _ ! iJJl'

at 71' q iJx

(Since both p and J l' are functions of both t and x, then partial derivatives
are used in this equation.)

The continuity equation is applied to a specific physical problem in the
following section and is discussed further in Sec. 19-9. Equation (2-42) is
called the law of conservation of charge, or the continuity equation for charge.
This law applies equally well for electrons, and the corresponding equation is
obtained by replacing p by n in Eq. (2-42).
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2-11 INJECTED MINORITY-CARRIER CHARGE

Consider the physical situation pictured7 in Fig. 2-16a. A long semiconductor
bar is doped uniformly with donor atoms so that the concentration n = N D

is independent of position . Radiation falls upon the end of the bar at x = O.
Some of the photons are captured by the bound electrons in the covalent bonds
near the illuminated surface. As a result of this energy transfer, these bonds
are broken and hole-electron pairs are generated. Let us investigate how the
steady-state minority-carrier concentration p varies with the distance x into
the specimen.

We shall make the reasonable assumption that the injected minority con
centration is very small compared with the doping level; that is, p' < n.
The statement that the minority concentration is much smaller than the
majority concentration is called the low-level injection condition. Since the
drift current is proportional to the concentration [Eq. (2-16)] and since
p = p' + Po « n, we shall neglect the hole drift current (but not the electron
drift current) and shall assume that I p is due entirely to diffusion. This
assumption is justified at the end of this section. The controlling differential
equation for p is

(2-43)

This equation is obtained by substituting Eq. (2-::16) for the diffusion current
into the equation of continuity [Eq. (2-42)] and setting dp / dt = 0 for steady
state operation . Defining the diffusion length for holes L p by

Fig. 2-16 (0) Light falls upon

the end of a long semiconductor

bar. This excitation causes

hole-electron pairs to be in

jected at x = D. (b) The hole

(minority) concentration p(x) in

the bar as a function of dis

tance x from the end of the

specimen. The injected concen

tration is p'(x) = p(x) - po.

The radiation injects p'(D)

carriers/ m3 into the bar at

x = D. [Not drown to scale

since p'(D) » Po.]

(2-44)

(b)
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(2-45)

the differential equation for the injected hole concentration p' = p - po
becomes

d2p' _ p'
dx 2 - L p 2

The solution of this equation is

p'(x) = K1E-z/Lp + K 2E+z / L p (2-46)

where K 1 and K 2 are constants of integration. Consider a very' long piece of
semiconductor extending from x = 0 in the positive X direction. Since the
concentration cannot become infinite as x ~ 00, then K 2 must be zero. We
shall assume that at x = 0 the injected concentration is p'(O). To satisfy
this boundary conditipn, K 1 = p' (0). Hence

p'(x) = p'(O)E-:r/Lp = p(x) - po (2-47)

The hole concentration decreases exponentially with distance, as indicated
in Fig. 2-16b. We see that the diffusion len~th L p represents the distance
into the semiconductor at which the injected concentration falls to liE of
its value at x = O. In Sec. 19-9 it is demonstrated that L p also represents
the average distance that an injected hole travels before recombining with an
electron.

Diffusion Currents The minority (hole) diffusion current is I p = AJp,

where A is the cross section of the bar. From Eqs. (2-36) and (2-47)

Ip(x) = AfJ!!i:'(O) E-r /L • = Ai~p [p(O) - P.]cr / L • (2-48)

This current falls exponentially with distance in the same manner that the
minority-carrier concentration decreases. This result is used to find the
current in a semiconductor diode (Sec. 3-3).

The majority (electron) diffusion current is AqDn dnldx. Assuming that
electrical neutrality is preserved under low-level injection, then n' = p', or

n - no = p - po (2-49)

Since the thermal-equilibrium concentrations no and po are independent of the
position x, then

dn _ dp
dx - dx

Hence the electron diffusion current is

dn dp D n
AqDn dx = AqDn dx = - D

p
I p

(2-50)

(2-51)

where I p = -AqDp dp/dx = the hole diffusion current. The dependence of
the diffusion current upon x is given in Eq. (2-48). The magnitude of the



ra.tio of majority to minority diffusion current is D./Dp '" 2 for germanium
a.nd '" 3 for silicon (Table 2-1).
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Drift Currents Since Fig. 2-16a represents an open-circuited bar, the
resultant current (the sum of hole and electron currents) must be zero every
where. Hence a majority (electron) drift current I nd must exist such. that

or

Ip + (I'd - DD~P) = 0

I.d = (~: - 1)Ip

(2-52)

(2-53)

From Eq. (2-48) we see that the~ctron drift current also decreases expo
nentially with distance.

It is important to point out that an electric field 8 must exist in the bar
in order for a drift current to exist . This field is created internally by the
injected carriers. From Eqs. (2-7) and (2-53)

8= _1_(Dn _1) I (2-54)
AqnJt. D p p

The results obtained in this section are based on the assumption that the
hole drift current Ipd is zero. Using Eq. (2-7), with n replaced by p, the
next approximation for this current is

I pd = AqpJtp8 = I!. Jtp (DD. - 1) Ip (2-55)
n Jt. p

;
• Since p « n, then I pd « I p. The hole drift current is negligible compared

with the hole diffusion current, thus justifying the assumption that the injected
minority-carrier current, under low-level injection, is essentia lly a diffusion
current.

2-12 THE POTENTIAL VARIATION WITHIN
A GRADED SEMICONDUCTOR

Consider a semiconductor (Fig. 2-17a) where the hole concentra tion p is
a function of x ; that is, the doping is nonuniform, or graded.' Assume a
steady-st ate situation and zero excita tion ; that is, no carriers are injected
into the specimen from any external source. With no excitation there can be
no steady movement of charge in the bar, although the carriers possess random
motion due to thermal agitation. Hence the total hole current must be zero.
(Also, the total electron current must be zero.) Since p is not constant, we
expect a nonzero hole diffusion current. In order for the total hole current to
vanish there must exist a hole drift current which is equal and opposite to the
diffusion current. However, a conduction current requires a n electric field,
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(a)

Junction

p type n type

Fig. 2-17 (a) A graded

semiconductor: p(x) is not

constant. (b) One portion

is doped uniformly with

acceptor ions and the other

section is doped uniformly

with donor ions so that a

metallurgical junction is

formed . A contact poten

tial 1'0 appears across this

step-graded p-n junction.

and hence we conclude that. as a result of the nonuniform doping, an electric
field is generated within the semiconductor. We shall now find this field
and the corresponding potential variation throughout the bar.

Setting J l' = 0 in Eq. (2-39) and using the Einstein relationship D1' = JJ1' VT

[Eq. (2-37)], we obtain

e = Vr dp (2-56)
p dx

If the doping concentration p(x) is known. this equation allows the built-in
field Sex) to be calculated. From e = -dVIdx we can calculate the potential
variation. Thus

(2-57)

(2-58)

If this equation is integrated between Xl, where the concentration is PI and
the potential is VI (Fig. 2-17a), and X2, where P = P2 and V = V 2, the result is

V 21 == V 2 - V I = VT In PI
P2

Note that the potential difference between two points depends only upon the
concentrations at these two points and is independent of their separation
X2 - It. Equation (2-58) may be put in the form

(2-59)

This is the Boltzmann relat.ionship of kinetic gas theory.

Mass-action law Starting with J n = 0 and proceeding as above, the
Boltzmann equation for electrons is obtained.

(2-60)

Multiplying Eqs. (2-59) and (2-60) gives

(2-61)
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This equation states that the product np is a constant~ndependent of x, and
hence of the amount of doping, under thermal equilibrilim. For an intrinsic
semiconductor, n = p = ni, and hence

np = ni2 (2-10)

which is the law of mass action introduced in Sec. 2-3. An alternative proof
is given in Sec. 19-5.

An Open-circuited Step-graded Junction Consider the special case
indicated in Fig. 2-17b. The left half of the bar is p-type with a constant con
centration N A, whereas the right-half is n-type with a uniform density N D.

The dashed plane is a metallurgical (p-n) junction separating the two sec
tions with different concentration. This type of doping, where the density
changes abruptly from p- to n-type, is called step grading. The step-graded
junction is located at the plane where the concentration is zero. The above
theory indicates that there is a built-in potential between these two sections
(called the contact difference of potential Vo). Equation (2-58) allows us to
calculate Vo. Thus

i
('

Vo = V 21 = Vrln Ppo

PAO

because PI = Ppo = thermal-equilibrium hole concentration in
P2 = PAO = thermal-equilibrium hole concentration in n side.
(2-15) PAO = N A, and from Eq. (2-14) PAO = nNND, so that

v -V I NAND
0- r n--

ni2

(2-62)

p side and
From Eq.

(2-63)

The same expression for Vo is obtained from an analysis corresponding to
that given above and based upon equating the total electron current I A to
zero (Prob. 2-20). The p-n junction, both open-circuited and with an applied
voltage, is studied in detail in Chaps. 3 and 19.

2-13 RECAPITULATION

The fundamental principles governing the electrical behavior of semi-conduc
tors, discussed in this chapter, are summarized as follows:

1. Two types of mobile charge carriers (positive holes and negative
electrons) are available. This bipolar nature of a semiconductor is to be
contrasted with the unipolar property of a metal, which possesses only free
electrons.

2. A semiconductor may be fabricated with donor (acceptor) impurities;
so it contains mobile charges which are primarily electrons (holes) .

3. The intrinsic concentration of carriers is a function of temperature.
At room temperature, essentially all donors or acceptors are ionized.
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4. Current is due to two distinct phenomena: \
a. Carriers drift in an electric field (this conduction current is also avail

able in a metal).
b. Carriers diffuse if a concentration gradient exists (a phenomenon

which does not take place in a metal).
5. Carriers are continuously being generated (due to thermal creation of

hole-electron pairs) and are simultaneously disappearing (due to recombination).
6. The fundamental law governing the flo\v of charge is called the con

tinuity. equation. It is formulated by considering that charge can neither be
created nor destroyed if generation, recombination, drift, and diffusion are
all taken into account.

7. If minority carriers (say, holes) are injected into a region containing
majority carriers (say, an n-type bar), then usually the injected minority
concentration is very small compared with the densit.y of the majority carriers.
For this low-level injection condition the minority current is predominantly
due to diffusion; in other words, the minority drift current may be neglected.

8. The total majority-carrier flow is the sum of a drift and a diffusion
current. The majority conduction current results from a small electric field
internally created within the semiconductor because of the injected carriers.

9. The minority-carrier concentration injected into one end of a semi
conductor bar decreases exponentially with distance into the specimen (as a
result of diffusion and recombination).

10. Across an open-circuited p-n junction there exists a contact difference
of potential.

These basic concepts are applied in the next chapter to the study of the
p-n junction diode.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

2-1 Give the electron-gas description of a metal.
2-2 (a) Define mobility. (b) Give its dimensions.
2-3 (a) Define conductivity. (b) Give its dimensions.
2-4 Define a hole (in a semiconductor).
2·5 Indicate pictorially how a hole contributes to conduction.
2-6 (a) Define intrinsic concentration of holes. (b) What is the relationship

between this density and the intrinsic concentration for electrons? (c) What do these
equal at OOK?

2-7 Show (in two diInensions) the crystal structure of silicon containing a donor
impurity atom.

2-8 Repeat Rev. 2-7 for an acceptor impurity atom.
2-9 Define (a) donor, (b) acceptor impurities.
2-10 A semiconductor is doped with both donors and acceptors of concentrations

N D and N A, respectively. Write the equation or equations from which to determine
the electron and hole concentrations (n and p).

2-11 Define the volt equivalent of temperature.
2-12 Describe the Hall effect.
2-13 What properties of a semiconductor are determined from a Hall effect

experirnent?
2-14 Given an intrinsic semiconductor specimen, state two physical processes for

increasing its conductivity. Explain briefly.
2.15 Is the temperature coefficient of resistance of a semiconductor positive or

negative? Explain briefly.
2-16 Answer Rev. 2-15 for a metal.
2.17 (a) Sketch the spectral response curve for silicon. (b) Explain its shape

qualitatively.
2-18 (a) Define long-wavelength, threshold, or critical wavelength for a semi

conductor. (b) Explain why Ac exists.
2-19 Define mean lifetime of a carrier.
2-20 Explain physically the meaning of the following statement: An electron and

a hole recombine and disappear.
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2-21 Radiation falls on a semiconductor specimen ,vhich is uniformly illuminated,
and a steady-state is reached. At t = 0 the light is turned off. (a) Sketch the
minority-carrier concentration as a function of time for t 2:: O. (b) Define all sYlnbols
in the equation describing your sketch.

2-22 (a) Define diffusion constant for holes. (b) Give its dimensions.
2-23 Repeat Rev. 2-22 for electrons.
2-2.4 (a) Write the equation for the net electron current in a semiconductor.

What is the physical significance of each term? (b) How is this equation modified
for a metal?

2-25 (a) The equation of continuity is a mathematical statement of what physical
law? (b) The left-hand side of this equation for holes is dpjdt. The right-hand side
contains several terms. State in words (no mathematics) what each of these terms
represents physically.

2-26 Light falls upon the end of a long open-circuited semiconductor specimen.
(a) Sketch the steady-state minority-carrier concentration as a function of distance.
(b) Define all the synlbols in the equation describing your sketch.

2-27 Light falls upon the end of a long open-circuited semiconductor bar. (a)
For low-level injection is the minority current due predolninantly to drift, diffusion, or
both? (b) Is the majority current due predominantly to drift, diffusion, or both?

2-28 (a) Define a graded semiconductor. (b) Explain why an electric field must
exist in a graded semiconductor.

2-29 Consider a step-graded junction under open-circuited conditions. Upon
what four parameters does the contact difference of potential depend?

2-30 State the ma.ss-action law as an equation and in words.
2-31 Explain why a contact difference of potential must develop across an open

circuited p-n junction.



IJUNCTION·DlOOE CHARACTERISTICS

In this chapter we demonstrate that if a junction is formed between a
sample of p-type and one of n-type semiconductor, this combination
possesses the properties of a rectifier. The volt-ampere character
istics of such a two-terminal device (called a junction diode) is studied.
The capacitance across the junction is calculated.

Although the transistor is a triode (three-terminal) semiconductor,
it may be considered as one diode biased by the current from a second
diode. Hence most of the theory developed here is utilized in Chap. 5
in connection with the study of the transistor.

3-1 THE OPEN-CIRCUITED p-n JUNCTION

If donor impurities are introduced into one side and acceptors into the
other side of a single crystal of a semiconductor, a p-n junction is
formed, as in Fig. 2-17b. Such a system is illustrated in more sche
matic detail in Fig. 3-1a. The donor ion is represented by a plus
sign because, after this impurity atom "donates" an electron, it
becomes a positive ion. The acceptor ion is indicated by a minus
sign because, after this atom "accepts" an electron, it becomes a
negative ion. Initially, there are nominally only p-type carriers to
the left of the junction and only n-type carriers to the right.

Space-charge Region Because there is a density gradient across
the junction, holes will initially diffuse to the right across the junction,
and electrons to the left. We see that the positive holes which neu
tralized the acceptor ions near the junction in the p-type silicon have
disappeared as a result of combination with electrons which have
diffused across the junction. Sjmilarly, the neutralizing electrons in

49
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Fig. 3-1 A schematic diagram of a p-n junction, including the

charge density, electric fleld intensity, and potential-energy bar

riers at the junction. Since potential energy = potential X

charge, the curve in (d) is proportional to the potential energy for

a hole (a positive charge) and the curve in (e) is proportional to "

the negative of that in (d) (an electron is a negative charge).

(Not drawn to scale.)
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the n-type silicon have combined with holes which have crossed the junction
from the p material. The unneutralized ions in the neighborhood of the
junction are referred to as uncovered charges. The general shape of the charge
density p (Fig. 3-1b) depends upon how the diode is doped (a step-graded
junction is considered in detail in Sec. 3-7). Since the region of the junction
is depleted of mobile charges, it is called the depletion region, the space-charge
region, or the transition region. The thickness of this region is of the order
of the wavelength of visible light (0.5 micron = 0.5 J-Lm). Within this very
narrow space-charge layer there are no mobile carriers. To the left of this
region the carrier concentration is p ~ N A, and to its right it is n :::::: N D.

Electric Field Intensity The space-charge density pis zero at the junction.
It is positive to the right and negative to the left of the junction. This dis
tribution constitutes an electrical dipole layer, giving rise to electric lines of
flux from right to left, corresponding to negative field intensity e as depicted
in Fig. 3-1c. Equilibrium is established when the field is strong enough to
restrain the process of diffusion. Stated alternatively, under steady-state
conditions the drift hole (electron) current must be equal and opposite to the
diffusion hole (electron) current so that the net hole (electron) current is
reduced to zero-as it nlust be for an open-circuited device. In other words,
there is no steady-state movement of charge across the junction.

The field intensity curve is proportional to the integral of the charge
density curve. This statement follows from Poisson's equation

d2V _!!.
dx2 = E

(3-1)

where E is the permittivity. If Er is the (relative) dielectric constant and Eo

is the permittivity of free space (Appencl;ix A), then E = ErEo• Integrating
Eq. (3-1) and remembering that e = -dVjdx gives

f, % Pe = -dx
%0 E

(3-2)

where e = 0 at x = xo • Therefore the curve plotted in Fig. 3-1e is the integral
of the function drawn in Fig. 3-1b (divided by E).

Potentia I The electrostatic-potential variation in the depletion region is
shown in Fig. 3-1d, and is the negative integral of the function e of Fig. 3-lc.
This variation constitutes a potential-energy barrier (Sec. 1-2) against the
further diffusion of holes across the barrier. The form of the potential-energy
barrier against the flow of electrons from the n side across the junction is
shown in Fig. 3-1e. It is similar to that shown in Fig. 3-1d, except that it is
inverted, since the charge on an electron is negative. Note the existence,
across the depletion layer, of the contact potential V o, discussed in Sec. 2-12.
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Summary Under open-circuited conditions the net hole current must be
zero. If this statement were not true, the hole density at one end of the semi
conductor would continue to increase indefinitely with time, a situation which
is obviously physically impossible. Since the concentration of holes in the
p side is much greater than that in the n side, a very large hole diffusion current
tends to flow across the junction from the p to the n material. Hence an
electric field must build up across the junction in such a direction that a hole
drift current will tend to flow across the junction from the n to the p side in
order to counterbalance the diffusion current. This equilibrium condition of
zero resultant hole current allows us to calculate the height of the potential
barrier Vo [Eq. (2-63)1 in terms of the donor and acceptor concentrations.
The numerical value for Vo is of the order of magnitude of a few tenths of a
volt.

3-2 THE p-n JUNCTION AS A RECTIFIER!

The essential electrical characteristic of a p-n junction is that it constitutes a
rectifier which permits the easy flow of charge in one direction but restrains the
flow in the opposite direction. We consider now, qualitatively, how this diode
rectifier action comes about.

Reverse Bias In Fig. 3-2, a battery is shown connected across the
terminals of a p-n junction. The negative terminal of the battery is con
nected to the p side of the junction, and the positive terminal to the n side.
The polarity of connection is such as to cause both the holes in the p type and
the electrons in the n type to move away from the junction. Consequently,
the region of negative-charge density is spread to the left of the junction (Fig.
3-1b) , and the positive-eharge-density region is spread to the right. However,
this process cannot continue indefinitely, because in order to have a steady
flow of holes to the left, these holes must be supplied ac ross the junction from
the n-type silicon. And there are very few holes in the n-type side. Hence,
nominally, zero current results. Actually, a small current does flow because
a small number of hole-electron pairs are generated throughout the crystal
as a result of thermal energy. The holes so formed in the n-type silicon will
wander over to the junction. A similar remark applies to the electrons

Metal ohmic contacts

~CJI
L~ -+

Fig. 3-2 (a) A p-n junction biased in the

reverse direction. (b) The rectifier symbol

is used for the p-n diode.
v

(a)

v
(b)
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Fig. 3-3 (0) A p-n junction biased in the

forward direction. (b) The rectifier symbol

is used for the p-n diode.
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+ 
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thermally generated in the p-type silicon. This small current is the diode
reverse saturation current, and its magnitude is designated by 10 , This reverse
current will increase with increasing temperature [Eq. (3-11)], and hence the
back resistance of a crystal diode decreases with increasing temperature. From
the argument presented here , 10 should be independent of the magnitude of the
reverse bias.

The mechanism of conduction in the reverse direction may be described
alternatively in the following way: When no voltage is applied to the p-n
diode, the potential barrier across the junction is as shown in Fig. 3-1d. When
a voltage V is applied to the diode in the direction shown in Fig. 3-2, the
height of the potential-energy barrier is increased by the amount qV. This
increase in the barrier height serves to reduce the flow of majority carriers
(i.e., holes in p type and electrons in n type). However, the minority carriers
(i.e., electrons in p type and holes in n type), since they fall down the potential
energy hill, are uninfluenced by the increased height of the barrier. The
applied voltage in the direction indicated in Fig. 3-2 is called the reverse, or
blocking, bias.

For-.rard Bias An external voltage applied with the polarity shown in
Fig. 3-3 (opposite to that ihdicated in Fig. 3-2) is called a forward bias. An
ideal p-n diode has zero ohmic voltage dr9P across the body of the crystal.
For such a diode the height of the potential barrier at the junction will be
lowered by the applied forward voltage V. The equilibrium initially estab
lished between the forces tending to produce diffusion of majority carriers
and the restraining influence of the potential-energy barrier at the junction
will be disturbed. Hence, for a forward bias, the holes cross the junction
from the p-type into the n-type region, where they constitute an injected
minority current. Similarly, the electrons cross the junction in the reverse
direction and become a minority current injected into the p side. Holes
traveling from left to right constitute a current in the same direction as elec
trons moving from right to left. Hence the resultant current crossing the
junction is the sum of the hole and electron minority currents. A detailed
discussion of the several current components within the diode is given in the
next section.

Ohmic Contacts In Fig. 3-2 (3-3) we show an external reverse (forward)
bif's applied to a p-n diode. We have assumed that the external bias voltage
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appears directly across the junction and has the effect of raising (lo\vering)
the electrostatic potential across the junction. To justify this assumption
we must specify how electric contact is made to the semiconductor from
the external bias circuit. In Figs. 3-2 and 3-3 we indicate metal contacts
with \vhich the homogeneous p-type and n-type materials are provided. We
thus see that we have introduced t\VO Inetal-semiconductor junctions, one at
each end of the diode. We naturally expect a contact potential to develop
across these additional junctions. However, we shall assume that the metal
semiconductor contacts shown in Figs. 3-2 and 3-3 have been manufactured
in such a way that they are nonrectifying. In other words, the contact
potential across these junctions is constant, independent of the direction
and ~agnitude of the current. A contact of this type is referred to as an
ohmic contact.

We are now in a position to justify our assumption that the entire applied
voltage appears as a change in the height of the potential barrier. Inasmuch
as the voltage across the metal-semiconductor ohmic contacts remains con
stant and the voltage drop across the bulk of the crystal is neglected, approxi
mately the entire applied voltage will indeed appear as a change in the height
of the potential barrier at the p-n junction.

The Short-circuited and Open-circuited p-n Junction If the voltage V
in Fig. 3-2 or 3-3 were set equal to zero, the p-n junction \\'"ould be short
circuited. Under these conditions, as we show below, no current can flow
(I = 0) and the electrostatic potential Vo remains unchanged and equal to
the value under open-circuit conditions. If there were a current (I ~ 0), the
metal would become heated. Since there is no external source of energy avail
able, the energy required to heat the metal wire would have to be supplied
by the p-n bar. The senliconductor bar) therefore, would have to cool off.
Clearly, under thermal equilibrium the simultaneous heating of the metal and
cooling of the bar is impossible, and we conclude that I == o. Since under
short-circuit conditions the sum of the voltages around the closed loop nlust
be zero, the junction potential Vo must be exactly compensated by the
metal-to-semiconductor contact potentials at the ohmic contacts. Since the
current is zero, the wire can be cut without changing the situation, and the
voltage drop across the cut must remain zero. If in an attempt to measure Vo

we connected a voltmeter across the cut, the voltmeter would read zero voltage.
In other words, it is not possible to measure contact difference of potential
directly with a voltmeter.

Large Forward Voltages Suppose that the forward voltage V in Fig.
3-3 is increased until V approaches Yo. If V were equal to Yo, the barrier
would disappear and the current could be arbitrarily large, exceeding the
rating of the diode. As a practical matter we can never reduce the barrier
to zero because, as the current increases without limit, the bulk resistance
of the crystal, as well as the resistance of the ohmic contacts, will limit f:1e
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current. Therefore it is no longer possible to assume that all the voltage V
appears as a change across the p-n junction. We conclude that, as the for
ward voltage V becomes comparable with Vo, the current through a real p-n
diode will be governed by the ohmic-contact resistances and the crystal bulk
resistance. Thus the volt-ampere characteristic becomes approximately . a
straight line.

3-3 THE CURRENT COMPONENTS IN a p-n DIODE

In the preceding section it was indicated that when a forward bias is applied
to a diode, holes are injected into the n side and electrons into the p side.
In Sec. 2-11 it was emphasized that under low-level injection conditions such
minority currents are due almost entirely to diffusion, so that minority drift
currents may be neglected. From Eq. (2-48) the hole diffusion current in the
n-type materialt I pn decreases exponentially with distance x into the n-type
region and falls to l / Eth its peak value in a diffusion length L p • This current
is plotted in Fig. 3-4, as is also the corresponding electron diffusion current
I np in the p-type side. The doping on the two sides of the junction need not
be identical, and it is assumed in this plot that the acceptor concentration is
much greater than the donor density, so that the hole current greatly exceeds

t Since we must consider both hole and electron currents in each side of the junction,
we add the second subscript n to I p in order to indicate that the hole current in the n-type
region is under consideration. In general, if the letters p and n both appear in a symbol,
the first letter refers to the type of carrier and the second to the type of material.

Ipn (%). hole
diffusion current

«(I)

Current , Total diode current, I

Ipn(O)

I.p (%), electron
diffusion current

Fig. 3·4 The hole· and

electron-current diffu

sion components vs. dis

tance in a p-n junction

diode. The p side is

much more heavily

doped than the n sec

tion. The space-charge

region at the junction is

assumed to be negligi

bly small.

%=0 Distance

(b)
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the electron current. Also, in Fig. 3-4, the space-charge region has been
assumed to be negligibly small, a restriction to be removed soon.

From Eq. (2-48) (with the subscript n added to I p and to p) the minority
(hole) diffusion current at the junction (x = 0) is given by

(3-3)

The Law of the Junction In the preceding section it was pointed out that
a forward bias V lowers the barrier height and allo""s more carriers to cross the
junction. Hence Pn(O) must be a function of V. From the Boltzmann rela
tionship, Eq. (2-59), it seems reasonable that Pn(O) should depend expo
nentially, upon V. Indeed, in Sec. 19-10, it is found that

(3-4)

This relationship, which gives the hole concentration at the edge of the n
region (at x = 0, just outside of the transition region) in terms of the thermal
equilibrium minority-carrier concentration pno (far a\vay from the junction)
and the applied potential V, is called t'he law of the junction. A similar equa
tion with P and n interchanged gives the electron concentration at the edge
of the P region in terms of V.

The Total Diode Current Substituting Eq. (3-4) into Eq. (3-3) yields

1pn(O) = AqDpPno (EV/VT - 1) (3-5)
Lp

The expression for the electron current I np(O) crossing the junction into the p

side is obtained from Eq. (3-5) by interchanging P and n.
Electrons crossing the junction at x = 0 from right to left constitute a

current in the same direction as holes crossing the junction from left to right.
Hence the total diode current I at x = 0 is

(3-6)

Since the current is the same throughout a series circuit, I is independent of x
and is indicated as a horizontal line in :Fig. 3-4b. The expression for the diode
current is

(3-7)

where 10 is given in Prob. 3-6 in terms of the physical parameters of the diode.

The Reverse Saturation Current In the foregoing discussion a positive
value of V indicates a forward bias. The derivation of Eq. (3-7) is equally
valid if V is negative, signifying an applied reverse-bias voltage. For a
reverse bias whose magnitude is large compared ""ith VT (~26 mV at room
temperature), I ~ -10 • Hence 10 is called the reverse saturation current.
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Since the thermal-equilibrium concentrations Pno and npo depend upon tem
perature T, then 10 is a function of T. This temperature dependence is
derived in Sec. 19-10.

The Majority-carrier Current Components In the n-type region of Fig.
3-4b the total current I is constant and the minority (hole) current 11'" varies
with x. Clearly, there must exist a majority (electron) current Inn which is a
function of x because the diode current I at any position is the sum of the hole
and electron currents at this distance. This majority current

(3-8)

is plotted as the dashed curve in the n region of Fig. 3-5, where the narrow
depletion region is also indicated. The majority hole current 11'1' is similarly
shown dashed in the P region of this figure. As discussed in Sec. 2-11, these
majority currents are each composed of two current components; one is a
drift current and the second is a diffusiop- current. Recall from Sec. 2-11
that the diffusion electron current is - (Dn/ D1')I1'n in the n side.

Note that deep into the P side the current is a drift (conduction) current
11'1' of holes sustained by the small electric field in the semiconductor (Prob.
3-4). As the holes approach the junction, some of them recombine with the
electrons, which are injected into the p side from the n side. The current
11'1' thus decreases toward the junction (at just the proper gradient to maintain
the total current constant, independent of distance). What remains of 11'1'
at the junction enters the n side and becomes the hole diffusion current I 1'n.
Similar remarks can be made with respect to current Inn.

We emphasize that the current in a p-n diode is bipolar in character since
it is made up of both positive and negative carriers of electricity. The total
current is constant throughout the device, but the proportion due to holes and
that due to electrons varies with distance, as indicated in Fig. 3-5.

The Transition Region Since this depletion layer contains very few mobile
charges, it has been assumed (Fig. 3-5) that carrier generation and recombina-
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tion may be neglected within the bulk and on the surface of this region. Such
an assumption is valid for a germanium diode, but not for a silicon devict.
For the latter it is found 2 that Eq. (3-5) must be modified by multiplying
VT by a factor 11, where T/ ~ 2 for small (rated) currents and 11 ~ 1 for large
currents.

3-4 THE VOLT-AMPERE CHARACTERISTIC

The discussion of the preceding section indicates that, for a p-n junction, the
current I is related to the voltage V by the equation

(3-9)

A positive value of I means that current flows from the p to the n side. The
diode is forward-biased if V is positive, indicating that the p side of the junc
tion is positive with respect to the n side. The symbol 11 is unity for ger
manium and is approximately 2 for silicon at rated current.

The symbol VT stands for the volt equivalent of temperature, and is given
by Eq. (2-38), repeated here for convenience:

T
VT == 11,600 (3-10)

At room temperature (T = 3000 !{), VT = 0.026 V = 26 mY.
The form of the volt-ampere characteristic described by Eq. (3-9) is

shown in Fig. 3-6a. When the voltage V is positive and several times VT,

[

---lJ_o -~~---
v

(a)

[,rnA

v,v

Fig. 3-6 (0) The volt-ampere characteristic of an ideal p-n diode. (b) The volt

ampere characteristic for a germanium diode redrawn to show the order of

magnitude of currents. Note the expanded scale for reverse currents. The

dashed portion indicates breakdown at Vz.
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the unity in the parentheses of Eq. (3-9) may be neglected. Accordingly,
except for a small range in the neighborhood of the origin, the current increases
exponentially with voltage. When the diode is !everse-biased and IVI is
several times VT, 1 ~ - 10 • The reverse current is therefore constant, inde
pendent of the applied reverse bias. Consequently, 10 is referred to as the
reverse saturation current.

For the sake of clarity, the current 10 in Fig. 3-6 has been greatly exag
gerated in magnitude. Ordinarily, the range of forward currents over which
a diode is operated is many orders of magnitude larger than the reverse satu
ration current. To display forward and reverse characteristics conveniently,
it is necessary, as in Fig. 3-6b, to use two different current scales. The volt
ampere characteristic shown in that figure has a forward-current scale in
milliamperes and a reverse scale in microamperes.

The dashed portion of the curve of Fig. 3-6b indicates that, at a reverse
biasing voltage Vz , the diode characteristic exhibits an abrupt and marked
departure from Eq. (3-9). At this critical voltage a large reverse current
flows, and the diode is said to be in the breakdown region, discussed in Sec. 3-11.

The Cutin Voltage V'Y Both silicon and germanium diodes are com
mercially available. A number of differences between these two types are
relevant' in circuit design. The difference in volt-ampere characteristics is
brought out in Fig. 3-7. Here are plotted the forvlard characteristics at room
temperature of a general-purpose germanium switching diode and a general
purpose silicon diode, the 1N270 and 1N3605, respectively. The diodes have
comparable current ratings. A noteworthy feature in Fig. 3-7 is that there
exists a cutin, offset, break-point, or threshold, voltage V or below which the cur
rent is very small (say, less than 1 percent of maximum rated value). Beyond

[,rnA
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V'Y the current rises very rapidly. From Fig. 3-7 we see that V'Y is approxi
mately 0.2 V for germanium and 0.6 V for silicon.

Note that the break in the silicon-diode characteristic is offset about
0.4 V with respect to the break in the germanium-diode characteristic. The
reason for this difference is to be found, in part, in the fact that the reverse
saturation current in a germanium diode is normally larger by a factor of
about 1,000 than the reverse saturation current in a silicon diode of com
parable ratings. 10 is in the range of microamperes for a germanium diode
and nanoamperes for a silicon diode at room temperature.

Since 11 = 2 for small currents iIi silicon, the current increases as Ev /2V T for
the first several tenths of a volt and increases as EV1VT only at higher voltages.
This initial smaller dependence of the current on voltage accounts for the
further delay in the rise of the silicon characteristic.

logarithmic Characteristic It is instructive to examine the family of
curves for the silicon diodes shown in I~"ig. 3-8. A family for a germanium
diode of comparable current rating is quite similar, with the exception that
corresponding currents are attained at lo\ver voltage.

From Eq. (3-9), assuming that V is several times VT, so that \ve may
drop the unity, we have log 1 = log 10 + 0.434V /1] VT. We therefore expect
in Fig. 3-8, where log I is plotted against V, that the plots will be straight
lines. We do indeed find that at low currents the plots are linear and corre
spond to n ~ 2. At large currents an increment of voltage does not yield as
large an increase of current as at low currents. The reason for this behavior
is to be found in the ohmic resistance of the diode. At low currents the
ohmic drop is negligible and the externally irnpressed voltage simply decreases
the potential barrier at the p-n junction. At high currents the externally
impressed voltage is called upon principally to establish an electric field to

Fig.3-8 Volt-ampere char

acteristics at three different

temperatures fQr a silicon

diode (planar epitaxial

po ssivated types 1N3605,

lN360~ lN360~ and

'1 N3609). The shaded area

indicates 25°C limits of con

trolled conductance. Note

that the vertical scale is

logarithmic and encom

passes a current range of

50,000. (Courtesy of Gen

eral Electric Company.)
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overcome the ohmic resistance of the semiconductor material. rherefore, at
high currents, the diode behaves more like a resistor than a diode, and the
current increases linearly rather than exponentially with applied voltage.

Reverse Saturation Current Many commercially available diodes exhibit
an essentially constant value of 10 for negative values of V, as indicated in
Fig. 3-6. On the other hand, some diodes show a very pronounced increase
in reverse current with increasing reverse voltage. This variation in 10 results
from leakage across the surface of the diode, and also from the additional fact
that new charge carriers may be generated by collision in the transition region
at the junction.

3-5 THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE VII CHARACTERISTIC

The volt-ampere relationship (3-9) contains the temperature implicitly in the
two symbols VT and 10 , In Sec. 19-11 it is shown that the theoretical varia
tion of 10 with T is 8 percent/oC for silicon and 11 percent/oe for germanium.
The performance of commercial diodes is only approximately consistent with
these results. The reason for the discrepancy is that, in a physical diode,
there is a component of the reverse saturation current due to leakage over the
surface that is not taken into account in Sec. 19-11. Since this leakage com
ponent is independent of temperature, we may expect to find a smaller rate
of change of 10 with temperature than that predicted above. From experi
mental data we observe that the reverse saturation current increases approxi
mately 7 percent/oC for both silicon and germanium. Since (1.07) 10 ~ 2.0,
we conclude that the reverse saturation current approximately doubles jor every
100 e rise in temperature. If 10 = 101 at T = T1, then at a temperature T,
10 is given by

(3-11)

If the temperature is increased at a fixed voltage, the current increases.
llowever, if we now reduce V, then I may be brought back to its previous
value. In Sec. 19-11 it is found that for either silicon or germanium (at room
temperature)

dV
dT "-J - 2.5 m V /oe (3-12)

in order to maintain a constant value of I. It should also be noted that
IdV/dTI decreases with increasing T.

3-6 DIODE RESISTANCE

The static resistance R of a diode is defined as the ratio V / I of the voltage
to the current. At any point on the volt-ampere characteristic of the diode
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(Fig. 3-7), the resistance R is equal to the reciprocal of the slope of a line
joining the operating point to the origin. The static resistance varies widely
w'ith V and I and is not a useful parameter. The rectification property of a
diode is indicated on the manufacturer's specification sheet by giving the
maximum for\vard voltage V F required to attain a given forward current IF

and also the rnaximum reverse current I R at a given reverse voltage V R. Typi
cal values for a silicon planar epitaxial diode are V F = 0.8 V at I F = 10 rnA
(corresponding to R F = 80 0) and I R = 0.1 IlA at V R = 50 V (corresponding
to RR = 500 1\1).

For small-signal operation the dynamic, or incremental, resistance r is an
important parameter, and is defined as the reciprocal of the slope of the volt
ampere characteristic, r == dVIdI. The dynamic resIstance is not a constant,
but depends upon the operating voltage. For example, for a semiconductor
diode, we find from Eq. (3-9) that the dynamic conductance g == l/r is

__ d1 IoEVTJIVr 1 + 10

g = dV =~ - 1/V
T

(3-13)

For a reverse bias greater than a few tenths of a volt (so that IV171 VTI » 1),
g is extremely small and r is very large. On the other hand, for a forward
bias greater than a fe\v tenths of a volt, 1 » 10' and r is given approximately by

71VT
r ~ T (3-14)

The rlynalnic resistance varies inversely with current; at room temperature
and for 1} = 1, r = 26/1, where 1 is in milliamperes and r in ohms. For u.
forward current of 26 rnA, the dynamic resistance is 1 o. The ohmic body
resistance of the semiconductor may be of the same order of magnitude or
even much higher than this value. Although r varies with current, in a small
signal model, it is reasonable to use the parameter r as a constant.

A Piecewise Linear Diode Ch,aracteristic A large-signal approximation
which often leads to a sufficiently accurate engineering solution is the piecewise
linear representation. For example, the piece\vise linear approximation for a
semiconductor diode characteristic is indicated in Fig. 3-9. The break point
is not at the origin, and hence V'Y is also called the offset, or threshold, voltage.
The diode behaves like an open circuit if V < V'Y' and has a constant incre
mental resistance r = dV/dI if V > V'Y. Note that the resistance r (also
designated as R f and called the foru'ard resistance) takes on added physical
significance even for this large-signal model, whereas the static resistance

. RF = V / 1 is not constant and is not useful.
The numerical values V'Y and Rf to be used depend upon the type of

diode and the contemplated voltage and current swings. For example, from
Fig. 3-7 we find that, for a current swing from cutoff to 10 rnA with a germanium
diode, reasonable values are V'Y = 0.2 V and R f = 20 0, and for a silicon
diode, V'Y = 0.6 V and R f = 15 fl. On the other hand, a better approximation
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I
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Fig. 3-9 The piecewise linear characteriza

tion of a semiconductor diode.

o v.,. v

for current swings up to 50 rnA leads to the follo,ving values; germanium,
Vi' = 0.3 V, Rf = 6 n; silicon, Vi' = 0.65 V, Rf = 5.5 n. For an avalanche
diode, discussed in Sec. 3-11, Vi' = Vz and Rf is the dynamic resistance in
the breakdown region.

3-7 SPACE-CHARGE, OR TRANSITION, CAPACITANCE CT

As mentioned in Sec. 3-1, a reverse bias causes majority carriers to move away
from the junction, thereby uncovering more immobile charges. Hence the
thickness of the space-charge layer at the junction increases ,vith reverse volt
age. This increase in uncovered charge with applied voltage may be con
sidered a capacitive effect. We may define an incremental capacitance CT by

Cr = I:~ I (3-15)

where dQ is the increase in charge caused by a change dV in voltage. It
follows from this definition that a change in voltage dV in a time dt will result
in a current i = dQ/dt, given by

i = CT dV (3-16)
dt

T'herefore a knov;ledge of CT is important in considering a diode (or a transis
tor) as a circuit element. The quantity CT is referr,ed to as the transition
region, space-charge, barrier, or depletion-region, capacitance. We now consider
CT quantitatively. As it turns out, this capacitance is not a constant, but
depends upon the magnitude of the reverse voltage. It is for this reason that
CT is defined by Eq. (3-16) rather than as the ratio Q/V.

A Step-graded Junction Consider a junction in which there is an abrupt
change from acceptor ions on one side to donor ions on the other side. Such
a junction is formed experimentally, for example, by placing indium, which is
trivalent, against n-type germanium and heating the combination to a high
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Fig.3-10 (a) A reverse-biased

p-n step-graded junction. (b)

The charge density. (c) The field

intensity. (d) The potential vari

ation with distance x.

temperature for a short time. Some of the indium dissolves into the ger
manium to change the germanium from n to p type at the junction. Such<
a step-graded junction is called an alloy, or fusion, junction. A step-graded
junction is also formed between emitter and base of an integrated transistor
(Fig. 7-11). It is not necessary that the concentration N A of acceptor ions
equal the concentration N D of donor impurities. As a matter of fact, it is
often advantageous to have an unsymrpetrical junction. Figure 3-10 shows
the charge density as a function of distance from an alloy junction in which the
acceptor impurity density is assumed to be much larger than the donor con
centration. Since the net charge must be zero , then

If N A » N D, then W p « W n ~ W . The relationship between potential and
charge density is given by Eq. (3-1):

d2V -qND
dx2 = -E- (3-18)

The electric lines of flux start on the positive donor ions and terminate on the
negative acceptor ions. Hence there are no flux lines to the right of the
boundary x = W n in Fig. 3-10, and e = -dVj dx = 0 at x = W n ~ W .
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Integrating Eq. (3-18) subject to this boundary condition yields

dV = -qND (x - W) = -s
dx E

(3-19)

(3-20)

(3-21)

Neglecting the small potential drop across W p, we may arbitrarily choose
V = 0 at x = O. Integrating Eq. (3-19) subject to this condition gives

V = -qND (x 2 - 2Wx)
2E

The linear variation in field intensity and the quadratic dependence of poten
tial upon distance are plotted in Fig. 3-10e and d. These graphs should be
compared with the corresponding curves of Fig. 3-1.

At x = W, V = Vj = junction, or barrier, potential. Thus

V. = qND W
2

J 2E

In this section we have used the symbol V to represent the potential
at any distance x from the junction. Hence, let us introduce Vd as the exter
nally applied diode voltage. Since the barrier potential represents a reverse
voltage, it is lowered by an applied forward voltage. Thus

where Vd is a negative nurnber for an applied reverse bias and Vo is the contact
potential (Fig. 3-1d). This equation confirms our qualitative conclusion that
the thickness of the depletion layer increases with applied reverse voltage.
We now see that W varies as vi = (Vo - Vd)!'

If A is the area of the junction, the charge in the distance W is

Q = qNDWA

The transition capacitance CT , given by Eq. (3-15), is

From Eq. (3-21), IdWIdVil = ElqNDW, and hence

EA
CT = W

(3-22)

(3-23)

I t is interesting to note that this formula is exactly the expression which is
obtained for a parallel-plate capacitor of area A (square meters) and plate
separation W (meters) containing a material of permittivity E. If the concen
tration N A is not neglected, the above results are modified only slightly. In
Eq. (3-21) W represents the total space-charge \vidth, and liND is replaced
by IINA + liND. Equ9.tion (3-23) remains valid (Prob. 3-18).
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Fig. 3-11 The charge-density variation vs. dis

tance at a linearly graded p-n iunction.

A Linearly Graded Junction A second form of junction is obtained by
drawing a single crystal from a melt of germanium whose type is changed
during the dra\ving process by adding first p-type and then n-type impurities.
A linearly graded junction is also formed between the collector and base of an
integrated transistor (Fig. 7-12). For such a junction the charge density
varies gradually (almost linearly), as indicated in Fig. 3-11. If an analysis
similar to that given above is carried out for such a junction, Eq. (3-23) is
found to be valid where W equals the total width of the space-charge layer.
However, it now turns out that W varies as Vji instead of Vji.

Varactor Diodes We observe from the above equations that the barrier
capacitance is not a constant but varies with applied voltage. The larger the
reverse voltage, the larger is the space-charge width W, and hence the smaller
the capacitance CT. The variation is illustrated for two typical diodes in :Fig.
3-12. Silnilarly, for an increase in iorward bias (Vd positive), W decreases and
CT increases.

The voltage-variable capacitance of a p-n junction biased in the reverse
direction is useful in a number of circuits. One of these applica'tions is voltage
tuning of an LC resonant circuit. Other applications include self-balancing
bridge circuits and special types of amplifiers, called parametric amplifiers.
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Fig. 3-13 A varactor diode under reverse

bias. (0) Circuit symbol; (b) circuit

model.
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Diodes made especially for the above applications which are based on
the voltage-variable capacitance are called varactors, varicaps, or voltacaps.
A circuit model for a varactor diode under reverse bias is shown in Fig. 3-13.
The resistance R. represents the body (ohmic) series resistance of the diode.
Typical values of CT and R. are 20 pF and 8.5 0, respectively, at a reverse bias
of 4 V. The reverse diode resistance Rr shunting CT is large (> 1 M), and
hence is usually neglected.

In circuits intended for use with fast waveforms or at high frequencies,
it is required that the transition capacitance be as small as possible, for the
following reason: a diode is driven to the reverse-biased condition \vhen it is
desired to prevent the transmission of a signal. HO"'ever, if the barrier
capacitance CT is large enough, the current which is to be restrained by the
low conductance of the reverse-biased diode will flow through the capacitor
(Fig. 3-13b).

3-8 CHARGE-CONTROL DESCRIPTION OF A DIODE

If the bias is in the forward direction, the potential barrier at the junction
is lowered and holes from the p side enter the n side. Similarly, electrons
from the n side move into the p side. This process of minority-carrier injection
is discussed in Sec. 2-11. The excess hole density falls off exponentially with
distance, as indicated in Fig. 3-14a. The shaded area under this curve is
proportional to the inj ected charge.

For simplicity of discussion we assume that one side of the diode, say,
the p material, is so heavily doped in comparison \vith the n side that the cur
rent I is carried across the junction entirely by holes moving from the p to
the n side, or I = I pn(O). The excess minority charge Q will then exist only
on the n side, and is given by the shaded area in the n region of Fig. 3-14a
multiplied by the diode cross section A and the electronic charge q. Hence,
from Eq. (2-47),

Q = fa" Aqp'(Ok-zIL• dx = AqLpp'(O) (3-24)
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Fig.3-14 Minority-carrier density distribution as a function of the distance x
from a junction. (a) A forward-biased junction; (b) a reverse-biased junction.

The excess hole (electron) density p~ = pn - pno (n~ = n p - n p u ) is positive in (a)

and negative in (b). (The transition region is assumed to be so small relative to

the diffusion length that it is not indicated in this figure.)

The hole current I is given by Ip(x) in Eq. (2-48), with x = 0, or

I = AqDpp'(O)
L p

Elimillating p/ (0) from Eqs. (3-24) and (3-25) yields

Q1=
T

(3-25)

(3-26)

where T == L p 2/ Dp == T p = mean lifetime for holes [Eq. (2-44)).
Equation (3-26) is an important relationship, referred to as the charge

control description of a diode. It states that the diode current (which consists
of holes crossing the junction from the p to the n side) is proportional to the
stored charge Q of excess minority carriers. The factor of proportionality is
the reciprocal of the decay time constant (the mcan lifetime T) of the minority
carriers. Thus, in the steady state, the current I supplies minority carriers at the
rate at which these carriers are disappean:ng because of the process of recombination.

Charge Storage under Reverse Bias When an external voltage reverse
biases the junction, the steady-state density of minority carriers is as shown
in Fig. 3-14b. Far from the junction the minority carriers are equal to their
thermal-equilibrium values pno and npo, as is also the situation in Fig. 3-14a.
As the minority carriers approach the junction they are rapidly swept across,
and the density of minority carriers diminishes to zero at this junction. This
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result follows from the law of the junction, Eq. (3-4), since the concentration
Pn(O) reduces to zero for a negative junction potential V.

The injected charge under reverse bias is given by the shaded area in
Fig. 3-14b. This charge is negative since it represents less charge than is
available under conditions of thermal equilibrium with no applied voltage.
From Eq. (3-26) with Q negative, the diode current I is negative and, of
course, equals the reverse saturation current 10 in magnitude.

The charge-control characterization of a diode describes the device in
terms of the current I and the stored charge Q, \vhereas the equivalent-circuit
characterization uses the current I and the junction voltage V. One immedi
ately apparent advantage of this charge-control description is that the expo
nential relationship between I and V is replaced by the linear dependence
of I on Q. The charge Q also makes a simple parameter, the sign of which
determines whether the diode is forward- or reverse-biased. The diode is
forward-biased if Q is positive and reverse-biased if Q is negative.

3-9 DIFFUSION CAPACITANCE

For a for\vard bias a capacitance ,vhich is much larger than the transition
capacitance CT considered in Sec. 3-8 comes into play. The origin of this
larger capacitance lies in the injected charge stored near the junction outside
the transition region (Fig. 3-14a). It is convenient to introduce an incremental
capacitance, defined as the rate of change of injected charge with voltage,
called the diffusion, or storage, capacitance CD.

Static Derivation of CD We now make a quantitative study of CD.
From Eqs. (3-26) and (3-13)

dQ dI T

CD == dV = T dV = rg = r (3-27)

where the diode incremental conduct.ance g == dI / dV. Substituting the
expression for the diode incremental resistance r = l/g giYen in Eq. (3-14)
into Eq. (3-27) yields

rI
CD = - (3-28)

1JVT

We see that the diffusion capacitance is proportional to the current I. In the
derivation above we have assumed that the diode current I is due to holes
only. If this assumption is not satisfied, Eq. (3-27) gives the diffusion capaci
tance CDI' due to holes only, and a similar expression can be obtained for the
diffusion capacitance CD

n
due to electrons. The total diffusion capacitance

can then be obtained as the sum of (}D I' and CDn (Prob. 3-24).
For a reverse bias, 9 is very small and CD may be neglected compared

\vith (}T. .For a forward current, on the other hand, CD is usually much larger
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than Cr. For example, for germanium (1/ = 1) at I = 26 mA, (J = 1 tI,
and CD = T. If, say, T = 20 /lS, then CD = 20 /IF, a value which is about
a million times larger than the transition capacit.ance.

Despite the large value of CD, the time constant rCD (which is of impor
tance in circuit applications) may not be excessive because the dynamic for
ward resistance r = l / g is small. From Eq. (3-27) ,

rCD = T (3-29)

(3-30)

Hence the diode time constant equals the mean lifetime of minority carriers,
which lies in range of nanoseconds to hundreds of microseconds. The impor
tance of T in circuit applications is considered in the following section.

Diffusion Capacitance for an Arbitrary Input Consider the buildup of
injected charge across a junction as a function of time when the potential is
changed. In Fig. 3-15, the curve marked (1) is the steady-state value of P:
for an applied voltage V. If the voltage at time t is increased by dV in the
interval dt, then P: changes to that indicated by the curve marked (2) at
time t + dt. The increase in charge dQ' in the timc dt is proportional to the
heavily shaded area in Fig. 3-15. Note that the concentration near the junc
tion has increased markedly, whereas Pn far away from the junction has changed
very little, because it takes time for the holes to diffuse into the n region. If
the applied voltage is maintained constant at V + dV, the stored charge will
continue to increase. Finally, at t = 00, Pn follows the curve marked (3)
[which is given by Eq. (3-4), with V replaced by V + dV] . The steady-state
injected charge dQ, due to the increase in voltage by dV, is proportional to the
total shaded area in Fig. 3-1.5. Clearly, dQ - dQ' is represented by the
lightly shaded area, and hence dQ > dQ'.

Since dQ' is the charge injected across the junction in time dt, the current
is given by

. _ dQ' _ C' dV
~-dt- Ddt

p~

Fig. 3·15 The transient buildup of stored

excess charge. The curve marked (1) gives

the steady-state value of p~ at a time t when

the voltage is V. If the voltage increases by

dV and held at V + dV, then p~ is given by

(2) at time t + dt and by (3) at t = 00.

%
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where '\ve define the small-signal diffusion capacitance C~ by C~ == dQ' / dV.
Note that the diode current is not given by the steady-state charge Q or static
capacitance CD.

. -' dQ
~ r (jj or . C dV

~ ¢ Ddt (3-31)

Since dQ' < dQ, then C~ < CD.
From the above argument we conclude that the dynamic diffusion capaci

tance C~ depends upon how the input voltage varies with time. To find C~,

the equation of continuity must be solved for the given voltage '\vaveform.
This equation controls how Pn varies both as a function of x and i, and from
Pn(x, t) we can obtain the current. If the input varies \vith time in an arbi
trary way, it may not be possible to define the diffusion capacitance in a
unique manner.

Diffusion Capacitance for a Sinusoidal Input For the special case where
the excitation varies sinusoidally with time, C~ may be obtained from a solu
tion of the equation of continuity. This analysis is carried out in Sec. 19-12,
and C~ is found to be a function of frequency. At low frequencies

if WT « 1 (3-32)

which is half the value found in Eq. (3-27), based upon static considerations.
For high frequencies, C~ decreases with increasing frequency and is given by

if WT» 1 (3-33)

3-10 JUNCTION-DIODE SWITCHING TIMES

When a diode is driven from the reversed condition to the for\vard state or in
the opposite direction, the diode response is accompanied by a transient, and
an interval of time elapses before the diode recovers to its steady state. The
forward recovery time tlr is the time difference between the 10 percent point
of the diode voltage and the time when this voltage reaehes and remains within
10 percent of its final value. I t turns out that tIT does not usually constitute
a serious practical problem, and hence we here consider only the more impor
tant situation of reverse recovery.

Diode Reverse Recovery Time When an external voltage forward-biases
a p-n junction, the steady-state density of minority carriers is as shown in
Fig. 3:...14a. The number of minority carriers is very large. These minority
carriers have, in each case, been supplied from the other side of the junction,
where, being majority carriers, they are in plentiful supply.

If the external voltage is suddenly reversed in a diode circuit which has
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Fig.3-16 The waveform in (b) is applied to the diode circuit in (0); (c) the excess

carrier density at the iunction; (d) the diode current; (e) the diode voltage.

been carrying current in the forward direction, the diode current will not
immediately fall to its steady-state reverse-voltage value. For the current
cannot attain its steady-state value until the minority-carrier distribution,
which at the moment of voltage reversal had the form in Fig. 3-14a, reduces
to the distribution in Fig. 3-14b. Until such time as the injected, or excess,
minority-carrier density Pn - Pno (or n p - n po ) has dropped nominally to zero,
the diode will continue to conduct easily, and the current will be determined
by the external resistance in the diode circuit.

Storage and Transition Times The sequence of events which accom
panies the reverse biasing of a conducting diode is indicated in Fig. 3-16.
We consider that the voltage in Fig. 3-16b is applied to the diode-resistor
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circuit in Fig. 3-16a. For a long time, and up to the time tl, the voltage
Vi = V F has been in the direction to for\vard-bias the diode. The resistance
RL is assumed large enough so that the drop across RL is large in comparison
with the drop across the diode. Then the current is i ~ V F / R L == I F. At
the time t = tl the input voltage reverses abruptly to the value V = - VR.

For the reasons described above, the current does not drop to zero, but instead
reverses and remains at the value i ~ - VR/R L == - I R until the time t = t2•

At t = t2, as is seen in Fig. 3-16c, the minority-carrier density Pn at x = 0
has reached its equilibrium state Pno. If the diode ohmic resistance is Rd ,

then at the time It the diode voltage falls slightly [by (IF + I R)Rd ] but does
not reverse. At t = t2, when the excess minority carriers in the immediate
neighborhood of the junction have been s\vept back across the junction, the
diode voltage begins to reverse and the magnitude of the diode current begins
to decrease. The interval t1 to t2 , for the stored-minority charge to become
zero, is called the storage time t,.

The time which elapses between t2 and the time when the diode has
nominally recovered is called the transition time tt. This recovery interval
will be completed when the minority carriers which are at some distance from
the junction have diffused to the junction and crossed it and when, in addition,
the junction transition capacitance across the reverse-biased junction has
charged through RL to the voltage - VR.

J\1anufacturers normally specify the reverse recovery time of a diode t"
in a typical operating condition in terms of the current waveform of Fig.
3-16d. The time t" is the interval from the current reversal at t = il until
the diode has recovered to a specified extent in terms either of the diode cur
rent or of the diode resistance. If the specified value of R L is larger than
several hundred ohms, ordinarily the manufacturers will specify the capaci
tance CL shunting RL in the measuring circuit which is used to determine t".
Thus we find, for the Fairchild 1N3071, that with IF = 30 rnA and I R = 30 rnA,
the time required for the reverse current to fall to 1.0 rnA is 50 nsec. Again
we find, for the same diode, that with I F = 30 rnA, - V R = - 35 V, R L = 2 K,
and CL = 10 pF (-IR = -35/2 = -17.5 rnA), the time required for the
diode to recover to the extent that its resistance becomes 400 K is tT , = 400 nsec.
Commercial s\vitching-type diodes are available \vith times t'T in the range from
less than a nanosecond up to as high as I J.LS in diodes intended for switching
large currents.

3.. 11 BREAKDOWN DIODES3

The reverse-voltage characteristic of a semiconductor diode, including the
breakdow:t;l region, is redrawn in I~ig. 3-17a. Diodes which are designed \vith
adequate power-dissipation capabilities to operate in the breakdown region
may be employed as voltage-reference or constant-voltage devices. Such
diodes are kno\vn as avalanche, breakdown, or Zener diodes. They are used
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Fig. 3-17 (0) The volt-ampere characteristic of an avalanche, or Zener, diode.

(b) A circuit in which such a diode is used to regulate the voltage across R L against

changes due to var.iations in load current and supply voltage.

characteristically in the manner indicated in Fig. 3-17b. The source V and
resistor Ii are selected so that, initially, the diode is operating in the break
down region. Here the diode voltage, \\~hich is also the voltage across the
load R L , is Vz, as in Fig. 3-17a, and the diode current is I z . The diode will
now regulate the load voltage against variations in load current and against
variations in supply voltage V because, in the breakdown region, large changes
in diode current produce only small changes in diode voltage. J\!Ioreover, as
load current or supply voltage changes, the diode current will accommodate
itself to these changes to maintain a nearly constant load voltage. The diode
will continue to regulate until the circuit operation requires the diode current
to fall to I ZK, in the neighborhood of the knee of the diode volt-ampere curve.
The upper limit on diode current is determined by the power-dissipation rating
of the diode.

Avalanche Multiplication Two mechanisms of diode breakdown for
increasing reverse voltage are recognized. Consider the follo\ving situation:
A thermally generated carrier (part of the reverse saturation current) falls
down the junction barrier and acquires energy from the applied potential.
This carrier collides with a crystal ion and imparts sufficient energy to disrupt
a covalent bond. In addition to the original carrier, a new electron-hole pair
has now been generated. These carriers may also pick up sufficient energy
from the applied field, collide with another crystal ion, and create still another
electron-hole pair. Thus each new carrier may, in turn, produce additional
carriers through collision and the action of disrupting bonds. This cumulative
process is referred to as avalanche multiplication. It results in large reverse
currents, and the diode is said to be in the region of avalanche breakdown.

Zener Breakdown Even if the initially available carriers do not acquire
sufficient energy to disrupt bonds, it is possible to initiate breakdown through
a direct rupture of the bonds. Because of the existence of the electric field
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at the junction, a sufficiently strong force may be exerted on a bound electron
by the field to tear it out of its covalent bond. The new hole-electron pair
which is created increases the reverse current. Note that this process, called
Zen~r breakdown, does not involve collisions of carriers with the crystal ions
(as does avalanche multiplication).

The field intensity e increases as the impurity concentration increases,
for a fixed applied voltage (Prob. 3-25). It is found that Zener breakdown
occurs at a field of approximately 2 X 107 V1m. This value is reached at
voltages below about 6 V for heavily doped diodes. For lightly doped diodes
the breakdown voltage is higher, and avalanche multiplication is the pre
dominant effect. Nevertheless, the term Zener is commonly used for the
avalanche, or breakdown, diode even at higher voltages. Silicon diodes oper
ated in avalanche breakdown are available \vith maintaining voltages from
several volts to several hundred volts and with po\\rer ratings up to 50 W.

Temperature Characteristics A matter of interest in connection with
Zener diodes, as with semiconductor devices generally, is their temperature
sensitivity. The temperature coefficient is given as the percentage change
in reference voltage per centigrade degree change in diode temperature.
These data are supplied by the manufacturer. The coefficient may be either
positive or negative and will normally be in the range ±0.1 percentjOC. If
the reference voltage is above 6 V, where the physical mechanism involved is
avalanche multiplication, the temperature coefficient is positive. However,
below 6 V, where true Zener breakdown is involved, the temperature coefficient
is negative.

A qualitative explanation of the sign (positive or negative) of the tem
perature coefficient of Vz is now given. A junction having a narrow deple
tion-layer width, and hence high field intensity, will break down by the Zener
mechanism. An increase in temperature increases the energies of the valence
electrons, and hence makes it easier for these electrons to escape from the
covalent bonds. Less applied voltage is therefore required to pull these elec
trons from their positions in the crystal lattice and convert them into conduc
tion electrons. Thus the Zener breakdown voltage decreases \vith temperature.

A junction with a broad depletion layer, and therefore a 10\\T field intensity,
will break down by the avalanche mechanism. In this case we rely on intrinsic
carriers to collide \\,ith valence electrons and create avalanche multiplication.
As the temperature increases, the vibrational displacement Qf atoms in the
crystal grows. This vibration increases the probability of collisions with the
lattice atoms of the intrinsic particles as they cross the depletion width. The
intrinsic holes and electrons thus have less of an opportunity to gain sufficient
energy between collisions to start the avalanche process. Therefore the value
of th.e avalanche voltage must increase with increased temperature.

Dynamic Resistance and Capacitance A matter of importance in con
nection with Zener diodes is the slope of the diode volt-ampere curve in the
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operating range. If the reciprocal slope IlV z/IIIz, called the dynamic resis
tance, is r, then a change IIIz in the operating current of the diode produces a
change ~Vz = r ~lZ in the operating voltage. Ideally, r = 0, corresponding
to a volt-ampere curve which, in the breakdown region, is precisely vertical.
The variation of r at various currents for a series of avalanche diodes of fixed
power-dissipation rating and various voltages sho\v a rather broad minimum
in the range 6 to 10 V. This minimum value of r is of the order of magnitude
of a few ohms. However, for values of Vz below 6 V or above 10 V, and
particularly for small currents (""'1 rnA), r may be of the order of hundreds
of ohms.

Some manufacturers specify the minimum current I ZK (Fig. 3-17a) below
which the diode should not be used. Since this current is on the knee of the
above curve, where the dynamic resistance is large, then for currents lo\ver than
I ZK the regulation will be poor. Some diodes exhibit a very sharp knee even
down into the microampere region.

The capacitance across a breakdown diode is the transition capacitance,
and hence varies inversely as some power of the voltage. Since CT is propor
tional to the cross-sectional area of the diode, high-power avalanche diodes
have very large capacitances. Values of CT from 10 to 10,000 pF are common.

Additional Reference Diodes Zener diodes are available with voltages
as low as about 2 V. Below this voltage it is customary, for reference and
regulating purposes, to use diodes in the forward direction. As appears in
Fig. 3-7, the volt-ampere characteristic of a for\vard-biased diode (sometimes
called a stabistor) is not unlike the reverse characteristic, \vith the exception
that, in the forward direction, the knee of the characteristic occurs at lo\ver
voltage. A number of forward-biased diodes may be operated in series to
reach higher voltages. Such series combinations, packaged as single units,
are available with voltages up to about 5 V, and may be preferred to reverse
biased Zener diodes, which at low voltages have very large values of dynamic
resistance.

When it is important that a Zener diode operate \vith a low temperature
coefficient, it may be feasible to operate an appropriate diode at a current
where the temperature coefficient is at or near zero. Quite frequently, such
operation is not convenient, particularly at higher voltages and ,,'"hen the
diode must operate over a range of currents. Under these circumstances
temperature-compensated avalanche diodes find application. Such diodes
consist of a reverse-biased Zener diode "lith a positive temperature coefficient,
combined in a single package with a for\vard-biased diode whose temperature
coefficient is negative. As an example, the Transitron SV3176 silicon 8-V
reference diode has a temperature coefficient of ±O.OOI percent/oC at 10 rnA
over the range - 55 to +100°C. The dynamic resistance is only 1.5 n. The
temperature coefficient remains below 0.002 percent/oC for currents in the
range 8 to 12 rnA. The voltage stability with time of some of these reference
diodes is comparable with that of conventional standard cells.
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When a high-voltage reference is required, it is usually advantageous
(except of course \vith respect to economy) to use t\VO or more diodes in
series rather than a single diode. This combination \\"ill allo\" higher volt
age, higher dissipation, lo\,'er temperature coefficient, and lo\\'er dynamic
resistance.

3-12 THE TUNNEL DIODE

A p-n junction diode of the type discussed in Sec. 3-1 has an impurity concen
tration of about 1 part in 108• With this amount of doping, the \vidth of the
depletion layer, \vhich constitutes a potential barrier at the junction, is of the
order of a micron. This potential barrier restrains the flo,," of carriers from
the side of the junction where they constitute majority carriers to the side
where they constitute minority carriers. If the concentration of impuri~y

atoms is greatly increased, say, to 1 part in 103 (corresponding to a density
in excess of 1019 cm-3), the device characteristics are completely changed.
This new diode \vas announced in 1958 by Esaki,4 \vho also gave the correct
theoretical explanation for its volt-ampere characteristic.

The Tunneling Phenomenon The width of the junction barrier varies
inversely as the square root of impurity concentration [Eq. (3-21)] and there
fore is reduced to less than 100 A (10- 6 cm). This thickness is only about
one-fiftieth the wavelength of visible light. Classically, a particle must have
an energy at least equal to the height of a potential-energy barrier if it is to
move from one side of the barrier to the other. Ho\vever, for barriers as thin
as those estimated above in the Esaki diode, the Schrodinger equation indicates
that there is a large probability that an electron \vill penetrate through the
barrier. This quantum-mechanical behavior is referred to as tunneling, and
hence these high-impurity-density p-n junction devices are called tunnel
diodes. The volt-ampere relationship is explained in Sec. 19-8 and is depicted
in Fig. 3-18.

Characteristics of a Tunnel Diode 5 From Fig. 3-18 we see that the
tunnel diode is an excellent conductor in the reverse direction (the p side of
the junction negative \vith respect to the n side). Also, for small forward
voltages (up to 50 mV for Ge), the resistance remains small (of the order of
5 n). At the peak current I p corresponding to the voltage V P, the slope dI/dV
of the characteristic is zero. If V is increased beyond VP, the current decreases.
As a consequence, the dynamic conductance g = dljdV is negative. The
tunnel diode exhi\oits a negative-resistance characteristic between the peak
current I p and the minimum value I v, called the valley current. At the valley
voltage V v at which I = I v, the conductance is again zero" and beyond this
point the resistance becomes and remains positive. At the so-called 'peak
forward voltage V F the current again reaches the value I p. For larger voltages
the current increases beyond this value.
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Fig. 3-18 Volt-ampere characteristic of a tunnel diode.

For currents whose values are between I v and I P, the curve is triple
valued, because each current can be obtained at three different applied volt
ages. It is this multivalued feature which makes the tunnel diode useful in
pulse and digital circuitry.6

The standard circuit symbol for a tunnel diode is given in Fig. 3-19a.
The small-signal model for operation in the negative-resistance region is indi
cated in Fig. 3-19b. The negative resistance -Rn has a minimum at the
point of inflection. between I p and I v. The series resistance Rtf is ohmic
resistance. The series inductance L II depends upon the lead length and the
geometry of the dipole package. The junction capacitance C depends' upon
the bias and is usually measured at the valley point. Typical values for
these parameters for a tunnel diode of peak current value I p = 10 rnA are
-Rn = -30 0, R II = 1 0, L II = 5 nR, and C = 20 pF~.

One interest in the tunnel diode is its application as a very high-speed
switch. Since tunneling takes place at the speed of light, the transient
response is limited only by total shunt capacitance (junction plus stray wiring
capacitance) and peak driving current. S,,~itching times of the order of a
nanosecond are reasonable, and times as low as 50 ps have been obtained.
A second application5 of the tunnel diode is as a high-frequency (microwave)
oscillator.

The most common commercially available tunnel diodes are made from
germanium or gallium arsenide. It is difficult to man~facturea silicon tunnel

:=3JC -Rn

(b)

Fig. 3-19 (0) Symbol for a tunnel

diode; (b) small-signal model in

the negative-resistance region.
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TABLE 3·' Typical tunnel-diode parameters

Ge GaAs Si

Ip / I v . . . . . . . . 8 15 3.5
V p, V . . . .. . . . . . O.OS.'> O.lS 0.06.'>
V v , V ... . . . 0.3.'> 0.50 0 .42
V F , V ... ...... 0.50 1.10 0.70

diode with a high ratio of peak-to-valley current I pi Iv. Table 3-1 summarizes
the important static characteristics of these devices. The voltage values in
this table are determined principally by the particular semiconductor used
and are almost independent of the current rating. Note that gallium arsenide
has the highest ratio I pi I v and the largest voltage swing V F - V P "" 1.0 V, as
against 0.45 V for germanium. The peak current I p is determined by the
impurity concentration (the resistivity) and the junction area. For computer
applications, devices with I p in the range of 1 to 100 mA are most common.
The peak point (VP, I p) , which is in the tunneling region, is not a very sensitive
function of temperature. However, the valley point (V v , Iv) , which is
affected by the inj ection current, is quite temperature-sensitive. 5

The advantages of the tunnel diode are low cost, low noise , simplicity,
high speed, environmental immunity, and low power. The disadvantages of
the diode are its low output-voltage swing and the fact that it is a two-terminal
device . Because of the latter feature, there is no isolation between input and
output , and this leads to serious circuit-design difficulties.

3-13 THE SEMICONDUCTOR PHOTODIODE

If a reverse-biased p-n junction is illuminated, the current varies almost
linearly with the light flux . This effect is exploited in the semiconductor
photodiode. This device consists of a p-n junction embedded in a clear plastic,
as indicated in Fig. 3-20. Radiation is allowed to fall upon one surface
across the junction. The remaining sides of the plastic are either painted
black or enclosed in a metallic case. The entire unit is extremely small
and has dimensions of the order of tenths of an inch .

Clear plastic

Fig. 3-20 The construction of a semiconduc

tor photodiode.

__ .. 6OIEMC!AI
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Volt-Ampere Characteristics If reverse voltages in excess of a fe\v tenths
of a volt are applied, an almost constant current (indrppIHlent of thp magnitud('
of the reverse bias) is obtained. The dark current corre~ponds to the rt'vers(\
saturation current due to the thermally generated minority carriprs. As
explained in Sec. 3-2, these minority carriers "fall oO\\'n" thr potential hill
at the junction, \vhereas this barrier does not allo\\' majority carriers to cro~s

the junction. No\\? if light falls upon th(\ ~urfac(\ additional c'lectron-holc
pairs are formed. In Sec. 2-H \\·e note that it is justifiablp to consider the
radiation solely as a n11'nority-carrier injector. 1-'hesp injected minority carrirrs
(for example, electrons in the p side) diffuse to the junction, cross it, and
contribute to the current.

The reverse saturation current 10 in a p-n diode is proportional to the
concentrations Pno and n po of minority carriers in the nand ]J region, rr-spec
tively. If we illuminate a reverse-biased p-n junction, the numbe'r of np\\"
hole-electron pairs is proportional to the number of incident photons. Hpnce
the CUl'rent under large reverse bias is I = 10 + Is, \\"here Is, the short-circuit
current, is proportional to the light intensity. Hence the volt-ampen~ char
acteristic is given by

(a-34)

where I, 18 , and 10 represent the n1agnitude of the rcvrrse currrnt, and V,.. is
positive for a for\vard voltage and negative for a reverse bias. Thr parameter
7J is unity for germanium and 2 for silicon, and 1/T is the volt equivalent of
temperature defined by Eq. (3-10).

Typical photodiode volt-ampere characteristics are indicated in Fig. 3-21.
The curves (with the exception of the dark-current curve) do not pnss through
the origin. The characteristics in the millivolt range' and for positive bias
are discussed in the following section, ,,·here \ve find that the photodiode may
be used under either short-circuit or open-circuit conditiont';o I t should be

Fig. 3-21 VoU-ampere character

istics for the 1N77 germanium

photodiode. (Courtesy of Syl

vania Electric Products, Inc.)
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noted that the characteristics drift some,,'hat \vith age. The barrier capaci
tance CT ~ 10 pF, the dynamic resistance R ~ 50 :\1, and the ohmic resistance
r ~ 100 Q.

Sensitivity with Position of Illumination The current in a reverse-biased
semiconductor photodiode depends upon the diffusion of minority carriers to
the junction. If the radiation is focused into a small spot far away from the
junction, the injected minority carriers can recombine before diffusing to the
junction. Hence a much smaller current "'ill result than if the minority
carriers were injected near the junction. The photocurrent as a function of
the distance from the junction at ,,'hich the light spot is focused is indicated
in Fig. 3-22. The curve is somewhat asymmetrical because of the differences
in the diffusion lengths of minority carriers in the p and n sides. Incidentally,
the spectral response of the semiconductor photodiode is the same as that for a
photoconductive cell, and is indicated in Fig. 2-12.

The p-n photodiode and, particularly, the improved n-p-n version
described in Sec. 5-14 find extensive application in high-speed reading of
computer punched cards and tapes, light-detection systems, reading of film
sound track, light-operated switches, production-line counting of objects
which interrupt a light beam, etc.

3-14 THE PHOTOVOLTAlC EFFECTs

In Fig. 3-21 we see that an almost constant reverse currpnt due to injected
minority carriers is collected in the p-n photodiode for large reverse voltages.
If the applied voltage is reduced in magnitude, the barrier at the junction is
reduced. This decrease in the potential hill does not affect the minority cur
rent (since these particles fall down the barrier), but ,,,hen the hill is reduced
sufficiently, some majority carriers can also cross the junction. "fhese carriers
correspond to a for\vard current, and hence such a flo\\' \vill reduce the net
(reverse) current. I t is this increase in majority-carrier flo\\' \\·hich accounts
for the drop in the reverse current near the zero-voltage axis in Fig. 3-21.
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(3-35)

An expanded vie\v of the origin in this figure is indicated in Fig. 3-23. (Note
that the first quadrant of Fig. 3-21 corresponds to the third quadrant of
Fig. 3-23.)

The Photovoltaic Potential If a for\vard bias is applied, the potential
barrier is lo\vered, and the majority current increases rapidly. When this
majority current equals the minority current, the total current is reduced to
zero. The voltage at \vhich zero resultant current is obtained is called the
photovoltaic potential. Since, certainly, no current flo\vs under open-circuited
conditions, the photovoltaic emf is obtained across the open terminals of a
p-n junction.

An alternative (but of course equivalent) physical explanation of the
photovoltaic effect is the follo\,-illg: In Sec. 3-1 \ve see that the height of
the potential barrier at an open-circuited (nonilluminated) p-n junction adjusts
itself so that the resultant current is z(~ro, the electric field at the junction
being in such a direction as to repel the majority carriers. If light falls on
the surface, minority carriers are injected, and since these fall do\vn the barrier,
the minority current increases. Since under open-circuited conditions the
total current must remain zero, the majority current (for example, the hole
current in the p side) must increase the same amount as the minority current.
This rise in majority current is possible only if the retarding field at the junc
tion is reduced. Hence the barrier height is automatically lo\vered as a result
of the radiation. Across the diode terminals there appears a voltage just equal
to the amount by which the barrier potential is decreased. This potential is
the photovoltaic emf and is of the order of magnitude of 0..5 V for a silicon
and 0.1 V for a germanium cell.

The photovoltaic voltage V-max corresponds to an open-circuited diode.
If I = 0 is substituted into Eq. (3-34), we obtain

V~.x = 11 VT In (1 + ¥.)
Since, except for very small light intensities, Iii I 10 » 1, then V max increases
logarithmically with la, and hence \yith illunlination. Such a logarithmic
relationship is obtained experimentally.

Maximum Output Power If a resistor R L is placed directly across the
diode terminals, the resulting current can be found at the intersection of the
characteristic in Fig. 3-23 and the load line defined by V = - I R L . If R L = 0,
then the output voltage V is zero, and for R L = 00, the output current I is
zero. Hence, for these t\\TO extreme values of load, the output po\ver is zero.
If for each assumed value of R L the values of V and I are read from Fig. 3-23
and P = V I is plotted versus R L , we can obtain the optimum load resistance
to give maximum output pO\\Ter. For the types L8222 and 1.J8223 photovoltaic
light sensors, this optimum load is 3.4 !( and P max ~ 34 p.W. When the p-n
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iunction photodiodes at a light intensity of 500 fc. (Courtesy of Texas

Instruments, Inc.)

photodiode is used as an energy converter (to transform radiant energy into
electric energy), the optimum load resistance should be used.

The Short-circuit Current We see from Fig. 3-23 and Eq. (3-34) that a
,definite (nonzero) current is obtained for zero applied voltage. Hence a
junction photocell can be used under short-circuit conditions. As already
emphasized, this current Is is proportional to the light intensity. Such a
linear relationship is obtained experimentally.

Solar-energy Converters The current drain from a photovoltaic cell
may be used to power electronic equipment or, more commonly, to charge
auxiliary storage batteries. Such energy converters using sunlight as the pri
mary energy are called solar batteries and are used in satellites like the Telstar.
A silicon photovoltaic cell of excellent stability and high ("-114 percent) con...
version efficiency is made by diffusing a thin n-type impurity onto a p-type
base. In direct noonday sunlight such a cell generates an open-circuit voltage
of approximately 0.6 V.

3-15 LIGHT-EMITTING DIODES

Just as it takes energy to generate a hole-electron pair, so energy is released
when an electron recombines with a hole. In silicon and germanium this
recombination takes place through traps (Sec. 2-8) and the liberated energy
goes into the crystal as heat. Ho\\·ever, it is found that in other semicon-
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ductors, such as gallium arsenide, there is a considerable amount of direct
recombination without the aid of traps. Under such circumstances the energy
released when an electron falls from the conduction into the valence band
appears in the form of radiation. Such a p-n diode is called a light-emitting diode
(LED), although the radiation is principally in the infrared. The efficiency of
the process of light generation increases ""ith the injected current and with
a decrease in temperature. The light is concentrated near the junction because
most of the carriers are to be found within a diffusion length of the junction.

Under certain conditions, the emitted light is coherent (essentially mono
chromatic). Such a diode is called an injection junction laser.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

3-1 Consider an open-circuited p-n j unction. Sketch curves as a function of
distance across the junction of space charge, electric field, and potential.

3-2 (a) What is the order of magnitude of the space-charge width at a p-n junc-
tion ? (b) What does this space charge consist of-electrons, holes, neutral donors,
neutral acceptors, ionized donors, ionized acceptors, etc.?

3-3 (a) For a reverse-biased diode, does the transition region increase or decrease
in width? (b) What happens to the junction potential?

3-4 Explain why the p-n junction contact potential cannot be measured by
placing a voltmeter across the diode terminals.

3-5 Explain physically why a p-n diode acts as a rectifier.
3-6 (a) Write the law of the junction. (b) Define all terms in this equation.

(c) What does this equation state for a large forward bias? (d) A large reverse bias?
3-7 Plot the minority-carrier current components and the total current in a p-n

diode as a function of the distance from the junction.
3-8 Plot the hole current, the electron current, and the total current as a function

of distance on both sides of a p-n j unction. Indicate the transition region.
3-9 (a) Write the volt-ampere equation for a p-n diode. (b) Explain the meaning

of each syn1bol.
3-10 Plot the volt-ampere curves for gern1anium and silicon to the same scale,

showing the cutin value for each.
3-11 (a) How does the reverse saturation current of a p-n diode vary with

temperature? (b) How does the diode voltage (at constant current) vary with
temperature?

3-12 How does the dynan1ic resistance r of a diode vary with (a) current and
(b) temperature? (c) What is the order of magnitude of r for silicon at room tempera
ture and for a dc current of 1 rnA?

3-13 (a) Sketch the piecewise linear characteristic of a diode. (b) What are the
approximate cutin voltages for silicon and gerInaniun1?

3..14 Consider a step-graded p-n junction with equal doping on both sides of the
junction (N A = N D). Sketch the charge density, field intensity, and potential as a
function of distance fronl the j unction for a reverse bias.

3-15 (a) IIow does the transition capacitance CT vary with the depletion-layer
width? (b) "'""ith the applied reverse voltage? (c) \Vhat is the order of luagnitude
of GT ?

3-16 What is a varactor diode?
3-17 Plot the lninority-carrier concentration as a function of distance from a p-n

junction in the n side only for (a) a forward-biased junction, (b) a negatively biased
junction. Indicate the excess concentration and note where it is positive and where
negative.
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3-18 Under steady-state conditions the diode current is proportional to a charge
Q. (a) What is the physical meaning of the factor of proportionality? (b) What
charge does Q represent-transition layer charge, injected minority-carrier charge,
majority-carrier charge, etc.?

3-19 (a) How does the diffusion capacitance CD vary with dc diode current?
(b) What does the product of CD and the dynamic resistance of a diode equal?

3-20 What is meant by the minority-carrier storage time of a diode?
3-21 A diode in series with a resistor R L iB forward-biased by a voltage V F.

After a steady state is reached, the input changes to - V R. Sketch the current as a
function of time. Explain qualitatively the shape of this curve.

3-22 (a) Draw the volt-ampere characteristic of an avalanche diode. (b) What
is meant by the knee of the curve? (c) By the dynamic resistance? (d) By the
temperature coefficient?

3-23 Describe the physical mechanism for avalanche breakdown.
3-24 Describe the physical mechanism for Zener breakdown.
3-25 Draw a circuit which uses a breakdown diode to regulate the voltage across

a load.
3-26 Sketch the volt-ampere characteristic of a tunnel diode. Indicate the

negative-resistance portion.
3-27 Draw the small-signal model of the tunnel diode operating in the negative

resistance region. Define each circuit element.
3-28 (a) Draw the volt-ampere characteristics of a p-n photodiode. (b) Does the

current correspond to a forward- or reverse-biased diode? (c) Each curve is drawn for
a different value of what physical parameter?

3-29 (a) Write the equation for the volt-ampere characteristic of a photodiode.
(b) Define each symbol in the equation.

3-30 (a) Sketch the curve of photodiode current as a function of the position of a
narrow light source from the junction. (b) Explain the shape of the curve.

3-31 (a) Define photovoltaic potential. (b) What is its order of magnitude?
(c) Does it correspond to a forward or a reverse voltage?

3·32 Explain how to obtain maximum power output from a photovoltaic cell.
3·33 What is a light-emitting diode?
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4/ DIODE CIRCUITS

The p-n junction diode is considered as a circuit element. The concept
of "load line" is introduced. The piecewise linear diode model is
exploited in the following applications: clippers (single-ended and
double-ended), comparators, diode gates, and rectifiers. Half-wave,
full-wave, bridge, and voltage-doubling rectification are considered.
Capacitor filters are discussed.

Throughout this chapter we shall assume that the input wave
forms vary slowly enough so that the diode switching times (Sec. 3-10)
may be neglected.

4-1 THE DIODE AS A CIRCUIT ELEMENT

The basic diode circuit, indicated in Fig. 4-1, consists of the device in
series with a load resistance RL and an input-signal source Vi. This cir
cuit is now analyzed to find the instantaneous current i and the
instantaneous diode voltage V, when the instantaneous input voltage
IS Vi.

The load line From Kirchhoff's voltage law (KVL),

V = Vi - iRL (4-1)

where RL is the magnitude of the load resistance. This one equation
is not sufficient to determine the two unknowns V and i in this expres
sion. However, a second relation between these two variables is given
by the static characteristic of the diode (Fig. 3-7). In Fig. 4-2a is
indicated the simultaneous solutIOn of Eq. (4-1) and the diode char
acteristic. The straight line, which is represented by Eq (4-1), is
called the load line. The load line passes through the points i = 0,

87
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Fig. 4-1 The basic diode circuit. The anode (the p

side) of the diode is marked A, and the cathode (the n

side) is labeled K.

v = Vi, and i = Vi/R L , V = O. That is, the intercept \vith the voltage axis is
Vi, and with the current axis is Vi/ R I • The slope of this line is determined,
therefore, by R L ; the negative value of the slope is equal to 1/R L • The point
of intersection A of the load line and the static curve gives the current z"A
that ,vill flow under these conditions. This construction determines the cur
rent in the circuit \vhen the instantan~ous input potential is Vi.

A slight complication may arise in dra\ving the load line because i = Vi/R L

is too large to appear on the printed volt-ampere curve supplied by the manu
facturer. Under such circumstance choose an arbitrary value of current II
which is on the vertical axis of the printed characteristic. Then the load line
is drawn through the point P (Fig. 4-2a), \vhere i = I', v = Vi - I'R L , and
through a second point i = 0, V = Vi.

The Dynamic Characteristic Consider now that the input voltage is
allowed to vary. Then the above procedure must be repeated for each volt
age value. A plot of current vs. input voltage, called the dynan1ic charac
teristic, may be obtained as follo\vs: The current iA is plotted vertically above
Vi at point B in Fig. 4-2b. As Vi changes, the slope of the load line does not

Dynamic curve

I

o

~,

Fig. 4-2 (0) The intersection A of the load line with the diode static characteristic

gives the current iA corresponding to an instantaneous input voltage Vi. (b) The

method of constructing the dynamic curve from the static curve and the load line.
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Fig. 4-3 The method of obtaining the output-voltage wave

form from the transfer characteristic for a given input-signal

voltage waveform.

vary since R L is fixed. Thus, when the applied potential has the value v~, the
corresponding current is i A ,. This current is plotted vertically above v: at B'.
The resulting curve OBB' that is generated as Vi varies is the dynamic
characteristic.

The Transfer Characteristic The curve which relates the output voltage
Vo to the input Vi of any circuit is called the transfer, or transmissl'on, character
istic.. Since in Fig. 4-1 Vo = iRL , then for this particular circuit the transfer
curve has the same shape as the dynamic characteristic.

I t must be emphasized that, regardless of the shape of the static volt
ampere characteristic or the waveform of the input signal, the resultant output
waveshape can always be found graphically (at low frequencies) from the
transfer curve. This construction is illustrated in Fig. 4-3. The input-signal
waveform (not necessarily triangular) is drawn with its time axis vertically
downward, so that the voltage axis is horizontal. Suppose that the input
voltage has the value ViA indicated by the point A at an instant t'. The corre
sponding output voltage is obtained by drawing a vertical line through· A
and noting the voltage VoA where this line intersects the transfer curve. This
value of Vo is then plotted (a) at an instant of time equal to t'. Similarly, points
b, c, d, ... of the output waveform correspond to points B, C, D, ... of the
input-voltage waveform. Note that Vo = 0 for Vi < V'Y' so that the diode acts
as a clipper and a portion of the input signal does not appear at the output.
Also note the distortion (the deviation from linearity) introduced into the
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Fig. 4-4 The output circuit of most devices

RL consist of a supply voltage V in series with a load

resistance R L •

output in the neighborhood of Vi = V~ because of the nonlinearity In the
transfer curve in this region.

4-2 THE LOAD-LINE CONCEPT

We now show that the use of the load-line construction allows the graphical
analysis of many circuits involving devices which are much more complicated
than the p-n diode. The external circuit at the output of almost all devices
consists of a dc (constant) supply voltage V in series with a load resistance
RL , as indicated in Fig. 4-4. Since KVL applied to this output circuit yields

v = V - iRL (4-2)

we once again have a straight-line relationship between output current i and
output (device) voltage v. The load line passes through the point i = 0,
v = V and has a slope equal to -1/R L independently of the device characteristics.
A p-n junction diode or an avalanche diode possesses a single volt-ampere
characteristic at a given temperature. However, most other devices must be
described by a family of curves. For example, refer to Fig. 3-21, which gives
the volt-ampere characteristics of a photodiode, where a separate curve is
drawn, for each fixed value of light intensity. The load line superimposed
upon these characteristics corresponds to a 40-V supply and a load resistance
of 40/ 800 M = 50 K. Note that, from the intersection of the load line with
the curve for an intensity L = 3,000 fc, we obtain a photodiode current of
530 Jl.A and a device voltage of 13.5 V. For L = 2,000 fe, i = 320 Jl.A, and
v = 24.0 V, etc.

The volt-ampere characteristics of a transistor (which is discussed in the
following chapter) are similar to those in Fig. 3-21 for the photodiode. How
ever, the independent parameter, which is held constant for each curve, is the
input transistor current instead of light intensity. The output circuit is iden
tical with that in Fig. 4-4, and the graphical analysis begins with the construc
tion of the load line.

4-3 THE PIECEWISE LINEAR DIODE MODEL

If the reverse resistance Rr is included in the diode characteristic of Fig. 3-9,
the piecewise linear and continuous volt-ampere characteristic of Fig. 4-5a is
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obtained. The diode is a binary device, in the sense that it can exist in only
one of two possible states; that is, the diode is either ON or OFF at a given time.
If the voltage applied across the diode exceeds the cutin potential V'Y with the
anode A (the p side) more positive than the cathode K (the n side), the diode
is forward-biased and is said to be in the ON state. The large-signal model for
the ON state is indicated in Fig. 4-5b as a battery V'Y in series with the low
forward resistance R, (of the order of a few tens of ohms or less). For a reverse
bias (v < V-y) the diode is said to be in its OFF state. The large-signal model
for the OFF state is indicated in Fig. 4-5c as a large reverse resistance R r (of
the order of several hundred kilohms or more). Usually R r is so much larger
than any other resistance in the diode circuit that this reverse resistance may
be considered to be infinite. We shall henceforth assume that Rr = 00,

unless otherwise stated.

A Simple Application Consider that in the basic diode circuit of Fig. 4-1
the input is sinusoidal, so that Vi = Vm sin a, where a = wt, w = 27r!, and f is
the frequency of the input excitation. Assume that the piecewise linear model
of Fig. 4-5 (with Rr = 00) is valid. The current in the forward direction
(Vi> V'Y) may then be obtained from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4-6a.
We have

i = Vm sin a - V'Y (4-3)
R L + R f

for Vi = Vm sin a ~ V'Y and i = 0 for Vi < V'Y' This waveform is plotted in
Fig. 4-6b, where the cutin angle 4> is given by

cP = arcsin V'Y (4-4)
Vm

If, for example, Vm = 2V-y, then cf> = 30°. For silicon (germanium),

V'Y = 0.6 V (0.2 V),
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Fig. 4-6 (a) The equivalent circuit of a diode D (in the ON state) in

series with a load resistance R L and a sinusoidal voltage Vi. (b)

The input waveform Vi and the rectified current i.

and hence a cutin angle of 30° is obtained for very small peak sinusoidal
voltages; 1.2 V (0.4 V) for Si (Ge). On the other hand, if V '" ~ 10 V, then
'" :::; 3.5° (1.2°) fot Si (Ge) and the cutin angle may be neglected; the diode
conducts essentially for a full half cycle. Such a rectifier is considered in more
detail in Sec. 4-8.

Incidentally, the circuit of Fig. 4-6 may be used to charge a battery from
an ac supply line. The battery VB is placed in series with the diode D, and
RL is adjusted to supply the desired dc (average) charging current. The
instantaneous current is given by Eq. (4-3), with VB added to V"y.

The Break Region The piecewise linear approximation given in Fig. 4-5a
indicates an abrupt discontinuity in slope at V"y, Actually, the transition
of the diode from the OFF condition to the ON state is not abrupt. Therefore
the waveform transmitted through a clipper or a rectifier will not show an
abrupt change of attenuation at a break point, but instead there will exist a
break region, that is, a region over which the slope of the diode characteristic
changes gradually from a very small to a very large value. We shall now
estimate the range of voltage of this break region .

The break point is defined at the voltage V"y, where the diode resistance
changes discontinuously from the very large value R r to the very small value
RI . Hence, let us arbitrarily define the break region as the voltage change
over which the diode resistance is multiplied by some large factor, say 100.
The incremental resistance r == dVldl = I /fl is, from Eq. (3-13),

VTr = ." - E-v /,vr
10

!2 = E1V.-V,l /.Vr
r2

(4-6)
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For Tl/r2 = 100, dV == V 2 - VI = 1]VT In 100 = 0.12 V for Ge (1] = 1) and
0.24 V for Si (." = 2) at room temperature. Note that the break region d V is
only one- or t\vo-tenths of a volt. If the input signal is large compared with
this small range, then the piecc\\"ise linear volt-ampere approximation and
models of Fig. 4-5 are valid.

Analysis of Diode Circuits Using the Piecewise linear Model Consider
a circuit containing several diodes, resistors, supply voltages, and sources of
excitation. A general method of analysis of such a circuit consists in assuming
(guessing) the state of each diode. For the ON state, replace the diode by a
battery V'Y in series with a forward resistance R j , and for the OFF state replace
the diode by the reverse resistance R r (\vhich can usually be taken as infinite),
as indicated in Fig. 4-t5b and c. After the diodes have been replaced by these
piecewise linear models, the entire circuit is linear and the currents and voltages
everywhere can be calculated using Kirchhoff's voltage and current laws.
The assumption that a diode is ON can then be verified by observing the sign
of the current through it. If the current is in the forward direction (from
anode to cathode), the diode is indeed ON and the initial guess is justified.
However, if the current is in the reverse direction (from cathode to anode),
the assumption that the diode is ON has been proved incorrect. Under this
circumstance the analysis must begin again \vith the diode assumed to be OFF.

Analogous to the ,above trial-and-error method, \ve test the assumption
that a diode is OFF by finding the voltage across it. If this voltage is either
in the reverse direction or in the forward direction but with a voltage less
than V'Y' the diode is indeed OFF. Ho\vever, if the diode voltage is in the
for\vard direction and exceeds V'Y' the diode must be ON and the original
assumption is incorrect. In this case the analysis must begin again by assum
ing the ON state for this diode.

The above method of analysis \\~ill be employed in the study of the diode
circuits which follows.

4-4 CLIPPING (UMITING) CIRCUITS

C.lipping circuits are used to select for transmission that part of an arbitrary
waveform which lies above or belo\v somc reference level. Clipping circuits
are also referred to as voltage (or current) lim,tters, amplitude selectors, or
slicers.

In the a.bove sense, Fig. 4-1 is a clipping circuit, and input voltages
below V'Y are not transmitted to the output, as is evident from the waveforms
of Figs. 4-3 and 4-6. Some of the more commonly employed clipping circuits
are now to be described.

Consider the circuit of Fig. 4-7a. Using the piecewise linear model, the
transfer characteristic of Fig. 4-7b is obtained, as may easily be verified.
For example, if D is OFF, the diode voltage v < V'Y and Vi < V'Y + V R. Ho\v-
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Fig. 4-7 (a) A diode clipping circuit which transmits that part of the waveform

more negative than V n + V'Y' (b) The piecewise linear transmission characteristic

of the circuit. A sinusoidal input and the clipped output are shown.

ever, if D is OF~', there is no current in Rand Vo = v;. This argument justifies
the linear portion (with slope unity) of the transmission characteristic extending
from arbitrary negative values to v; = V R + V'Y' For v; larger than V R + V'Y'
the diode conducts, and it behaves as a battery V'Y in series with a resistance
R" so that increments !J.v; in the input are attenuated and appear at the output
as increments !J.vo = !J.v;RtI(R, + R). This verifies the linear portion of
slope RtI(R, + R) for Vi > V R + V'Y in the transfer curve. Note that the
transmission characteristic is piecewise linear and continuous and has a break
point at V n + V'Y'

Figure 4-7b shows a sinusoidal input signal of amplitude large enough
so that the signal makes excursions past the break point. The corresponding
output exhibits a suppression of the positive peak of the signal. If R, « R,
this suppression will be very pronounced, and the positive excursion of the
output will be sharply limited at the voltage V R + V'Y' The output will
appear as though the positive peak had been "clipped off" or "sliced off."
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Often it turns out that VR» V_y, ill which case one may consider that V R

itself is the limiting reference voltage.
In Fig. 4-8a the clipping circuit has been modified in that the diode in

Fig. 4-7a has been reversed. The corresponding piecewise linear representa
tion of the transfer characteristic is shown in Fig. 4-8b. In this circuit, the
portion of the waveform more positive than V R - V _y is transmitted without
attenuation, but the less positive portion is greatly suppressed.

In Figs. 4-7b and 4-8b we have assumed R r arbitrarily large in comparison
with R. If this condition does not apply, the transmission characteristics
must be modified. The portions of these curves which are indicated as having
unity slope must instead be considered to have a slope Rr/ (Rr + R).

In a transmission region of a diode clipping circuit we require that Rr » R ,
for example, that Rr = kR , where k is a large number. In the attenuation
region, we require that R » R" for example, that R = kR/. From these two

equations we deduce that R = VR/Rr and that k = VRr/ R/. On this
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Fig. 4-8 (a) A diode clipping circuit which transmits that part of the wave

form more positive than V R - V _y' (b) The piecewise linear transmission

characteristic of the circuit. A sinusoidal input and the clipped output are
shown.
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Fig. 4-9 Four diode clipping circuits. In (0) and (c) the diode appears as a

shunt element. In (b) and (d) the diode appears as a series element. Under each

circuit appears the output waveform (solid) for a sinusoidal input. The clipped

portion of the input is shown dashed.

basis \ye conclude that it is reasonabl~ to select R a~ the geornrtrical 111Can of
Rr and R f . And \ve note that the ratio llr/R f rnay \\Tell serve as a figu)"(\ of
merit for diodes used in the present application.

Additional Clipping Circuits Figures 4-7 and 4-S appear again in Fig. 4-9,
together \vith variations in \vhich the diodes appear as scrics plprncnt~. If in
each case a sillusoid is applied at the input, thr \vavrforms at thc output \vill
appear as sho\\'n by the heavy line~. In these output \vaveforn1s "oc have
neglected V 'Y in cornparison \vith V Rand \VP have n~~unled that the break region
is negligible in con1parison \vith the an1plitude of the \\·avrforms. \tVc have
also assurnrd that l?r » R »Rf . In t\VO of these circuitf' t.he portion of the
waveform tran~mitted is that part \vhich lirs brIo\\" l'R; in the other t\\"o thp
portion above V R is transmitted. In t\VO the diode appears tts an element
in series "'itll the signal lead; in t\\'O it ~pprars as ~l shunt rleme·nt. l"he use
of the diode as a serips element has the disadvantagp that \vhen thr diodr is
OFF anu it is intended that there be no trnn~n1i~sion, fast signals or high
frequency \\~aVefOrnls nlay br transmittrd to thr output through the diode
capacitance. The lIsr of thr diode as a shunt eJrrllc>nt has thr disadvantagr
that \vhen the diod(\ is Opflll (back-biasc>d) and it is intended that thrre be
transmission, the diode capacitancf', togrthf'r \\"ith all othcr capacitance in
shunt \vith the output terminals, ,,"ill round sharp ('dgrs of input \\"aveforrns
and attenuate high-frequency signals. A second disadvantage of tht· use
of the diode as a shunt element is that in such circuits the impedance Its of th(~

sourcr \vhieh f'upplies V· R rnust be kept 10\\-. I'his requirpmrnt does not arise
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in circuits where V R is in series with R, which is normally large compared with
R,.

4-5 CLIPPING AT TWO INDEPENDENT LEVELS

Diode clippers may be used in pairs to perform double-ended limiting at
independent levels . A parallel , a series, or a series-parallel arrangement may
be used . A parallel arrangement is shown in Fig. 4-lOa. Figure 4-lOb shows
the piecewise linear and continuous input-output voltage curve for the circuit
in Fig. 4-lOa. The transfer curve has two break points, one at Vo = Vi = V Rl

and a second at Vo = Vi = V R2, and has the following characteristics (assuming
V R2 > VR » Voy and Rf « R):

Input Vi Output Vo Diode states

Vi ::; V R1 VO = V Rl Dl ON, D2 OFF

V R1 < Vi < V R2 VO = Vi Dl OFF, D2 O~'F

Vi ~ V R2 VO = V R2 Dl OFF, D2 ON

Vi ~

_1>------_VR1 L-.JvR2 > VR1l-
(a)(b)

+ R
D1 D2

+

Fig. 4-10 (a) A double-diode clipper which limits at two independent levels.

(b) The piecewise linear transfer curve for the circuit in (a). The doubly clipped

output for a sinusoidal input is shown.
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-(Vz + V..,.)

(a) (b)

Fig . .4-11 (0) A double-ended clipper using avalanche diodes;

(b) the transfer characteristic.

The circuit of Fig. 4-10a is referred to as a slicer because the output contains
a slice of the input between the two reference levels V Rl and V R2.

The circuit is used as a means of converting a sinusoidal ,,,,aveform into a
square ,vave. In this application, to generate a symmetrical square wave,
V Rl and V R2 are adjusted to be numerically equal but of opposite sign. The
transfer characteristic passes through the origin under these conditions, and
the waveforrn is clipped symmetrically top and bottom. If the an1plitude
of the sinusoidal waveform is very large in comparison v·;ith the difference
in the reference levels, the output ,vaveform will have been squared.

Two avalanche diodes in series opposing, as indicated in Fig. 4-lla,
constitute another form of double-ended clipper. If the diodes have identical
characteristics, a symmetrical limiter is obtained. If the breakdo'''n (Zener)
voltage is ITz and if the diode cutin voltage is V"" then the transfer character
istic of Fig. 4-llb is obtained.

Catching or Clamping Diodes Consider that Vi and R in Fig. 4-10a
represent Thevenin's equivalent circuit at the output of a device, such as an
amplifier. In other ,vords, R is the output resistance and Vi is the open-circuit
output signal. In such a situation Dl and D2 are called catching d1:odes.
The reason for this terminology should be elrar from Fig. 4-12, \vhere v;e see

D2

C;.
DI VR1

+
,J)~'Pice Vo

Fig. 4-12 Catching diodes D1 and D2 limit the out

put excursion of the device between V Rl and V R2.
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that D1 l'catches" the output Va and does not allow it to fall below JTRl, \vhereas
D2 'lcatches" Va and does not permit it to rise above V R2.

Generally, \vhenever a node becomes connected through a Io\v resistance
(as through a conducting diode) to some reference voltage V R, \ve say that
the node has been clamped to V R, since the voltage at that point in the circuit
is unable to depart appreciably from V R. In this sense the diodes in Fig. 4-12
are called clarnping diodes.

A circuit for clamping the extremity of a periodic \\'aveform to a reference
voltage is considered in Sec. 4-11.

4-6 COMPARATORS

The nonlinear circuits \vhich we have used to perfornl the operation of clipping
may also be used to perform the operation of comparison. In this case the
circuits become elements of a con1parator system and are usually referred to
simply as comparators. A comparator circuit is one \vhich Inay be used to
mark the instant when an arbitrary \vaveform attains SOlne reference level.
The distinction bet""een comparator circuits and the clipping circuits con
sidered earlier is that in a comparator there is no interest in reproducing any
part of the signal waveform. For example, the comparator output may consist
of an abrupt departure from some quie~cent level \vhich occurs at the time the
signal attains the reference level but is otherwise independent of the signal.
Or the comparator output may be a sharp pulse \vhich occurs \vhen signal and
reference are equal.

The diode circuit of Fig. 4-13a which we encountered earlier as a clipping
circuit is used here in a comparator operation. For the sake of illustration
the input signal is taken as a ramp. This input crosses the voltage level
Vi = V R + V'Y at time t = it. 1'he output remains quiescent at Va =:= V R until
t = tl, after which it rises with the input signal.

The device to which the comparator output is applied \\'ill re~pond \vhen
the comparator voltage has risen to some level Vo above V R. However, the
precise voltage at which this device r(\~ponds is subject to some variability
dVo because of gradual changes which result from aging of COfilponents, temper
ature changes, etc. As a consequence (as shown in Fig. 4-1:3b) there will be a
variability dl in the precise moment at \vhich this device responds and an
uncertainty dVi in the input voltage corresponding to dl. Furthermore, if
the device responds in the range dVo , the device \"ill respond not at t = t I !

but at some later time 12• The situation may be improved by increasing the
slope of the rising portion of the output \vaveform Vo • If the diode \vere
indeed ideal, it would be advantageous to follow the comparator of Fig. 4-13a
by an amplifier. HO\\'ever, because of the exponential characteristic of a
physical diode, such an anticipated advantage is not realized. 1

Although an amplifier which follo\vs a diode-resistor comparator does not
improve the sharpness of the comparator break, an amplifier ]Jrecediug the
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(a)
Vo

Fig.4-13 (0) A diode comparator; (b) the comparison operation is

illustrated with a ramp input signal Vi, and the corresponding output

waveform is indicated.

conlparator will do so. Thus, suppose that the input signal to a diode com
parator must go through a range ~Vi to carry the comparator through its
uncertainty region. Then, if the amplifier has a gain A, the input signal need
only go through the range dVi/.A to carry the comparator output through the
same voltage range. The amplifier must be direct-coupled and must be
extremely stable against drift due to aging of components, temperature change,
etc. Such an amplifier is the difference or operational amplifier discussed
in Sec. 15-2. Comparators are treated in detail in Sec. 16-11.

4-7 SAMPLING GATE

An ideal sampling gate is a transluission circuit in \vhich the output is an

exact reproduction of an input \vaveform during a sf'lectcd time interval and
is zero other\\'ise. '-fhe time interval for traIlsn1is~ion is selected by an exter
nally impressed signal, called the control, or uatinu, si!JlIal, and is usually rec
tangular in shape. 1'hcsc san1pling gates are also referred to as [ransnzission

gates, or thne-selection c-z'rcuits.
A four-diode sampling gate is indicated in Fig. 4-14a. This circuit has

the topology of a bridge \yith the external signal Vs applied at node PI, the
output Vo taken across the load R L at nodp [)'2, and symnH\trical control voltages
+vc and -Vc applied to nodes P3 and P 4 through the control resi:-;tors Ile•

The rectangularly shaped Ve , the sinusoidal Vs (it could he of arbitrary \\"avc-
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shape), and the sampled output Vo are dnt\vn in Fig. 4-14b. Note that the
period of Vc need not be the san1e as that of Vs , although in most practical sys
tems the period of Vc ,,'auld equal or be an integral multiple of that of VB'

If ,ve assume ideal diudes \vith V'Y = 0, Hj = 0, R r = 00, the operation
of the circuit is easily understood. During the time interval Te , ,,,hen tIc = 11c ,

all four diodes conduct and the voltage across each is zero. Hence nodes PI
and P? are at the same potential and Vo = Vs' l'he output is therefore an
exact replica of the input during the ~el(~ction time T e . During the time Tn,
,vhen Vc = - V n, all four diodes are nonconducting and the current in R L is
zero, so that Vo = 0.

We must no,v justify the statements made in the preceding paragraph
that during T c all diodes conduct and during 1\t all diodes arc nonconducting.
Consider the situation ,vhen Vc = - V n, -Vc = + V n, and VB = V s = the
(positive) peak signal voltage. Let us assume that all diodes are reverse
biased, so that Vo = 0, and then justify this assumption (Sec. 4-3). From
Fig. 4-14a we see that Dl and D2 are each reverse-biased by V n , that D3 is
reverse-biased by V n + VB' and that the voltage across D4 (in the for,vard
direction) is VB - V n • Hence diodes Dl, D2, and D3 are OFF for any value
of Vn or V, and D4 is OFF provided that Vn ~ VB' or the mininlunl value of
V n is given by

(4-7)

In other words, there is a restriction on the control-gate amplitude during the
nonconducting interval Tn; the minimum value of Vn just equals the peak

v: 1_+~-------t----- I
r---------........------O + - vn~- Tc Tn --~

I I
I
I
I
I

(a) (b)

Fig. 4-14 (0) A four-diode-bridge sampling gate. (b) The control Vel the signal

V~I and the output Vo waveforms.
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Sec. 4-7

Fig. 4-15 The diodes in Fig. 4·14 are replaced by short circuits. (0) The currents

due to Vci (b) the currents due to Vs.

signal voltage VB if we require that all four diodes be nonconducting during
this interval.

Consider now the situation during Te , when Ve = + V e , -Ve = - Ve , and
v. = Va. We now assume that all four diodes are ON and then determine the
restriction required upon Ve so that each diode current is indeed in the for\vard
direction. The current in each diode consists of t\VO components, one due to
Vc (as indicated in Fig. 14-15a) and the other due to V8 (as indicated in ~'ig.

14-15b). The current due to V c is V c /2R e and is in the for\vard direction in
each diode, but the current due to VB is in the reverse direction in D3 (between
P a and PI) and in D2 (bet\veen P 2 and P 4). The larger reverse current is in
D3 and equals V./Rc + V./2R L , and hence this quantity must be less than
Vc /2Rc• The minimum value of Vc is therefore given by

(Vc)min = V. (2 + ;:) (4-8)

Balance Conditions Assume that Va = 0 but that the four diodes are not
identical in the parameters V-y and R j (which are now no longer taken to be
zero). Then the bridge will not be balanced and node P2 is not at the same
potential (ground) as PI. Under these circumstances a portion of the rec
tangular control waveform appears at the output. In other words, during
Tc the output is Vo = V~, instead of zero. If now the restriction Va = 0 is
removed, the sampled portion of the output Vo in Fig. 4-14b will be raised with
respect to ground by the voltage V;, and Vo is said to be "sitting upon a ped
estal." Fortunately, all four diodes can be fabricated simultaneously on a
tiny chip of silicon by integrated-circuit techniques (Chap. 7), and this ensures
matched diodes, so that the pedestal is minimized. It must be e!llphasized
that even with identical diodes a pedestal will exist in the output if the two
control waveforms are not balanced (one control signal must be the negative of
the other). Other sampling circuits which minimize control-signal imbalance
are possible. 2
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4-8 RECTIFIERS

Almost all electronic circuits require a dc source of po\ver. For portable lovl
pO\\Ter systems batteries may be used. l\lore frequently, however, electronic
equipment is energized by a power supply, a piece of equipment \vhich converts
the alternating \vaveform from the po\ver lines into an essentially direct voltage.
The study of ac-to-dc conversion is initiated in this section.

A Ha If-wave Rectifier A device, such as the semiconductor diode, \vhich
is capable of converting a sinusoidal input \vaveform (whose average value is
zero) into a unidirectional (though not constant) \\~aveform, \\'ith a nonzero
average component, is called a rectifier. The basic circuit for half-\\rave rectifi
cation is shown in Fig. 4-16. Since in a rectifier circuit the input Vi = Vm sin wt
has a peak value Vm which is very large compared \\'ith the cutin voltage V'Y
of the diode, we assume in the following discussion that V'Y = o. (The con
dition V 'Y ~ 0 is treated in Sec. 4-3, and the current \\·aveform is shown in
Fig. 4-6b.) With the diode idealized to be a resistance Rf in the ON state and
an open circuit in the OFF state, the current i in the diode or load RL is given
by

i = 1m sin a

i = 0

where a == wt and

if 0 ~ a ~ 1r

if 1r ~ a ~ 21r

(4-9)

(4-10)I Vm
m == Rf + R L

The transformer secondary voltage Vi is sho\vn in F'ig. 4-16b, and the rectified

V,

R
1
• 0 ~_.L....-_+- -+- _

(b)

(c) o 21T a

Fig. 4-16 (0) Basic circuit of half-wave rectifier. (b) Transformer sinusoidal

secondary vortage Vi. (c) Diode and load current i.
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(4-11)

current in Fig. 4-16c. Note that the output current is unidirectional. We
now calculate this nonzero value of the average current.

A dc ammeter 1'S constructed so that the needle deflection indicates the average
value of the current passing through it. By definition, the average value of a
periodic function is given by the area of one cycle of the curve divided by the
base. Expressed mathematically,

1 1 (21l". d
de = 21r Jo 1- a

For the half-wave circuit under consideration, it follo\vs from Eqs. (4-9) that

1 1 {1l" I . d 1m ( )
de = 21r jo m SIn a a = --;: 4-12

Note that the upper limit of the integral has been changed from 211'" to 7l" since
the instantaneous current in the interval from 7l" to 211'" is zero and so con
tributes nothing to the integral.

The Diode Voltage The dc output voltage is clearly given as

Vdc = I deR L = I m R L

1r
(4-13)

However, the reading of a de voltmeter placed across the diode is not given
by I dcR f because the diode cannot be modeled as a constant resistance, but
rather it has two values: R f in the ON state and 00 in the OFF state.

A de voltmeter reads the average value of the voltage across its ter1ninals.
Hence, to obtain V~c across the diode, the instantaneous voltage must be
plotted as in Fig. 4-17 and the average value obtained by integration. 1"hus

V~. = ;11' <for I",RJ sin a da + l2r Vmsin a da)

where use has been made of Eq. (4-10). Hence

V, 
de -

v

ot£=----~r------,r::"2-1r---

(4-14)

Fig. 4·17 The voltage across the diode in

Fig. 4·16.
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(4-17)

(4-15)

(4-16)

This result is negative, which means that if the voltmeter is to read upscale,
its positive terminal must he connected to the cathode of the diode. From
Eq. (4-13) the dc diode voltage is seen to be equal to the negative of the dc
voltage across the load resistor. This result is evidently correct because the
sum of the dc voltages around the complete circuit must add up to zero.

The AC Current (Voltage) A root-mean-square ammeter (voltmeter) is
constructed so that t.he needle deflection indicates the effective, or rms, current
(voltage). Such a ttsquare-Iaw" instrument may be of the thermocouple type.
By definition, the effective or rms value squared of a periodic function of time
is given by the area of one cycle of the curve, which represents the square of
the function, divided by the base. Expressed mathematically,

1 - (1 (21r· 2 d )1
rIDe - 27r Jot a

By use of Eqs. (4-9), it follows that

1 (
1 (1f I 2 • 2 d )1 1m

rIDS = 211'"}0 m SIn a a = 2

Applying Eq. (4-15) to the sinusoidal input voltage, \ve obtain

V Vm
rms = 0

Most ac meters are of the rectifier type discussed in Sec. 4-9, instead of being
true rms reading instruments.

Regulation The variation of dc output voltage as a function of dc .loa
current is called regulation. The percentage regulation is defined as

~ I t' Vno load - Vload X 100<JC:o regu a Ion == V
10ad

0

where no load refers to zero current and load indicates the normal load current.
For an ideal power supply the output voltage is independent of the load (the
output current) and the percentage regulation is zero.

The variation of V de -with I de for the half-wave rectifier is obtained as
follows: From Eqs. (4-12) and (4-10),

I d = 1m= Vm/7r (4-19)
c 11'" Rf + R L

Solving Eq. (4-19) for V dc = I dcRL, we obtain

Vdc = Vm
- IdcRI

7r
(4-20)

This result is consistent \vith the circuit model given in Fig. 4-18 for the
dc voltage and current. Note that the rectifier circuit functions as if it w'ere
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Fig.4-18 The Thevenin's model which

gives the dc voltage and current for a

power supply. For the half-wave circuit

of Fig. 4-16, V = Vmhr and Ro = R , .

For the full-wave circuit of Fig. 4-19,

V = 2 V.,Jtr and R o = R r. For the full
wave rectifier with a capacitor filter (Sec.

4-10), V o = V m and R o = 1/ 4fC.

a constant (open-circuit) voltage source V = Vm/7r in series with an effective
internal resistance (the output resistance) Ro = R, . This model shows that
Vde equals Vm/7r at no load and that the dc voltage decreases linearly with an
increase in dc output current. In practice, the resistance R. of the transformer
secondary is in series with the diode, and in Eq. (4-20) R. should be added to
R, . The best method of estimating the diode resistance is to obtain a regula
tion plot of Vde versus I de in the laboratory. The negative slope of the result
ing straight line gives R, + R•.

Thevenin's Theorem This theorem states that any two-terminal linear
network may be replaced by a generator equal to the open-circuit voltage between
the terminals ill series with the output impedance seen at this port. Clearly,
Fig. 4-18 represents a Thevenin's model, and hence a rectifier behaves as a
linear circuit with respect to average current and voltage.

A Full-wave Rectifier The circuit of a full-wave rectifier is shown in
Fig. 4-19a. This circuit is seen to comprise two half-wave circuits so con
nected that conduction takes place through one diode during one half of the
power cycle and through the other diode during the second half of the cycle.

The current to the load, which is the sum of these two currents, has the
form shown in Fig. 4-19b. The dc and rms values of the load current and
voltage in such a system are readily found to be

1 1m
,rna = V2 (4-21)

where 1m is given by Eq. (4-10) and V m is the peak transformer secondary volt
age from one end to the center tap. Note by comparing Eq. (4-21) with
Eq. (4-13) that the dc output voltage for the full-wave connection is twice
that for the half.-wave circuit.

From Eqs. (4-10) and (4-21) we find that the dc output voltage varies
with current in the following manner:

(4-22)
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o 21T

Fig. 4-19 (0) A full-wave rectifier circuit. (b) The individual diode currents and

the load 'current i. The output voltage is Va = iR L •

This expression leads to Thevenin's dc model of Fig. 4-18, except that the
internal (open-circuit) supply is V = 2Vm/7r instead of V m/7r.

Peak Inverse Voltage For each rectifier circuit there IS a maxImum
voltage to ,vhich the diode can be subjected. This potential is called the peak
inverse voltage because it occurs during that part of the cycle \vhen the diode
is nonconducting. From Fig. 4-16 it is clear that, for the half-\yave rectifier,
the peak inverse voltage is Vm. We no,v sho\\" that, for a full-\vave circuit,
t\\rice this value is obtained. At the instant of time \vhen the transformer
secondary voltage to midpoint is at its peak value 'vm, diode Dl is conducting
and D2 is nonconducting. If \ve apply !{VL around the outside loop and
neglect the small voltage drop across D 1, ,,·e obtain 2Vm for the peak inverse
voltage across D2. Note that this result is obtained \rithout reference to
the nature of the load, ,vhich can be a pure resistance R L or a combination
of R L and some reactive elements which may be introduced to "filter" the
ripple. "'Te conclude that, in a full-leave circuit, independently of the }ilter used,
the peak inverse voltage across each diode is tn'ice the rnaXilnUJn transjonner
voltage measured from rnidpoint to either end.

4-9 OTHER FULL-WAVE CIRCUITS

A variety of other rectifier circuits find extensive use. An10ng these are the
bridge circuit, several voltage-doubling circuits, and a number of voltage-

I
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Fig. 4-20 Full-wave bridge circuit.

j
+

v,

Sec. 4-9

multiplying circuits. The bridge circuit finds application not only for power
circuits, but also as a rectifying system in rectifier ac meters for use over a
fairly wide range of frequencies.

The Bridge Rectifier The essentials of the bridge circuit are shown in
Fig. 4-20. To understand the action of this circuit, it is necessary only to
note that two diodes conduct simultaneously. For example, during the por
tion of the cycle when the transformer polarity is that indicated in Fig. 4-20,
diodes 1 and 3 are conducting, and current passes from the positive to the
negative end of the load. The conduction path is shown in the figure. During
the next half cycle, the transformer voltage reverses its polarity, and diodes
2 and 4 send current through the load in the same direction as during the
previous half cycle.

The principal features of the bridge circuit are the following : The cur
rents drawn in both the primary and the secondary of the supply transformer
are sinusoidal, and therefore a smaller transformer may be used than for the
full-wave circuit of the same output; a transformer without a center tap is
used; and each diode has only transformer voltagr across it on the inverse
cycle. The bridge circuit is thus suitable for high-voltage applications.

The Rectifier Meter This instrument, illustrated in Fig. 4-21 , is essen
tially a bridge-rectifier system, except that no transformer is required . Instead ,
the voltage to be measured is applied through a multiplier resistor R to two
corners of the bridge, a de milliammeter being used as an indicating instrument
across the other two corners. Since the dc milliamlllf'te r reads average values
of current, the meter scale is calibrated to givc rills values when a sinusoidal
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Fig. 4-21 The rectifier voltmeter.
R Input

volta.ge is applied to the input terminals. As a result, this instrument \vill not
read correctly \vhen used \vith \vaveforms which contain appreciable harmonics.

Voltage Multipliers A common voltage-doubling circuit which delivers
a de voltage approximately equal to t\vice the transformer maximum voltage
at no load is sho\vn in Fig. 4-22. This circuit is operated by alternately
charging each of the t\VO capacitors to the transformer peak voltage V m,
current being continually drained from the capacitors through the load. The
capacitors also act to smooth out the ripple in the output.

This circuit is characterized by poor regulation unless very large capacitors
are used. The inverse voltage across the diodes during the nonconducting
cycle is t\vice the transformer peak voltage. The action of this circuit \vill
be better understood after the capacitor filter is studied, in the follo\ving
section.

4·10 CAPACITOR FILTERS

Filtering is frequently effected by shunting the load \vith a capacitor. The
action of this system depends upon the fact that the capacitor stores energy
during the conductioll period and delivers this energy to the load during the
inverse, or nonconducting, period. In this \vay, the time during \\rhich the
current passes through the load is prolonged, and the ripple is considerably
decreased. The ripple voltage is defined as the deviation of the load voltage
from its average or de value.

+c

+
-c

I
'~_l

IF--------.........

Fig. 4-22 The bridge voltage-dou

bling circuit. This is the single-phase

full-wave bridge circuit of Fig. 4·19

with two capacitors replacing two

diodes.
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Fig. 4-23 A half~wave

capacitor-filtered rectifier.

Consider the half-\\·ave capacitive rectifier of Fig. 4-23. Suppose, first,
that the load resistance R L = 00. The capacitor \yill charge to the potential
V m, the transformer maximum value. Further, the capacitor \vill maintain
this potential, for no path exists by \vhich this charge is permitted to leak
off, since the diode \\'ill not pass a negative current. l'he diode resistance is
infinite in the inverse direction, and no charge can flow during this portion of
the cycle. Consequently, the filtering action is perfect, and the capacitor
voltage Vo remains constant at its peak value, as is seen in Fig. 4-24.

The voltage Vo across the capacitor is, of course, the same as the voltage
across the load resistor, since the t\VO elements are in parallel. The diode
voltage v is given by

(4-23)

We see from l'ig. 4-24 that the diode voltage is al \\'ays negative and that
the peak inverse voltage is twice the transfol'n1er maXilTIUm. Hence the
presence of the capacitor causes the peak inver~e voltage to increase from a
value equal to the transformer maximum \\'hen no capacitor filter is used to
a value equal to t\vice the transformer nlaxin1um value Vt'hen the filter is used.

Suppose, no\v, that the load resistor R L is finite. Without the capacitor
input filter, the load current and the load voltage during the conduction period
\vill be sinusoida.l functions of time. The inclusion of a capacitor in the
circuit results in the capacitor charging in stpp \\rith the applied voltage. Also,
the capacitor must discharge through the load resistor, since the diode "rill pre
vent a current in the negative direction. Clearly, the diode acts as a s\\Titch
\\'hich permits charge to ftO\V into the capacitor \vhen the transformer voltage
exceeds the capacitor voltage, and then acts to disconnect the pov;er source
\\'hen the tran~formervoltage falls belo,,' that of the capacitor.

Fig. 4-24 Voltages in a half~wave

capacitor-filtered rectifier at no

load. The output voltage Vo is a

constant, indicating perfect filtering.

The diode voltage v is negative for

all values of time, and the peak in~

verse voltage is 2Vm.
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The analysis now IJrocccds in two steps. First , thc condit ions dming
conduction are considered, and then the situation when the diode is non
conducting is investigated.

Diode Conducting If the diode drop is neglected . the transformer volt
age is impresspd directly across the load. Hence thc output voltage is
Vo = V m sin wt . The question immediately arises: Ovcr what interval of
time is this equation applicablc? In other words, over what portion of each
cycle does the diode remain conducting? The point at which the diode starts
to conduct is called the cutin point, and that at which it stops conducting is
called the cutout point. The cutout time tl a nd the cutin time t2 are indicated
in Fig. 4-25, whcre we observe that the output waveform consists of portions
of sinuf<oids (when the diode is ON) joined to exponential segments (when the
diode is OFF).

We now calculate the cutout angle by finding the expression for the
diode current i and then noting when i = O. When the diode conducts,
Vo = V m sin wt and i is the sum of the load resisto r currcnt i L and the capacitor
current ie. Hence

t/I == arctan wCR L

• Vo C dvo V m • CV
l = R L + dt = R L S1l1 wi + w m cos wt

This current is of the form i = 1m sin (wi + t/I ), where

1m == Vm ~RIL2 + W
2C2

The cutout time tl is found by setting i = 0 at i = tl, which leads to

wt l = 7r - t/I

(4-24)

(4-25)

(4-26)

for the cutout angle wt l in the first cycle. The diode current is indi cated in
Fig. 4-25.

Equation (4-25) shows that the use of a large capacitance to improve the
filtering at a given load RL is accompanied by a high-peak diode current 1m .

For a specified average load current, i becomes more peaked and the conduc-

Fig. 4-25 Theoretical sketch of

diode current i and output voltage

Va in a half-wave capacitor-filtered

rectifier.

C utout po int

o I w il 11" 2" wt'2

--j o~ r--D OFF ------j
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tion period decreases as C is made largrr. It is to be emphasized that the
use of a capacitor filter may impose serious restrictions on the diode, sinc(~

the average current may be \\'ell \\·ithin the current rating of the diode, and
yet the peak current may be excessive.

Diode Nonconducting In the interval bet\vcen the cutout time i 1 and
the cutin time t 2 , the diode is effectively out of the circuit, and the capacitor
discharges through the load resistor \"ith a tinle constant CR L • Thus the
capacitor voltage (equal to the load voltage) is

(4-27)

To determine the value of the constant ~4, note from Fig. 4-2;,) that at the
cutout time t = ii, Vo = Vi = Vm sin wi 1• Equation (4-27) thus attains the
form

(4-2S)

Since t1 is kno\\rn from Eq. (4-26), Vo can be plotted as a function of tinH_~.

This exponential curve is indicated in Fig. 4-2;), and \vhere it intersects the
curve V m sin wt (in the follo\\·ing cycle) is the cutin point t"2' 1'he validity
of this statement follo\vs from the fact that at an instant of time greater than i 2 ,

the transformer voltage Vi (the sine curve) is greater than the capacitor voltage
Vo (the exponential curve). Since the diode voltage is v = Vi - vo , then v \yill
be positive beyond t 2 and the diode \\·ill become conducting. 1'hus t2 is the
cutin point. Ko analytic expression can be given for t2 ; it must be found
graphically by the method outlined above.

Full-wave Circuit Consider a full-wave rectifier with a capacitor filter
obtained by placing a capacitor C across R L in Fig. 4-19. Thp analysis of this
circuit requires a simple extension of that just n1ade for the half-\ya,ve circuit.
If in Fig. 4-25 a dashed half-sinusoid is added bet\\·een 1r and 27r, the result is
the dashed full-",~ave voltage in Fig. 4-26. The cutin point no\\' lies bet\\·een
7r and 211'", where the exponential portion of Vo intersects this sinusoid. 'The
cutout point is the same as that found for the half-\yuve rectifier.

Fig. 4·26 The approximate load·voltage waveform Vo in a full·

wave capacitor.flltered rectifier.
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(4-30)

Approximate Analysis It is possible to obtain the de output voltage for
given values of the parameters w, R L , C, and V m from the graphical construc
tion indicated in Fig. 4-25. Such an analysis is involved and tedious. Hence
\ve no\v present an approximate solution \vhich is simple and yet sufficiently
accurate for most engineering applications.

We assume that the output-voltage \vaveform of a full-wave circuit with a
capacitor filter may be represented by the approximately piecewise linear
curve sho\,rn in Fig. 4-26. For large values of C (so t.hat wCR L » 1) we note
from Eqs. (4-25) and (4-26) that wt. ~ 1r/2 and Vo~ Vm at t = t 1• Also,
with C very large, the exponential decay in Eq. (4-28) can be replaced by a
linear fall. If the total capacitor discharge voltage (the ripple voltage) is
denoted by Vr , then from Fig. 4-26, the average value of the voltage is
approximately

Vdc = Vm - .i- (4-29)

It is necessary, however, to express Vr as a function of the load current
and the capacitance. If T 2 represents the total nonconducting time, the
capacitor, \vhen discharging at the constant rate I dc, will lose an amount of
charge I dc T 2• Hence the change in capacitor voltage is I dc T 2/C, or

V = I dc T 2

r C

The better the filtering action, the smaller \vill be the conduction time T. and
the closer T 2 \\till approach the time of half a cycle. Hence \ve assume that
T 2 = T /2 = 1/2/, \\·here f is the fundamental povier-line frequency. Then

V I de (4 )
r = 2fC -31

and from Eq. (4-29),

V dc = Vm - :jc (4-32)

This result is consistent \vith Thevenin's model of Fig. 4-18, \vith the open
circuit volta.ge V = V m and the effective output resistance R o = 1/4fC.

The ripple is seen to vary directly \\-ith the load current I de and also
inversely \vith the capacitance. Hence, to keep the ripple lo\v and to ensure
good regulation, very large capacitances (of the order of tens of microfarads)
must be used. The most common type of capacitor for this rectifier applica
tion is the electrolytic capacitor. These capacitors are polarized, nnd care
must be taken to insert them into the circuit \vith the tern1inal marked + to
the positive side of the output.

The desirable features of rectifiers employing capacitor input filters are
the small ripple and the high voltage at light load. 1'he no-load voltage is
equal, theoretically, to the nUtxirnum transforn1cr voltage. The disadvantages
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of this system are the relatively poor regulation, the high ripple at large loads,
and the peaked currents that the diodes must pass.

An approximate analysis similar to that given above applied to the half
wave circuit shows that the ripple, and also the drop from no load to a given
load, are double the values calculated for the full-\"ave rectifier.

4-11 ADDITIONAL~ DIODE CIRCUITS

l\lany applications depend upon the semiconductor diode besides those already
considered in this'chapter. We mention four others belo\v.

Peak Detector 'I'he half-wave capacitor-filtered rectifier circuit of Fig.
4-23 may be used to measure the peak value of an input \vaveform. Thus,
for R L = 00, the capacitor charges to the rnaximum value V max of Vi, the
diode becomes nonconducting, and Vo remains at Vmax (assuming an ideal
capacitor with no leakage resistance shunting C). llefer to Fig. 4-24, \vhere
Vmax = Vm = the peak value of the input sinusoid. Irnproved peak detector
circuits are given in Sec. 16-13.

In an Al\;1 radio the amplitude of the high-frequency \vave (called the
carrier) is varied in accordance with the audio inforn1ation to be transmitted.
This process is called aJnplitude modulation, and such an A:\l waveforln is
illustrated in Fig. 4-27. The audio information is contained in the envelope
(the locus, shown dashed, of the peak values) of the modulated waveform.
The process of extracting the audio signal is called detection, or delnodulation.
If the input to Fig. 4-23 is the AlVI \vaveform sho\\rn in Fig. 4-27, the output
Vo is the heavy-\\reight curve, provided that the time constant RLC is chosen
properly; that is, RLC must be small enough so that, when the envelope decreases
in magnitude, the voltage across C can fall fast enough to keep in step \\?ith
the envelope, ·but RLC must not be so small as to introduce excessive ripple.
The order of magnitude of the frequency of an Al\;I radio carrier is 1,000 kHz,
and the audio spectrum extends from about 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Hence there
should be at least 50 cycles of the carrier \vaveform for each audio cycle. If
Fig. 4-27 \\?ere drawn more realistically (""ith a much higher ratio of carrier to
audio frequency), then clearly, the ripple amplitude of the demodulated signal

Detected audio signal

~
""'- - ..-/ """'- - -'

High-frequency carrier

Envelope containing audio information

Fig. 4-27 An amplitude-modulated wave

and the detected audio signal. (For ease

of drawing, the carrier waveform is indi

cated triangular instead of sinusoidal and

of much lower frequency than it really is,

relative to the audio frequency.)
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+

(a) (b)

Fig. 4·28 (0) A circuit which clamps to the voltage l'R. (b) The

output voltage Vo for a sinusoidal input Vi.

would be very much smaller. This lo\v-amplitude high-frequency ripple in Vo

is easily filtered so that the smoothed detected \vaveform is an excellent repro
duction of the audio signal. The capacitor-rectifier circuit of Fig. 4-23 there
fore also acts as an envelope demodulator.

A Clamping Circuit A function which must be frequently performed with
a periodic waveform is the establishment of the recurrent positive or negative
extremity at some constant reference level V R. Such a clamping circuit is
indicated in Fig. 4-28a. Assuming an ideal diode, the drop across the device
is zero in the for\vard direction. Hence the output cannot rise above V R

and is said to be clamped to this level. If the input is sinusoidal \vith a peak
value V m and an average value of zero, then, as indicated in Fig. 4-28b, the
output is sinusoidal, with an average value of V R - V m. This \vaveform is
obtained subject to the following conditions: the diode parameters are R j = 0,
Rr = 00, and V'Y = 0; the source impedance R s = 0; and the time constant
RC is much larger than the period of the signal. In practice these restrictions
are not completely satisfied and the clamping is not perfect; the output voltage
rises slightly above V R, and the waveshape is a somewhat distorted version of
the input. 3

Digital-computer Circuits Since the diode is a binary device existing in
either the ON or OFF state for a given interval of time, it is a very usual com
ponent in digital-computer applications. Such so-called "logic" circuits are
discussed in Chap. 6 in conjunction \vith transistor binary applications.

Avalanche-diode Regulator The basic circuit u8ed to decrease voltage
variations across a load due to variations in output current or supply voltage
is given in Fig. 3-17 and discussed in Sec. 3-11.

REFERENCES
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

Sec. 4-' J

4-1 Explain how to obtain the dynamic characteristic from the static volt
ampere curve of a diode.

4-2 You are given the V-I output characteristic in graphical form of a new
device. (a) Sketch the circuit using this device which will require a load-line construc
tion to determine i and v. (b) Is the load line vertical, horizontal, at 1350 or 450 for
infinite load resistance? (c) For zero load resistance?

4-3 (a) Draw the piecewise linear volt-ampere characteristic of a p-n diode.
(b) What is the circuit model for the ON state? (c) The OFF state?

4-4 Consider a circuit consisting of a diode D, a resistance R, and a signal source
Vi in series. Define (a) static characteristic; (b) dynamic characteristic; (c) transfer, or
transmission, characteristic. (d) What is the correlation between (b) and (c)?

4..5 Consider the circuit of Rev. 4-4 using a silicon diode and a 100-Q resistance.
(a) Plot approximately the dynamic curve. (b) If the input is Vi = -1 + A sin wt,
plot the current waveform for A = 1.5, 2.0, and 5.0 V.

4-6 For the circuit of Rev. 4-4, Vi = V m sin wt. If the diode is represented by its
piecewise linear model, find the current as a function of time and plot.

4-7 What is meant by break region of a diode?
4...8 In analyzing a circuit containing several diodes by the piecewise iinear

method, you assume (guess) that certain of the diodes are ON and others are OFF.

Explain carefully how you deternline whether or not the assumed state of each diode is
correct.

4-9 Consider a series circuit consisting of a diode D, a resistance R, a reference
battery V R, and an input signal Vt' The output is taken across R and V R in series.
Draw the transfer characteristic if the anode of P is connected to the positive terminal
of the battery. Use the piecewise linear diode model.

4-10 Repeat Rev. 4-9 with the anode of D connected to the negative terminal of
the battery.

4-11 If Vi is sinusoidal and D is ideal (with Rf = 0, V l' = 0, and Rr = 00), find
the output waveforms in (a) Rev. 4-9 and (b) Rev. 4-10.

4-12 Sketch the circuit of a double-ended clipper using ideal p-n diodes which
limit the output behveen ± 10 V.

4-13 Repeat Rev. 4-12 using avalanche diodes.
4-14 (a) What is a comparator circuit? (b) How does such a circuit differ from a

clipping circuit?
4-15 (a) What is a sampling gate? (b) Sketch the circuit of a four-diode sampling

gate.
4-16 Define in words and as an equation (a) dc current I de ; (b) dc voltage V dl:;

(c) ac current I rms'

.4-17 (a) Sketch the circuit for a full-wave rectifier. (b) Derive the expression
for (1) the dc current; (2) the dc load voltage; (3) the de diode voltage; (4) the rrns
current.
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.4-18 (a) Define regulation. (b) Derive the regulation equation for a full-wave
circuit.

.4-19 Draw the Thevenin's model for a full-wave rectifier.

.4-20 (a) Define peak inverse voltage. (b) What is the peak inverse voltage for a
full-wave circuit using ideal diodes? (c) Repeat part b for a half-wave rectifier.

.4-21 Sketch the circuit of a bridge rectifier and explain its operation.
4-22 Repeat Rev. 4-21 for a rectifier meter circuit.
4-23 Repeat Rev. 4-21 for a voltage multiplier.
.4..24, (a) Draw the circuit of a half-wave capacitive rectifier. (b) At no load

draw the steady-state voltage across the capacitor and also across the diode.
4-25 (a) Draw the circuit of a full-wave capacitive rectifier. (b) Draw the output

voltage under load. Indicate over what period of time the diode conducts. Make no
calculations. (c) Indicate the diode current waveform superimposed upon the output
waveform.

.4-26 For the circuit of Rev. 4-25, derive the expression for (a) the diode current;
(b) the cutout angle. (c) How is the cutin angle found?

4-27 (a) Con~ider a full-wave capacitor rectifier using a large capacitance C.
Sketch the approximate output waveform. (b) Derive the expression for the peak
ripple voltage. (c) Derive the Thevenin's model for this rectifier.

.4-28 For a full-wave capacitor rectifier circuit, list (a) two advantages; (b) three
disadvantages.

4..29 Describe (a) amplitude modulation and (b) detection.



~ ITRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS

The physical behavior of a semiconductor triode, called a bipolar
junction transistor (B.TT), is given. The volt-ampere characteristics
of this device are studied . It is drmonstrated that the transistor is
capable of producing amplification. Analytical expressions relating
the transistor currents with the junction voltages are indica ted. Typi
cal voltage values are given, for the srveral possible modes of operation.

5-1 THE JUNCTION TRANSISTORl

A junction transistor consists of a si licon (or germanium) crystal in
which a layer of n-type silicon is sandwiched between two layers of
p-type silicon. Alternatively, a transistor may consist of a layer of
p-type between two layers of n-type material. In the former case
the transistor is referred to as a p-n-p transistor, a nd in the latter case,
as an n-p-n transistor. The semiconductor sandwich is extremely
small , and is hermetically scaled against moisture inlSide a metal or
plastic case. l\Ianufacturing techniques and constructional detail s for
several transistor types are described in Sec. .'i-4.

The two typrs of transistor are represrntrd in Fig. fi-Ia. The
representations employrd when tra.nsistors are usrd as circuit rlem('nts
arc shown in Fig. 5-1 b. The thrre portions of a transistor arc known
as emitter, basp- , and collector. The arrow on th l: (' mitter lead sprcifirs
the direction of current flow whrn the emitter-basr junction is biasr ,]
in the forward direction. In both cases, however, the emitter, base,
and collector currents, IE , I II , and I c, respectively, are assumed posi
tive when the currents flow into the transistor. Th(' symbols V Ell,

VCR, and VCE are the emitter-base, collector-base, and collector-emitter
voltages, respectively. (More specifically, V Ell rcprespnts the voltage
drop from emitter to base.)

118
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Emitter Base Collector
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Emitter Base Collector

(a)

Emitter
+Q---~

Collector
)r-'-::-----<;> +

p-n-p type (b) n-p-ntype

Fig . 5-1 (a) A p-n-p and

lector) junction is J E(JC) .

tro nsi stor types.

an n-p-n transi stor. The emi tter (col

(b) Circuit representation of the two

Open-circuited Transistor If no external biasing voltages are applied,
all transistor currents must be zero. The potential barriers at the junctions
adjust to the contact difference of potential Va- given in Eq. (2-63) (a few
tenths of a volt)- required so that no free carriers cross each junction. If we
assume a completely symmetrical junction (emitter and collector regions hav
ing identical physical dimensions and doping concentrations), the barrier height
is identical at the emitter junction J E and at the collector junction J c, as
indicated in Fig. 5-2a. The narrow space-charge regions at the junctions have
been neglected.

Under open-circuited conditions, the minority concentration is constant
within each section and is equal to its thermal-equilibrium value , tip<> in the
p-type emitter and collector regions and Pno in the n-type base, as shown in
Fig. 5-2b. Since the transistor may be looked upon as a p-n diode followed by
an n-p diode, much of the theory developed in the preceding chapters for the
junction diode will be used to explain the physical behavior of the transistor,

I Pno
n~ r--------, n~

-------~ ~-----
I

Potential, V

p-type
emitter

(a)

p-type
collector

Minority-earrier
concentration

(p-typel JE (n-typel

(b)

Jc (p-typel

Fig. 5-2 (0) The potential and (b) the minority-carrier density in each section

of an open-circuited symmetrical p-n-p transistor.
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when voltages are applied so as to disturb it from the equilibrium situation
pictured in Fig. 5-2.

The Transistor Biased in the Active Region We may now begin to
appreciate the essential features of a transistor as an active circuit clement by
considering the situation depicted in Fig. 5-3a. Here a p-n-p transistor is
shown \\Tith voltage sources \\Thich serve to bias the emitter-base junction in
the forward direction and the collector-base junction in the reverse dir~ction.

The potential variation through the biased transistor is indicated in Fig. 5-3b.
The dashed curve applies to the case before the application of external biasing
voltages (Fig. 5-2a), and the solid curve to the case after the biasing voltages
are applied. The externally applied voltages appear, essentially, across the
junctions. Hence, as sho\\rn in Fig. 5-3b, the for\\¥ard biasing of the emitter
junction lowers the emitter-base potential barrier by IVEB I, \\rhereas the reverse
biasing of the collector junction increases the collector-base potential barrier
by IVcBI. The lo\vering of the emitter-base barrier permits minority-carrier
injection; that is, holes are injected into the base, and electrons are injected
into the emitter region. The excess holes diffuse across the n-type base,

v rBase width Witj

Emitter t
IY

EB
I I junct~on Yo

- - - _ , - - - ..I barrIer l
v: - 1\1, I - 1----o EB

Collector
junction
barrier IYCB I

Vo + IVCBI

Collector .!s.-

p-type
collector

n-type
base

Minority-carrier
concentration

p-type
emitter

p-type
collector

n-type
base

I Emitter
E~

p-type
emitter

(b) (c)

Fig. 5-3 (0) A p-n-p transistor biased in the active region (the emitter is for

ward-biased and the collector is reverse-biased). (b) The potential variation

through the transistor. The narrow depletion regions at the iunctions are negligi

bly small. (c) The minority-carrier concentration in each section of the tran

sistor. It is assumed that the emitter is much more heavily doped than the base.
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where the electric field intensity 8 is zero, to the collector junction. At J c
the field is positive and large (8 = -dV/ dx» 0), and hence holes are accel
erated across this junction. In other words, the holes which reach J c fall
down the potential barrier, and are therefore collected by the collector. Since
the applied potential across J c is negative, then from the law of the junction,
Eq. (3-4), pn is reduced to zero at the collector as shown in Fig. 5-3c. Simi
larly, the reverse collector-junction bias reduces the collector electron density
n p to zero at J c. The minority-carrier-density curves pictured in Fig. 5-3c
should be compared with the corresponding concentration plots for the for
ward- and reverse-biased p-n junction given in Fig. 3-14.

5-2 TRANSISTOR CURRENT COMPONENTS

In Fig. 5-4 we show the various current components which flow across the
forward-biased emitter junction and the reverse-biased collector junction.
The emitter current IE consists of hole current I pE (holes crossing from emitter
into base) and electron current I nE (electrons crossing from base into the
emitter). The ratio of hole to electron currents, IpE/lnE , crossing the emitter
junction is proportional to the ratio of the conductivity of the p material
to that of the n material. In a commercial transistor the doping of the
emitter is made much larger than the doping of the base. This feature ensures
(in a p-n-p transistor) that the emitter current consists almost entirely of holes.

Eo-----tI

+ -

B

+ -

.-----oC

Fig. 5-4 Transistor current components for a forward-biased emitter junction

and a reversed-biased collector junction. If a current has a subscript pen), it

consists of holes (electrons) moving in the same (opposite) direction as the

arrow indicating the current direction.
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Such a situation is desirable since the current which results from electrons
crossing the emitter junction from base to emitter does not contribute carriers
which can reach the collector.

We assume low-level injection, and hence (Sec. 2-11) the minority current
[pH is the hole diffusion current into base and its magnitude is proportional to
the slope at J E of the pn curve [Eq. (2-36)]. Similarly, I nE is the electron
diffusion current into the emitter, and its magnitude is proportional to the
slope at J E of the n p curve. Note that I pE and [nE correspond to the minority
carrier diffusion currents I pn(O) and I np(O), respectively, in Fig. 3-4 for the
currents crossing a p-n junction. Just as the total current crossing the junc
tion in Fig. 3-4 is [ = I pn(O) + I np(O), so the total emitter current in Fig. 5-4 is

(5-1)

All currents in this equation are positive for a p-n-p transistor.
Not all the holes crossing the emitter junction J E reach the collector

junction J c, because some of them combine with the electrons in the n-type
base. In Ii"'ig. 5-4, let I pCl represent the hole current at J C as a result of holes
crossing the base from the emitter. Hence there must be a bulk recombination
hole current I pE - I pCl leaving the base, as indicated in Fig. 5-4 (actually,
electrons enter the base region from the external circuit through the base lead
to supply those charges which have been lost by recombination \vith the holes
injected into the base across J E).

Consider, for the moment, an open-circuited emitter, while the collector
junction remains reverse-biased. Then I C must equal the reverse saturation
current [co of the back-biased diode at J c. This reverse current consists of
two components, as shown in Fig. 5-4, [nCO consisting of electrons nloving
from the p to the n region across J C and a term, I pco, resulting from holes
crossing from n to p across J c.

-Ico = ['lCO + [pco (5-2)

(The minus sign is chosen arbitrarily so that [c and [co will have the same
sign.)

Since [E = 0 under open-circuit conditions, no holes are injected across
J E, and hence none can reach J c from the emitter. Clearly, I pco results
from the srnall concentration of holes generated thermally \vithin the base.

No\V let us return to the situation depicted in Fig. 5-4, \vhere the emitter
is forward-biased so that

I c = I co - [pCI = leo - alE (5-3)

where a is defined as the fraction of the total emitter current [given in Eq.
(5-1)] which represents holes which have traveled from the emitter across the
base to the collector. Ii"'or a p-n-p transistor, lEis positive and both Ie and
[co are negative, which means that the current in the collector lead is in the
direction opposite to that indicated by the arrow of I C in Fig. 5-4. l~or an
n-p-n transistor these currents are reversed.
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The electron current crossing J c is I nCO and represents electrons diffusing
from the collector into the base (and hence a positive current from the base
into the collector), and its magnitude is proportional to the slope at J c of the
np distribution in Fig. 5-3c. The total diffusion hole current crossing J c
from the base is

(5-4)

and its magnitude is proportional to the slope at J c of the Pn distribution in
Fig. 5-3c.

Large-signal Current Gain a From Eq. (5-3) it follows that a may be
defined as the ratio of the negative of the collector-current increment from
cutoff (1c = I co) to the emitter-current change from cutoff (IE = 0), or

Ie --- leo (5-5)
a == --- Is --- 0

Alpha is called the large-signal current gain of a common-base transistor.
Since I c and IE have opposite signs (for either a p-n-p or an n-p-n transistor),
then lX, as defined, is always positive. Typical numerical values of a lie in
the range 0.90 to 0.995. It should be pointed out that a is not a constant,
but varies with emitter current IE, collector voltage VCB, and temperature.

A Generalized Transistor Equation Equation (5-3) is valid only in the
active region, that is, if the emitter is forward-biased and the collector is
reverse-biased. For this mode of operation the collector current is essentially'
independent of collector voltage and depends only upon the emitter current.
Suppose now that we seek to generalize Eq. (5-3) so that it may apply not only
when the collector junction is substantially reverse-biased, but also for any
voltage across J c. To achieve this generalization we need only replace I co by
the current in a p-n diode (that consisting of the base and collector regions).
This current is given by the volt-ampere relationship of Eq. (3-7), with 10

replaced by --- I co and V by Vc, where the symbol Vc represents the drop
across J C from the p to the n side. The complete expression for I c for any
Vc and IE is

(5-6)

Note that if V c is negative and has a magnitude large compared with VT,

Eq. (5-6) reduces to Eq. (5-3). The physical interpretation of Eq. (f)-6) is
that the p-n junction diode current crossing the collector junction is aug
mented by the fraction a of the current IE flowing in the emitter. This
relationship is derived in Sec. 19-14 by evaluating quantitatively the various
current components introduced above.

The similarity between Eq. (5-6) and Eq. (3-34) for the photodiode should
be noted. Both equations represent the volt-ampere characteristics of a
reverse-biased diode (with reverse saturation current 10 = I co) subjected to
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external excitation. In the case of the photodiode, the external stimulus is
radiation, which injects minority carriers into the semiconductor, resulting in
the current I,. This component of current, which is proportional to the light
intensity, augments the current from the simple p-n junction diode. Similarly,
for the transistor, the collector-base diode current is increased by the term
-alE, ,vhich is proportional to the "external excitation," namely, the emitter
current resulting from the voltage applied between emitter and base.

5-3 THE TRANSISTOR AS AN AMPLIFIER

A load resistor R L is in series with the collector supply voltage Vcc of Fig.
5-3a. A small voltage change ~Vi bet\veen emitter and base causes a rela
tively large emitter-current change ~IE. We define by the symbol ex' that
fraction of this current change which is collected and passes through R L , or
~Ic = ex' ~IE. The change in output voltage across the load resistor

may be many times the change in input voltage ~Vi. Under these circum
stances, the voltage amplification A == ~VL/~Vi will be greater tha.n unity,
and the transistor acts as an amplifier. If the dynamic resistance of the
emitter junction is re, then ~Vi = re~IE, and

A == _ OI.'R L ~IE = _ OI.'R L

r e ~IE r e
(5-7)

From Eq. (3-14), re = 26/1E, where lEis the quiescent emitter current in milli
amperes. For example, if r e = 40 0, ex' = -1, and R L = 3,000 0, A = +75.
This calculation is oversimplified, but in essence it is correct and gives a physi
cal explanation of why the transiRtor acts as an amplifier. The transistor pro
vides power gain as well as voltage or current amplification. From the fore
going explanation it is clear that current in the lo"·-resistance input circuit is
transferred to the high-resistance output circuit. The \vord "transistor,"
which originated as a contraction of "transfer resistor," is based upon the
above physical picture of the device.

The Parameter ex' The parameter ex' introduced above is defined as the
ratio of the change in the collector current to the change in the emitter current
at constant collector-to-base voltage and is called the negative of the small-signal
short-circuit current transfer ratio, or gain. :\Iore speci fically,

,- ~Ic I
01. = ~IE VCB

(5-8)

On the assumption that ex is independent of IE, then from Eq. (5-3) it follo\vs
that a.' = - a..
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5-4 TRANSISTOR CONSTRUCTION

Four basic techniques have been developed for the manufacture of diodes,
transistors, and other semiconductor devices. Consequently, such devices
may be classified2,3 into one of the following types: grown, alloy, diffusion, or
epitaxial.

Grown Type The n-p-n grown-junction transistor is illustrated in Fig,
5-Sa. It is made by drawing a single crystal from a melt of silicon or ger
manium whose impurity concentration is changed during the crystal-drawing
operation by adding n- or p-type atoms as required.

Alloy Type This technique, also called the fused construction, is illus
trated in Fig. 5-5 for a p-n-p transistor. The center (base) section is a thin
wafer of n-type material. Two small dots of indium are attached to opposite
sides of the wafer, and the whole structure is raised for a short time to a high
temperature, above the melting point of indium but below that of germanium.
The indium dissolves the germanium beneath it and forms a saturation solu
tion. On cooling, the germanium in contact with the base material recrystal
lizes, with enough indium concentration to change it from n to p type . The
collector is made larger than the emitter, so that the collector subtends a large
angle as viewed from the emitter. Because of this geometrical arrangement,
very little emitter current follows a diffusion path which carries it to the base
rather than to the collector.

Diffusion Type This technique consists of subj ecting a semiconductor
wafer to gaseous diffusions of both 11- and p-typr impurities to form both the
emitter and the collector junctions. A planar "ilicon transistor of the diffusion

(b) (c)

n

Aluminum
metalization

C
Collector
contact

Fig. 5-5 Construction of transistors. (a) Grown, (b) alloy, and (c)

diffused planar types. (The dimensions are approximate, and the

figures are not drown to scale. )
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type is illustrated in Fig. f)-fie. In this process (described in greater detail in
Chap. 7 on integrated-circuit fabrication), the base-collector junction area is
determined by a diffusion mask. The emitter is then diffused on the base
through a different mask. A thin layer of silicon dioxide is grO\\YIl over the
entire surface and photoetched, so that aluminum contacts can be made for
the emitter and base leads (Fig. 5-ilc). Because of the passivating action of
this oxide layer, most surface problems are avoided and very lo\v lcakagr
currents result. Then~ is also an improvement in the current gain at lo\v
currents and in the noisr figure.

Epitaxial Type The epitaxial technique (Sec. 7-2) consists of growing
a very thin, high-purity, single-crystal layer of silicon or germanium on a
heavily doped substrate of the samp material. This augmented crystal forms
the collector on \vhich the base and emitter may be diffused (Fig. 7-6).

The forrgoing techniques may be combined to form a large number of
methods for constructing transistors. For example, there are diffused-alloy
types, gro'H'n-diffused devices, alloy-e1nitter-ep'£taxial-base transistors, etc. The
special features of transistors of importance at high frequencirs are discussed
in Chap. 11. The volt-ampere characteristics at low frequencies of all types
of junction transistors are essentially the same, and the discussion to follo\v
applies to them all.

Finally, because of its historical significance, let us mention the first type
of transistor to be invented. This device consists of t\VO sharply pointed
tungsten \vires pressed against a semiconductor \vafpr. Ho\vever, the relia
bility and reproducibility of such point-contact transistors are very poor, and
as a result these transistors are no longer of practical importance.

5-5 THE COMMON-BASE CONFIGURATION

In Fig. 5-3a, a p-n-p transistor is sho"rn in a grounded-base configuration. This
circuit is also referred to as a coulmon-base, or CB, configuration, since the base
is common to the input and output circuits. For a p-n-p transistor the largf\st
current components are due to holes. Since holes flo"r from the emitter to the
collector and do\vn to\vard ground out of the base terminal, then, referring to
the polarity conventions of Fig. t5-1, \ve ser that lEis positive, I c is nrgative,
and IBis riegative. For a for"rard-biased emitter junction, V ER is positive,
and for a reverse-biased collector junction, VCR is negative. For an n-p-n
transistor all current and voltage polarities arc the negative of those for a
p-n-p transistor.

.From Eq. (5-6) \ve see that the output (collector) current leis completely
determined by the input (emitter) current IE and the output (collector-to-base)
voltage V cn = V c. This output relationship may be written in implicit form
as

(5-9)

(This equation is read "leis some function cP2 of V ell and I E.")
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Similarly, if we continue to choose V CB and lEas independent variables,
the input (emitter-to-base) voltage V EB is completely determined fron1 these
t,vo variables. In implicit form the input characteristic is given by

(5-10)

The relation of Eq. (5-9) is given in Fig. 5-6 for a typical p-n-lJ germanium
transistor and is a plot of collector current I C versus collector-to-base voltage
drop V CB, with emitter current lEas a parameter. The curves of Fig. 5-6
are kno\vn as the output, or collector, static characteristics. The relation of
Eq. (5-10) is given in Fig. fj-7 for the same transistor, and is a plot of emitter
to-base voltage V ER versus emitter current IE, with collector-to-base voltage
V eB as a parameter. This set of curves is referred to as the input, or ernitler,
static characteristics. We digress now to discuss a phenomenon \vhich is used
to account for the shapes of the transistor characteristics.

:> Veil open

Fig. 5..] Common-base input

characteristics of a typical

p-n-p germc"nium iunction

transi stor.

VCR == OV -1

Emitter current IF' rnA
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The Early Effect, or Base-width Modulation 4 In Fig. [)-;) the narr(HV
space-charge regions in the neigh borhood of the junctions are neglectrd.
This restriction is no\\" to be removed. From l~q. (;)-21) "Of' note that the
\vidth lV of the drpletion region of a diodr incrrasrs ,,"ith the nlagnitude of
the revrr~c voltage. Since the enlitter junction is for\\"ard-biaE-\ed but the
collector junction is revcr~('-biased in the activr region, thi'll in Fig. 5-S the
barrier \vidth at J E is negligible compared "'ith the E-;pacr-charge \\"ith 1fT at J c.

The transition region at a junction is the region of uncovered charges
on both sides of the junction at the positions occupied by the impurity atom~.

As the voltage applied across the junction increases, thp transition region
penetrates deeper into the collector and base. Brcause neutrality of charge
must be maintained, the number of uncovered charges on rach side remains
equal. Since the doping in the base is ordinarily sub~tantially smaller than
that of the collector, the penetration of the transition region into the base is
much larger than into the collector. Hence tfle collector depletion region is
neglected in Fig. 5-8, and all the immobile charge is indicated in the base region.

If the nlctallurgical base "'idth is lVu , then the effectivp plpctrical base
\vidth is W~ = W R - lV. This modulation of the effective base \yidth by
the collector voltage is kno\\'n as the Early effect. The decr()a~e in llT~ \yith
increasing reverse collector voltage has three consequences: F'irst, there is less
chance for recombination \\'ithin the base region. Hence a increases \vith
increasing IVCHI. Second, the concentration gradipnt of minority carriers pn
is increased ,,-ithin the base, as indicatpd in Fig. f>-8b. Note that pn becomes

(a) (b)

Fig.5-8 (0) The potential variation through a p-n-p tran

sistor. The space-charge width W at the collector iunction

increases, and hence the effective base width lr~ decreases

with increasing jVcBI. (Compare with Fig. 5-3.) (b) The

iniected minority-carrier charge density within the base.
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zero at the distance d (bet\veen W~ and WB), \vhere the potential with respect
to the base falls belo\\" Vo• At this distance the effective applied potential
becomes negative, and the law of the junction, Eq. (3-4), yields Pn = O.
Since the hole current injected across the emitter is proportional to the gradient
of pn at J E, then IE increases \vith increasing reverse collector voltage. Third,
for extremely large voltages, W~ may be reduced to zero, as in Fig. 5-24,
causing voltage breakdown in the transistor. This phenomenon of punch
through is discussed further in Sec. 5-13.

The Input Characteristics A qualitative understanding of the form of
the input and output characteristics is not difficult if we consider the fact that
the transistor consists of two diodes placed in series "back to back" (with the
two cathodes connected together). In the active region the input diode
(emitter-to-base) is biased in the forvlard direction. The input characteristics
of Fig. 5-7 represent simply the for\vard characteristic of the emitter-to-base
diode for various collector voltages. A noteworthy feature of the input char
acteristics is that there exists a cutin, offset, or threshold, voltage V'Y below
which the emitter current is very small. In general, V'Y is approximately 0.1 V
for germanium transistors (Fig. 5-7) and 0.5 V for silicon.

The shape of the input characteristics can be understood if we consider
the fact that an increase in magnitude of collector voltage will, by the Early
effect, cause the emitter current to increase, with VEE held constant. Thus
the curves shift downward as IVeBI increases, as noted in :Fig. 5-7. The curve
with the collector open represents the characteristic of the forward-biased
emitter diode.

The Output Characteristics Note, as in I·"'ig. 5-6, that it is customary
to plot along the abscissa and to the right that polarity of VeB \vhich reverse
biases the collector junction even if this polarity is negative. If IE = 0, the
collector current is Ie = I eo. For other values of I E, the output-diode reverse
current is augmented by the fraction of the input-diode forward current \vhich
reaches the collector. Note also that Ie and I co are negative for a p-n-p
transistor and positive for an n-p-n transistor.

Active Reg ion In this region the collector junction is biased in the reverse
direction and the ernitter junction in the forlcard direction. Consider first that
the emitter current is zero. Then the collector current is small and equals
the reverse saturation current I eo (microamperes for germanium and nano
amperes for silicon) of the collector junction considered as a diode. Suppose
nO\\T that a for"rard emitter current lEis caused to flo\'" in the emitter circuit.
Then a fraction - alE of this current "rill reach the collector, and leis therefore
given by Eq. (5-3). in the active region, the collector current is essentially
independent of collector voltage and depends only upon the emitter current.
Ho~ver, because of the Early effect, \ve note in Fig..5-6 that there actually is
a stnall (perhaps 0.5 percent) increase in IIel \\rith IVeBI. Because a is less
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than, but almost equal to, unity, the magnitude of the collector current is
(slightly) less than that of the emitter current.

Saturation Region The region to the left of the ordinate, V cn = 0, and
above the IE = 0 characteristics, in \vhich both emitter and collector junctions
are forward-biased, is called the saturation region. We say that "bottoming"
has taken place because the voltage has fallen near the bottom of the charac
teristic ,,~here VCB ~ O. Actually, 11CB is slightly positive (for a p-n-p tran
sistor) in this region, and this for\\Oard biasing of the collector accounts for the
large change in collector current "Tith small changes in collector voltage. For
a for\\'"ard bias, Ie increases exponentially \vith voltage according to the diode
relationship [Eq. (3-9)]. A for"oard bias means that the collector p material
is made positive with respect to the base n side, and hence that hole current
flows from the p side across the collector j unction to the n material. This
hole flow corresponds to a positive change in collector current. Hence the
collector current increases rapidly, and as indicated in Fig. 5-6, Ie may even
become positive if the forward bias is sufficiently large.

Cutoff Region The characteristic for IE = 0 passes through the origin,
but is otherwise similar to the other characteri~tics. This characteristic is
not coincident \\Tith the voltage axis, though the separation is difficult to sho,,"
because I co is only a fe\v nanoamperes or microamperes. The region below
the IE = 0 characteristic, for \vhich the emitter and collector junctions are both
reverse-biased, is referred to as the cutojj' region. The temperature character
istics of I co are discussed in Sec. tj-7.

5-6 THE COMMON-EMITTER CONFIGURATION

Most transistor circuits have the emitter, rather than the base, as the terminal
common to both input and output. Such a com1non-emitter (CE), or grounded
emitter, configuration is indicated in Fig. 5-9. In the common-emitter (as in
the common-base) configuration, the input current and the output voltage
are taken as the independent variables, whereas the input voltage and output

c

Fig. 5-9 A transistor common~emittercon~

figuration. The symbol Vee is a positive

number representing the magnitude of the

supply voltage.
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current are the dependent variables. We may write

V BE = ! 1( V CE, I B) (5-11)

I C = !2(VeE, I B) (5-12)

Equation (5-11) describes the fanlily of input characteristic curves, and
Eq. (5-12) describes the family of output characteristic curves. Typical out
put and input characteristic curves for a p-n-p junction germanium transistor
are given in Figs. 5-10 and 5-11, re~pectively. In Fig. 5-10 the abscissa is the
collector-to-emitter voltage VCE, th~ ordinate is the collector current I c, and
the curves are given for various values of base current I H. For a fixed value
of I B, the collector current is not a very sensitive value of v"CEo Ho\\"ever,
the slopes of the curves of Fig. 5-10 are larger than in the common-basp. charac
teristics of Fig. 5-6. Observe also that the base current is much smaller than'
the emitter current.

The locus of all points at which the collector dissipation is 150 mW is indi
cated in Fig. 5-10 by a solid line Pc = 150 mW. This curve is the hyperbola
Pc = VcBIC ~ VeElc = constant. To the right of this curve the rated col
lector dissipation is exceeded. In Fig. 5-10 \\Te have selected R L = 500 nand
a supply Vee = 10 V and have superimposed the corresponding load line
on the output characteristics. The nlethod of constructing a load line is
identical with that explained in Sec. 4-2 in connection \vith a diode.

The Input Characteristics In Fig. 5-11 the abscissa is the base current I B,

the ordinate is the base-to-emitter voltage V BE, and the curves are given for
various values of collector-to-emitter voltage ITCEo We observe that, \vith the
collector shorted to the emitter and the en1itter for\vard-biased, the input char
acteristic is essentially that of a for\vard-biascd diode. If V lJE beconles zero,
then I B will be zero, since under these conditions both enlitter and collector
junctions \vill be short-circuited. In general, increasing IVeEI \vith constant
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Fig. 5-11 Typical common-emitter input

characteristics of the p-n-p germanium iunc

tion transistor of Fig. 5-10.

VBE causes a decrease in base width W~ (Fig. 5-8) and results in a decreasing
recombination base current. These considerations account for the shape of
input characteristics shown in Fig. 5-11.

The input characteristics for silicon transistors are similar in form to those
in Fig. 5-11. The only notable difference in the case of silicon is that the curves
break away from zero current in the range 0.5 to 0.6 V, rather than in the
range 0.1 to 0.2 V as for germanium.

The Output Characteristics This family of curves may be divided into
three regions, just as ,vas done for the CB configuration. The first of these,
the active region, is discussed here, and the cutoff and saturation regions are
considered in the next two sections.

In the active region the collector junction is reverse-biased and the emitter
junction is forward-biased. In Fig. ~1-10 the active region is the area to the
right of the ordinate V CE = a few tenths of a volt and above I R = O. In this
region the transistor output current responds most sensitively to an input
signal. If the transistor is to be used as an amplifying device \vithout appreci
able distortion, it must be restricted to operate in this region.

The common-emitter characteristics in the active region are readily under
stood qualitatively on the basis of our earlier discussion of the comlnon-base
configuration. F"'rom I{irchhoff's current la\\T (I(CL) applied to Fig. 5-9, the
base current is

Combining this equation with Eq. (S-3), \\Te find

Ie =~ + alB
I-a I-a

(5-13)

(:>-14)
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If \ve define {3 by

{3 == _a_
1 - a

then Eq. (5-14) becomes

Ie = (1 + (3)Ico + (3IB
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(S-15)

U5-16)

Note that usually I R » I co, and hence I e ~ {31 lJ in the active region.
If a \vere truly constant, then, according to Eq. (5-14), Ie \vould be inde

pendent of iTCE and the curves of Fig. 5-10 \vould be horizontal. Assume that,
because of the Early effect, a increases by only one-half of 1 percent, from
0.98 to 0.985, as IVcEI increases from ~ fe\\' volts to 10 V. 'fhen the value
of (3 increases from 0.98/(1 - 0.9S) = 49 to 0.98:>/(1 - O.gg:")) = 66, or about
34 percent. This numerical example illustrates that a very small change
(0.5 percent) in a is reflected in a very large change (34 percent) in the value
of {3. It should also be clear t hat a slight change in a has a large effect on {3,
and hence upon the common-emitter curves. l'herefore the cOlumon-emitter
characteristics are normally subject to a ,,-ide variation even among transis
tors of a given type. This variability is caused by the fact that IBis the
difference bet\veen large and nearly equal currents, IE and Ie.

EXA M P LE (a) Find the tfansi~tof currents in the circuit of Fig. 5-12a. A silicon
transistor with (3 = 100 and I co = 20 nA = 2 X 10-5 InA is under consideration.
(b) Repeat part a if a 2-K emitter resistor is added to the circuit, as in Fig. 5-12b.

Solution a. Since the base is forward-biased, the transistof is not cut off. lIenee
it must be either in its active region or in saturation. AS:5tllne that the tfansi~tor

operates in the active region. From KVL applied to the base circuit of Fig.

(a)

+
5V

<b)

+
10 V

Fig. 5-12 An example illustrating how to determine whether or

or not a transistor is operating in the active regia,n.
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5-12a (with I B expressed in milliamperes), \ve have

- 5 + 200 I B + V BB = 0

Sec. 5-7

As noted above, a reasonable value for V BE is 0.7 V in the action region, and hence

5 - 0.7
I B = --- = 0.0215 mA

~OO

Since ICU « I B, then I C ~ {31 B = 2.15 TILt\..

We must now justify our assumption that the transistor is in the active region,
by verifying that the collector junction is reverse-bia&ed. Frolu KVL applied to
the collector circuit we obtain

-10 + 3 I c + VCB + VBE = 0
or

VCB = -(3)(2.15) + 10 - 0.7 = +2.85 V

For an n-p-n device a positive value of VCB represents a reverse-biased collector
junction, and hence the transistor is indeed in its active region.

Note that I B and I c in the active region are independent of the collector
circuit resistance Re• Hence, if Re is increased sufficiently above 3 K, then VCB

changes from a positive to a negative value, indicating that the transistor is no
longer in its active region. The method of calculating JB and I C when the transis
tor is in saturation is given in Sec. 5-9.

b. The current in the eluitter resistor of Fig. 5-12b is

I B + Ie ~ I B + {3IB = 101 IE,

assuming I co « lB. Applying KVL to the base circuit yields

-5 + 200IB + 0.7 + (2)(101 18 ) = 0
or

I B = 0.0107 rnA Ie = 100IB = 1.07 InA

Note that leo = 2 X 10-5 rnA « I IJ, as assumed.
To check for active circuit operation, we calculate l ' CB. Thus

VeB = -3Ie + 10 - (2)(101 I B ) - 0.65

- (3)(1.07) + 10 - (2)(101)(0.0107) - 0.7 = +3.93 V

Since VCB is positive, this (n-p-n) transistor is in its activp region.

5-7 THE CE CUTOFF REGION

We might be inclined to think that cutoff in ~~ig..5-10 occurs at the intersec
tion of the load line with the current I B = 0; ho\vever, ","e now find that
appreciable collector current may exist under these conditions. From Eqs.
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(5-17)

- Ie and(5-13) and (5-14), if I B = 0, then IE

leo
Ie = -IE = --~ == I eEo1 - a

The actual collector current \\'ith collector junction reverse-biased and base
open-circuited is designated by the symbol I CEO. Sincr, even in the neighbor
hood of cutoff, a may be as large as 0.9 for germnniurrl, then I e ~ 101co at
zero base current. Accordingly, in ordrr to cut off the transistor, it is not
enough to reduce I B to zero. Instead, it is necesBary to reverse-bias the
emitter junction slightly. We shall define cutoff as the condition \vhere the col
lector current is equal to the reverse saturation current Jco and the emitter cur
rent is zero. It is found (Sec. 19-15) that a reverse-biasing voltage of the
order of 0.1 V established across the emitter junction \vill ordinarily be ade
quate to cut off a germanium transistor. In silicon, at collector currents of
the order of I eo, a is very nearly zero because of recombination 5,6 in the
emitter-junction transition region. Hence, even \vith I H = 0, \\·e find, from
Eq. (5-17), that Ie = leo = -IE, so that the transistor is still very close to
cutoff. We verify in Sec. 19-15 that, in silicon, cutoff occurs at V BE ~ 0 V
corresponding to a base short-circuited to the emitter. III SU1Junary, cutoff
means that IE = 0, Ie = I co, I B = - Ie = - I co, and rrBE is a reverse voltage
whose magnitude is of the order of 0.1 V for {jermaniunl and 0 V for a s'ilicon
transistor.

The Reverse Collector Saturation Current I CRO T'he collector current in
a physical transistor (a real, nonidealized, or commercial devicp) \vhen the
emitter current is zero is designated by the symbol I cno. T\\·o factors cooper
ate to make IIcHol larger than IIcol. First, there t'xists a lpakage curn\nt
which flows, not through the junction, but around it and across the surfacrs.
The leakage current is proportional to the voltage across the junction. The
second reason \vhy IIeBol exceeds IIcol is that ne\v carriers may be generated
by collision in the collector-junction transition rt'gioll, leading to avalanche
multiplication of current and eventual breakdo\vn. But even before break
down is approached, this multiplical1'01l component of current may attain con
siderable proportions.

At 25°C, I CBO for a germanium tr·tnsistor "'hose po\y(\r di~sipation is in
the range of some hundreds of nlilli\vatts is of the order of rnicroarnpcf(ls.
Under similar conditions a silicon transi~tor ha~ nn lena in the range of nano
amperes. The temperature sensitivity of I ('no is the sanlP as that of the revcrse
saturation current 10 of a P-1l diode (S(\c. ~3-[»). Specifically, it is found 8

that I eBO approximately doubles for every 10°C increase in tpnlpcrature for
both Ge and Si. Ho\vever, because of the lo\ver absolute value of I eno in
silicon, these transistors lnay be used up to about :ZOQoC, \\'hcrra.s grrnlanium
transistors are limited to about 100°C.

In addition to the variability of reverse saturation current \\"ith tcn1pcra
ture, there is also a \vide variability of reverse currrnt nrTIong sanlples of a
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Fig. 5-13 Reverse biasing of the

emitter iunction to maintain the tran

sistor in cutoff in the presence of the

reverse saturation current leBo

through R B •

(I>-lR)

given transistor type. For example, the specification sheet for a Texas Instru
ment type 2N337 grown-diffused silicon s\\'itching transistor indicates that this
type number includes units \vith values of leBo extending over the tremendous
range from 0.2 nA to 0.3 J,lA. Accordingly, any particular transistor may
have an I CRO \vhich differs very considerably from the [l,verage characteristic
for the type.

Circuit Considerations at Cutoff Because of temperature effects, ava
lanche multiplication, and the wide variability encountered from sample to
sample of a particular transistor type, eVfn Hilicon may havf values of I CRO

of the order of many tens of microamperes. Consider the circuit configuration
of Fig. 5-13, \vhere V BB represents a biasing voltage intended to keep the tran
sistor cutoff. Assume that the transistor is just at the point of cutoff, \"ith
IE = 0, so that I B = -IcBo . If \ve require that at cutoff ~TBE ~ -0.1 V,
then the condition of cutoff requires that

VBE = - V BR + RBlcBo < -0.1 V
.1 ,4~,\ -

As a-n extreme example consider that Rn is, say, as large as 100 !( and that
we want to allow for the contingency that I cno may become as large as 100 J,lA.
Then V BB must be at least 10.1 'T. When I CRO is small, thf magnitude of the
voltage across the base-emitter junction \"ill be 10.1 V. lIenee \"e must use
a transistor whose maximum allo\vable reverse base-to-emitter junction volt
age before breakdo\vn exceeds 10 V. It is \vith this contingency in mind that
a manufacturer supplies a rating for the reverse breakdown voltage bet\veen
emitter and base, represented by the symbol BVERO- The subscript 0 indi
cates that B V ERO is measured under the condition that the collector current is
zero. Breakdown voltages BVEBO may be as high as some tens of volts or as
low as 0.5 V. If B VERO = 1 V, then V BB must be chosen to have a maximum
value of 1 V.

5-8 THE CE SATURATION REGION

In the saturation region the collector junction (as well as ihe emitter junction)
is forward-biased by at least the cutin voltage. Since the voltaf;l;e V' BE (or V RC)
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across a forward-biased junction has a magnitude of only a few tenths of a
volt, the V CE = V BE - V BC is also only a few tenths of a volt at saturation.
Hence, in Fig. 5-10, the saturation region is very close to the zero-voltage axis,
where all the curves merge and fall rapidly toward the origin. A load line
has been superimposed on the characteristics of Fig. 5-10 corresponding to a
resistance R L = 500 n and a supply voltage of 10 V. We note that in the
saturation region the collector current is approximately independent of base
current, for given values of Vcc and R L • Hence we may consider that the onset
of saturation takes place at the knee of the transistor curves in Fig. 5-10. Satu
ration occurs for the given load line at a base current of - 0.17 rnA, and at this
point the collector voltage is too small to be read in Fig. 5-10. In saturation,
the collector current is nominally VcciR L , and since R L is small, it may ,veIl
be necessary to keep Vcc correspondingly small in order to stay ,vithin the
limitations imposed by the transistor on maximum current and dissipation.

We are not able to read the collector-to-emitter saturation voltage,
VCE,eat, with any precision from the plots of Fig. 5-10. We refer instead to
the characteristics shown in Fig. 5-14. In these characteristics the 0- to
-0.5-V region of ~"'ig. 5-10 has been expanded, and we have superimposed the
same load line as before, corresponding to R L = 500 n. We observe from
Figs. 5-10 and 5-14 that V CE and I c no longer respond appreciably to base
current I B, after the base current has attained the value - 0.15 rnA. At this
current the transistor enters saturation. !1'or I B = -0.15 rnA, IVCEI ~
175mV. AtIB = -0.35 rnA, IVCEI has dropped to IVcEI ~ 100mV. Larger
magnitudes of I B will, of course, decrease IIIcEI slightly further.

Saturation Resistance For a transistor operating in the saturation
region, a quantity of interest is the ratio VcE,satl Ie. This parameter is
called the common-emitter saturation resistance, variously abbreviated Rcs,
R CES , or RCE ,8at. To specify Res properly, we must indicate the operating

Fig. 5-14 Saturation-region com

mon-emitter characteristics of the

type 2N404 germani.urn transistor.

A load line corresponding to Vee

= 10 V and R L = 500 n is super

imposed. (Courtesy of Texas In

struments, Inc.)

- 50 .---------.------r---,-----,-.--------.------,--,..--------.----,

<C -40

S

- 0.1 - 0.2 - 0.3 - 0.4 - 0.5

Collector-emitter voltage VCl-' , V
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point at which it was determined. For example, from Fig. 5-14, we find that,
at Ie = -20 mA and I B = -0.35 rnA, Res ~ -0.1/(-20 X 10-3) = 5 n.
The usefulness of Rcs stems from the fact, as appears in Fig. .5-14, that to the
left of the knee each of the plots, for fixed I B, may be approximated, at least
roughly, by a straight line.

The Base-spreading Resistance rbb' Recalling that the base region is
very thin~~--'ig. 5-5), we see that the current \vhich enters the base region across
the emitter junction must flow through a long narrow path to reach the base
terminal. The cross-sectional area for current flow in the collector (or emitter)
is very much larger than in the base. Hence, usually the ohmic resistance of
the base is very much larger than that of the collector or emitter. The dc
ohmic base resistance .. designated by rbb', is called the base-spreading resistance
and is of the order of magnitude of 100 n.

The Temperature Coefficient of the Saturation Voltages Since both
junctions are forward-biased, a reasonable value for the temperature coefficient
of either VBE,sst or V BC.sst is - 2.5 mV1°C. In saturation the transistor con
sists of two forward-biased diodes back to back in series opposing. Hence
it is to be anticipated that the temperature-induced voltage change in one
junction will be canceled by the change in the other junction. We do indeed
find such to be the case for VCE.sat, whose temperature coefficient is about
one-tenth that of V BE,sat.

The DC Current Gain hFE A transistor parameter of interest is the ratio
I elI B, \vhere I c is the collector current and IBis the base current. This
quantity is designated by {3dc or hFE , and is known as the (negative of the)
de beta, the de forward current transfer ratio, or the dc current gain.

Fig. 5-15 Plots of dc current gain

hFE (at VCE = -0.25 V) versus collec

tor current for three samples of the

type 2N404 germanium transistor.

(Courtesy of General Electric Com

pany.)
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In the saturation region, the parameter hFE is a useful number and one
which is usually supplied by the manufacturer v,'hen a s\vitching transistor is
involved. We know IIel, \\Thich is given approximately by V eclR L , and a
kno\vledge of hFE tells us the minimum base current (IclhFE) \\"hich "Till be
needed to saturate the transistor. For the type 2N404, the variation of hFE

with collector current at a lov~' value of VCE is as given in Fig. 5-1.5. Note the
wide spread (a ratio of 3: 1) in the value \vhich may be obtained for hFE even
for a transistor of a particular type. Commercially available transistors have
values of hFE that cover the range from 10 to 150 at collector currents as
small as 5 rnA and as large as 30 A.

5-9 TYPICAL TRANSISTOR-JUNCTION VOLTAGE VALUES

The characteristics plotted in Fig. 5-16 of output current I c as a function of
input voltage VBE for n-p-n germanium and silicon transistors are quite
instructive and indicate the several regions of operation for a C:E transistor
circuit. The numerical values indicated are typical values obtained experi
mentally or from the theoretical equations of the follo\ving section. (The
calculations are made in Sec. 19-15.) Let us examine the various portions of
the transfer curves of Fig. 5-16.

The Cutoff Region Cutoff is defined, as in Sec. 5-5, to mean IE = 0 and
I c = I co, and it is found that a reverse bias VBE,cutoff == 0.1 V (0 V) ,vill cut off a
germanium (silicon) transistor.

'Vhat happens if a larger reveff~e voltage than V BE,cutoff is applied? It
turns out that if V E is negative and much larger than Vr, that the collector
c,urrent falls slightly below I co and that the emitter current reverses but remains
small in magnitude (less than I co).

Short-circuited Base Suppose that, instead of reverse-biasing the emitter
junction, we connect the base to the emitter so that V E = V BE = o. As indi
cated in Fig. 5-16, I c == ICEs does not increase greatly over its cutoff value I co.

Open-circuited Base If instead of a shorted base we allow the base to
"float" so that In = 0, we obtain the I c == I cEo given in Eq. (~-17). At lo\v
currents a ~ 0.9 (0) for Ge (Si), and hence I c ~ 101co(/co) for Ge (Si).
The values of VBE calculated for this open-base condition (Ie = - I E) are a
few tens of millivolts of forlvard bias, as indicated in Fig. 5-16.

The Cutin Voltage The volt-ampere characteristic bet\veen base and
emitter at constant collector-to-emitter voltage (Fig. 5-11) is not unlike the
volt-ampere characteristic of a simple junction diode. When the emitter •
junction is reverse-biased, the base current is very small, being of the order
of nanoamperes or microan1peres, for silicon and germanium, fPspectively.
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Ie = ICEs

(Short-circuited base)

Germanium

Ie = ICED

(Open-circuited base)
I
I
I
I
I

«

CutOff--j

- 0.3 - 0.2 - O. 1

(a)
o tVy =O.l 0.2 ~=0.3 VHE,V

CUti:+o06

Act~ve+- SaturationreglOll

Silicon

0.4 VI'= 0.5 0.6 0.7 Va- 0.8 VnE , V

Cutin+-Actoive_ I -Saturation
regIon ---t-

0.3-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.06 0.1 0.2

t
IOpen-circuit

CutoffI base

(b)

Fig. S~16 Plots of collector current against base~to-emitt~rvoltage for (0)

germanium and (b) silicon n-p-n transistors. (Ic is not drawn to scale.)
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When the emitter junction is for\,"ard-biased, again, as in the simple diode, no
appreciable base current flo\vs until the emitter junction has been forward
biased to the extent \vhere IV BEl ~ IV)' I, \,"here V)' is called the cutin voltage.
Since the collector current is nominally proportional to the base current, no
appreciable collector current \vill.flo\," until ~n appreciable ~a~e current flo\,".s.,
Therefore a plot of collector current agalIH.;t base-to-enutter voltage \yIll"
exhibit a cutin voltage, just as does the simple diode.

In principle, a transistor is in its active region \yhenever the base-to
emitter voltage is on the for\,"ard-biasing side of the cutoff voltage, ,,·hich
occurs at a reverse voltage of 0.1 V for germanium and 0 V for silicon. In
effect, ho\,rever, a transistor enters its active region \vhen VBE > V'Y.

We may estimate the cutin voltage V)' by assuming that V BE = V'Y \vhen
the collector current reaches, say, 1 percent of the maximum (saturation)
current in the CE circuit of Fig. 5-9. Typical values of V'Y are 0.1 V for
germanium and 0.5 V for silicon.

Figure 5-17 shows plots, for several temperatures, of the collector current
a.s a function of the base-to-emitter voltage at constant collector-to-emitter
voltage for a typical silicon transistor. We see that a value for V)' of the
order of 0.5 V at room temperature is entirely reasonable. The temperature
dependence results from the temperature coefficient of the emitter-junction
diode. Therefore the lateral shift of the plots \vith change in temperature
and the change \vith temperature of the cutin voltage ·V'Y are approximately
-2.5 mV/oC [Eq. (3-12)].

Saturation Voltages l\1anufacturers specify saturation values of input
and output voltages in a number of different \vays, in addition to supplying
characteristic curves such as Figs. 5-11 and 5-14. !i"'or example, they nlay
specify Res for several values of I B or they may supply curves of VCE,sat and
V RE.sat as functions of I B and Ie. 9 The saturation voltages depend not only

9 I-----+--_+_____

8 I-------+----j---

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

4 1----+----+--+-------l------i#----i#--+--I----t--~-____1

3

2 1-----+---+---+----I----4l--f---r-+---J#----+-----,f-+---------i

6 1------+----+--+----I--+...-+----+-.---1f--- .+~-t-+---+--t-------1

o I...-------l...._---l...-----..I~---....~----L....-=...J....-_.l.....__--........_----'--~

o

10

Fig.5-17 Plot of collector

current against base-to

emitter voltage for various

temperatures for the type

2N337 silicon transistor.

(Courtesy of Transitron

Electronic Corporation.)

Inpu t voltage VUI-: , V
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on the operating point, but also on the semiconductor material (germanium or
silicon) and on the type of transistor construction. Typical values of satura
tion voltages are indicated in Table 5-1.

TABLE 5-7 Typical n-p-n transistor-junction voltages at 2SoC

VCE,lat V BE.ut == Va' V BE, active V BEt,cutin == V')' V BE,cutoff

Si 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.0
Ge 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 -0.1

t The temperature variation of these voltages is discussed in Sees. 5-8 and 5-9.

Summary The voltages referred to above and indicated in Fig. 5-16 are
summarized in Table 5-1. The entries in the table are appropriate for an
n-p-n transistor. For a p-n-p transistor the signs of all entries should be
reversed. Observe that the total range of V BE bet\veen cutin and saturation
is rather small, being only 0.3 V. The voltage VBE,active has been located
somewhat arbitrarily, but nonetheless reasonably, near the midpoint of the
active region in F"ig. 5-16.

Of .course, particular cases will depart from the estimates of Table 5-1.
But it is unlikely that the numbers ,vill be found in error by more than 0.1 V.

EXAM PLE (a) The circuits of Fig. 5-12a and b are modified by changing the
base-circuit resistance from 200 to 50 K (as indicated in Fig. 5-18). If hFE = 100,
determine whether or not the silicon transistor is in saturation and find I B and Ie.
(b) Repeat with the 2K emitter resistance added.

(a)

+
10 V

+
..:....5 V

(b)

+
10 V

Fig.5-18 An example illustrating how to determine whether or not a tran

sistor is operating in the saturation region.
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Solution Assume that the transistor is in saturation. Using the values
V BR. 8s t and VeB,s&.t in Table 5-1, the circuit of Fig. 5-18a is obtained. .Applying
KVL to the base circuit gives

- 5 + 50 In + 0.8 = 0
or

4.2
I B = --~ = 0.084 rnA.

50

Applying KVL to the collrctor circuit yields

-10 + 3 Ie + 0.2 = 0
or

9.8
Ie = - = 3.27mA

3

'Ihe minimum value of base current required for saturation is

Ie 3.27
(I B) . = - = -- = 0.033 rnA

min hFE 100

Since I B = 0.084 > I B.min = 0.033 rnA, we have verified that the transistor is in
saturation.

b. If the 2-K emitter resistance is added, the circuit becomes that in Fig.
5-18b. Assunle that the transistor is in saturation. Applying KVL to the base
and collector circuits, we obtain

- 5 + 50 I B + 0.8 + 2 (1c + I B) = 0

-10 + 3 Ie + 0.2 + 2 (1c + I B) = 0

If these simultaneous equations are solved for Ie and I B, we obtain

Ie = 1.95 mAo I B = 0.0055 rnA

Since (IB)min = Ie/hFE = 0.0195 ffil\ > I B = 0.0055, the tran8istor is not in
saturation. Hence the device must be operating in the active rrgion. Proceeding
f'xactly as we did for the circuit of Fig. 5-12b (but with the 200 I( replacf'd by 50 K),
w~ obtain

Ie = 1.71 rnA I B = 0.0171 rnA = 17 J.LA Veb = 0.72 V

(5-19)

5-10 COMMON-EMITTER CURRENT GAIN

Three different definitions of current gain a.ppear in the literature. l'hc
interrelationships between these are no\v to be found.

Large-signal Current Gain {3 We define {3 in terms of a by Eq. (5-15).
:From Eq. (5-16), with lco replaced by ICBo, we find

(3 = Ie - I CBO

I B - (-lcBO)
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In Sec. 5-7 \V~ define cutoff to luean that IE = 0, I C = I cno, and I B = - I CRO.

Consequently, Eq. (5-19) gives the ratio of the collector-current increment to
the base-current change from cutoff to IIJ! and hence {3 represents the (negative
of the) large-signal current gain of a connnon-ernitter transistnr. This parameter
is of primary importance in connection \yith the bia~ing and stability of tran
;-3istor circuits, as di~cussed in Chap. 9.

DC Current Gain hFE In Sec. 5-8 \ve define the dc current gain by

I c
{3dc == I B == h FE (5-20)

In that section it is noted that hFE is most useful in connection \yith deter
mining \vhether or not a transistor is in saturation. In general, the base
current (and hence the collector current) is large compared \vith I ruo. Under
these conditions the large-signal and the dc betas are approximately equal;
then hFE ~ {3.

Small-signal Current Gain hie We define {3' as the ratio of a collector
current increment I1I C for a small base-current change ~IIJ (at a given quiescent
operating point, at a fixed collector-to-emitter voltage VCE), or

(5-21)

Clearly, {3' is (the ne~ative of) the small-s£gnal current gain. If {3 \yere inde
pendent of current, \ve see from Eq. (5-20) that {3' = {3 ~ hFE • Ho\vever,
Fig. 5-15 indicates that (3 is a function of current, and differentiating :Eq.
(5-16) with respect to I c gives C\vith I co = I CRO)

iJ{3 iJlB
1 = (lcBo+IB)iJl

c
+ {3iJl

c
(5-22)

(5-2:3)

The small-signal CE gain {3' is used in the analysis of Rmall-signal amplifier
circuits and is designated by hie in Chap. 8. Using Eq. (5-21), and \vith
{3' = hie and {3 = h FE , Eq. (5-22) becomes

h _ hFE

ie - 1 - (IcBo + IB)(ahFE/iJlc)

Since hFE versus Ie given in Fig. 5-15 sho\\ys a maximum, hie is larger than h FE
for small currents (to the left of the maximum) and h/e is smaller than h/<'E for
currents larger than that corresponding to the maximum. Over most of the
wide current range in Fig. 5-14, h/e differs from h FE by less than 20 percent.

It should be emphasized that Eq. (5-23) is valid in the active region only.
From Fig. 5-14 \\te see that hie ~ 0 in the saturation region becaus(\ dIc ~ 0
for a small increment ~IB.
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Fig. 5-19 The transistor common~collector

conflg ura tion.
G--------() + + vee

5-11 THE COMMON-COLLECTOR CONFIGURATION

Another transistor-circuit configuration, shovln in Fig. 5-19, is kno\vn as the
common-collector configuration. The circuit is basically the same as the cir
cuit of Fig. 5-9, \vith the exception that the load resistor is in the emitter
lead rather than in the collector circuit. If we continue to specify the oper
ation of the circuit in terms of the currents \vhich flow, the operation for the
common-collector is much the same as for the common-emitter configuration.
When the base current is I co, the emitter current \\'ill be zero, and no current
,viII flow in the load. As the transistor is brought out of this back-biased
condition by increasing the magnitude of the base current, the transistor will
pass through the active region and eventually reach saturation. In this condi
tion all the supply voltage, except for a very small drop across the transistor,
will appea.r across the load.

5-12 ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR
TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS

The dependence of the currents in a transistor upon the junction voltages, or
vice versa, may be obtained by starting \\'ith Eq. (5-6), repeated here for
convenience:

(5-24)

We have added the subscript N to a to indicate that \\'e are using the tran
sistor in the nortnal manner. We must recognize, ho\vever, that there is no
essential reason \vhich constrains us from using a transistor in an inverted
fashion, that is, interchanging the roles of the emitter junction and the col
lector junction. From a practical point of vie",', such an arrangement might
not be as effective as the normal mode of operation, but this matter does not
concern us no\\'. With this inverted mode of operation in mind, we luay now
write, in correspondence with Eq. (5-24),

(5-25)
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Here al is the inverted common-base current gain, just as aN in Eq. (:)-24) is
the current gain in nornlal operation. I EO is the emitter-junction reversp satu
ration current, and V E is the voltage drop from p side to n side at the emitter
junction and is positive for a for\vard-biased emitter.

Equations (5-24) and U>-2,s) \"ere derived in a heuri~tic manner. A
physical analysis of the transistor currents by Ebers and ~IolF verifies these
equations (Sec. 19-13). This quantitative study reveaJs that the parameters
aN, aI, [CO, and [EO are not independent, but are related by the condition

(fl-26)

:\1anufacturer's data sheets often provide information about aN, I co, and I EO,

so that aI may be determined. For many transistors [EO lies in thr range
OJjIco to I co.

Since the sum of the three currents nlust be zero, the base current is
given by

I B = -(IE + Ie) (5-27)

If three of the four parameters aN, aI, I co, and [EO are knO\VIl, the equa
tions in this section allo\\r calculations of the three currents for given values
of junction voltages V c and V E. Explicit expressions for Ie and IE in terms
of Vc and V E are found in Sec. 19-13.

In the literature, aR (reversed alpha) and (XF (for1card alpha) are sometim~s

used in place of al and aN, respectively.

Reference Polarities The symbol V c(VE) represents the drop across the
collector (emitter) junction and is positive if the junction is for\\'ard-biased.
The reference directions for currents and voltages are indicated in Fig. 5-20.
Since V CB represents the voltage drop from collector-to-base terminals, then
V CB differs from V c by the ohmic drop in the base-spreading resistance rbb', or

VCR = V e - [Urbb' (5-28)

The Ebers-Moll Model Equations (5-24) and (5-2fj) have a simple inter
pretation in terms of a circuit kno\vn as the Ebers-Moll model. 7 1"'his model is
shown in Fig. 5-21 for a p-n-p transistor. We see that it involves t\VO ideal
diodes placed back to back \vith reverse saturation currents - I EO and - I co
and two dependent current-controlled current sources shunting the ideal
diodes. For a p-n-p transistor, both I co and I EO are negative, so that - [co
and - I EO are positive values, giving the magnitudes of the reverse saturation
currents of the diodes. The current sources account for the minority-carrier
transport across the base. An application of KCL to the collector node of
Fig. 5-21 gives

Ie = -aNIE + I = -aNIE + Io(EVcIVT - 1)

where the diode current I is given by Eq. (3-9). Since 10 is the magnitude
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Ea:-----=-----1
(emitter) P L...-_--'

+

B
(base)

t-----~c

L...-C-ol-Ie-c-t.o----lr I; P (collector)

junction

+

Fig.5..20 Defining the voltages and currents used in the Ebers-Moll equations.

For either a p-n-p or an n-p-n transistor, a positive value of current means that

positive charge flows into the iunction and a positive VE(Vc) means that the

emitter (collector) iunction is forward-biased (the p side positive with respect

to the n side).

of the reverse saturation, then 10 = - leo. Substituting this value of 10 into
the preceding equation for Ie yields Eq. (5-24).

This model is valid for both forward and reverse static voltages applied
across the transistor junctions. It should be noted that \ve have omitted the
base-spreading resistance from Fig. 5-20 and have neglected the difference
between 1CBO and leo.

Observe from Fig. 5-21 that the dependent current sources can be elimi
nated from this figure provided aN = al = O. F~or example, by making the
base \\·idth much larger than the diffusion length of minority carriers in the
base, all minority carriers "rill recombine in the base and none will survive to
reach the collector. For this case the current gain a will be zero. Under
these conditions, transistor action ceases, and \ve simply have two diodes
placed back to back. This discussion shows \vhy it is impossible to construct
a transistor by simply connecting t\VO separate (isolated) diodes in series
opposing. A cascade of two p-n diodes exhibits transistor properties (for

Fig. 5..21 The Ebers

Moll model for a p-n-p

transi stor.

B

Iep ~
C
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example, it is capable of amplification) only if carriers injected across one
junction diffuse across the second junction.

Voltages as Functions of Currents We may solve explicitly for the
junction voltages in terms of the currents from Eqs. (5-24) and (5-25), \vith
the result that

V E = V 7, In (1 - IE + aIlc) (5-29)
lEo

V e = VT In (1 - Ie + aNIE) (5-30)
I co

We now derive the analytic expression for the common-emitter charac
teristics of Fig. 5-10. The abscissa in this figure is the collector-to-emitter
voltage VCE = V E - Vc for an n-p-n transistor and is V CE = VC - VE for a
p-n...p transistor (remember that VC and VE are positive at the p side of the
junction). Hence the common-emitter characteristics are found by subtract
ing Eqs. (5-29) and (5-30) and by eliminating IE by the use of Eq. (S-27).
The resulting equation can be simplified provided that the follo\\'ing inequali
ties are valid: In» lEo and In ».Ico/aN. After some manipulations and by
the use of Eqs. (5-1.5) and (5-26), \ve obtain (except for very small values of In)

! +1 Ie
VCE = +VTln~IIB (5-31)

- 1 _ ! I c
{3 I B

where

{3I=~
1 - aI

and {3N == {3 == _a_
1 - a

(5-32)

Note that the + sign in Eq. (5-31) is used for an ll-p-n transistor, and the
- sign for a p-n-p device. For a p-n-p germanium-type transistor, at Ie = 0,
V CE = - V T In (l/ar), so that the conlnl0n-enlilter characteristics do not pass
through the origin. For al = 0.78 and V r = 0.026 V, \ve have VCE ~ -6 mV
at room temperature. This voltage is so small that the curves of Fig. 5-10
look as if they pass through the origin, but they are actually displaced to the
right by a few millivolts.

If I c is increased, then VCE rises only slightly until I c/ IB approaches ~.

For example, even for Ic/IB = 0.9~ = 90 (for {3 = 100),

V = -0026 I 1/0.78 + 90/3.!) ~ -0 Ii. V
CE • n 1 _ 0.9 . t)

This voltage can barely be detected at the scale to ,vhich Fig. 5-10 is dra\vn,
and hence near the origin it appears as if the curves rise vertically. However,
note that Fig. ,5-14 confirms that a voltage of the order of 0.2 V is required for
I C to reach 0.9 of its maximum value.

The maximum value of I c/I B is {3, and as this value of I c/III is approached,
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Fig. 5·22 The common·

emitter output characteris

tic for a p-n-p transistor as

obtained analytically.

0.9 f3

~II 0.1 0.15 0.2

t;o06
0.3 0.4 0.5

{3 = 100

- VeE, V

VCE ~ - 00. Hence, as I c/I B increases from 0.9# to {j, IVeEI increases from
0.15 V to infinity. A plot of the theoretical common-emitter characteristic is
indicated in Fig. 5-22. We see that, at a fixed value of VCE, the ratio I c/IBis
a constant. Hence, for equal increments in I B, \ve should obtain equal incre
ments in I C at a given V CEo This conclusion is fairly well satisfied by the
curves in Fig. 5-10. Ho\,yever, the I B = 0 curve seems to be inconsistent since,
for a constant I c/I n, this curve should coincide \vith the I c = 0 axis. This
discrepancy is due to the approximation made in deriving Eq. (5-31), \vhich is
not valid for I B = O.

l"he theoretical curve of Fig. 5-22 is much flatter than the curves of I~ig.

5-10 because \ve have implicitly assumed that aN is truly constant. As already
pointed out, a very slight increase of aN ,vith V CE can ~ccount for the slopes
of the comn1011-emitter characteristic.

5-13 MAXIMUM VOLTAGE RATING9

Even if the rated dissipation of a transistor is not exceeded, there is an upper
limit to the maximum allo\vable collector-junction voltage since, at high
voltages, there is the possibility of voltage breakdo,vn in the transistor. T,vo
types of brcakdo\vn are possible, avalanche breakdou'n, discussed in Sec. 3-11,
and reach-throu(Jh, discussed bela",.

Avalanche Multiplication The maximum reverse-biasing voltage \vhich
may be applied before breakdo,,"n bet\vcpn the collector and base terminals
of the transistor, under the condition t~at the emitter lead be open-circuited, is
represented by the symbol BlTCBO. This breakdo\vn voltage is a characteristic
of the transistor alone. Breakdo,,"n may occur because of avalanche multi
plication of the current i co that crosses the collector junction. As a result
of this multiplication, the current becomes AlI co, in \v'hich M is the factor
by \vhich the original current I co is multiplied by the avalance effect. (We
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neglect leakage current, \vhich does not flo\\' through the junction and is there
fore not subject to avalanche multiplication.) At a high enough voltage,
namely, B ~TClJO, the nll_l1tiplication factor Al becomes nominally infinite, and
the region of breakdo,,'n is then attained. I-Irre the current rises abruptly,
and large changes in current accompany small changes in applied voltage.

The avalanche n1ultiplication factor depends on the voltage Ven bet,,"een
collector and base. We shall consider that

(5-33)

Equation U>-33) is enlployed because it is a simple expression \"hich gives
a good elnpirical fit to the breakdo\vn characteristics ~)f many tranf-'istor types.
The paratnetrr n is found to be in the range of about 2 to 10, and controls
the sharpness of the onset of breakdo\"n.

If a current lEis caused to flo\\' across the emitter junction, then, neglect
ing the avalanche effect, a fraction a!E, \vhere a is the conlmon-basc current
gain, reaches the collector junction. Taking multiplication into account, I C

has the magnitude illa!E. Consequently, it appears that, in the presence
of avalanche multiplication, the transistor behaves a,~ though its common-base
current gain ,,;ere Ala.

An analysis9 of avalanche breakdov;n for the CE configuration indicates
that the collector-to-emitter breakdo\vn voltage with open-circuited base, desig
nated B VCEO, is

BVCEO = BVCBO ~h~: (5-34)

}1""'or an n-p-n germaniunl transistor, a reasonable value for 11, determined
experimentally, is n = 6. If \\Te no\v takp h PE = !la, \ve find that

BVCEO = O.52BlTeRa

so that if B Vcno = 40 V, B VCEO is about half as tnuch, or about 20 V. Ideal-

Fig. 5-23 Idealized common

emitter characteristics ex

tended into the breakdown

region.
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ized common-emitter characteristics extended into the breakdo~Yn region are
sho\\"n in Fig. 5-23. If the base is not open-circuited, these breakdo\vn char
acteristics are modified, the shapes of the curves being determined by the
base-circuit connections. In other words, the maxirnum allo\\rable collector
to-emitter voltage depends not only upon the transistor, but also upon the
circuit in which it is used.

Reach-through The second mechanism by \vhich a transistor's usefulness
may be terlninated as the collector voltage is increased is called punch-through,
or reach-through, and results from the increased \vidth of the collector-junction
transition region with increased collector-junction voltage (the Early effect).

The transition region at a junction is the region of uncovered charges
on both sides of the junction at the positions occupied by the impurity atoms.
As the voltage applied across the junction increases, the transition region
penetrates deeper into the base (Fig. 5-8a). Siner the base is very thin, it is
possible that, at moderate voltages, the transition region \vill have spread
completely across the base to reach the emitter junction, as indicated in
I~ig. 5-24, which should be compared with E"'ig..S-8. The emitter barrier is
now V', which is smaller than the normal value V o - IV EEl because the col
lector voltage has "reached through" the base region. This lowering of the
emitter-junction voltage may result in an excessively large emitter current,
thus placing an upper limit on the magnitude of the collector voltage.

Punch-through differs froIn avalanche breakdown in that it takes place
at a fixed voltage [given by V j in Eq. (3-21), with TV = HlB ] between collector
and base, and is not dependent on circuit configuration. In a particular
transistor, the voltage limit is determined by punch-through or breakdown,
whichever occurs at the lower voltage.

Fig. 5-24 The potential variation through a p-n-p

transistor after &Ireach-through" when the effec

tive base width (Fig. 5-8) lr~ = n~B - lr has been

reduced to zero. The effective emitter barrier is

V'.
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5-14 THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR

Sec. 5.14

The phototransistor (also called photoduotliode) is a much morr sl' nsitive sr mi
conductor photodevice than the 1H/ photodiodr. T hc phototransistor is
usua lly connected in a common-emittr r configuration wi t h til(' base o\)('n,
and radiation is concentrated on th r rrginn I\('ar the col ll'ctor junction J c,
as in Fig. .')-2;)a . The operation of this dev iel' ca n b(' undl' l"stood if we recog
nize that t he junction J E is slight ly' for\\"ard-biasrd (I'ig. ;)- lG , oprn-circuitr d
base) , a nd the junction J e is reverse-biased (that is, the transistor is biasru
in the active region) . Assume, first, that th pre is no radiant excitation.
Under thesr circumstances minority carrir r:{ an~ gr nrratru t hrrma lly, a nd the
electrons crossing from the base to thr coll ector, as well as t hr holrs crossing
from the collector to the basr, constitutl' the I'{'vrrsr satu ration collector cur
rent l eo (Sec . .') -2). The collecto r current is given by Eq. (fi-16), with 1/1 = 0 ;
namely,

I e = ({3 + 1) I co (5-35)

If the ligh t is no w t urned on, additional minority carrirrs arr photogenerated ,
and these contribute to the rrvrrse saturation currE'nt in rxactly thr same
manner as do the thrrmally generated minority chargrs . If t he component
of the reverse saturation currr nt due to the light is drsignated I L, the total
collector currPllt is

I e = ({3 + l)(Ieo + h) (.')-36)

W e note that , due to transistor action, t he currrl\t causrd by thr radiation is
multiplied by the large factor {3 + 1.

S urce temp = 2870 OK

H = 10 mW/cm'
~gsten source
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Fig . 5-25 (a ) A phototransistor. (b) The output characteristi cs of the MRD 450

n-p-n silicon phototransistor . (Courtesy of Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.)
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Typical volt-ampere characteristics are shown in Fig. 5-23b for an n-p-n
planar phototransistor for different values of illumination intensities. Note
the similarity between this family of curves and those in Fig. 5-10 for the CE
transistor output characteristics \\~ith base current (instead of illumination)
as a parameter. It is also possible to bring out the base lead and to inject a
base current lB. The current Ie in Eq. 05-36) is then increased by the term (31B.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

5-1 Draw the circuit symbol for a p-n-p transistor and indicate the reference
directions for the three currents and the reference polarities for the three voltages.
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5·2 Repeat Rev. 5-1 for an n-p-n transistor.
5-3 For a p-n-p transistor biased in the active region, plot (in each region E, B,

and C) (a) the potential variation; (b) the minority-carrier concentration. (c) Explain
the shapes of the plots in (a) and (b).

5-4 (a) For a p-n-p transistor biased in the active region, indicate the various
electron and hole current components crossing each junction and entering (or leaving)
the base terminal. (b) Which of the currents is proportional to the gradient of pn at
J Band J c, respectively? (c) Repeat part b with pn replaced by np • (d) What is the
physical origin of the seveial current components crossing the base terminal?

5-5 (a) From the currents indicated in Rev. 5-4 obtain an expression for the
collector current I c. Define each symbol in this equation. (b) Generalize the equation
for I c in part a so that it is valid even if the transistor is not operating in its active
region.

5-6 (a) Define the current gain a in words and as an equation. (b) Repeat part
a for the parameter a'.

5·7 Describe the fabrication of an alloy transistor.
s-a For a p-n-p transistor in the active region, \vhat is the sign (positive or

negative) of IN, I C, I B, V CB, and V BB?

5-9 Repeat Rev. 5-8 for an n-p-n transistor.
5·10 (a) Sketch a family of CB output characteristics for a transistor. (b)

Indicate the active, cutoff, and saturation regions. (c) Explain the shapes of the curves
qualitatively.

5·11 (a) Sketch a family of CB input characteristics for a transistor. (b) Explain
the shapes of the curves qualitatively.

5-12 Explain base-width modulation (the Early effect) with the aid of plots of
potential and minority concentration throughout the base region.

5-13 Explain qualitatively the three consequences of base-width modulation.
5-14 Define the following regions in a transistor: (a) active ; (b) saturation;

(c) cutoff.
5-15 (a) Draw the circuit of transistor in the CE configuration. (b) Sketch the

output characteristics. (c) Indicate the active, saturation, and cutoff regions.
5-16 (a) Sketch a family of CE input characteristics. (b) Explain the shape of

these curves qualitatively.
5-17 (a) Derive the expression for I C versus I B for a CE transistor configuration

in the active region. (b) For I b = 0, what is Ie?
5-18 (a) What is the order of magnitude of the reverse collector saturation current

I CBO for a silicon transistor? (b) How does I CBO vary with tenlperature?
5-19 Repeat Rev. 5-18 for a germanium transistor.
5-20 Why does I CBO differ from I co?
5-21 (a) Define saturation resistance for a CE transistor. (b) Give its order of

magnitude.
5-22 (a) Define base-spreading resistance for a transistor. (b) Give its order of

magnitude.
5-23 What is the order of magnitude of the temperature coefficients of V BE,sat,

V BC.8&t, and VCB'8&t?

5-24' (a) Define hFE • (b) Plot hFB versus Ie.
5-25 (a) Give the order of magnitude of V BE at cutoff for a silicon transistor.

(b) Repeat part a for a germanium transistor. (c) Repeat parts a and b for the cutin
voltage.
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5-26 Is IVBE.sat! gr~ater or less than I r cE.satl? Explain.
5-27 (a) \Vhat is the range in volts for V BE bet\veen cutin and saturation for a

silicon transistor? (b) Repeat part a for a gennanium transi[;tor.
5-28 'Vhat is the collector current relative to 1co in a silicon transistor (a) if the

base is shorted to the emitter? (b) If the base floats? (r) Repeat parts a and b for a
germanium transistor.

5-29 Consider a transistor circuit with resistors Rb, Re , and Re in the base,
collector, and enlitter legs, respectively. The bia~ing voltages are V BB and Vcc in base
and collector circuits, respectively. (u) Outline the nlPthod for finding the quiescent
currents, assunling that the transistor operates in the active region. (b) How do you
test to see if your assumption is correct?

5-30 Repeat Rev. 5-29, assuming that the transistor is in s&turation.
5-31 For a CE transistor define (in \vords and symbols) (a) {3; (b) (3dc = hFE ;

(c) {3' = hie'
5-32 I)erive the relationship betw('en h pE and hie'
5-33 (a) For what condition is (3 ~ hFE ? (b) For what condition is hFE ~ hie?
5-3.4 (a) J)raw the circuit of a CC transistor configuration. (b) Indicate the

input and output terminals.
5-35 'Vhat is meant by the inverted mode of operation of a transistor?
5-36 (a) Write the Ebers and 1\1011 equationf'. (b) Sketch the circuit model

which satisfies these equations.
5-37 Discuss the two possible sources of breakdown in a transistor as the co11ector

to-emitter voltage is increased.
5-38 (a) Sketch the circuit of a phototransistor. (b) 'The radiation is concentrated

near which junction? Explain why. (c) Describe the physical action of this device.
5-39 (a) For a phototransistor in the active region, ,vrite the expression for the

collector current. Define all terms. (b) Sketch the falnily of output characteristics.



INTEGRATED CIRCUITS:
FABRICATION AND
CHARACTERISTICS

An integrated circuit consists of a single-crystal chip of silicon, typi
cally 50 by 50 mils in cross section, containing both active and passive
elements and their interconnections. Such circuits are produced by
the same processes used to fabricate individual transistors and diodes.
These processes include epitaxial gro\vth, masked impurity diffusion,
oxide gro\\~th, and oxide etching, using photolithography for pattern
definition. A method of batch processing is employed \\Thich offers
excellent repeatability and is adaptable to the production of large
numbers of integrated circuits at lo\v cost. In this chapter \ve
describe the basic processes involved in fabricating an integrated
circuit.

7-1 INTEGRATED-CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

The fabrication of integrated circuits is based on materials, processes,
and design principles \yhich constitute a highly developed semicon
ductor (planar-diffusion) technology. The basic structure of an inte
grated circuit is sho\vn in Fig. 7-lb, and consists of four distinct layers
of material. 1-'he bottom layer CD (6 mils thick) is p-type silicon
and serves as a substrate upon \\'hich the integrated circuit is to be
built. The second layer ® is thin (typically 25 ,urn = 1 mil) n-type
material \vhich is gro\vn as a single-crystal extension of the subHtrate.
All active and passive components are built \vithin the thin n-type layer
using a series of diffusion steps. 1-'hese components are transistors,
diodes, capacitors, and resistors, and they are nlade by diffusing p-type

196
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and n-type impurities. The most complicated component fabricated is the
transistor, and all other elements are constructed "yith one or more of the
processes required to make a transistor. In the fabrication of all the ~bove

elements it is necessary to distribute impurities in certain precisely defined
regions "'it hin the second (n-type) layer. l-'he selective diffusion of impuri
ties is accomplished by using Si02 as a barrier \\'hich protects portions of
the wafer against in1purity penetration. Thus the third layer of material ®
is silicon dioxide, and it also provides protection of the semiconductor surface
against contamination. In the regions "There diffusion is to take place, the
Si02 layer is etched a\vay, leaving the rest of the ,Yafer protected against
diffusion. To permit selective etching, the Si0 2 layer must be subjected to
a photolithographic process, described in Sec. 7-4. :Finally, a fourt h metallic
(alulninum) layer CD is added to supply the necessary interconnections
bet"Yeen components.

The p-type substrate "Thich is required as a foundation for the integrated
circuit is obtained by gro,,'ing an ingot (1 to 2 in. in diameter and about 10
in. long) from a silicon melt ,,'ith a predetermined nunlber of impurities. The
crystal ingot is subsequently sliced into round ''tafers approximately G mils
thick, and one side of each ,vafer is Japped and polished to eliminate surface
imperfections.

We are no\v in a position to appreciate some of the significant advantages
of t he integrated-circuit technology. Let us consider a l-in.-square \yafer
divided into 400 chips of surface area 50 mil by (50 mil. We demonstrate in this
chapter that n, reasonable area under \yhich a component (say, a transistor) is
fabricat.ed is 50 mils 2 • Hence each chip (each integrated circuit) contains
SO separate components, and there are fiO X 400 = 20,000 compon(~nts/in.2

on each ,yafer.
If \ve process 10 \vafers in a batch, \ve can manufacture 4,000 integrated

circuits simult allcously, and these contain 200,000 components. Sonle of t hl'
chips ",ill contain faults due to imperfections in the rnanufacturing process,
but the Yl~eld (the percentage of fault-free chips per ,yafer) is extremely large.

The follo,,"ing advantages are offered by integrated-circuit technology
as compared \vith discrete components interconnected by convpntional
techniques:

]. Lo\\' cost (due to the large quantities processed).
:!. Small size.
:3. High reliability. (All conlponcnts are fa.bricated silnultanpously, and

there are no soldered joints.)
4. Improved perfornlance. (Because of the lo\\" cost, more complex cir

cuitry may be used to obtain better functional characteristics.)

In the next sections \ye examine the processes rrlluirrd to fabricate an
integrated circuit.
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7-2 BASIC MONOLITHIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITSl,2

We now examine in some detail the various techniques and pro~esses required
to obtain the circuit of Fig. 7-1a in an integrated form, as sho,vn in Fig. 7-1b.
This configuration is called a monolithic integrated circuit because it is formed
on a single silicon chip. The \vord ttmonolithic" is derived from the Greek
monos, meaning "single," and lithos, meaning "stone." Thus a monolithic
circuit is built into a single stone, or single crystal.

In this section \ve describe qualitatively a complete epitaxial-diffused
fabrication process for integrated circuits. In subsequent sections ,,-e examine
in more detail the epitaxial, photographic, and diffusion processes involved.
The logic circuit of :Fig. 7-la is chosen for discussion because it contains typical
components: a resistor, diodes, and a transistor. These elements (and also
capacitors \vith small values of capacitances) ar(\ the components encountered
in integrated circuits. The monolithic circuit is formed by the steps indicated
in Fig. 7-2 and described belo\v.

Step 1. Epitaxial Growth An n-type epitaxial layer, typically 25 J-Lrn
thick, is gro\vn onto a p-type substrate \vhich has a resistivity of typically

3 4

(a)
5

Base

Collector

Diode junctions

TransistorDiodes

p-type substrate

Resistor
Aluminum

metalization

~~~l"SSss:s~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~..-Silicondioxide
Collector
contact n+

n+ Emitter

CD
-f~~~-~-----~-----'

(b)

Fig. 7-1 (0) A circuit containing a resistor, two diodes, and a tran

sistor. (b) Cross-sectional view of the circuit in (0) when transformed

into a monolithic form (not drawn to scale). The four layers are CD
substrate, ® n-type crystal containing the integrated circuit, ® silicon

dioxide, and CD aluminum metalization. (After Phillips.2 Not drawn

to scale.)
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10 n-cm, corresponding to N A = 1.4 X 10 15 atoms/cm 3• The epitaxial
process described in Sec. 7-3 indicates that the resistivity of the n-type epitaxial
layer can be chosen independently of that of the substrate. Values of 0.1 to
0.5 n-cm are chosen for the n-type layer. After polishing and cleaning, a thin
layer (0.5 J,Lm = n,OOO A) of oxide, Si0 2, is formed over the entire \vafer, as
shown in Fig. 7-2a. The Si0 2 is gro\\'n by exposing the epitaxial layer to an
oxygen atmosphere \vhile being heated to about IOOOoe. Silicon dioxide has
the fundamental property of preventing t he diffusion of impurities through it.
Use of this property is made in the follo\\'ing steps.

Step 2. Isolation Diffusion In Fig. 7-2b the wafer is shown with the
oxide removed in four different places on the surface. This removal is accom
plished by means of a photolithographic etching process described in Sec. 7-4.
The remaining Si0 2 serves as a mask for t he diffusion of accflptor impurities
(in this case, boron). The \vafer is no\\' subjected to the so-called isolation
dijJus1'on, ,vhich takes place at the temperature and for the time interval
required for the p-type impurities to pC'netrate the ri-t.ype epitaxial layer and
reach the p-type substrate'. We thus leave thc shaded n-type regions in I~ig.

7-2b. These sections are called isolation islands, or isolated regions, because
they are separated by t\\'o back-to-back p-n junctions. Their purpose is to
aBo\\' electrical isolation bet\veen different circuit components. For example,
it \vill become apparent later in this section t hat a different isolation region
must be used for the collector of each separate transistor. The p-type sub
trate must ahvays be held at a negative potential ",ith respect to the isolation
islands in order that the p-n junctions be reverse-biased. If these diodes \vere
to become for\vard-biased in an operating circuit, then, of course, the isolation
would be lost.

It should be noted that the concentration of acceptor atoms (N A ~ 5 X
10 20 cm-a) in the region bet\yeen isolation islands \"ill generally be lnuch higher
(and hence indicated as p+) then in the p-type ~upstrate. The reason for this
higher density is to prevent the dC'plption region of t he reverse-biased isolation
to-substrate junction from extending into p+-type material (Sec. 3-7) and possi
bly connecting t\\'O isolation islands.

Parasitic Capacitance It is no,,, important to consider that these isola
tion regions, or junctions, are connected by a significant barrier, or transition
capacitance eTs, to the p-type substrate, \yhich capacitance can affect the oper
ation of the circuit. Since GTs is an undesirable by-product of the isolation
process, it is called the parasitic capacitance.

The parasitic capacitance is the sum of t,,"O cornponents, the capacitance
C1 from the bottom of the n-type region to the substrate (Fig. 7-2b) and C2

from the side\\"alls of the isolation islands to the p+ region. l'he bottom com
ponent, C 1, results from an essentially step j unction due to the epitaxial gro\\,th
(Sec. 7-3), and hence varies inversely as the square root of the voltage l-'r
bet\veen the isolation rpgion and the substrate (Sec. :3-7). 1'he side\\"all capaci
tance C2 is associated \vith a diffused graded jUllction, and it varies as l"-~.
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Fig . 7-2 The steps involved in fabricating a monolithic circuit (not

drown to scale ). ( 0 ) Epitaxial growth; (b ) isolation diffusion;

(c) bose diffusion; (d ) emitter diffusion; (e) aluminum metalization.
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For this component the junction area is equal to the perimeter of the isolation
region times the thickness y of the epitaxial n-type layer. The total capaci
tance is of the order of a fe\\r picofarads.

Step 3. Base Diffusion During this process a new layer of oxide is
formed over the wafer, and the photolithographic process is used again to create
the pattern of openings sho\vn in Fig. 7-2c. The p-type impurities (boron) are
diffused through these openings. In this way are formed the transistor base
regions as well as resistors, the anode of diodes, and junction capacitors (if
any). It is important to control the depth of this diffusion so that it is shallow
and does not penetrate to the substrate. l'he resistivity of the base layer will
g~nerally be much higher than that of the isolation regions.

Step 4. Emitter Diffusion A layer of oxide is again formed over the
entire surface, and the masking and etching processes are used again to open
windows in the p-type regions, as shown in Fig. 7-2d. Through these open
ings are diffused n-type impurities (phosphorus) for the formation of transistor
emitters, the cathode regions for diodes, and junction capacitors.

Additional windows (such as W 1 and W 2 in Fig. 7-2d) are often made
into the n regions to which a lead is to be connected, using aluminum as the
ohmic contact, or interconnecting metal. During the diffusion of phosphorus
a heavy concentration (called n+) is formed at the points \vhere contact with
aluminum is to be made. Aluminum is a p-type impurity in silicon, and a
large concentration of phosphorus prevents the formation of a p-n junction
when the aluminum is alloyed to form an ohmic contact. 4

Step 5. Aluminum Metalization All p-n junctions and resistors for the
circuit of Fig. 7-la have been formed in the preceding steps. It is no\v neces
sary to interconnect the various components of the integrated circuit as dic
tated by the desired circuit. To make these connections, a fourth set of
windows is opened into a newly formed Si02 layer, as shown in l~"'ig. 7-2e, at
the points where contact is to be made. The interconnections are made first,
using vacuum deposition of a thin even coating of aluminum over the entire
wafer. The photoresist technique is now applied to etch a\vay all undesired
aluminum areas, leaving the desired pattern of interconnections sho\vn in
Fig. 7-2e between resistors, diodes, and transistors.

In production a large number (several hundred) of identical circuits such
as that of Fig. 7-1a are manufactured simultaneously on a single \vafer. After
the metalization process has been completed, the ,vafer is scribed \vith a
diamond-tipped tool and separated into individual chips. Each chip is then
mounted on a ceramic \vafer and is attached to a suitable header. The pack
age leads are connected to the integrated circuit by stitch bonding 1 of a I-mil
aluminum or gold \vire from the terminal pad on the circuit to the package
lead (Fig. 7-27).
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Summary In this 'section the epitaxial-diffused method of fabricating
integrated circuits is described. We have encountered the follo\ving processes:

1. Crystal growth of a substrate
2. Epitaxy
3. Silicon dioxide gro\vth
4. Photoetching
5. Diffusion
6. Vacuum evaporation of aluminum

Using these techniques, it is possible to produce the follo\ving elements
on the same chip: transistors, diodes, resistors, capacitors, and aluluinum
interconnections.

7-3 EPITAXIAL GROWTHl

The epitaxial process produces a thin film of single-crystal silicon from the
gas phase upon an existing crystal \vafer of the same material. The epitaxial
layer may be either p-type or n-type. The growth of an epitaxial film with
impurity atoms of boron being trapped in the gro"ring film is sho\vn in Fig. 7-3.

The basic chemical reaction used to describe the epitaxial gro\vth of pure
silicon is the hydrogen reduction of silicon tetrachloride:

1200°C

SiC14 + 2H2~ 8i + 4HCI (7-1)

Since it is required to produce epitaxial films of specific impurity concen
trations, it is necessary to introduce inlpurities such as pho~phine for n-type
doping or biborane for p-type doping into the silicon tetrachloride-hydrogen

ra<Ii ~
~Cl ® (B)

~
CI Si CI Cl Cl\\

H S.

H ~ Cl B ® Cl 1 Cl ®
~ep~~

®®®®®®®
®®®®®®®
®®®®®®®

®®®®®®®
®®®®®®®

®®®®®®®

Gas phase

} Epitaxial film

Substrate

Fig. 7-3 The epitaxial

growth of on epitaxial film

showing impurity (boron)

atoms being trapped in the

growing film. (Courtesy of

Motorola, Inc.1)
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Fig. 7-4 A diagram

matic representation of

a system for production

growth of silicon epi

taxial films. (Courtesy

of Motorola, Inc.1)

Induction coil

-N2

-- H 2

-- H 2 + SiCl 4

-- H 2 + PH 3

-- H 2 + B 2H 6

..... HCI

Graphite boat

gas stream. An apparatus for the production of an epitaxial layer is sho,vn in
Fig. 7-4. In this system a long cylindrical quartz tube is encircled by a
radio-frequency induction coil. The silicon ,vafers are placed on a rectangular
graphite rod called a boat. The boat is inserted in the reaction chamber, and
the graphite is heated inductively to about 1200°C. At the input of the
reaction chamber a control console permits the introduction of various gases
required for the growth of appropriate epitaxial layers. Thus it is possible
to form an almost abrupt step p-n junction similar to the junction shown in
Fig. 3-10.

7-4 MASKING AND ETCHINGl

The monolithic technique described in Sec. 7-2 requires the selective removal
of the Si02 to form openings through \vhich impurities may be diffused. The
photoetching method used for this removal is illustrated in Fig. 7-5. During
the photolithographic process the \vafer is coated ,,,ith a uniform film of a photo
sensitive emulsion (such as the I{odak photoresist I(PR). A large black-and
"'hite layout of the desired pattern of openings is made and then reduced
photographically. This negative; or stencil, of the required dimensions is
placed as a mask over the photoresist, as sho\vn in Fig. "l-5a. By exposing
the I{PR to ultraviolet light. through the mask, the photoresist becomes
polymeriz,ed under the transparent regions of the stencil. The mask is no"·
removed, and the wafer is '(developed" by using a chemical (such as trichloro
ethylene) \vhich dissolves the unexposed (unpolYlnerized) portions of the
photoresist f~lm and leaves the surface pattern as sho\vn in Fig. 7-5b. The
emulsion \vhich ,vas not removed in development is no,v fixed, or cured, so
that it becomes resistant to the corrosive etches used next. The chip is
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Fig.7-5 Photoetching technique. (0) Masking and exposure to

ultraviolet radiation. (b) The photoresist after development.

immersed in an etching solution of hydrofluoric acid, \vhich removes the oxide
from the areas through which dopants are to be diffused. Those portions of
the SiO 2 which are protected by the photoresist are unaffected by the acid.
After etching and diffusion of impurities, the resist mask is removed (stripped)
with a chemical solvent (hot H 2S04) and by means of a mechanical abrasion
process.

7-5 DIFFUSION OF IMPURITIES5

The most important process in the fabrication of integrated circuits is the
diffusion of impurities into the silicon chip. We no\v examine the basic theory
connected with this process. The solution to the diffusion equation ,vill.give
the effect of temperature and time on the diffusion distribution.

The Diffusion Law The equation governing the diffusion of neutral atoms is

aN = D a
2
N (7-2)

at ax2

where N is the particle concentration in atoms per unit volume as a function
of distance x from the surface and time t, and D is the diffusion constant in
area per unit time.

The Complementary Error Function If an intrinsic silicon wafer is
exposed to a volume of gas having a uniform concentration No atoms per unit
volume of n-type impurities, such as phosphorus, these atoms ,vill diffuse into
the silicon crystal, and their distribution will be as shown in Fig. 7-6a. If
the diffusion is allowed to proceed for extremely long times, the silicon will
become uniformly doped with No phosphorus atoms per unit volume. The
basic assumptions made here are that the surface concentration of impurity
atoms remains at No for all diffusion times and that N(x) = 0 at t = 0 for
x> O.
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If Eq. (7-2) is solved and the above boundary conditions are applied,

N(x, t) = No (1 - erf _x/_) = Noerfc _x~
2 v Dt 2 v Dt

(7-3)

where erfc y means the error-function complement of y, and the error function
of y is defined by

and is tabulated in Ref. 3.
Fig. 7-7.

(7-4)

The function erfc y = 1 - erf y is plotted in

The Gaussian Distribution If a specific number Q of impurity atoms
per unit area are deposited on one face of the wafer, and then if the material is
heated, the impurity atoms will again diffuse into the silicon. When the

boundary conditions fo '" N (x) dx = Q for all times and N (x) = 0 at t = 0

for x > 0 are applied to Eq. (7-2), we find

N(x, t) = Q E-x2/4Dt

V1r Dt
(7-5)

Equation (7-5) is known as the Gaussian distribution, and is plotted in Fig.
7-6b for two times. It is noted from the figure that as time increases, the sur
face concentration decreases. The area under each curve is the same, ho\v
ever, since this area represents the total amount of impurity being diffused, and

N

Silicon
surface

o
(a)

x

N

o
(b)

x

Fig. 7-6 The concentration N as a function of distance x into a silicon chip for

two values i 1 and t2 of the diffusion time. (0) The surface concentration is held

constant at No per unit volume. (b) The total number of atoms on the surface is

held constant at Q per unit area.
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this is a constant amount Q. Note that in Eqs. (7-3) and (7-5) time t and the
diffusion constant D appear only as a product Dt.

Solid Solubility l.6 The designer of integrated circuits may wish to produce
a specific diffusion profile (say, the complementa.ry error function of an n-typ~

impurity). In deciding \vhich of the available impurities (such as phosphorus,
arsenic, antimony) can be used, it is necessary to kno\\' if the number of atoms
per unit volume required by the specific profile of Eq. (7-3) is less than the
diffusant's solid solubility. The solid solubility is defined as the maximum
concentration No of the element which can be dissolved in the solid silicon
at a given temperature. Figure 7-8 sho\\~s solid solubilities of some impurity

Fig. 7-8 Solid solubilities

of some impurity elements

in silicon. (After Trum

bore,6 courtesy of Moto

rola, Inc. 1)
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Fig.7-9 Diffusion coefficients as a

function of temperature for some

impurity elements in silicon. (After

Fuller and Ditzenberger,5 courtesy

of Motorola, Inc. 1)
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elements. It can be seen that, since for phosphorus the solid solubility is
approximately 1021 atoms/cm3 and for pure silicon "'e have 5 X 1022 atoms/
cm3, the maximum concentration of phosphorus in ~ilicon is 2 percent. I~'or

most of the other impurity elements the solubility is a slnall fraction of 1
percent.

Diffusion Coefficients Temperature affects the diffusion process because
higher temperatures give more energy, a.nd thu~ higher velocitirs, to the
diffusant atoms. It is clear that the diffusion corfficient is a function of
temperature, as ShO'Yil in l~"lig. 7-9. From t his figure it can be deduced that
the diffusion coefficient could be doubled for a fe'" degrees increase in tem
perature. This critical dependence of D on telnperature has forced the
development of accurately controlled diffusion furnaces, ,,"here tenlperatures
in the range of 1000 to 1300°C can be held to a tolrrance of ± O.SoC or better.
Since time t in Eqs. (7-3) and (7-t» appears in the product Dt, an increase
in either diffusion constant or diffusion time has the sanlC effcct on diffusant
density.

Note fronl Fig. 7-9 that the diffusion copfficient~, for the saine tClnpera
ture, of the n-t~'pe ilnpurities (antimony and a.rsenic) a.re lo\\'er than the
coefficients for t hr p-type ilnpuritirs (galliurn and aluminum), but t hat phos
phorus (n-type) and boron (p-typr) havp t hr ~ame diffusion coefficients.

Typical Diffusion Apparatus Reasonable diffusion times require high
diffusion temperatures ("'-'IOOO°C). l~herefore a high-tempera.ture diffusion
furnace, having a closely controlled tempera.ture over the length (20 in.) of
the hot zone of t IH~ furnac(\ is standard cquipmPllt in a facilit~r for t hr fabrica
tion of intpgratrd circuits. Inlpurity sourCflS used in connection ,vith diffu-
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Fig. 7-10 Schematic representation of typical apparatus for POCb diffusion.

(Courtesy of Motorola, Inc. 1)

sion furnaces can be gases, liquids, or solids. For example, POCIa, which is
a liquid, is often used as a source of phosphorus. Figure 7-10 shows the
apparatus used for POCI 3 diffusion. In this apparatus a carrier gas (mixture
of nitrogen and oxygen) bubbles through the liquid-diffusant source and
carries the diffusant atoms to the silicon wafers. Using this process, we
obtain the complementary-error-fullction distribution of Eq. (7-3). A two
step procedure is used to obtain the Gaussian distribution. The first step
involves predeposition, carried out at about 900°C, followed by drive-in at
about llOO°C.

EXA M PLEA uniformly doped n-type si licon epitaxial layer of 0.5 Q-cm resistivity
is subjected to a boron diffusion with constant surface concentration of 5 X 1018

cm-3• It is desired to form a p-n junction at a depth of 2.7 /Lm . At what tem
perature should this diffusion be carried out if it is to be completed in 2 hr?

Solution The concentration N of boron is high at the surface and falls off with
distance into the si licon , as indicated in Fig. 7-6a. At that distance x = Xi

at which N equals the concentration n of the doped silicon wafer, the net impurity
density is zero. For x < X i> the net impurity density is positive, and for x > Xl>

it is negative. Hence Xi represents the distance from the surface at which a
junction is formed. We first find n from Eq. (2-8):

(f 1
n = - = = 0.96 X 1016 cm-3

/L.q (0.5)(1,300)(1.60 X 10- 19)

where all distances are expressed in centimeters and the mobility /Ln for sil icon
is taken from Table 2-1, on page 29. The junction is fo rmed when N = n. For

erfc y = N = ~ = 0.96 X 10
16

= 1.98 X 10-3
No No 5 X 1018
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we find from Fig. 7-7 that )J = 2.2. Hence

22= _x_J_' _ = 2.7 X 10- '
. 2 V Dt 2 V D X 2 X 3,600

Solving for D, we obtain D = 5.2 X 10- 13 cm 2/ sec. This value of diffusion COIl

stant for boron is obtained from Fig. 7-9 at T = 1130°C.

7-6 TRANSISTORS FOR MONOLITHIC CIRCUITS!. 7

A planar transistor made for monolithic integrated circuits, using epitaxy and
diffusion , is shown in Fig. 7-11a. Here the collector is electrically separated
from the substrate by the reverse-biased isolation diodes. Since the anode
of the isolation diode covers the back of the entire wafer, it is necessary to
make the collector contact on the top, as shown in Fig. 7-11a. It is now
clear that the isolation diode of the integrated transistor has two undesirable
effects: it adds a parasitic shunt capacitance to the collector and a leakage
current path. In addition, the necessity for a top connection for the collector
increases the collector-current path and thus increases the collector resistance
and V CE •••t. All these undesirable effects are absent from the discrete epi
taxial transistor shown in Fig. 7-11b. What is then the advantage of the
monolithic transistor? A significant improvement in performance arises from
the fact that integrated transistors are located physically close together and
their electrical characteristics are closely matched. For exa.mple, integrated
transistors spaced within 30 mils (0.03 in.) ha.ve VBE matching of better than

Collector contact

Base contact

(a)

p-type isolation
P diffusion

p +L-__n_•...:ep~l_ta_xi_a_l_c_ol1_e_c_to_r_--'

p substrate

Emitter contact

Fig . 7·11 Comparison of

cross sections of (a) a

monolithic integrated cir

cuit transistor with (b) a

discrete planar epitaxial

transistor. [For a top

view of the transistor in

(a) see Fig. 7·13.]

(b)
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5 mV with less than 10 jJ.V1°C drift and an hFE match of ± 10 percent. '"These
matched transistors make excellent difference amplifiers (Sec. 15-3).

The electrical characteristics of a transistor depend on the size and
geometry of the transistor, doping levels, diffusion schedules, and the basic
silicon material. Of all these factors the size and geon1etry offer the greatest
flexibility for design. The doping levels and diffusion schedules are deter
mined by the standard processing schedule used for the desired transistors in
the integrated circuit.

Impurity Profiles for Integrated Transistors 1 Figure 7-12 shows a typical
impurity profile for a monolithic integrated circuit transistor. The back
ground, or epitaxial-collector, concentration N Be is sho,Yn as a dashed line in
Fig. 7-12. The base diffusion of p-type impurities (boron) starts "'ith a sur
face concentration of 5 X 10 18 atoms/c·m 3, and is diffused to a depth of 2.7
jJ.ffi, \vhere the collector junction is formed. The emitter diffusion (phos
phorus) starts from a much higher surface concentration (close to the solid
solubility) of about 1021 atoms/cln 3, and is diffused to a depth of 2 jJ.m, "vhere
the emitter junction is formed. ~rhis junction corresponds to the intersection
of the base and emitter distribution of impurities. \Ve no·vv see that the ba~e

thickness for this monolithic transistor is 0.7 J-Lffi. The enlitter-to-base junc
tion is usually treated as a step-graded junction, \\~hereas the base-to-collector
junction is considered a linearly graded junction.

EXAMPLE (a) Obtain the equations for the impurity profiles in Fig. 7-12.
(b) If the phosphorus diffusion is conducted at 11oooe, how long ~hould be
allowed for this diffusion?
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Solution a. The base diffusion specifications are exactly those given in the
example on page 208, where we find (with x expressed in micrometers) that

2.7
y = 2.2 =--

2 Viii
or

~ r;:::: 2.7
2 V Dt = - = 1.23 ,um

2.2

Hence the boron profile, given by Eq. (7-3), is

N B = 5 X 1018 erfc~
, 1.23

l'he emitter junction is formed at x = 2 ,urn, and the boron concentration here is

2
N B = 5 X 1018 erfc - = 5 X 1018 X 2 X 10-2

1.23
I = 1.0 X 1017 cm-3

1'he phosphorus coneentration N p is given by

N p = 1021 erfe _x__
2 Viii

Atx = 2, N p = N B = 1.0 X 1017 , so that

erfe __2_ = _1.0 X 10
17 = 1.0 X 10-4

2 Viii 1021

From Fig. 7-7, 2/(2 Viii) = 2.7 and 2 VDt = 0.75 /-Lffi. Hence the phos
phorus profile is given by

N p = 1021 erfc~
0.74

b. From Fig. 7-9, at T = 1100°C, D = 3.8 X 10-13 cm2/sec. Solving for

t from 2 VDt = 0.74 /-Lm, we obtain

t = (0.37 X 10-
4
)2 = 3 600 s = 60 min

3.8 X 10-13 '

Monolithic Transistor Layout!,2 The physical size of a transistor deter
mines the parasitic isolation capacitance as \veIl as t.he junction capacitance.
It is therefore necessary to use small-geometry transistors if the integrated
circuit is designed to operate at high frequencies or high s,vitching speeds.
The geometry of a typical monolithic transistor is shoy;n in .Fig. 7-13. The
emitter rectangle measures 1 by 1.5 mils, and is diffused into a 2.5- by 4.0-mil
base region. Contact to the base is made through t\\·o metalized stripes on
either side of the emitter. The rectangular metalized area forms the ohmic
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Fig. 7·13 A typical double-bose stripe geometry of on integrated

circuit transistor. Dimensions are in mils. (For a side view of the

transistor see Fig. 7-11. ) (Courtesy of Motorola Monitor.)

contact to the collector region. The rectangular collector contact of this
transistor reduces the saturation resistance. The substrate in this structure
is located about 1 mil below t he surface. Since diffusion proceeds in three
dimensions, it is clear that t he lateral-diffusion distance will also be 1 mil. The
dashed rectangle in Fig. 7-13 represents the substrate area and is 6.5 by 8
mils. A summary of the electrical properties2 of this transistor for both the
0.5- and the 0.1-r2-cm collectors is given in Table 7-1.

Buried Layer l We noted above that t he integrated t ransistor, because of
the top collector contact, has a higher collector series resistance than a simi lar
discrete-type t ransistor. One common method of reducin/!; the collector series
resist ance is by means of a heavily doped n+ " buried" layer sandwiched
between the p-type substrate and the n-type epitaxial collector, as shown in
Fig. 7-14. The buried-layer structure can be obtained by diffusing the n+
layer into the substrate before the n-type epitaxial collector is grown or by
selectively growing the n+-type layer, using masked epitaxial techn iques.

We are now in a position to appreciate one of the reasons why the in t.e
grated transistor is usually of the n-p-n type. Since the collector region is
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TABLE 7-1 Characteristics for 1- by 1.S-mil double-
base stripe monolithic transistors 2

Transistor parameter

BVCBO, V . .. .
BVEBO, V.. .. .
BVCEO, V .
CTt. foTward bia•• pF .
CT. at 0.5 V, pF .
CT. at 5 V, pF .
hFE at 10 rnA .
Rcs, n .
VCE , at 5 rnA, V .
VBE at 10 rnA, V ..
iT at 5 V, 5 rnA, MHz .

t Gold-doped.

0.5 n-em

55
7

23
6
1.5
0.7

50
75
0.5
0.85

440

0.1 n-em t

25
5.5

14
10
2.5
1.5

50
15
0.26
0.85

520

subjected to heating during the base and emitter diffusions, it is necessary
that thfl diffusion cQefficient of the collector impurities be as small as possible,
to avoid movement of the collector junction. Since Fig. 7-9 shows that
n-type impurities have smaller values of diffusion constant D than p-type
impurities, the collector is usually n-type. In addition, the solid solubility
of some n-type impurities is higher than that of any p-type impurity, thus
allowing heavier doping of the n+-type emitte r and other n+ regions.

Lateral p-n-p Transistor 9 The standard integrated-circuit transistor is
an n-p-n type, as we have already emphasized. In some applications it is
required to have both n-p-n and p-n-p transistors on the same chip. The
lateral p-n-p structure shown in Fig. 7-15 is the most common form of the
integrated p-n-p transistor. This p-n-p uscs the standard diffusion techniques
as the n-p-n, but the last n diffusion (used for the n-p-n transistor) is eliminated.
While the p base for the n-p-n transistor is made , the two adjacent p regions
are diffused for the emitter and collector of the p-n-]} transistor shown in Fig.
7-15. Note that the current flows laterally from emitter to collector. Because
of inaccuracies in masking, and because, also, of lateral diffusion , the base
width between emitter and collector is large (about 1 mil compared with 1 .urn

Fig. 7-14 Utilization of
"buried" n+ layer to re
duce collector series
resistance.

p 8ubstrate
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p substrate
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Fig. 7-15 A p-n-p lateral
transistor.

for an n-p-n base). Hence the current gain of the p-n-p transistor is vrry lo\v
(0.5 to 5) instead of 50 to 300 for the n-p-n device. Since the base-p resistivity
of the n-p-n transistor is relatively high, the collector and emitter resistances
of the p-n-p device are high.

Vertical p-n-p Transistor 9 This transistor uses the substrate for the p
collector; the n epitaxial layer for the base; and the p base of the st~ndard

n-p-n transistor as the emitter of this p-n-p device. We have already eJl~pha

sized that the substrate must be connected to the most negative potential in
the circuit. Hence a vertical p-n-p transistor can be used only if its collector
is at a fixed negative voltage. Such a configuration is called an e1nitter follower,
and is discussed in Sec. 8-8. .

Supergain n-p-n Transistor9 If the emitter is diffused into the base
region so as to reduce the effective base \vidth almost to the point of punch
through (Sec. 5-1a), the current gain may be increased drastically (typicall~y,

5,000). Ho"rever, the breakdo\YIl voltage is reduced to a very lo\v value (say,
5 V). If such a transistor in the CE configuration is operated in series \vith a
standard integrated CB transistor (such a combination is called a cascode
arrangement), the superhigh gain can be obtained at very lo\\~ currents and
with breakdo\vn voltages in excess of 50 V.

7-7 MONOLITHIC DIODESl

The diodes utilized in integrated circuits are made by using transistor struc
tures in one of five possiblr connections (Prob. 7-9). 1'1he threr most popular
diode structures are ShO\VIl in Fig. 7-1(). They are obtained from a tranRistor
structure by using the emitter-base diode, \vith t he collector short-circuited
to the base (a); the emitter-base diode, \\·ith the collector open (b); and the
collector-base diode, "Yith the emitter open-circuited (or not fabricated at all)
(c). The choice of the diode type used depends upon the application and cir
cuit performance desired. Collector-base diodes have the higher collector-base
voltage-breaking rating of the collector junction (~12 V minimurn), and they
are suitable for cornmon-cathode diode arrays diffused \vithin a single isolation
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Fig.7·16 Cross section of
various diode structures.
(a) Emitter-base diode
with collector shorted to
bose; (b) emitter-base
diode with collector open;
(c) collector·base diode
(no emitter diffusion).

(a)

p p

(b)

p

(c)

island, as showIl in Fig. 7-17a. Common-anode arrays can also be made with
the collector-base diffusion, as shown in Fig. 7-lib. A separate isolation is
required for each diode, and the anode,; are connected by metalization.

The emitter-base diffusion is very popular for the fabrication of diodes
provided that the reverse-voltage requirement of the circuit does not exceed
the lower base-emitter breakdown voltage ("-'7 V). Common-anode arrays
can easily be made with the emitter-base diffusion by using a multiple-emitter
transistor within a single isolat ion area, as shown in Fig. 7-18. The collector
may be either open or shorted to the base. The diode pair in Fig. 7-1 is con
structed in this manner, with the collector floating (open).

Diode Characteristics The forward volt-ampere characteristics of the
three diode types discllssed above are shown in Fig. 7-19. It will be observ~d

that the diode-connected transistor (emitter-base diode with collector shorted

Common
cathode

3

Anode I Anode

~>--"~+-I- -""14e---~

p substrate

(a)

Common
anode

3

Cathode~athode
1 2
0---

(b)

Fig.7-17 Diode pairs. (a) Common-cathode pair and (b) common·
anode pair, using collector-base diodes.
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Fig.7-18 A multiple-emit

ter n-p-n transistor. (0)

Schematic, (b) monolithic

surface pattern. If the

base is connected to the

collector, the result is a

multiple-cathode diode

structure with a common

anode.

Isolation
region, p.

B

c

(b)

p

(a)

B

c

to the base) provides the highest conduction for a given for\\Tard voltage.
The reverse recovery time for this diode is also smaller, one-third to one-fourth
that of the collector-base diode.

7-8 INTEGRATED RESISTORSl

A resistor in a monolithic integrated circuit is very often obtained by utilizing
the bulk resistivity of one of the diffused areas. The p-type base diffusion
is most commonly used, although the n-type emitter diffusion is also employed.
Since these diffusion layers are very thin, it is convenient to define a quantity
kno\vn as the sheet resistance R s .

(7-6)

Sheet Resistance If, in Fig. 7-20, the width w equals the length i, \ve
have a square l by l of material \vith resistivity p, thickness y, and cross-sec
tional area A = LYe The resistance of this conductor (in ohms per square) is

pl ()
Rs = - =-

ly y

Fig. 7-19 Typical diode volt-ampere char

acteristics for the three diode types of

Fig. 7-16. (0) Base-emitter (collector

shorted to base); (b) base-emitter (collec

tor open); (c) collector-base (emitter open).

(Courtesy of Fairchild Semiconductor.)
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Fig. 7~20 Pertaining to sheet re
sistance, ohms per square.

(7-7)

Note that Rs is independent of the size of the square. Typically, the sheet
resistance of the base and emitter diffusions whose profiles are given in Fig.
7-12 is 200 n/square and 2.2 n/square, respectively.

The construction of a base-diffused resistor is shown in Fig. 7-1 and is
repeated in Fig. 7-21a. A top view of this resistor is shown in Fig. 7-21b.
The resistance value may be computed from

R = !!l = R s i
yw w

where I and ware the length and \vidth of the diffused area, as shown in the
top view. For example, a base-diffused-resistor stripe 1 mil \vide and 10
mils long contains 10 (1 by 1 mil) squares, and its value is 10 X 200 = 2,0000.
Empirical 1,2 corrections for the end contacts are usually included in calculations
of R.

Resistance Values Since the sheet resistance of the base and emitter
diffusions is fixed, the only variables available for diffused-resistor design are

Fig. 7-21 A monolithic resistor. (0) Cross

sectional view; (b) top view.

p'"

p substrate

(a)

I- ·1;~ ~
w

(b)
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Fig. 7-22 The equivalent circuit

of a diffused resistor.

stripe length and stripe \vidth. Stripe \"idths oJ less than 1 mil (0.001 in.)
are not normally used because a line-\vidth variation of 0.0001 ill. due to
mask drawing error or mask misalignment or photographic-resolution error
can result in 10 percent resistor-tolerance error.

The range of values obtainable ,,,ith diffused resistors is limited by the
size of the area required by the resistor. Practical range of resistance is 20 n
to 30 K for a base-diffused resistor and 10 n to 1 K for an emitter-diffused
resistor. The tolerance which results from profile variations and surface
geometry errors l is as high as ± 10 percent of the nominal value at 25°C,
with ratio tolerance of ±1 percent. .For this reason the design of integrated
circuits should, if possible, emphasize resistance ratios rather than absolute
values. The temperature coefficient for these heavily doped resistors is posi
tive (for the same reason that gives a positive coefficient to the silicon sensistor,
discussed in Sec. 2-7) and is +0.06 percent/oC from -55 to DoC and +0.20
percent/oC from 0 to 125°C.

Equivalent Circuit A model of the diffused resistor is shown in Fig. 7-22,
where the parasitic capacitances of the base-isolation (e l ) and isolation-sub
strate (C2) junctions are included. In addition, it can be seen that a parasitic
p-n-p transistor exists, with the substrate as collector, the isolation n-type
region as base, and the resistor p-type lnaterial as the emitter. l'he collector
is reverse-biased because the p-type substrate is at the most negative potential.
It is also necessary that the emitter be reverse-biased to keep the parasitic
transistor at cutoff. This condition is maintained by placing all resistors in
the same isolation region and connecting the n-type isolation region surround
ing the resistors to the most positive voltage present in the circuit. Typical
values of hie for this parasitic transistor range fronl 0..5 to .5.

Thin-film Resistors l A technique of vapor thin-film deposition can also be
used to fabricate resistors for integrated circuits. The metal (usually nichro~e

NiCr) film is deposited (to a thickness at less than 1 ~m) on the silicon dioxide
layer, and masked etching is used to produce the desired geometry. The
metal resistor is then covered by an insulating layer, and apertures for the
ohmic contacts are opened through this insulating layer. Typical sheet-
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resistance values for nichrome thin-film resistors are 40 to 400 12j square,
resulting in resistance values from about 20 n to 50 K.

7-9 INTEGRATED CAPACITORS AND INDUCTORS1,2

Capacitors in integrated circuits may be obtained by utilizing the transition
capacitance of a reverse-biased p-n junction or by a thin-film technique.

Junction Capacitors A cross-sectional view of a junction capacitor is
shown in Fig. 7-23a. The capacitor is formed by the reverse-biased junction
J 2, which separates the epitaxial n-type layer from the upper p-type diffusion
area. An additional junction J 1 appears between the n-type epitaxial plane
and the substrate, and a parasitic capacitance C1 is associated with this reverse
biased junction. The equivalent circuit of the junction capacitor is shown
in Fig. 7-23b, where the desired capacitance C2 should be as large as possible
relative to C1• The value of C2 depends on the junction area and impurity
concentration. Since this junction is essentially abrupt, C2 is given by Eq.
(3-23). The series resistance R (10 t,o 50 12) represents the resistance of the
n-type layer.

It is clear that the substrate must be at the most negative voltage so
as to minimize C1 and isolate the capacitor from other elements by keeping
junction J 1 reverse-biased . It. should also be pointed out that the junction
capacitor C2 is polarized since the p-n junction J 2 must always be reverse
biased.

Thin-film Capacitors A met.al-oxide-semiconductor (1'10S) non polarized
capacitor is indicated in Fig. 7-24a. This structure is a parallel-plate capac-

C.",O.2pF/ mll'

+---~ n-type layer

(a)

A
\1
/I

c.
J.':L.

J, ~ :::~C,

Substrate

(b)

AAA

R=
10-50n

B

Fig. 7-23 (0) Junction monolithic capacitor. (b) Equivalent circuit. (Courtesy

of Motorola, Inc.)
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C",O.25pF/mU'

R=

~~1E
p-type substrate

(a) (b)

Fig. ]-24 An MOS capacitor. (a) The structure; (b) the equivalent circuit.

itor with Si02 as the dielectric. A surface thin film of metal (aluminum) is
the top plate. The bottom plate consists of the heavily doped n+ region that
is formed during the emitter diffusion. A typical value for capacitance 8 is
0.4 pFf miP for an oxide thickness of 500 A, and the capacitance varies inversely
with the thickness.

The equivalent circuit of the :\10S capacitor is shown in Fig. 7-24b,
where C1 denotes the parasitic capacitance J 1 of the collector-substrate junc
tion, and R is the sm'3.l1 series resistance of th~ n+ region. Table 7-2 lists the
range of po,sible values for the parameters of junction and :\10S capacitors.

TABLE 7-2 Integrated capacitor parameters

Characteristic

Capacitance, pF/miJ2 .
Maximum area, mil' ..
Maximum value, pF ....
Breakdown voltage, V.
Voltage dependence .
Tolerance, percent .

Diffused-junction
capacitor

0.2
2 X 103

400
5-20
kV- l
±20

Thin-film MOS

0.2.5-0.4
2 X 103

800
.50-200
o
±20

Inductors No practical inductance values have been obtained at the
present time (1972) on silicon substrates using semiconductor or thin-film
techniques. Therefore their use is avoided in circuit design wherever possible.
If an inductor is required, a discrete component is connected externally to the
integrated circuit.

Characteristics of Integrated Components Based upon our discussion
of integrated-circuit technology, \\'e can summarize the si'gnificant charac
teristics of integrated circuits (in addition to the advantages li sted in Sec. 7-1).
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1. A restricted range of values exists for resistors and capacitors. Typi
cally, 10 n :::; R :::; 30 K and C ~ 200 pF.

2. Poor tolerances are obtained in fabricating resistors and capacitors of
specific magnitudes. For example, ±20 percent of absolute values is typical.
Resistance ratio tolerance can be specified to ± 1 percent because all resistors
are made at the same time using the same techniques.

3. Components have high-temperature coefficients and may also be volt-
age-sensitive.

4. High-frequency response is limited by parasitic capacitances.
5. The technology is very costly for small-quantity production.
6. No practical inductors or transformers can be integrated.

In the next section \\"e examine some of the design rules for the layout of
monoli thic circui t.,~.

7-10 MONOLITHIC-CIRCUIT LAYOUTl,lo

In this section we describe how to transform the discrete logic circuit of Fig.
7-25a into the layout of the nlonolithic circuit sho\vn in Fig. 7-26.

Design Rules for Monolithic Layout The following 10 reasonable design
rules are stated by I.lhillips 10:

1. Redraw the schematic to satisfy the required pin connection \vith the
minimum number of crossovers.

In

0
,+3V

400n

Inputs

® Q
D2

0 5.6K

D3

0
CD-6.5V

® @ 0
(a) (b)

Fig.7-25 (0) A OTL gate. (b) The schematic redrawn to indicate the 10 external

connections arranged in the sequence in which they will be brought out to the

header pins. The isolation regions are shown in heavy outline.
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2. Determine the number of isolation islands from collector-potential con
siderations, and reduce the areas as much as possible.

3. Place all resistors having fixed potentials at one end in the same iso
lation island, and return that isolation island to t he most positive potential
in the circuit.

4. Connect the substrate to the nl0st negative potential of the circuit.
5. In layout, allo\v an isolation border equal to t"'ice the epitaxial thick

ness to allo\v for underdiffusion.
6. Use I-mil \vidths for diffused emitter regions and i-mil ,,?idths for base

contacts and spacings, and for collector contacts and spacings.
7. For resistors, use \vidcst possible designs consistent \\"ith die-size

linlitations. Resistances \vhich must have a close ratio must have the same
\vidth and be placed clos~ to one another.

8. Ahvays optimize the layout arrangement to maintain the smallest
possible die size, and if necessary, compromise pin connections to achieve this.

9. Determine component geometries from the performance requirements
of the circuit.

10. I(eep all metalizing runs as short and as \vide as possible, particularly
at the ernitter and collector output connections of the saturating transistor.

Pin Connections The circuit of Fig. 7-2.5a is redrawn in Fig. 7-2[)b,
\vith the external leads labeled 1, 2, 3, ... ~ 10 and arranged in the order
in \vhich they are connected to t he header pins. 'The diagraln reveals that
the po\ver-supply pins are grouped together, and also that the inputs are on
adjacent pins. In general, the external connections are determined by the
system in \vhich the circuits are used.

Crossovers Very often the layout of a monolithic circuit requires t\VO
conducting paths (such as leads;) and Gin Fig. 7-:25b) to ,cross over each at her.
This crossover cannot be nlade directly because it \yill re~ult in electric contact.
bet\veen t\\"o parts of the circuit. Since all resistors arp protected by the SiO~

layer, any resistor lllay be used as a cro~sovrr region. In ot her \vords, if
aluminunl mctalization is run over a resi~tor, no electric contact \\'ill take
place brt\ycen the resistor and the aluminulTI.

Sonletimps the layout is so con1plex that additional crossover points may
be required. j\ diffusrd structure \,"hich allo\":--; a erossovpr is also po....:sible. 1

Isolation Islands The nUlnber of isolation islands is determined next.
Since the transistor collector requires one isolation rrgion, thp heavy rectangle
has been dnl"'n in Fig. 7-'25b around t he tran~"istor. It is !'ho\vn connect('d
to the output pin 2 becau~c t his isolation i:.;land also forn1R the transist or col
lector. Next, all resistors are placed in the salnp isolation island, and the
island is then connected to the rnost positive voltage in the circuit, for reasons
discu~sed in Sec. 7-8.
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To detf' rminc the number of iso lation regions required for the diodes, it
is ncce"sary first to establish which kind of diode will be fabricated. In this
case, bpcause of the low fOfl\"ard drop shown in Fig. 7-19, it was decided to
make the common-anode Jiodes of the emitter-base type with the collector
shorted to the base. Since the "codector" is at the "base" potential, it is
required to have a single isolation island for the four common-anode diodes.
Finally , the remaining diode is fabricated as an emitter-base diode, with the
collector open-circuited, and thus it requires a separate isolation island.

The Fabrication Sequence The final monolithic layout is determined by
a trial-anel-error process, having as its objt'ctive the smallest possible die size.
This layout is shown in Fig. "7 -:26. The reader should identify the four iso
lation islands, the three resistors, the five diodes, and the transistor. It is
interesting to note that the ;i.6-K resistor has been achieved with a 2-mil-wide
1.8-K resistor in series with a I-mil-wide a.8-K resistor. To conserve space,

-- Indicates isolation region k<",·;>,,:,';1 Indicates metalization

Fig. 7-26 Monolithic design layout for the circuit of Fig . 7-25.

(Courtesy of Motorola Monitor, Phoenix, Ariz. )
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Isolatio n diffu sion

~= rnitl«' r d i ffu~i()n

M eta lizalion

Base diflusion

Preuhmk l' lCh

,.
Flat p ackage a,,'embly

Fig . 7-27 Monolithic fab

rication sequence for the

circuit of Fig . 7-25.

(Courtesy of Motorola

Monitor, Phoenix, Ariz.)

the resistor was folded back on itself, In addition, two metalizing cro~"overs

ran over this resistor,
From a layout such as shown in Fig, 7-26, the manufacturer produce"

the masks required for the fabrication of thc monolithic int rgrated circuit.
The production sequcnce \\'hich involves isolation, base, and cmittcr diffusions,
preohmic etch, aluminum metalization , and the fl at package assc lllbJ~' is :;l1o\\'n
in Fig, 7-27,

7-11 ADDITIONAL ISOLATION METHODS

Electrical isolation between the different elements of a monolithic integrated
circuit is accomplished by means of a diffusion which yields back-to-baek
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p-n junctions, as indicated in Sec. 7-2. With the application of bias voltage
to the substrate, these j unctions represent reverse-biased diodes \vith a very
high back resistance, thus providing adequate de isolation. But since each
p-n junction is also a capacitance, there remains that inevitable capacitive
coupling bet\veen components and the substrate. These parasitic distributed
capacitances thus limit monolithic integrated circuits to frequencies some\vhat
belo\v those at \vhich corresponding discrete circuits can operate.

Additional methods for achieving better isolation, and therefore improved
frequency response, have been developed, and are discussed in this section.

Dielectric Isolation In this process 11 the diode-isolation concept is dis
carded completely. Instead, isolation, both electrical and physical, is achieved
by means of a layer of solid dielectric which completely surrounds and sepa
rates the components froln each other and from the common substrate. This
passive layer can be silicon dioxide, silicon monoxide, ruby, or possibly a glazed
ceramic substrate \vhich is made thick enough so that its associated capacitance
is negligible.

In a dielectric isolated integrated circuit it is possible to fabricate readily
p-n-p and n-p-n transistors within the same silicon substrate. It is also simple
to have both fast and charge-storage diodes and also both high- and low-fre
quency transistors in the same chip through selective gold diffusion-a process
prohibited by conventional techniques because of the rapid rate at \yhich gold
diffuses through silicon unless impeded by a physical barrier such as a dielectric
layer.

An isolation method pioneered by RCA 11 is referred to as SOS (silicon
on-sapphire). On a single-crystal sapphire substrate an n-type silicon layer
is grown heteroepitaxially. By etching away selected portions of the silicon,
isolated islands are formed (interconnected only by the high-resistance sap
phire substrate).

One isolation method employing silicon dioxide as the isolating material
is the EIlIC process,12 developed by l\lotorola, Inc. This EPIC isolation
method reduces parasitic capacitance by a factor of 10 or more. In addition,
the insulating oxide precludes the need for a reverse bias between substrate
and circuit elements. Breakdown voltage bet\veen circuit elements and
substrate is in excess of 1,000 V, in contrast to the 20 V across an isolation
junction.

Beam Leads 1"'he beam-lead conccpt 13 of Bell Telephone Laboratories
was primarily developed to batch-fabricate semiconductor devices and inte
grated circuits. This technique consists in depositing an array of thick (of
the order of 1 mil) contacts on the surface of a slice of standard monolithic
circuit, and then removing the excess semiconductor from under the contacts,
thereby separating the individual devices and leaving them \vith semirigid
beam leads cantilevered beyond the sen1iconductor. The contacts serve not
only as electrical leads, but also as the structural support for the devices;
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Input-resistor
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Fig.7-28 The beam-lead isolation technique. (a) Photomicrograph

of logic circuit connected in a header. (b) The underside of the

same circuit, with the various elements identified. (Courtesy of

Bell Telephone Laboratories.)

hence the name beam leads. Chips of beam-lead circuits arc mounted directly
by leads, without I-mil aluminum or gold wires .

Isolation within integrated circuits may be accomplished by the beam
lead structure. By etching away the ullwanted silicon from under the beam
leads which connect the devices on an integrated chip, isola ted pads of silicon
may be attained, interconnected by the beam leads. The only capacit.ive
coupling between elements is then through the small metal-over-oxide overlay.
This is much lower than the junction capacitance incurred with p-n junctioll
isolated monolithic circuits.

It should be pointed out that the dielectric and beam-lead isolation
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techniques involve additional process steps, and thus higher costs and possible
reduction in yield of the manufacturing process.

Figure 7-2S sho,,"s photomicrographs of t\\-O different vie\\'s of a logic
circuit made using the beanl-Iead technique. l'he top photo ShO\\'8 the logic
circuit connected in a header. l'he bottom photo sho,,'s the underside of
the sanle circuit \\'ith the various clements identified. T'his device is made
using conventional planar techniques to fornl the transistor and resistor regions.
Electrical isolation is accomplished by renloving all ull\yanted material bet\\"een
components. "fhe beam leads then ren1ain to support and intraconnect the
isolated conlponents.

Hybrid Circuits l l'he hybrid circuit as opposed to the monolithic circuit
consists of several component parts (transistors, diodes, resistors, capacitors,
or complete monolithic circuits), all attached to the same ceramic substrate
and employing ,vire bonding to achieve the interconnections. In these circuits
electrical isolation is provided by the physical separation of the component
parts, and in this respect hybrid circuits resemble beam-lead circuits.

7-12 LARGE-SCALE AND MEDIUM-SCALE INTEGRATION
(LSI AND MSI)

Large-scale integration 11 represents the process of fabricating chips ,,'ith a
large number of components \yhich are interconnected to form complete sub
systems or systems. In 1972 commercially available LSI circuits contained,
typically, more than 100 gates, or 1,000 individual circuit components. A
triple-diffused bipolar transistor requires approximately 50 miJ2 of chip area,
whereas a typical :\[()S transistor (Chap. 10) requires only 5 miP. i\luch
higher element densities are possible ''lith ~IC)S LSI than bipolar LSI circuits.

Since LSI is an extension of integrated-circuit techniqurs, t he fabrication
is identical ,,-it h that described in Sec, 7-2. ()nly the Inet hods of testing and
interconnection are different ",it h LSI. "rhere are t\\'O principal techniques,
called discretionary w1'ring and jixed illlercon nection pattern. The former con
sists in manufacturing on a ~in~le lar~e chip Inany identical units, called unit
cells, such as logic gates \vhich nre to be intprconnrctrd into a. ~ystenl. "rhe
cells are then tef'ted by an automatic LSl te~tpr \\'hieh r('nl('mber~ the loca
tion of the "~ood" cells. TIH~ tester is couplrd to a digital conlputer \vhich
calculatrR instructions for a pattenl of nlrt a,lizat ion runs ,yhich interconnects
the good cells so as to yield t he de~irpd ~ysten1 function. "rhis process must
be repeated for each LSI \yafer, ~ince t h(> patterns of good and ba.d circuits
'Yill differ from \yafer to ,,·afer.

A fixed il1tercon nection pattern starts ,,-it h u rnore cOlnplex cell, called a
polycell, and then interconnects sevpral of these to fonn a larger sy~tenl through
a fixed interconnection \yhich is less cOlnpl(lx 1han the pattern required for an
equal array conlposed of simpler circuits.
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The most common LSI products are read-write memories (R/ W), read
only memories (ROM), and shift registers (discussed in Chap. 17).

Medium-scale Integration MSI devices have a component density
less than that of LSI, but in excess of about 100 per chip. These commer
cially available units include shift registers. counters, decoders, adders, etc.
(Chap. 17).

7-13 THE METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR CONTACp4

Two types of metal-semiconductor junctions are possible, ohmic and rectifying .
The former is the type of contact desired when a lead is to be attached to a
semiconductor. On the other hand, the rectifying contact results in a metal
semiconductor diode (called a Schottky barrier), with volt-ampere character
istics very similar to those of a p-n diode. The metal-semiconductor diode
was investigated many years ago, but until the late 1960s commercial Schottky
diodes were not available because of problems encountered in their manufac
ture. It has turned out that most of the fabrication difficulties are due to
surface effects; by employing the surface-passivated integrated-circuit tech
niques described in this chapter, it is possible to construct almost ideal metal
semiconductor diodes very economically.

As mentioned in Sec. 7-2 (step 4), aluminum acts as a p-type impurity
when in contact with silicon. If Al is to be attached as a lead 10 IH ype Si,
an ohmic contact is desired and the formation of a p-n junction In ust br pre
vented. I t is for this reason that n+ diffusions are made in the n regions near
the surface where the AI is deposited (Fig. 7-2d). On the othrr hand , if the
n+ diffusion is omitted and the AI is deposited directly upon the n-type Si,
an equivalent p-n structure is formed. resulting in an excellent metal-semi
conductor diode. In Fig. 7-29 contact 1 is a Schottky barrier, whereas con
tact 2 is an ohmic (nonrectifying) contact, and a metal-semiconductor diode
exists between these two terminals. with the anode at contact I. Note that

1 2

p-type substrate

(a)

~Anode Cathode

(b)

Fig. 7-29 (a) A Schottky

diode formed by Ie tech

niques. The aluminum and

the lightly doped n region

form a rectifying contact I,

whereas the metal and the

heavjly doped n+ region

form an ohmic contact 2.

(b) The symbol for this

metal-semiconductor diode.
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Fig. 7-30 (0) A transistor with a Schottky-diode clamp between base

and collector to prevent saturation. (b) The cross section of a mono

lithic Ie equivalent to the diode-transistor combination in (0). (c) The

Schottky transistor symbol, which is an abbreviation for that shown in (0).

the fabrication of a Schottky diode is actually simpler than· that of a p-n
diode, \vhich requires an extra (p-type) diffusion.

rrhe external volt-ampere characteristic of a metal-semiconductor diode
is essentially the same as that of a p-n j unction, but the physical mechanisms
involved are more complicated. Note that in the forward direction electrons
from the n-type Si cross the junction into the metal, ·w·here electrons are
plentiful. In this sense, this is a majority-carrier device, \vhereas minority
carriers account for a p-n diode characteristic. As explained in Sec. 3-10,
there is a delay in s\vitching a p-n diode from ON to OFF because the minority
carriers stored at the junction must first be renloved. Schottky diodes have
a negligible storage time ts because the current is carried predominantly by
majority carriers. (Electrons from the n side enter the aluminum and become
indistinguishable from the electrons in the metal, and hence are not "stored"
near the junction.)

It should be mentioned that the voltage drop across a Schottky diode is
much less than that of a p-n diode for the same for\vard current. Thus, a
cutin voltage of about 0.3 V is reasonable for a metal-semiconductor diode
as against 0.6 V for a p-n barrier. Hence the former is closer to the ideal
diode clamp than the latter.

The Schottky Transistor To reduce the propogation-delay time in a logic
gate, it is desirable to eliminate storage time in all transistors. In other
words, a transistor must be prevented from entering saturation. This con
dition can be achieved, as indicated in Fig. 7-30a, by using a Schottky diode
as a clamp bet\veen the base and emitter. If an attempt is made to saturate
this transistor by increasing the base current, the collector voltage drops, D
conducts, and the base-to-collector voltage is limited t.o about 0.4 V. Since
the collector j unction is forward-biased by less than the cutin voltage (~ D.S V),
the transistor does not enter saturation (Sec. 5-8).
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With no additional processing steps, the Schottky clamping diode can be
fabricated at the same time that the transistor is constructed. As indicated
in Fig. 7-30b, the aluminum metalization for the base lead is allo\\'ed to make
contact also \vith the n-type collector region (but \vit hout an intervening n+
section). This simple procedure forms a metal-semiconductor diode bet\vecn
base and collector. The device in Fig. 7-30b is equivalent to the circuit of
F'Iig. 7-30a. This is referred to as a Schottky transistor, and is represented b:v
the symbol in Fig. 7-30c.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

7-1 What are the four advantages of integrated circuits?
7-2 List the five steps involved in fabricating a Inonolithie integrated circuit

(IC), assuming you already have a substrate.
7-3 List the five basic processes involved in the fabrication of an Ie, assulning

you already have a substrate.
7-4 Describe epitaxial growth.
7-5 (a) Describe the ph%e/ching process. (b) How n1allY Inasks are required

to complete an IC? List the function performed by each Inask.
7-6 (a) Describe the diffusion process. (b) \Vhat is Ineant by an impurity

profile?
7-7 (a) How is the surface layer of 8i0 2 fonned? (b) Ho\v thick is this layer?

(c) What are the reasons for fornling the Si0 2 ]ayer~?

7-8 Explain how isolation between cornpollent~ i~ obtained in an I C.
7-9 How are the conlponcnt~ intpreonnccted in an IC?
7-10 Explain \vhat. is n1ean t by parasitic capacitance in an Ie.
7-11 Give the order of T11av;nitude of (a) the substrate thickness; (b) the epi

taxial thickness; (c) the base width; (d) the diffusion tilne; (e) the diffusion ten1pera
ture; (f) the surface area of a transistor; (g) the chip size.

7-12 Sketch the cross section of un Ie tran~i~tor.

7-13 Sketch the cro~s section of a di~erpte planar epitaxial tran~i~tor.

7-14 List the advantages and disadvantages of an Ie VR. a di~crcte transistor.
7-15 (a) I)efineburicdlayer. (b) 'Yhy is it used?
7-16 J)cscribe a lateral p-n-p transi~tor. 'Vh~' i~ it~ current gain low?
7-17 Describe a vertical p-n-p transistor. 'Yhy is it of lilniteo use?
7-18 J)escribe a 8upergain transistor.
7-19 (a) How are IC diode~ fabricated? (b) Sketch the cross ~e('tions of t.wo

types of elnitter-base diooe~.

7-20 Sketch the c}'()s~ section of a diode' pair u:-,ing; ('ollf'('tor-ba~p rpg;ion~ if (a.) the
cathode is conunon and (b) the anode i:-, ('011111101l.

7-21 Sketch the top view of a Jnultipl()-elnittf'l' tl'all:-,i~tor. ~h()w the isolation,
collector, basc, and enlitter regiolls.

7-22 (a) J)efine sheet rcsistan('c R s . (b) 'Yhat is the order of Illa~llitudr of Ns

for the ba~e region and al~o for the rJnittrr re~ion? (r') ~ket('h the (']'o~s ~ection of an
Ie resistor. (d) 'Yha t are the order of Ina~nitude~ of thp ~rllalle~t and the largest
values of an IC re~istanre?

7-23 (a) Sketch the equivalpnt circuit of a ba:-,e-diffu:'0d resi:.;tor, ~howing all
parasitic elelnent:-5. (b) 'Yhat Inu~t be done (externally) to 11linilnize the efff'ct of the
parasitic elelncnt~?

7-24 I)esrribe a thin-filn~ resistor.
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7-25 (a) Sketch the cross section of a junction capacitor. (b) Draw the equiva
lent circuit, showing all parasitic elements.

7-26 Repeat Rev. 7-25 for an MOS capacitor.
7-27 (a) What are the two basic distinctions between a j unction and an ~IOS

capacitor? (b) \Vhat is the order of magnitude of the capacitance per square mil?
(c) What is the order of magnitude of the maxiInum value of C?

7-28 (a) To \vhat voltage is the substrate connected? \Vhy? (b) 1"'0 what
voltage is the isolation island containing the resistors connected? 'Vhy? (c) Can
several transistors be placed in the sanle isolation island? Explain.

7-29 Describe briefly (a) dielectric isolation; (b) beam-lead isol~tion.
7-30 What is Ineant by a hybrid circuit?
7-31 How is an aluminum contact made with n-type silicon so that it IS (a)

ohmic; (b) rectifying?
7-32 Why is storage time eliminated in a metal-semiconductor diode?
7-33 What is a Schottky transistor? 'Vhy IS storage time eliminated in such a

transistor?
7-34 Sketch the cross section of an Ie Schottky transistor.



FIELD-EFFECT
TRANSISTORS

The field-effect transistor 1 is a semiconductor device which depends
for its operation on the control of current by an electric field. There
are two types of field-effect transistors, the junction field-effect transis
tor (abbreviated JFET, or simply FET) and the insulated-gate jield
effect transistor (IGFET), more commonly called the metal-oxide-semi
conductor (MOS) transistor (MOST, or MOSFET).

The principles on which these devices operate, as well as the
differences in their characteristics, are examined in this chapter.
Representative circuits making use of FET transistors are also
presented.

The field-effect transistor differs from the bipolar junction tran
sistor in the following important characteristics:

1. Its operation depends upon the flow of majority caniers only.
It is therefore a unipolar (one type of carrier) device.

2. It is simpler to fabricate and occupies less space in integrated
form.

3. It exhibits a high input resistance, typically many megohms.
4. It is less noisy than a bipolar transistor.
5. It exhibits no offset voltage at zero drain current, and hence

makes an excellent signal chopper. 2

The main disadvantage of the FET is its relatively small gain
bandwidth product in comparison lvith that \vhich can be obtained \vith
a conventional transistor. The principal applications of l\10SFETs
are as LSI digital arrays.

310
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t 10-1 THE JUNCTION FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR

The structure of an n-channel field-effect transistor is shown in Fig. 10-1.
Ohmic contacts are made to the two ends of a semiconductor bar of n-type
material (if p-type silicon is used, the device is referred to as a p-channel FET).
Current is caused to flow along the length of the bar because of the voltage
supply connected between the ends. This current consists of majority carriers,
which in this case are electrons. A simple side view of a JFET is indicated in
Fig. 10-la and a more detailed sketch is shown in Fig. 1O-1b. The circuit
symbol with current and voltage polarities marked is given in Fig. 10-2. The
following FET notation is standard.

Source The source S is the terminal through which the majority carriers
enter the bar. Conventional current entering the bar at S is designated by Is .

Drain The drain D is the terminal through which the majority carriers
leave the bar. Conventional current entering the bar at D is designated by I D.

The drain-to-source voltage is called VDS, and is positive if D is more positive
than S. In Fig. 10-1, VDB = VDD = drain supply voltage.

Gate On both sides of the n-type bar of Fig. 10-1, heavily doped (p+)
regions of acceptor impurities have been formed by alloying, by diffusion, or

p + type
gate

Source
S

)',

(a)

s

Depletion region

D

(b)

Fig. 10-1 The basic structure of an n-channel field-effect transistor. (a) Sim

plifled view. (b) More detailed drawing. The normal polarities of the drain

to-source (V DD) and gate-to-source (VGG) supply voltages are shown. In a

p-channel FET the voltages would be reversed.
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by any other procedure available for creating p-n junctions. These impu
rity regions are called the gate G. Between the gate and source a voltage
Vas = - Vaa is applied in the direction to reverse-bias the p-n junction.
Conventional current entering the bar at G is designated Ia.

Channel The region in Fig. 10-1 of n-type material between the two
gate regions is the channel through which the majority carriers move from
source to drain.

FET Operation It is necessary to recall that on the two sides of the
reverse-biased p-n junction (the transition region) there are space-charge
regions (Sec. 3-7). The current carriers have diffused across the junction,
leaving only uncovered positive ions on the n side and negative ions on the
p side. The electric lines of field intensity which now originate on the positive
ions and terminate on the negative ions are precisely the source of the voltage
drop across the junction. As the reverse bias across the junction increases, so
also does the thickness of the region of immobile uncovered charges. The con
ductivity of this region is nominally zero because of the unavailability of cur
rent carriers. Hence we see that the effective width of the channel in Fig. 10-1
will become progressively decreased with increasing reverse bias. Accordingly,
for a fixed drain-to-source voltage, the drain current will be a function of the
reverse-biasing voltage across the gate junction. The term field effect is used
to describe this device because the mechanism of current control is the effect
of the extension, with increasing reverse bias, of the field associated with the
region of uncovered charges.

FET Static Characteristics The circuit, symbol, and polarity conventions
for an FET are indicated in Fig. 10-2. The direction of the arrow at the gate
of the junction FET in Fig. 10-2 indicates the direction in which gate current
would flow if the gate junction were forward-biased. The common-source
drain characteristics for a typical n-channel FET shown in Fig. 10-3 give I D

against V DS, with Vas as a parameter. To see qualitatively why the charac
teristics have the form shown, consider, say, the case for which Vas = O. For
I D = 0, the channel between the gate junctions is entirely open. In response

Drain D 0---,-+-,...----,

ID ~

VDS

tIs
Source S

+

Fig. 10-2 Circuit symbol for an

n-channel FET. (For a p-channel FET

the arrow at the gate junction points

in the opposite direction.) For an

n-channel FET, I D and V no< are posi

tive and Vos is negative. For a

p-channel FET, I D and V ns are nega

tive and Vos is positive.
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Drain-source voltage VDS • V

to a small applied voltage V DS , the n-type bar acts as a simple semiconductor
resistor, and the current I D increases linearly with V DS. With increasing cur
rent, the ohmic voltage drop between the source and the channel region reverse
biases the junction, and the conducting portion of the channel begins to con
strict. Because of the ohmic drop along the length of the channel itself, the
constriction is not uniform, but is more pronounced at distances farther from
the source, as indicated in Fig. 10-1. Eventually, a voltage VDS is reached
at which the channel is "pinched off." This is the voltage, not too sharply
defined in Fig. 10-3, where the current I D begins to level off and approach a
constant value. It is, of course, in principle not possible for the channel to
close completely and thereby reduce the current I D to zero. For if such,
indeed, could be the case, the ohmic drop required to provide the necessary
back bias would itself be lacking. Note that each characteristic curve has an
ohmic region for small values of VDI$, where I D is proportional to V DS. Each
also has a constant-current region for large values of V DS, where I D responds
very slightly to VDS .

If now a gate voltage Vas is applied in the direction to provide additional
reverse bias, pinch-off will occur for smaller values of IVDsl, and the maxi
mum drain current will be smaller. This feature is brought out in Fig. 10-3.
Note that a plot for a silicon FET is given even for Vas = +0.5 V, which is in
the direction of forward bias. We note from Table 5-1 that, actually, the
gate current will be very small, because at this gate voltage the Si junction is
barely at the cutin voltage V'Y'

The maximum voltage that can be applied between any two terminals of
the FET is the lowest voltage that will cause avalanche breakdown (Sec. 3-11)
across the gate junction. From Fig. 10-3 it is seen that avalanche occurs at
a lower value of IVD S I when the gate is reverse-biased than for Vas = O. This
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Channel

Drain Gate

Fig. 10·4 Single-ended-geometry

junction FET.

(10-1)

is caused by the fact that the reverse-bias gate voltage adds to the drain volt
age, and hence increases the effective voltage across the gate junction.

We note from Fig. 10-2 that the n-channel FET requires zero or negative
gate bias and positive drain voltage. The p-channel FET requires opposite
voltage polarities. Either end of the channel may be used as a source. We
can remember supply polarities by using the channel type, p or n, to designate
the polarity of the source side of the drain supply.

A Practical FET Structure The structure shown in Fig. 10-1 is not prac
tical because of the difficulties involved in diffusing impurities into both sides
of a semiconductor wafer. Figure 10-4 shows a single-ended-geometry junc
tion FET where diffusion is from one side only. The substrate is of p-type
material onto which an n-type channel is epitaxially grown (Sec. 7-3). A
p-type gate is then diffused into the n-type channel. The substrate which
may function as a second gate is of relatively low resistivity material. The
diffused gate is also of very low resistivity material, allowing the depletion
region to spread mostly into the n-type channel.

10-2 THE PINCH-OFF VOLTAGE V p

We derive an expression for the gate reverse voltage V p that removes all the
free charge from the channel using the physical model described in the pre
ceding section. This analysis was first made by Shockley, 1 using the structure
of Fig. 10-1. In this device a slab of n-type semiconductor is sandwiched
between two layers of p-type material, forming two p-n junctions.

Assume that the p-type region is doped with N A acceptors per cubic meter,
that the n-type region is doped with ND donors per cubic meter, and that the
junction formed is abrupt. The assumption of an abrupt junction is the same
as that made in Sec. 3-7 and Fig. 3-10, and is chosen for simplicity. More
over, if N A »ND, we see from Eq. (3-17) that W p « W n , and using Eq. (3-21),
we have, for the space-charge width, Wn(x) = W(x) at a distance x along the
channel in Fig. 10-1:

{
2t }lW(x) = a - b(x) = qND (Vo - V(x)]
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where E = dielectric constant of channel material
q = magnitude of electronic charge

V o = junction contact potential at x (Fig. 3-1d)
Vex) = applied potential across space-charge region at x and is a negative

number for an applied reverse bias
a - b(x) = penetration W(x) of depletion region into channel at a point x

along channel (Fig. 10-1)
If the drain current is zero, b(x) and Vex) are independent of x and

b(x) = b. If in Eq. (10-1) we substitute b(x) = b = 0 and solve for V, on the
assumption that lVol « lVI, we obtain the pinch-off voltage V P, the diode
reverse voltage that removes all the free charge from the channeL Hence

IV I - qND 2
P - -- a

2E
(10-2)

(10-3)

I'

f,

l

If we substitute Vos for Vo - Vex) in Eq. (10-1), we obtain, using Eq. (10-2),

V 08 = (1 - ~r Vp

The voltage Vos in Eq. (10-3) represents the reverse bias across the gate
junction and is independent of distance along the channel if I D = O.

EXA M PLEFor an n-channel silicon FET with a = 3 X 10-4 em and N D = 1015

electrons/ cm3, find (a) the pinch-off voltage and (b) the channel half-width for
Vas = iVp and ID = O.

Solution a. The relative dielectric constant of silicon is given in Table 2-1 as
12, and hence E = 12Eo. Using the values of q and Eo from Appendix A, we
have, from Eq. (10-2), expressed in mks units,

1.60 X 10-19 X 1021 X (3 X 10-6) 2
V p = = 6.8 V

2 X 12 X (3611" X 109)-1

b. Solving Eq. (10-3) for b, we obtain for Vas = tvp

b = a [ 1 - (i:YJ = (3 X 10-4)[1 - (t)11 = 0.87 X 10- 4 em

Hence the channel width has been reduced to about one-third its value for Vas = O.

10-3 THE JFET VOLT-AMPERE CHARACTERISTICS

Assume, first, that a small voltage V DS is applied between drain and source.
The resulting small drain current I D will then have no appreciable effect on
the channel profile. Under these conditions we may consider the effective
channel cross section A to be constant throughout its length. Hence A = 2bw,
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(10-4)

where 2b is the channel width corresponding to zero drain current as given by
Eq. (10-3) for a specified Vas, and w is the channel dimension perpendicular
to the b direction, as indicated in Fig. 10-1.

Since no current flows in the depletion region, then, using Ohm's law
[Eq. (2-7)], we obtain for the drain current

VDS
I D = AqND!-tne = 2bwqND!-tn L

where L is the length of the channel.
Substituting b from Eq. (10-3) in Eq. (10-4), we have

I D = 2aWrDl-tn[l_ (~psYJ V DS (10-5)

The ON Resistance rd,ON Equation (10-5) describes the volt-ampere
characteristics of Fig. 10-3 for very small VDS, and it suggests that under these
conditions the FET behaves like an ohmic resistance whose value is deter
mined by Vas. The ratio V DS/ I D at the origin is called the ON drain resis
tance rd,ON. For a JFET we obtain from Eq. (10-5), with Vas = 0,

(10-6)
L

rd,ON = N2awq Dl-tn

For the device values given in the illustrative example in this section and
with L / w = 1, we find that rd,ON = 3.3 K. For the dimensions and concen
tration used in commercially available FETs and MOSFETs (Sec. 10-5),
values of rd,ON ranging from about 100 n to 100 K are measured. This param
eter is important in switching applications where the FET is driven heavily ON.

The bipolar transistor has the advantage over the field-effect device in that
Res is usually only a few ohms, and hence is much smaller than rd,ON. How
ever, a bipolar transistor has the disadvantage for chopper applications2 of
possessing an offset voltage (Sec. 5-12), whereas the FET characteristics pass
through the origin, I D = 0 and VDS = O.

The Pinch-off Region We now consider the situation where an electric
field e. appears along the x axis. If a substantial drain current I D flows, the
drain end of the gate is more reverse-biased than the source end, and hence
the boundaries of the depletion region are not parallel to the longitudinal axis
of the channel, but converge as shown in Fig. 10-1. If the convergence of the
depletion region is gradual, the previous one-dimensional analysis is valid 1 in a
thin slice of the channel of thickness t1x and at a distance x from the source.
Subject to this condition of the "gradual" channel, the current may be written
by inspection of Fig. 10-1 as

I D = 2b(x)wqND~ne. (10-7)

As VDS increases, e. and I D increase, whereas b(x) decreases because the
channel narrows, and hence the current density J = ID / 2b(x)w increases. We
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now see that complete pinch-off (b = 0) cannot take place because, if it did,
J would become infinite, which is a physically impossible condition. If J
were to increase without limit, then, from Eq. (10-7), so also would 0%, provided
that ~n remains constant. It is found experimentally,3.4 however, that the
mobility is a function of electric field intensity and remains constant only
for 0% < 103 Vf cm in n-type silicon. For moderate fields, 103 to 104 Vfcm,

c the mobility is approximately inversely proportional to the square root of the
applied field. For still higher fields, such as are encountered at pinch-off,

I ~n is inversely proportional to 0%. In this region the drift velocity of the
f·
~ electrons (v% = ~n0%) remains constant, and Ohm's law is no longer valid.

From Eq. (10-7) we now see that both I D and b remain constant, thus explain-
ing the constant-current portion of the V-I characteristic of Fig. 10-3. .""

. What happens4 if V DS is increased beyond pinch-off, with Vas held
~. constant? As explained above, the minimum channel width bmin = 0 has a

small nonzero constant value. This minimum width occurs at the drain end
of the bar. As V DS is increas'ed, this increment in potential causes an increase
in 0% in an adjacent channel section toward the source. Referring to Fig. 10-5,
the velocity-limited region L' increases with V DS, whereas 0 remains at a fixed
value.

The Region before Pinch-off We have verified that the FET behaves as .1
. . an ohmic resistance for small V DS and as a constant-current device for large

VDS. An analysis giving the shape of the volt-ampere characteristic between
these two extremes is complicated. It has already been mentioned that in
this region the mobility is at first independent of electric field and then ~

varies with 0%-1 for larger values of 0% (before pinch-off). Taking this rela
tionship into account, it is possible3- 5 to obtain an expression for I D as a

s

Depletion region

D

L-----ll--------------J

Fig. 10-5 After pinch-off, as VDS is increased, then L'

increases but 0 and I D remain essentially constant. (G l

and G, are tied together.)
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function of V DS and Vas which agrees quite well with experimentally deter
mined curves.

The Transfer Characteristic In amplifier applications the FET is almost
always used in the region beyond pinch-off (also called the constant-current,
pentode, or current-saturation region). Let the saturation drain current be
designated by IDs, and its value with the gate shorted to the source (Vas = 0)
by I DSS. It has been found 6 that the transfer characteristic, giving the rela
tionship between IDs and Vas, can be approximated by the parabola

IDS = I Dss (1 - V;pSY (10-8)

This simple parabolic approximation gives an excellent fit, with the experi
mentally determined transfer characteristics for FETs made by the diffusion
process.

Cutoff Consider an FET operating at a fixed value of V DS in the constant
current region. As Vas is increased in the direction to reverse-bias the gate
junction, the conducting channel will narrow. When Vas = V p, the channel
width is reduced to zero, and from Eq. (10-8), IDs = O. With a physical
device some leakage current I D.OFF still flows even under the cutoff condition
lVasl> IVpl· A manufacturer usually specifies a maximum value of I D •oFF

at a given value of Vas and V DS. Typically, a value of a few nanoamperes
may be expected for I D,OFF for a silicon FET.

The gate reverse current, also called the gate cutoff current, designated by
I ass, gives the gate-to-source current, with the drain shorted to the source
for IVasl > IVpl. Typically, I ass is of the order of a few nanoamperes for a
silicon device.

10-4 THE FET SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL

The linear small-signal equivalent circuit for the FET can be obtained in a
manner analogous to that used to derive the corresponding model for a tran
sistor. We employ the same notation in labeling time-varying and dc currents
and voltages as used in Secs. 8-1 and 8-2 for the transistor. We can formally
express the drain current i D as a function f of the gate voltage vas and drain
voltage VDS by

i D = f(vos, VDS) (10-9)

The Transconductance gm and Drain Resistance rd If both the gate and
drain voltages are varied, the change in drain current is given approximately
by the first two terms in the Taylor's series expansion of Eq. (10-9), or

. aiD I aiD IIitD = -a livas + -a- IivDsvas Vas VDS Vas
(10-10)
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(10-11)

In the small-signal notation of Sec. 8-1, !:1iD = id, !:1vas = Vg" and !:1VDS = Vd"
80 that Eq. (IO-IO) becomes

. 1
td = (JmVg, + - Pd,

ra
where

(10-12)

is the mutual conductance, or transconductance. It is also often designated
by YI, or (JI, and called the (common-source) forward transadmittance. The
second parameter rd in Eq. (10-11) is the drain (or output) resistance, and is
defined by

aVDS I !:1VDS I vd'i
rd == aiD Vas "" !:1iD Vas = id Vas

(10-13)

The reciprocal of rd is the drain conductance (Jd. It is also designated by Yo,
and (Jo, and called the (common-source) output conductance.

An amplification factor 1.1. for an FET may be defined by

(10-14)

We can verify that 1.1., rd, and (Jm are related by

(10-15)

by setting id = 0 in Eq. (10-11).
i.' An expression for (Jm is obtained by applying the definition of Eq. (10-12)

to Eq. (10-8). The result is

(Jm = (Jmo (1 - ~s) = - ~p (lDss I Ds)l (10-16)

where (Jmo is the value of (Jm for Vas = 0, and is given by

-2IDSS
(Jmo = V

p
(10-17)

Since I DSS and V p are of opposite sign, (Jmo is always positive. Note that the
transconductance varies as the square root of the drain current. The relation
ship connecting Omo, I DSS, and V p has been verified experimentally.7 Since
(Jmo can be measured and I DSS can be read on a dc milliammeter placed in the
drain lead (with zero gate excitation), Eq. (10-17) gives a method for obtain
ing Vp •

The dependence of Om upon Vas is indicated in Fig. 10-6 for the 2N3277
FET (with Vp "" 4.5 V) and the 2N3278 FET (with Vp "" 7 V). The linear
relationship predicted by Eq. (10-16) is seen to be only approximately valid.
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fig. 10-6 Transconductance grn versus

gate voltage for types 2N3277 and

2N3278 fETs. (Courtesy of fairchild

Semiconductor Company.)
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Temperature Dependence Curves of Um and rd versus temperature are
given in Fig. 10-7. The drain current IDS has the same temperature variation
as does Om. The principal reason for the negative temperature coefficient of
I DB is that the mobility decreases with increasing temperature. 8 Since this
majority-carrier current decreases with temperature (unlike the bipolar tran
sistor whose minority-carrier current increases with temperature), the trouble
some phenomenon of thermal runaway (Sec. 9-9) is not encountered with
field-effect transistors.

The FET Model A circuit which satisfies Eq. (10-11) is indicated in
Fig. 10-8a. This low-frequency small-signal model has a Norton's output cir
cuit with a dependent current generator whose current is proportional to the
gate-to-source voltage. The proportionality factor is the transconductance
gm, which is consistent with the definition of gm in Eq. (10-12). The output
resistance is rd, which is consistent with the definition in Eq. (10-13). The
input resistance between gate and source is infinite, since it is assumed that

Fig. 10-7 Normalized grn and nor

malized rd versus T A. (for the 2N3277

and the 2N3278 fETs with V DS = -10 V,

Vas = 0 V, and f = 1 kHz). (Courtesy

of fairchild Semiconductor Company.)
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Fig. 10-8 (a) The low-frequency small-signal FET model. (b) The high-frequency

model, taking node capacitors into account.

· the reverse-biased gate takes no current. For the same reason the resistance
between gate and drain is assumed to be infinite.

The FET model of Fig. 1O-8a should be compared with the h-parameter
model of the bipolar junction transistor of Fig. 8-6. The latter also has a
Norton's output circuit, but the current generated depends upon the input
current, whereas in the FET model the generator current depends upon the
input voltage. Note that there is no feedback at low frequencies from output
to input in the FET, whereas such feedback exists in the bipolar transistor
through the parameter hr,. Finally, observe that the high (almost infinite)
input resistance of the FET is replaced by an input resistance of about 1 K

, for a CE amplifier. In summary, the field-effect transistor is a much more
ideal amplifier than the conventional transistor at low frequencies. Unfortu-

· nately, this is not true beyond the audio range, as we now indicate.
- The high-frequency model given in Fig. 1O-8b is identical with Fig. 1O-8a

except that the capacitances between pairs of nodes have been added. The
capacitor C•• represents the barrier capacitance between gate and source, and

· C.d is the barrier capacitance between gate and drain. The element Cd.
represents the drain-to-source capacitance of the channel. Because of these
internal capacitances, feedback exists between the input and output circuits,
and the voltage amplification drops rapidly as the frequency is increased
(Sec. 10-11). The order of magnitudes of the parameters in the model for a
diffused-junction FET is given in Table 10-1.

TABLE 10-1 Range of parameter values for an FET

Parameter

g..
Td

Cd,
C••, Cgd

rO'
rgd

JFET

0.1-10 mA/ V
0 . 1-1 M
0 . 1-1 pF
1-10 pF
> 108 {}

>108 {}

MOSFETt

0.1-20 mA/ V or more
1-50 K
0 . 1-1 pF
1-10 pF
> 1010 {}

> 101' {}

t Discussed in Sec. 10-5.
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10-5 THE METAL-OXIDE-SEMICONDUCTOR FET (MOSFET)

Sec. 10-5

In preceding sections we developed the volt-ampere characteristics and small
signal properties of the junction field-effect transistor. We now turn our
attention to the insulated-gate FET, or metal-oxide-semiconductor FET,9
which is of much greater commercial importance than the junction FET.

The p-channel MOSFET consists of a lightly doped n-type substrate
into which two highly doped p+ regions are diffused, as shown in Fig. 10-9.
These p+ sections, which will act as the source and drain, are separated by
about 10 to 20 Ilm. A thin (1,000 to 2,000 A) layer of insulating silicon
dioxide (Si02) is grown over the surface of the structure, and holes are cut
into the oxide layer, allowing contact with the source and drain . Then the
gate-metal area is overlaid on the oxide, covering the entire channel region.
Simultaneously, metal contacts are made to the drain and source, as shown in
Fig. 10-9. The contact to the metal over the channel area is the gate terminal.
The chip area of a MOSFET is 5 square mils or less, which is only about
5 percent of that required by a bipolar junction transistor.

The metal area of the gate, in conjunction with the insulating dielectric
oxide layer and the semiconductor channel, form a parallel-plate capacitor.
The insulating layer of silicon dioxide is the reason why this device is called
the insulated-gate field-effect transistor. This layer results in an extremely
high input resistance (10 10 to 1015 n) for the MOSFET. The p-channel
enhancement MOSFET is the most commonly available field-effect device
(1972), and its characteristics will now be described.

The Enhancement MOSFET If we ground the substrate for the structure
of Fig. 10-9 and apply a negative voltage at the gate, an electric field will be
directed perpendicularly through the oxide. This field will end on "induced"
positive charges on the semiconductor site , as shown in Fig. 10-9. The posi
tive charges, which are minority carriers in the n-type substrate, form an
"inversion layer." As the magnitude of the negative voltage on the gate
increases, the induced positive charge in the semiconductor increases. The
region beneath the oxide now has p-type carriers, the conductivity increases,
and current flows from source to drain through the induced channel. Thus

fig. 10-9 Enhancement in a

p-channel MOSFET. (Courtesy of

Motorola Semiconductor Products,

Inc.)

n(substrate)
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Fig.l0.10 (0) The drain characteristics and (b) the transfer curve (for V"s =
10 V) of a p-channel enhancement-type MOSFET.
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I
~. I . the .dr~in current is "enhanced" by the negative gate voltage, and such a
;, device IS called an enhancement-type ~10S. .
,

t
'\ Threshold Voltage The volt-ampere drain characteristics of a p-channel
i· enhancement-mode MOSFET are given in Fig. lO-lOa, and its transfer curve
, in Fig. 1O-10b. The current I DSS at Vas ~ 0 is very small, of the order of a
'i few nanoamperes. As Vas is made negative, the current IIDI in~reases slowly

at first, and then much more rapidly with an increase in IVasl. The manu
facturer often indicates the gate-source threshold voltage VasT, or V T, t at

, which IIDI reaches some defined small value, say 10 /lA. A current I D,ON
corresponding approximately to the maximum value given on the drain char

I· acteristics, and the value of Vas needed to obtain this current are also usually
r; given on the manufacturer's specification sheets.
I The value of VT for the p-channel standard MOSFET is typically - 4 V,
f: and it is common to use a power-supply voltage of -12 V for the drain supply.
1\ This large voltage is incompatible with the power-supply voltage of typically

5 V used in bipolar integrated circuits. Thus various manufacturing tech
niques 10 have been developed to reduce VT. In general, a low threshold
voltage allows (1) the use of a small power-supply voltage, (2) compatible
operation with bipolar devices, and (3) smaller switching time due to the
smaller voltage swing during switching.

Three methods are used to lower the magnitude of VT·

1. Thc high-threshold MOSFET described above uses a silicon crystal
with (111) orientation. If a crystal is utilized in the (100) direction it is found
that a value of V T results which is about one-half that obtained with (111)

r, orientation.
2. The silicon nitride approach makes use of a layer of SiaN 4 and Si0 2,

t In this chapter the threshold voltage should not be confused with the volt equivalent
of temperature V T of Sec , 2-9.
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whose dielectric constant is about twice that of Si02 alone. A FET con
structed in this manner (designated an MNOS device) decreases VT to
approximately 2 V.

3. Polycrystalline silicon doped with boron is used as the gate electrode
instead of aluminum. This reduction in the difference in contact potentials
between the gate electrode and the gate dielectric reduces VT. Such devices
are called siZ'icon gate MOS transistors. All three of the fabrication methods
described above result in a low-threshold device with VT in the range 1.5 to
2.5 V, whereas the standard high-threshold 1\;10S has a VT of approximately
4 to 6 V.

Power Supply Requirements Table 10-2 gives the voltages customarily
used with high-threshold and low-threshold p-channellVI0S:FETs. Note that
Vss refers to the substrate, V DD to the drain, and VGG to the gate supply
voltages. The subscript 1 denotes that the source is grounded and the sub
script 2 designates that the drain is at ground potential.

The low-threshold MOS circuits require lower power supply voltages and
this means less expensive system power supplies. In addition, the input volt
age swing for turning the device ON and OFF is smaller for the lower-threshold
voltage, and this means faster operation. Another very desirable feature of
low-threshold MOS circuits is that they are directly compatible with bipolar
lGs. They require and produce essentially the same input and output signal
swings and the system designer has the flexibility of using MOS and bipolar
circuits in the same system.

TABLE 10-2
volts

Power supply voltages for p-channel MOSFETs, in

V SS1 VDDl VGGl Vss2 V DD2 VGG2

High-threshold 0 -12 -24 +12 0 -12
Low-threshold 0 -5 -17 +5 0 -12

Ion Implantation lO The ion-implantation technique demonstrated in
Fig. 10-11 provides very precise control of doping. Ions of the proper dopant
such as phosphorus or boron are accelerated to a high energy of up to 300,000 eV
and are used to bombard the silicon wafer target. The energy of the ions
determines the depth of penetration into the target. In those areas where
ion implantation is not desired, an aluminum mask or a thick (12,000 A)
oxide layer absorbs the ion. Virtually any value of VT can be obtained using
ion implantation. In addition, we see from Fig. 10-11 that there is no overlap
between the gate and drain or gate and source electrodes (compare Fig. 10-11
with Fig. 10-9). Consequently, due to ion implantation, there is a drastic
reduction in Cad and CQI.
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Fig. 10-11 Ion implantation in
MOS devices.
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n (substrate)

The Depletion MOSFET A second type of MOSFET can be made if, to
the basic structure of Fig. 10-9, a channel is diffused between the source and

~ the drain, with the same type of impurity as used for the source and drain
diffusion. Let us now consider such an n-channel structure, shown in Fig.
10-12a. With this device an appreciable drain current I DSS flows for zero
gate-to-source voltage Vos = O. If the gate voltage is made negative, positive
charges are induced in the channel through the Si02 of the gate capacitor.
Since the current in an FET is due to majority carriers (electrons for an n-type
material), the induced positive charges make the channel less conductive, and
the drain current drops as V os is made more negative. The redistribution of
charge in the channel causes an effective depletion of majority carriers, which

I:' accounts for the designation depletion MOSFET. Note in Fig.10-12b that,
[ because of the voltage drop due to the drain current, the channel region nearest
, the drain is more depleted than is the volume near the source. This phenome
r non is analogous to that of pinch-Qff occurring in a JFET at the drain end of
! the channel (Fig. 10-1). As a matter of fact, the volt-ampere characteristics
I . of the depletion-mode MOS and the JFET are quite similar.
! A MOSFET of the depletion type just described may also be operated
I

p (substrate)

(a)

Source Gate (- ) SIO.

p (substrate)

(b)

Fig. 10·12 (a) An n-channel depletion-type MOSFET. (b) Channel depletion
with the application of a negative gate voltage. (Courtesy of Motorola Semi·
conductor Products, Inc.)
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Fig. 10-13 (0) The drain characteristics and (b) the transfer curve (for V DB =
10 V) for an n-channel MOSFET which may be used in either the enhancement or

the depletion mode.

in an enhancement mode. It is only necessary to apply a positive gate voltage
so that negative charges are induced into the n-type channel. In this manner
the conductivity of the channel increases and the current rises above I DSS.

The volt-ampere characteristics of this device are indicated in Fig. lO-13a,
and the transfer curve is given in Fig. 10-13b. The depletion and enhance
ment regions, corresponding to VGS negative and positive, respectively, should
be noted. The manufacturer sometimes indicates the gate-source cutoff voltage
VOS.OFF, at which I D is reduced to some specified negligible value at a recom
mended VDS. This gate voltage corresponds to the pinch-off voltage Vp of a
JFET.

The foregoing discussion is applicable in principle also to the p-channel
MOSFET. For such a device the signs of all currents and voltages in the
volt-ampere characteristics of Fig. 10-13 must be reversed.

Comparison of p- with n-Channel FETs The p-channel enhancement
FE'"f, shown in Fig. 10-9, is very popular in 1\108 systems because it is much
easier to produce than the n-channel device. l\1ost of the contaminants in
MOS fabrication are mobile ions which are positively charged and are trapped
in the oxide layer between gate and substrate. In an n-channel enhance
ment device the gate is normally positive with respect to the substrate and,
hence, the positively charged contaminants collect along the interface between
the Si0 2 and the silicon substrate. The positive charge from this layer of ions
attracts free electrons in the channel which tends to make the transistor turn
on prematurely. In p-channel devices the positive contaminant ions are
pulled to the opposite side of the oxide layer (to the aluminum-Si0 2 inter
face) by the negative gate voltage and there they cannot affect the channel.

The hole mobility in silicon and at normal field intensities is approxi
mately 500 cm2/V-s. On the other hand, electron mobility is about 1,300
cm2/V-s. Thus the p-channel device will have more than twice the ON resis-



tance of an equivalent n-channel of the same geometry and under the same
operating conditions. In other words, the p-channel device must have more
than twice the area of the n-channel device to achieve the same resistance.
Therefore n-channel MOS circuits can be smaller for the same complexity

. than p-channel devices. The higher packing density of the n-channel MOS
also makes it faster in switching applications due to the smaller junction areas.
The operating speed is limited primarily by the internal Re time constants,
and the capacitance is directly proportional to the junction cross sections.
For all the above reasons it is clear that n-channel MOS circuits are more
desirable than p-channel circuits . However, the more extensive process con
trol needed for n-channel fabrication makes them expensive and unable to
compete economically with p-channel devices at this time (1972).
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MOSFET Gate Protection Since the Si0 2 layer of the gate is extremely
thin, it may easily be damaged by excessive voltage. An accumulation of
charge on an open-circuited gate may result in a large enough field to punch
through the dielectric. To prevent this damage some MOS devices are fabri
cated with a Zener diode between gate and substrate. In normal operation
this diode is open and has no effect upon the circuit. However, if the voltage
at the gate becomes excessive, then the diode breaks down and the gate
potential is limited to a maximum value equal to the Zener voltage.

Circuit Symbols It is possible to bring out the connection to the sub
strate externally so as to have a tetrode device. Most MOSFETs, however,
are triodes, with the substrate internally connected to the source. The circuit
symbols used by several manufacturers are indicated in Fig. 10-14. Often
the substrate lead is omitted from the symbol as in (a), and is then under-

Drain

~~D
D

~DSubstrate

°2

Source S S S

(0) (b) (e)

Fig.10-14 Three circuit symbols for a p-channel MOSFET.

(a) and (b) can be either depletion or enhancement types,

whereas (c) represents speciflcally an enhancement device.

In (a) the substrate is understood to be connected inter

nally to the source. For an n-channel MOSFET the direc

tion of the arrow is reversed.

j
1
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+

VL = VDS2

y
+ A Y

A Vi Vo

Vo = VVSl -VDD 0

0 -VDD

(a)

Fig. 10-15 (0) MOS inverter (NOT circuit). (b) The voltage truth

table and Boolean expression.

Sec. JO-6

stood to be connected to the source internally. For the enhancement-type
l\tIOSFET of Fig. 10-14c, G2 is shown to be internally connected to S.

Small-signal MOSFET Circuit Model ll If the small resistances of the
source and drain regions are neglected, the small-signal equivalent circuit of
the MOSFET between terminals G (= Gt ), S, and D is identical with that given
in Fig. 10-8 for the JFET. The transconductance gm and the interelectrode
capacitances have comparable values for the two types of devices. However,
as noted in Table 10-1 on page 321, the drain resistance rd of the MOSFET
is very much smaller than that of the JFET. It should also be noted in
Table 10-1 that the input resistance TaB and the feedback resistance Tad are
very much larger for the MOSFET than for the JFET.

If the substrate terminal G2 is not connected to the source, the model of
Fig. 10-8 must be generalized as follows: Between node G2 and S, a diode D1
is added to represent the p-n junction between the substrate and the source.
Similarly, a second diode D2 is included between G2 and D to account for the
p-n junction formed by the substrate and the drain.

10-6 DIGITAL MOSFET CIRCUITS12

The most common applications of MOS devices are digital, such as logic
gates (discussed in this section) and registers, or memory arrays (Chap. 17).
Because of the gate-to-drain and gate-to-source and substrate parasitic capaci
tances, MOSFET circuits are slower than corresponding bipolar circuits.
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However, the lower power dissipation and higher density of fabrication make
MOS devices attractive and economical for many low-speed applications.

Inverter MOSFET digital circuits consist entirely of FETs and no other
devices such as diodes, resistors, or capacitors (except for parasitic capaci
tances). For example, consider the MOSFET inverter of Fig.1O-15a. Device
Q1 is the driver FET, whereas Q2 acts as its load resistance and is called the
load FET. The nonlinear character of the load is brought into evidence as
follows: Since the gate is tied to the drain, V GS2 = V DS2. The drain charac
teristics of Fig. 10-10 are reproduced in Fig. 10-16a, and the shaded curve
represents the locus of the points VGS2 = V DS2 = V L. This curve also gives
I D2 versus V L (for V GS2 = V DS2), and its slope gives the incremental load con
ductance gL of Q2 as a load. Clearly, the load resistance is nonlinear. Note
that Q2 is always conducting, (for IVDS21 > IVTI), regardless of whether Q1 is
ON or OFF.

An analytical expression for the load curve is given by Eq. (10-8) with
Vas = V DS = V L and with V p replaced by the threshold voltage VasT = VT.

IDs = I Dss (1 - ~SY for IVDsl :2: IVTI (10-18)

and we see that this is a quadratic, rather than a linear, relationship. From
Eq. (10-18) we find (Prob. 10-9) that the load conductance is equal to the
transconductance of the FET, gL = gm. The same result is obtained in
Sec. 10-7.

The incremental resistance is not a very useful parameter when consid
ering large-signal (ON-OFF) digital operation. It is necessary to' draw the
load curve (corresponding to a load line with a constant resistance) on the volt
ampere characteristics of the driver FET Q1. The load curve is a plot of

I D = I D1 versus V DSI = Vo = - V DD - V L = - 20 - V DS2

where we have assumed a 20-V power supply. For a given value of I D2 = I DI,
we find V DS2 = V L from the shaded curve in Fig. 1O-16a and then plot the
locus of the values I DI versus V o = V DSI in Fig. 10-16b. For example, from
Fig. 1O-16a for I D2 = 4 rnA, we find V DS2 = -14 V. Hence I DI = 4 rnA is.
located at V DS1 = - 20 + 14 = -6 V in Fig. 10-16b.

We now confirm that the circuit of Fig. 10-15 is an inverter, or NOT circuit.
Let us assume negative logic (Sec. 6-1) with the 1, or low state, given by
V(l) ~ - V DD = - 20 V and the 0, or high state, given by V(O) ~ O. If
Vi = Vasl = -20 V, then from Fig. 1O-16b, V o = VON ~ .-2 V. Hence,
Vi = v(l) gives Vo = V(O). Similarly from Fig. 1O-16b, if Vi = 0 V, then
V o = - V DD - VT = -17 V for VT ~ -3 V. Hence, Vi = V (0) gives
V o = V(l), thus confirming the truth table of Fig. 1O-15b.

We shall simplify the remainder of the discussion in this section by assum
ing that IVoNI and IVTI are small compared with IVDDI and shall take VON = 0
and VT = O. Hence, to a first approximation the load FET may be con-
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-8 I

-6

-4

-2

VGS2 = - 20 V

-16

-12

-8
- 4

(a) (b)

Fig. 10-16 (0) Q2 acts as a load I D2 versus VL = VDS2 for the driver Q1. (b)
The load curve I Dl versus Vo = V DS1.

sidered to be a constant resistance R L and may be represented by a load line
passing through I D = 0, V DS = - VDD and I D = I, V DS = 0, where I is the
drain current for V DS = Vas = - VDD. In other ''lords, RL = - VDD/ I.
Most MOSFETs are p-channel enhancement-type devices, and negative logic
is used with YeO) = 0 and V(l) = - VDD.

NAND Gate The operation of the negative NAND gate of Fig. 10-17
can be understood if we realize that if either input VI or V 2 is at 0 V (the 0
state), the corresponding FET is OFF and the current is zero. Hence" the
voltage drop across the load FET is zero and the output Vo = - VDD (the
1 state). If both VI and V 2 are in the 1 state (V t = V 2 = - VDD), then
both Ql and Q2 are ON and the output is 0 V, or at the 0 state. These values
are in agreement with the voltage truth table of Fig. 10-17b. If 1 is sub
stituted for - V DD in Fig. lO-17b, then this logic agrees with the truth table
for a NAND gate, given in Fig. 6-18. We note that only during one of the
four possible input states is power delivered by the po,ver supply.

NOR Gate The circuit of Fig. lO-18a is a negative NOR gate. When
either one of the t\VO inputs (or both) is at - V DD, the corresponding .FET is ON

and the output is at 0 V. If both inputs are at 0 V, both transistors Ql and
Q2 are OFF and the output is at - V DD. These values agree ''lith the truth
table of Fig. lO-18b. Note that power is drawn from the supply during three
of the four possible input states. Because of the high density of lVIOS devices
on the same chip, it is important to minimize power consumption in LSI
MOSFET systems (Sec. 17-17).

The circuit of Fig. 10-17 may be considered to be a positive NOR gate, and
that of Fig. 10-18 to be a positive NAND gate (Sec. 6-9). These lVIOSFET
circuits are examples of direct-coupled transistor logic (DCTL), mentioned
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A B Y
V.

Y V, V. Vo
V.

B 0 0 - VDLJ

V,
0 - VDD - VDD

A
- VDD 0 - VDD

- VDD - VDD 0

Y= AB

(a) (b)

Fig. 10-17 (0) MOSFET (negative) NAND gate and (b) voltage truth

table and Boolean expression. (Remember that 0 V is the zero state

and - VDD is the 1 state.)

in Sec. 6-14. However, :\10SFET DCTL circuits have none of the disad
vantages (such as base-current "hogging") of bipolar DCTL gates. A FLIP-

, FLOP constructed from MOSFETs is indicated in Prob. 10-11. An AND (OR)

gate is obtained by cascading a NAND (NOR) gate with a NOT gate. Typically ,
a three-input NAND gate uses about 16 mils' of chip area, whereas a single
bipolar junction transistor may need about five times this area.

V,
AO-----+-1

(a)

A B Y

V, V. Vu

0 0 - VDn

v.. 0 - VDLJ 0
Y

- VDD 0 0
V.

B - VDLJ - VDO 0

Y=A+B

(b)

Fig. 10-18 (0) MOSFET (negative) NOR gate and (b) voltage truth table and
Boolean equation.
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Vi 0------<> G

(0)

o------oV.

Q2

(h)

Ql

Fig.10-19 (a) Complementary MOS inverter. (b) Cross section of comple

mentary MOSFETS. Note that the p-type well is diffused into the n-type sub

strate and that the n-channel MOS Q2 is formed in this region.

Complementary MOS (CMOS)12 It is possible to reduce the power dis
sipation to very small (50 nW) levels by using complementary p-channel and
n-channel enhancement MOS devices on the same chip. The basic comple
mentary MOS inverter circuit is shown in Fig. 10-19. Transistor QI is the
p-channel unit, and transistor Q2 is n-channel. The two devices are in series,
with their drains tied together and their gates also connected together. The
logic swing gate voltage Vi varies from 0 V to the power supply - V DD. When
Vi = - VDD (logic 1) transistor QI is turned ON (but draws no appreciable
steady-state current) and Q2 is turned OFF, the output Vo is then at 0 V
(logic 0), and inversion has been accomplished. When zero voltage (logic 0)
is applied at the input, the n-channel Q2 is turned ON (at no steady-state cur
rent) and QI is turned OFF. Thus the output is at - V DD (logic 1). In
either logic state, QI or Q2 is OFF and the quiescent power dissipation for this
simple inverter is the product of the OFF leakage current and - VDD.

More complicated digital CMOS circuits (NAND, NOR, and FLIP-FLOPS) can
be formed by combining simple inverter circuits (Probs. 10-13 and 10-14).

The remainder of the chapter considers the FET under small-signal opera
tion. We first discuss low-frequency gain, then methods of biasing the device
in the linear range, and finally the high-frequency limitations of the FET.

10-7 THE LOW-FREQUENCY COMMON-SOURCE
AND COMMON-DRAIN AMPLIFIERS

The common-source (CS) stage is indicated in Fig. 1O-20a, and the common
drain (CD) configuration in Fig. 1O-20b. The former is analogous to the
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fig. 10-20 (0) The CS and

(b) the CD configurations.

(a) (b)

bipolar transistor CE amplifier, and the latter to the CC stage. We shall
analyze both of these circuits simultaneously by considering the generalized
configuration in Fig. 1Q-21a. For the CS stage the output is Vol taken at the
drain and R. = O. For the CD stage the output is V.2 taken at the source and
RJ = O. The signal-source resistance is unimportant since it is in series with
the gate, which draws negligible current. No biasing arrangements are indi
cated (Sec. 10-8), but it is assumed that the stage is properly biased for linear
operation.

Replacing the FET by its low-frequency small-signal model of Fig. 10-8,
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1O-21b is obtained. Applying KVL to the output
circuit yields

(10-19)

+

GG

S i. t R.
+

vo' + Vol

Vi R. !i. V ,2 1-N

N
-

(a) (bl

+

Fig. 10-21 (0) A generalized FET amplifier configuration. (b) The small·
signal equivalent circuit.
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From Fig. 10-21b the voltage from G to S is given by

Sec. J0-7

(10-20)

Combining Eqs. (10-19) and (10-20) and remembering that jJ. = rdgm [Eq.
(10-15)], we find

i d = rd + Rd ~v(j.l + I)R. (10-21)

The CS Amplifier with an Unbypassed Source Resistance Since
Vol = - idRd , then

From Eq. (10-22) we obtain the Thevenin's equivalent circuit of Fig. 10-22a
"looking into" the drain node (to ground). The open-circuit voltage is
-JJ,Vi, and the output resistance is Ro = rd + (J..L + l)R,. The voltage gain is
A v = Vol/Vi. The minus sign in Eq. (10-22) indicates that the output is 1800

out of phase with the input. If R, is bypassed with a large capacitance or
if the source is grounded, the above equations are valid with R 8 = O. Under
these circumstances,

(10-23)

where JL = rdOm [Eq. (10-15)J and R~ = Rdllrd.

The CD Amplifler with a Drain Resistance Since Vo2 = idRa, then from
Eq. (10-21)

jJ.viR,
Vo2 = -rd-+--=R-

d
-+-(:--JJ,-+-I----:")----=R=-,

(J-L + l)Rs D

(a) (b)

(10-24)

Fig. 10-22 The equivalent circuits for the generalized amplifier of Fig. 10-21

"looking into·· (0) the drain and (b) the source. Note that J.I. = rdgm.
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From Eq. (10-24) we obtain the Thevenin's equivalent circuit of Fig. 1O-22b
"looking into" the source node (to ground). The open-circuit voltage is
p.v;/(/l + 1), and the output resistance is Ro = (rd + Rd)/(p. + 1). The volt
age gain is A y = VodVi. Note that there is no phase shift between input and
output. If Rd = 0 and if (/l + I)R,» rd, then A y "'" /l/(/l + 1) "'" 1 for
p. »1. A voltage gain of unity means that the output (at the source) follows
the input (at the gate). Hence the CD configuration is called a source follower
(analogous to the emitter follower for a bipolar junction transistor).

Note that the open-circuit voltage and the output impedance in either
Fig. 1O-22a or b are independent of the load (Rd in Fig. 1O-22a and R, in Fig.
1O-22b). These restrictions must be satisfied if the networks in Fig. 10-22
are to represent the true Thevenin equivalents of the amplifier in Fig. 10-21.

For the source follower (Rd = 0) with /l » 1, the output conductance is

(10-25)

which agrees with the result obtained in Sec. 10-6 for the conductance looking
into the source of a MOSFET with the gate at a constant voltage. In the
discussion of diffused resistors in Sec. 7-8, it is indicated that 30 K is about the
maximum resistance that can be fabricated. Larger values may be obtained
by using the MOS structure as a load with gate connected to drain and tied
to a fixed voltage such as Q2 in Fig. 10-15. By using a low gm FET, a high
value of effective resistance is obtained. For example, for gm = 10 /lA/V, we
obtain R o = l / gm = 100 K. This value of effective resistance requires approx
imately 5 miF of chip area compared with 300 miF to yield a diffused 20-K

~ ' resistance.

10-8 BIASING THE FET

The selection of an appropriate operating point (ID, Vas, V DS) for an FET
amplifier stage is determined by considerations similar to those given to
transistors, as discussed in Chap. 9. These considerations are output-voltage
swing, distortion, power dissipation, voltage gain, and drift of drain current.
In most cases it is not possible to satisfy all desired specifications simulta
neously. In this section we examine several biasing circuits for field-effect
devices.

Source Self-bias The configuration shown in Fig. 10-23 can be used to
bias junction FET devices or depletion-mode MOS transistors. For a specified
drain current I D, the corresponding gate-to-source voltage Vas can be obtained
applying either Eq. (10-8) or the plotted drain or transfer characteristics.
Since the gate current (and, hence, the voltage drop across R g) is negligible,
the source resistance R, can be found as the ratio of Vas to the desired I D.
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Fig. 10-23 Source self..bias circuit.

Sec. 10-8

EXAM PLE The amplifier of Fig. 10-23 utilizes an n-channel FET for which
Vp = - 2.0 V and IDSS = 1.65 rnA. It is desired to bias the circuit at ID =
0.8 rnA, using VDD = 24 V. Assume fd» Rd. Find (a) Vas, (b) Urn, (c) R"
(d) R d , such that the voltage gain is at least 20 dB, with R s bypassed with a very
large capacitance C,.

Solution a. Using Eq. (10-8), we have 0.8 = 1.65(1 + Vos/2.0) 2. Solving,
Vos = -.0.62 V.

b. Equation (10-17) now yields

gmo = - 21DSS = (2) (1.65) = 1.65 mA/V
Vp 2

and from Eq. (10-16)

gm = gmo (1 - VOs) = (1.65) (1 - 0.62) = 1.14 m.A/V
I V p 2.0

c. R. = - V os = 0.62 = 0.77 K = 770n
In 0.8

d. Since 20 dB corresponds to a voltage gain of 10, then from Eq. (10-23),
with rd» R d , IAvl = gmR d ~ 10, or R d ~ 10/1.14 = 8.76 K.

Biasing against Device Variation FET manufacturers usually supply
information on the maximum and minimum values of I DSS and V p at room
temperature. They also supply data to correct these quantities for tempera
ture variations. The transfer characteristics for a given type of n-channel
FET may appear as in Fig. lO-24a, where the top and bottom curves are for
extreme values of temperature and device variation. Assume that, on the
basis of considerations previously discussed, it is necessary to bias the device at
a drain current which will not drift outside of In = IA and ID = lB. Then
the bias line Vos = - I DR. must intersect the transfer characteristics between
the points A and B, as indicated in Fig. IO-24a. The slope of the bias line
is determined by the source resistance R s • For any transfer characteristic
between the two extremes indicated, the current I Q is such that lA. < IQ < I B ,

as desired.
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10 (+)

Bias line

(b)

Fig. 10-24 Maximum and minimum transfer curves for an n-channel FET. The

drain current must lie between I A. and lB. The bias line can be drawn through the

origin for the current limits indicated in (a), but this is not possible for the currents

specified in (b).

Consider the situation indicated in Fig. lQ-24b, where a line drawn to pass
between points A and B does not pass through the origin. This bias line
satisfies the equation

Vas = Vaa - IDR, (10-26)

Such a bias relationship may be obtained by adding a fixed bias to the gate
in addition to the source self-bias, as indicated in Fig. lO-25a. A circuit

VOD VDD

Rd Rd

V. Vo

S S

R. C. C.

- -
(a) (b)

Fig.l0-25 (a) Biasing an FET with a fixed -bias V GG in addition to

self-bias through R,. (b) A single power-supply configuration

which is equivalent to the circuit in (a).
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Fig. 10-26 Extreme trans

fer curves for the 2N3684
field-effect transistor.

(Courtesy of Union Car

bide Corporation.)

o -1 -2 -3 -4

requiring only one power supply and \vhich can satisfy Eq. (10-26) is sho\vn
in Fig. 10-25b. For this circuit

V - R 2V DD

GG - R1 + R 2

We have assumed that the gate current is negligible. I t is also possible for
V GO to fall in the reverse-biased region so that the line in Fig. 10-24b intersects
the axis of abscissa to the right of the origin. Under these circumstances
two separate supply voltages must be used.

EXA M P LE FET 2N3684 is used in the circuit of Fig. 10-25b. For this n-chan
nel device the manufacturer specifies V P,min = - 2 V, V P,ma.'ll. = - 5 V, I nSS,min =
1.6 rnA, and I DSS,max = 7.05 rnA. The extreme transfer curves are plotted in
Fig. 10-26. It is desired to bias the circuit so that I n,min = 0.8 rnA = I A and
ID,max = 1.2 rnA = I B for V DD = 24 V. Find (a) V GG and Ra , and (b) the range
of possible values in In if R a = 3.3 K and V GG = O.

Solution a. The bias line will lie between A and B, as indicated, if it is drawn to
pass through the two points V GS = 0, In = 0.9 rnA, and VGS = -4 V, In =
1.1 rnA. The slope of this line determines R s , or

4-0
R. = = 20 K

1.1 - 0.9

Then, from the first point and Eq. (10-26), we find

VGG = IDR. = (0.9)(20) = 18 V
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Fig. 10-27 (a) Drain-to

gate bias circuit for en

hancement-mode MOS

transistors; (b) improved

version of (a).

.-J\JV'\r--Q D

s

(a) (b)

s

b. If R, = 3.3 K, we see from the curves that ID.mi. = 0.4 rnA and I D,m ' , =

1.2 rnA. The minimum current is far below the specified value of 0.8 rnA.

Biasing the Enhancement MOSFET The self-bias technique of Fig. 10-23
cannot be used to establish an operating point for the enhancement-type

: MOSFET because the voltage drop across R, is in a direction to reverse-bias
the gate, and a forward gate bias is required. The circuit of Fig. 10-27a can
be used, and for this case we have Vos = V DS, since no current flows through
RI . If for reasons of linearity in device operation or maximum output voltage
it is desired that V os ~ V DS, then the circuit of Fig. 1O-27b is suitable. We
note that Vos = [R1/(R 1 + RI)]VDS. Both circuits discussed here offer the
advantages of dc stabilization through the feedback introduced with RI .

However, the input impedance is reduced because, by Miller's theorem (Sec.
8-11), R I corresponds to an equivalent resistance R i = RtI(l - A v) shunting
the amplifier input.

Finally, note that the circuit of Fig. 1O-25b is often used with the enhance
ment MOSFET. The dc stability introduced in Fig. 10-27 through the feed
back resistor RI is then missing, and is replaced by the dc feedback through R,.

10-9 THE FET AS A VOLTAGE-VARIABLE RESISTOR13 (VVR)

In most linear applications of field-effect transistors the device is operated
in the constant-current portion of its output characteristics. We now consider
FET transistor operation in the region before pinch-off, where VDS is small.
In this region the FET is useful as a voltage-controlled resistor; i.e., the drain
to-source resistance is controlled by the bias voltage Vos . In such an applica
tion the FET is also referred to as a voltage-variable resistor (VVR), or voltage
dependent resistor (VDR).

Figure 1O-28a shows the low-level bidirectional characteristics of an FET.
The slope of these characteristics gives rd as a function of V os. Figure 10-28a
has been extended into the third quadrant to give an idea of device linearity
around VDS = O.
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In our treatment of the junction FET characteristics in Sec. 1'-3, we
derive Eq. (10-5), which gives the drain-to-source conductance gd = IDIVDS
for small values of V DS. From this equation we have

(10-27)

where gdo is the value of the drain conductance when the bias is zero. Varia
tion of Td with V GS is plotted in Fig. 10-28b for the 2N3277 and 2N3278
FETs. The variation of Td with VGS can be closely approximated by the
empirical expression

Td = 1 - KVos

where To = drain resistance at zero gate bias
K = a constant, dependent upon FET type

Vos = gate-to-source voltage

(10-28)

Applications of the VVR Since the FET operated as described above
acts like a variable passive resistor, it finds applications in many areas where
this property is useful. The VVR, for example, can be used to vary the voltage
gain of a multistage amplifier A as the signal level is increased. This action
is called automatic gain control (AGe). A typical arrangement is shown in
Fig. 10-29. The signal is taken at a high-level point, rectified, and filtered to
produce a dc voltage proportional to the output-signal level. This voltage
is applied to the gate of Q2, thus causing the ac resistance between the drain
and source to change, as shown in Fig. lO-28b. We thus may cause the gain
of transistor Q1 to decrease as the output-signal level increases. The dc bias

5.04.02.0 3.0

Ves , V
1.0

JB; I
I
I

-=- Vcs I
~ I

J, /
2~32DI~~ /

~

noo

In,J.LA rd, K

-40
Vcs =0

100l.OV
·2.0

80
-20 3.0

4.0
60

40

20

(a) (b)

Fig. 10-28 (0) FET low-level drain characteristics for 2N3278.

(b) Small-signal FET resistance variation with applied gate voltage.

(Courtesy of Fairchild Semiconductor Company.)
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Fig. 10-29 AGe amplifier

using the FET as a voltage

variable resistor.

u C,
~ f---t----t-f

R,
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conditions of Ql are not affected by Q2 since Q2 is isolated from Ql by means
of capacitor C2•

10-10 THE COMMON-SOURCE AMPLIFIER AT HIGH FREQUENCIES

The circuits discussed in this and the following section apply equally well to
either JFETs or MOSFETs (except for the method of biasing). The low
frequency analysis of Sec. 10-8 is now modified to take into account the effect
of the internal node capacitances.

Voltage Gain The circuit of Fig. lO-30a is the basic CS amplifier con
figuration . If the FET is replaced by the circuit model of Fig. 1O-8b, we
obtain the network in Fig. 1O-30b. The output voltage Va between D and S
is easily found with the aid of the theorem of Sec. 8-7, namely, Va = IZ, where
I is the short-circuit current and Z is the impedance seen between the terminals.

(a) (b)

D

+

s

Fig. 10·30 (a) The common-source amplifier circuit; (b) small-signal

equivalent circuit at high frequencies. (The biasing network is not

indicated.)
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(10-29)

(10-32)

(10-31)

(10-30)

To find Z, the independent generator Vi is (imagined) short-circuited, s1fthat
Vi = 0, and hence there is no current in the dependent generator gmVi. We
then note that Z is the parallel combination of the impedances corresponding
to ZL, Cd., rd, and Cod. Hence

1
Y = Z = Y L + Yd. + gd + YOd

\vhere Y L = l/ZL = admittance corresponding to ZL
Yd. = jwCd• = admittance corresponding to Cds

Od = 1/r d = conductance corresponding to rd

Y od = jwCod = admittance corresponding to Cad

The current in the direction from D to S in a zero-resistance wire connect
ing the output terminals is

I = -gmVi + ViYad

The amplification A v with the load ZL in place is given by

A v = Vo = IZ = ~
Vi Vi ViY

or from Eqs. (10-29) and (10-30)

A - -Um + Yad

V - Y L + Y ds + gd + Y gd

At low frequencies the FET capacitances can be neglected and hence

Yd. = Y od = 0

Under these conditions Eq. (10-32) reduces to

A - -gm -gmrdZL - - Z' (10-33)
v - Y L + gd rd + ZL - gm L

where Z~ == ZLllrd' This equation agrees with Eq. (10-23), with ZL replaced
by Rd.

Input Admittance An inspection of Fig. 10-30b reveals that the gate cir
cuit is not isolated from the drain circuit, but rather that they are connected
by Cad. From ~\Iiller's theorem (Sec. 8-11), this admittance may be replaced
by Yad(l - K) between G and S, and by Yad(I - 1/K) between D and S, \-vhere
K = A v. Hence the input admittance is given by

(10-34)

This expression indicates that for an FET to possess negligible input admit
tance over a wide range of frequencies, the gate-source and gate-drain capaci
tances must be negligible.

Input Capacitance (Miller Effect) Consider an FET with a drain-circuit
resistance Rd. From the previous discussion it follo\vs that within the audio-
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frequency range, the gain is given by the simple expression-A v = -gmR~,

where R~ is Rdllrd' In this case, Eq. (10-34) becomes

Yi
--;- =: Ci = CQ• + (1 + gmR~)CQd (10-35)
Jw

This increase in input capacitance Ci over the capacitance from gate to source
is called the Miller effect.

This input capacitance is important in the operation of cascaded ampli~

fiers. In such a system the output from one stage is used as the input to a
second amplifier. Hence· the input impedance of the second stage acts as a
shunt across the output of the first stage and Rd is shunted by the capacitance
Ci . Since the reactance of a capacitor.decreases with increasing frequencies,
the resultant output impedance of the first stage will be correspondingly low
for the high frequencies. This will result in a decreasing gain at the higher
frequencies.

EXAMPLE A MOSFET has a drain-circuit resistance Rd of 100 K and operates
at 20 kHz. Calculate the voltage gain of this device as a single stage, and then
as the first transistor in a cascaded amplifier consisting of two identical stages.
The MOSFET parameters are gm = 1.6 rnA/ V, rd = 44 K, Co. = 3.0 pF, Cd. =
1.0 pF, and Cod = 2.8 pF.

Solution

Yo. = jwCo• = j27f' X 2 X 104 X 3.0 X 10- 12 = j3.76 X 10-7 tl

Yd. = jwCd • = j1.26 X 10- 7 tl

Y od = jwC.d = j3.52 X 10- 7 tl

1
gd = - = 2.27 X 10-' tl

Td

1
Y d = - = lO- 'tl

Rd

gm = 1.60 X 10-3 tl

The gain of a one-stage amplifier is given by Eq. (J 0-32) :

A
v

= -gm+ Y od -1.60 X 10-3 + j3 .52 X 10- 7

gd + Y d + Yd. + Y.d 3.27 X 10- ' + j4.78 X 10- 7

It is seen that the j terms (ari si ng fr~m the intrrf'lectrode capacitances) are
negligible in comparison with the real terms. If these are neglec ted, then A v =
-48.8. This value can be checked by usin g Eq. (10-23), which neglects inter
electrode capacitances. Thus

-p.R d -70 X 100
A v = --- -48.6 = -gmR~

Rd + Td 100 + 44

Since the gain is a real number, the input imprdance consists of a capacitor
whose value is given by Eq. (10-35):

Ci = Co. + (I + gmR~)COd = 3.0 + (l + 49)(1.0) = 53 pF
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Consider now a two-stage amplifier, each stage consisting of an F~T operating
as above. The gain of the second stage is that just calculated. However, in
calculating the gain of the first stage, it must be remembered that the input
impedance of the second stage acts as a shunt on the output of the first stage. Thus
the drain load now consists of a 100-I( resistance in parallel with 53 pF. rro this
must be added the capacitance from drain to source of the first stage since this
is also in shunt with the drain load. Furthernlore, any stray capacitances due to
wiring should be taken into account. For example, for every 1-pF capacitance
between the leads going to the drain and gate of the second stage, 50 pF is effec
tively added across the load resistor of the first stage! This clearly indicates the
importance of making connections with very short direct leads in high-frequency
amplifiers. Let it be assumed that the input capacitance, taking into account
the various factors just discussed, is 200 pF. Then the load admittance is

Y L = ~ + jwC i = 10-5 + j27r X 2 X 104 X 200 X 10-12

R d

= 10-5 + j2.52 X 10-5 U

The gain is given by Eq. (10-33):

A _ -Urn -1.6 X 10-3

v - gd + Y L 2.27 X 10-5 + 10-5 + j2.52 X 10-5

= -30.7 + j23.7 = 38.8/143.3°

Thus the effect of the capacitances has been to reduce the magnitude of the
amplification from 48.8 to 38.8 and to change the phase angle between the output
and input from 180 to 143.3°.

If the frequency were higher, the gain would be reduced still further. For
exanlple, this circuit \vould be useless as a video amplifier, say, to a fe\v megahertz,
since the gain would then be less than unity. rrhis variation of gain with fre
quency is called frequency distortion. Cascaded amplifiers and frequency dis
tortion are discussed in detail in Chap. 12.

Output Admittance For the common-source amplifier of Fig. 10-30 the
output impedance is obtained by "looking into the drain" \vith the input
voltage set equal to zero. If Vi = 0 in Fig. IO-30b, \ve see rd, Cds, and Cod in
parallel. Hence the output admittance \vith ZL considered external to the
amplifier is given by

(10-36)

10-11 THE COMMON-DRAIN AMPLIFIER AT HIGH FREQUENCIES

The source-follo\ver configuration is given in Fig. IO-20b, with Rd = 0, and
is repeated in Fig. lO-3Ia. Its equivalent circuit \vith the FET replaced by
its high-frequency model of Fig. lO-8b is sho\vn in }1'ig. lO-31b.
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(b)

Fig. 10·31 (0) The source-follower; (b) small-signal high.frequency equiva

lent circuit. (The biasing network is not indicated.)

Voltage Gain The output voltage V o can be found from the product of
the short-circuit current and the impedance between terminals Sand N. We
now find for the voltage gain

A y = (gm + jwCD.)R. (10-37)
1 + (gm + gd + jwCT)R.

CT == CD' + Cd. + C.n (10-38)

where Cn represents the capacitance from source to ground. At low fre
quencies the gain reduces to

A y "" 1 + (::~ gd) R. (10-39)

Note that the amplification is positive and has a value less than unity. If
gmR,» 1, then A y "" gm/ (gm + gd) = Jl. / (Jl. + 1) .

Input Admittance The source follower offers the important advantage of
lower input capacitance than the CS amplifier. The input admittance Y i is
obtained by applying Miller's theorem to CD" We find

Y i = jwCDd + jwCD.(l - A y ) "" jWCDd (10-40)

because A y "" 1.

Output Admittance The output admittance Y o, with R. considered
external to the amplifier, is given by

Yo = gm + gd + jwCT (10-41)

where CT is given by Eq. (10-38). At low frequencies the output resistance
Ro is

1 1
Ro = - -- ""-

gm + gd gm

since gm »gd. For gm = 2 rnA/ V, then Ro = 500 n.

(10-42)
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The source follower is used for the same applications as the emitter
follower, those requiring high input impedance and lO\\T output impedaft\!e.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

10-1 (a) Sketch the basic structure of an n-channel junction field-effect transistor.
(b) Show the circuit symbol for the JFET.
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10-2 (a) Draw a family of CS drain characteristics of an n-channel JFET.
(b) Explain the shape of these curves qualitatively.

10-3 How does the FET behave (a) for small values of IVDsl? (b) For large
IVDsl?

10-4 (a) Define the pinch-off voltage Vp. (b) Sketch the depletion region before
and after pinch-off.

10-5 Sketch the geometry of a JFET in integrated form .
10-6 (a) How does the drain current vary with gate voltage in the sa turation

region? (b) How does the transconductance vary with drain current?
10-7 Define (a) transconductance gm, (b) drain resistance rd, and (c) amplification

Jactor J.l of an FET.
10-8 Give the order of magnitude of gm , rd, and J.l for a MOSFET.
10-9 Show the small-signal model of an FET (a) at low frequencies and (b) a t

high frequencies.
10-10 (a) Sketch the cross section of a p-channel enhancement MOSFET.

(b) Show two circuit symbols for this MOSFET.
10-11 For the MOSFET in Rev. 10-10 draw (a) the drain characteristics and

(b) the transfer curve.
10-12 Repeat Rev. 10-10 for an n-channel depletion MOSFET.
10-13 (a) Draw the circuit of a MOSFET NOT circuit. (b) Explain how it func

tions as an inverter.
10-14 (a) Explain how a MOSFET is used as a load. (b) Ohtain the volt

ampere characteristic of this load graphically.
10-15 Sketch a two-input NAND gate and verify that it satisfies the Boolean NAND

equation.
10-16 Repeat Rev. 10-15 for a two-input NOR gate.
10-17 Sketch a CMOS inverter and explain its operation.
10-18 (a) Draw the circuit of an FET amplifier with a source resistance R. and

a drain resistance Rd . (b) What is the Thevenin's equivalent circuit looking into the
drain at low frequencies?

10-19 Repeat Rev. 10-18 looking into the source.
10-20 (a) Sketch the circuit of a source-follower. At low frequencies what is

(b) the maximum value of the voltage gain? (c) The order of magnitude of the out
put impedance?

10-21 (a) Sketch the circuit of a CS amplifier. (b) Derive the expression for
the voltage gain at low frequencies. (c) What is the maximum value of A v?

10-22 (a) Draw two biasing circuits for a JFET or a depletion-type MOSFET.
(b) Explain under what circumstances each of these two arrangemen ts should be used.

10-23 Draw two biasing circuits for an enhance ment-type MOSFET.
10-24 (a) How is an FET used as a voltage-variable resistance? (b) Explain .
10-25 (a) Sketch the small-signal high-frequency circuit of a CS amplifier.

(b) Derive the expression for the voltage gain .
10-26 (a) From the circuit of Rev. 10-25, derive the input admittance. (b)

What is the expression for the input capacitance in the audio range?
10-27 What specific capacitance has the greatest effect on the high-frequency

response of a cascade of FET amplifiers? Explain.
10-28 Repeat Rev. 10-25 for a source-follower circuit.
10-29 Repeat Rev. 10-26 for a CD amplifier.



l6/INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AS
ANALOG SYSTEM BUILDING
BLOCKS

Nlany analog systenls (both linear and nonlinear) are constructed \vith
the OP A!\IP or DIFF Al\IP as the basic building block. These Ie's aug
mented by a fe\v external discrete components, either singly or in com
bination, are used in the follo\ving linear systems: analog computers,
voltage-to-current and current-to-voltage converters, amplifiers of
various types (for example, dc instrumentation, tuned, and video
amplifiers), voltage follo,,~ers, active filters, and delay equalizers.

Among the nonlinear analog system configurations discussed in
this chapter are the follo"'ing: amplitude modulators, logarithmic
amplifiers and analog multipliers, sample-and-hold circuits, compa
rators, and square-wave and triangle-v;aveform generators.

I. LINEAR ANALOG SYSTEMS

16-1 BASIC OPERATIONAL AMPI-IFIER APPLICATIONSl

An OP A~IP may be used to perform many mathematical operations.
This feature accounts for the name operational amplifier. Some of the
basic applications are given in this section. COIl8ider the ideal OP AMP

of Fig. 15-2a, \vhich is repeated for convenience in Fig. 16-la. Recall
ing (Sec. 1~~-1) that the equivalent circuit of Fig. 16-1b has a virtual
ground (\vhich takes no current), it follo\vs that the voltage gain is
given by

A V1 = V o = - ZZ' (16-1)
V.

Based upon this equation ,,~e can readily obtain an analog inverter, a
scale changer, a phase shifter, and an adder.

537
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Sec. 16·J

~ Z

(c) (b)

Fig. 16-1 (a) Inverting operational amplifier with voltage-shunt feedback.

(b) Vi rtua I ground in the OP AMP.

Sign Changer, or Inverter If Z = Z' in Fig. 16-1, then A V1 = -1, and
the sign of the input signal has been changed. Hence such a circuit acts
as a phase inverter. If two such amplifiers are connected in cascade, the
output from the second stage equals the signal input ,,-ithout change of sign.
Hence the outputs from the t,vo stages are equal in magnitude but opposite
in phase, and such a system is an excellent paraphase amplifier.

Scale Changer If the ratio Z' jZ = k, a real constant, then A V1 = - le,
and the scale has been multiplied by a factor -k. Usually, in such a case of
multiplication by a constant, -1 or - k, Z and Z' are selected as precision
resistors.

Phase Shifter Assume that Z and Z' are equal in magnitude but differ in
angle. Then the operational amplifier shifts the phase of a sinusoidal input
voltage ,,-hile at the same time preserving its amplitude. Any phase shift
from 0 to 360° (or ±180°) may be obtained.

Adder, or Summing Amplifier The arrangement of Fig. 16-2 may be used
to obtain an output which is a linear cOlnbination of a number of input signals.
Since a virtual ground exists at the OP AlvlP input, then

i=~+~+'" +2
R 1 R 2 Rn

and
,. (R

f

R' R' )
Vo = - R t = - - Vl + - V2 + . . . + R

n
VnR 1 R 2

If R 1 = R2 = . . . = Rn , then

R'
VO = - R

1
(Vi + V2 + . . . + vn.)

and the output is proportional to the sum of the inputs.

(16-2a)

(16-2b)
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Fig.16-2 Operational adder, or sum

ming amplifier.
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R'

VI 0---'\/Vv-__e--......----I

l\fany other methods may, of course, be used to combine signals. The
present method has the advantage that it may be extended to a very large
number of inputs requiring only one additional resistor for each additional
input. The result depends, in the limiting case of large amplifier gain, only
on the resistors involved, and because of the virtual ground, there is a minimum
of interaction bet\\'een input sources.

Voltage-to-current Converter Often it is desirable to convert a voltage
signal to a proportional output current. This is required, for example, \vhen
we drive a deflection coil in a television tube. If the load impedance has
neither side grounded (if it is floating), the simple circuit of Fig. 16-2 with R'
replaced by the load impedance Z L is an excellent voltage-la-current converter.
For a single input VI = vs(f) , the current in Z L is

(16-3)

Note that i is independent of the load Z L, because of the virtual ground of the
operational amplifier input. Since the same current flo,vs through the signal
source and the load, it is important that the signal source be capable of provid
ing this load current. On the other hand, the anlplifier of Fig. 16-3a requires

(a) (b)

Fig.16-3 Voltage-to-current converter for (0) a floating load

and (b) a grounded load ZL.
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Fig. 16-4 Current-to-voltage converter.

very little current from the signal source due to the very large input resistance
seen by the lloninverting terminal.

If the load Z L is grounded, the circuit. of Fig. 16-3b can be used. In
Probe 16-7 \ve sho\y that if R a/ R 2 = R' / R 1 , then

iL(t) = - vs(t) (16-4)
R'1

Current-to-voltage Converter Photocells and photomultiplier tubes give
an output current \vhich is independent of the load. The circuit in Fig. 16-4
sho,,·s an operational amplifier used as a current-to-voltage converter. Due
to the virtual ground at the amplifier input, the current in Rs is zero and
i, flo\vs through the feedback resistor R'. Thus the output voltage Vo is
Vo = -i,R'. It must be pointed out that the lo\ver limit on current measure
ment with this circuit is set by the bias current of the inverting input. It is
common to parallel R' \vith a capacitance C' to reduce high-frequency noise.

DC Voltage Follower The simple configuration of Fig. 16-5 approaches
the ideal voltage follower. Because the t,,·o inputs are tied together (virtually),
then l"0 = V. and the output follolcs the input. The L:\I 102 (National Semi
conductor Corporation) is specifically designed for voltage-follo\Yer usage and
has very high input resistance (10,000 ~I), very lo\\" input current (""'-13 nA),
and very lo,v output resistance (""'0 n).

16-2 DIFFERENTIAL DC AMPLIFIER2

The differential-input single-ended-output instrumentation amplifier is often
used to amplify inputs from transducers "'hich convert a physical parameter
and its variations into an electric signal. Such transducers are strain-gauge
bridges, thermocouples, etc. The circuit sho\yn in Fig. 16-6 is very simple

Fig. 16-5 A voltage follower, Vo = VB.
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Fig. 16-6 Differential amplifier using one OP

AMP.
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and uses only one OP A:\IP. In Prob. 16-8 "~e sho\v that if R 2/ R l = R 4/ R a,
then

R2
V o = R

l
(V 2 - Vl) (16-5)

If the signals VIand V 2 have source resistances Rsl and R s2 , then these
resistances add to R 1 and R 3, respectively. Note that the signal sources VI
and V 2 are each loaded by only a I-I\: resistance. If this is too heavy a load
for the transducer, a voltage follo\ver is used as a buffer amplifier for each
signal. In other \\~ords, the circuit of Fig. 16-5 precedes each input in Fig.
16-6. This configuration of three Ie OP A:\IPS is a very versatile, high-per
formance, ]O\y-cost dc amplifier system.

Bridge Amplifier A differential amplifier is often used to amplify the
output from a transducer bridge, as sho\vn in Fig. 16-7. Nominally, the four
arms of the bridge have equal resistances R. Ho\vever, one of the branches
has a resistance \vhich changes to R + dR \\~ith temperature or some other
physical parameter. The goal of the measurement is to obtain the fractional
change 0 of the resistance value of the active arm, or 0 = dR / R.

In Prob. 16-11 \ve find that for the circuit of Fig. 16-7, the output V o is
given by

AdV 0
V o = - 4 1 + 0/2 (16-6)

For small changes in R (0 « 1) Eq. (16-6) reduces to

11
0

= _ AdV (,
4

v

(16-7)

Fig. 16-7 Differential bridge am

plifier.
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16-3 STABLE AC-COUPLED AMPLIFIER

(16-8)
V R' s

A VI = V: = - R s + 1/RC

Vo = -IR'

and

In some applications the need arises for the amplification of an ac signal,
while any de signal present must be blocked. A very simple and stable ae
amplifier is sho\vn in Fig. 16-8a, \vhere capacitor C blocks the dc component
of the input signal and together ,,,ith the resistor R sets the lo\v-frequcncy 3-dB
response for the overall amplifier.

The output voltage Vo as a function of the complex variable s is found
from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 16-8b (,vhere the double-ended heavy arro\v
represents the virtual ground) to be

V, R'
R + 11sC

From Eq. (16-8) ,ve see that the low 3-dB frequency is

1
fL = 21rRC (16-9)

The high-frequency response is determined by the frequency character
istics of the operational amplifier A v and the amount of voltage-shunt feedback
present (Sec. 14-5). The midband gain is, from Eq. (16-1), A V1 = -R'IR.

AC Voltage Follower The ac voltage follower is used to provide im
pedance buffering, that is, to connect a signal source ,,,ith high internal source
resistance to a load of low impedance, which may even be capacitive. In
Fig. 16-9 is shown a practical high-input impedance ac voltage follo\ver using
the LM 102 operational amplifier. We assume that C1 and C2 represent short
circuits at all frequencies of operation of this circuit. Resistors R 1 and R 2 are
used to provide RC coupling and allow a path for the dc input current into the
noninverting terminal. In the absence of the bootstrapping capacitor C2, the
ac signal source would see an input resistance of only R 1 + R 2 = 200 !(. Since

R'
R C R'

~p.:
(a) (b)

Fig. 16-8 (0) AC stable feedback amplifier. (b) Equiva

lent circuit when IA \,.\ = 00.
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Fig. 16-9 AC voltage follower. (Courtesy

of National Semiconductor Corporation.)
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the I.J~I 102 is conneeted as u voltage follo\yer, t he voltage gain ..1 v bet \yeen
the output terminal and the noninverting terminal is ver~· close to unity.
Thus, from our discussion in Sec. 8-10, the input resist an('e the sourer Flees
becomes, approximately, R1/(1 - AI'-), \\'hich is measured to be 1:2 ~l at
100 Hz and increases to 100 ~I at 1 kHz.

16-4 ANALOG INTEGRATION AND DIFFERENTIATIONl

The analog integrator is very useful in many applications ,,·hieh require the
generation or processing of analog signals. If, in Fig. 10-1, Z = R and a
capacitor C is used for Z', as in Fig. 16-10, \ye can sho\\" t liat 1he circuit per
forms the mathematical operation of intrgration. The input need not be
sinusoidal, and hence is represented by the lo\\"ercase synlbol v = v(t). (l'he
subscript s is no,,· omitted, for simplicity.) In Fig. 10-10b, the double-headed
arro\v represents a virtual ground. Hence i = viR, and

Vi> = - ~ J i dt = - ic J V dt (IG-I0)

rrhe amplifier therefore provides an output voltage proportional to the integral
of the input voltage.

If the input voltage is a constant, v = V, then the output \yill be a ranlp,
Vo = - r"ll RC. Such an in1egrator makes an excellent S\\'eep circuit for a
cathode-ray-tube oscilloscope, and is called a JI iller inlcqralof, or JI illet sweep.3

DC Offset and Bias Current The input stage of the operational amplifier
llsed in Fig. 16-10 is usually a DI£4"'F A~IP. 1 he de input offset voltage Via
appears across the anlplifier input, and this voltage \yill be integrated and \yill
appear at the output as a linearl~v increasing voltage. Part of t he input bias
eurrent \vill also flo\,· through the feedbaek capacitor, charging it and produc
ing an additional linearly increasing v~lt age at the ont put. 1~lH·....;e t \yo ramp
voltages continue to increase until the arnplifier reaches its sat uration point.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 16-10 (0) Opera

tional integrator. (b)

Equiv'alent circuit.

We see then that a limit is set on the feasible integration time by the above
error components. The effect of the bias current can be minimized by
increasing the feedback capacitor C \yhile simultaneously decreasing the value
of R for a given value of the time constant RC.

Finite Gain and Bandwidth The integrator supplies an output voltage
proportional to the integral of the input voltage, provided the operational
amplifier sho\\"n in Fig. 16-10a has infinite gain IAvl ---4 00 and infinite band
\vidth. The voltage gain as a function of the eomplex variable 8 is, from
Eq. (16-1),

_ Vo(s) _ Z' 1
Avl(s) - V(s) - - Z = - RCs (16-11)

and it, is clear that the ideal integrator has a pole at the origin.
IJet us assume that in the absence of C the operational amplifier has a

dominant pole at iI, or 81 == - 21r!1. Hence its voltage gain A v is approxi
mated by

A Avo
" = 1 + j(flfI) 1 - sisl

(16-12)

If \\"e further assunle that R o = 0 in Fig. 15-3, then A v = A v. Substituting
Eq. (16-12) in Eq. (15-2) \vith R i = 00 and using IAvol» 1, IAvoIRC» 1/lsl1,
we find

SI 1
A VI = - RC Avo (8 + AvoS1)(8 - liRCA vo) (16-13)

,yhere A Vo is a negative number and represents the lo,y-frequency voltage gain
of t he operational amplifier.

The above transfer function has two poles on the negative real axis as
compared \yith one pole at the origin for the ideal integrator. In Fig. 16-11
\\"e sho,," the Bode plots of Eqs. (16-11) to (16-13). We note that the response
of the real integrator departs from the ideal at both lo\v and high frequencies.
At high frequencies the integrator performance is affected by the finite band
\\9idth (- sl/21r) of the operational amplifier, \"hile at lo\v frequeneies the
integration is limited by the finite gain of the OP A~IP.
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Fig. 16-11 Bode magnitude plots of open-loop OP AMP gain A v ,

ideal integrator and real integrator. Note that ill = 1/21rRCIA vo l

and f21 = A vosl/21r.

Practical Circuit A practical integrator must be provided with an external
circuit to introduce initial conditions, as shown in Fig. 16-12. When switch
S is in position 1, the input is zero and capacitor C is charged to the voltage V,
setting an initial condition of Vo = V. When s\vitch S is in position 2, the
amplifier is connected as an integrator and its output "Till be V plus a con
stant times the time integral of the input voltage v. In using this circuit,
care must be exercised to stabilize the amplifier and R 2 must be equal to R 1 to
minimize the error due to bias current.

Fig.16-12 Practical integrator cir

cuit. For minimum offset error due to

input bias current it is required that

R I = R 2• (Courtesy of National

Semiconductor Corporation.)

Ganged switch sections

r--------------,
: V 8,1
I 1
•I
I
·So

2
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Fig. 16-13 Equivalent circuit of the opera

tional differentiator.

(16-14)

(16-15)

(16-16)

Differentiator If Z is a capacitor C and if Z' = R, we see from the
equivalent circuit of l~ig. 16-13 that i = C dvldt and

Ve = - Ri = - RC ~~

Hence the output is proportional to the time derivative of the input. If the
input signal is v = sin wt, then the output ,vill be Vo = - RCw cos wt. Thus
the magnitude of the output increases linearly with increasing frequency, and
the differentiator circuit has high gain at high frequencies. This results in
amplification of the high-frequency components of amplifier noise, and the
noise output may completely obscure the differentiated signal.

The General Case In the important cases considered above, Z and Z'
have been simple elements such as a single R or C. In general, they may be
any series or parallel combinations of R, L, or C. Using the methods of
Laplace transform analysis, Z and Z' can be written in their operational form
as Z(s) and Z'(s), \\~here s is the complex-frequency variable. In this notation
the reactance of an inductor is written formally as Ls and that of a capacitor
as 1/sC. The current l(s) is then V(s)/Z(s), and the output is

Z'(s)
Vo(s) = - Z(s) yes)

'fhe amplifier thus solves this operational equation.

16-5 ELECTRONIC ANALOG COMPUTATIONl

'fhe OP AMP is the fundamental building block in an electronic analog computer.
As an illustration, Jet us consider ho\v to program the differential equation

d 2v dv
dt2 + K 1 dt + K 2V - VI = 0

,vhere Vl is a given function of time, and K 1 and K 2 are real positive const.ants.
We begin by assuming that d2vldt2 is available in the form of a voltage.

Then, by means of an integrator, a voltage proportional to dvldt is obtained.
A second integrator gives a voltage proportional to v. 'fhen an adder (and
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scale changer) gives -K1(dv/dt) - K 2v + VI. From the differential equation
(16-16), this equals d2v/dt2, and hence the output of this summing amplifier
is fed to the input terminal, ,,-here "·e had assumed that d2v/dt2 ,,·as available
in the first place.

The procedure outlined above is carried out in Fig. 16-14. The voltage
d2v/dt2 is assumed to be available at an input terminal. The integrfltor (1)
has a time constant RC = 1 s, and hence its output at terminal 1 is-dv/dt.
This voltage is fed to a similar integrator (2), and the voltage at terminal 2 is
+v. The voltage at terminal 1 is fed to the inverter and scale changer (3),
and its output at terminal 3 is +K1(dv/dt). rhis same operational amplifier
(3) is used as an adder. Hence, if the given voltage VI(t) is also fed into it as
shown, the output at terminal 3 also contains the term -VI, or the net output is
+KI(dv/dt) - VI. Scale changer-adder (4) is fed from terminals 2 and 3, and
hence delivers a resultant voltage -K2v - K 1 (dv/dt) + VI at terminal. 4. By
Eq. (16-16) this must equal d2v/dt2, \vhich is the voltage that ,,-as assumed to
exist at the input terminal. Hence the computer is cornpleted by connecting
terminal 4 to the input terminal. (This last step is onlitted from Fig. 16-14
for the sake of clarity of explanation.)

The specified initial conditions (the value of dv/dt and V at t = 0) must
no\v be inserted into the computer. We note that the voltages at terminals 1
and 2 in Fig. 16-14 are proportional to dv/dt and v, respectively. Hence
initial conditions are taken care of (as in Fig. 16-12) by applying the correct
voltages 1f1 and V 2 across the capacitors in integrators 1 and 2, respectivply.

The solution is obtained by opening s\vitches /)1 and 8 2 and simultaneously

3

+K ~ - v
1 dt 1

Fig.16-14 A block diagram of an electronic analog computer. At t = 0,8 1 and 8 2

are opened and 8 3 is closed. Each OP AMP input is as in Fig. 16-12.
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closing S3 (by means of relays) at t = 0 and observing the \vaveform at ter
minal 2. If the derivative dv/elt is also desired, its "9aveform is available at
terminal 1. The indicator may be a cathode-ray tube (\vith a triggered s\veep)
or a recorder or, for qualitative analysis ,,-ith slo,,-ly varying quantities, a high
impedance voltmeter.

The solution of Eq. (16-16) can also be obtained ,,,ith a computer \\9hich
contains differentiators instead of integrators. HO\\gever, integrators are
almost invariably preferred over differentiators in analog-computer applica
tions, for the follo\villg reasons: Since the gain of an integrator decreases ,vith
frequency \vhereas the gain of a differentiator increases nominally linearly
\vith frequency, it is easier to stabilize the former than the latter \vith respect
to spurious oscillations. As a result of its limited band\vidth, an integrator is
less sensitive to noise voltages than a differentiator. Further, if the input
"9aveform changes rapidly, the amplifier of a differentiator may overload.
Finally, as a matter of practice, it is convenient to introduce initial conditions
in an integrator.

16-6 ACTIVE FILTERS4

Consider the ideallo\y-pass-filter response sho\vn in Fig. 16-15a. In this plot
all signals ,,-ithin the band 0 ~ f :::; fo are transmitted \\-ithout loss, ,,"hereas
inputs ,vith frequencies f > fo give zero output. It is kno\\"n 5 that such an
ideal characteristic is unrealizable \,"ith physical elements, and thus it is

1AV(f)11

(a) .='========1----o ~H f

f

f

1AV(/)I

U(b)

---t---------
o 10L

I
I
I
I

(c) IAV(f)llJ~~==~....... _
o foL

Fig.16-15 Ideal filter characteristics.

(0) low-pass, (b) high-pass, and (c)

bandpass.
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necessary to approximate it. An approximation for an ideal lo,,~-pass filter
is of the form

1
Av(s) = p n(S) (16-17)

\"here Pn(S) is a polynomial in the variable S ,,,ith zeros in the left-hand plane.
Active filters permit t he realization of arbitrary left-hand poles for .£4 v(s),
using the operational amplifier as the active element and only resistors and
capacitors for the passive elements.

Since commercially available OP AMPS have unity gain-bandwidth prod
ucts as high as 100 l\IHz, it is possible to design active filters up to frequen
cies of several l\IHz. The limiting factor for full-power response at those
high frequencies is the sle\ving rate (Sec. 15-6) of the operational amplifier.
(Commercial integrated OP AMPS are available with slewing rates as high as
100 V/J.ts.)

Butterworth Filter6 A common approximation of Eq. (16-17) uses the
Butter\\·orth polynomials Bn(s), \\yhere

Av(s) = B~(;) (16-18)

(16-19)
1 + (w/wo)2n

From Eqs. (16-18) and (16-19) we note that the magnitude of Bn(w) is given by

and "rith s = .iw,

jA vCS)/2 = IAvCs)IIAv(-s)/

(16-20)

The Butter,,·orth response [Eq. (16-19)] for various values of n is plotted in
Fig. 16-16. Note that the magnitude of A v is down 3 dB at w = Wo for all n.
The larger the value of n, the more closely the curve approximates the ideal
low-pass response of Fig. 16-15a.

If we normalize the frequency by assuming W o = 1 rad/s, then Table 16-1
gives the Butter\\·orth polynomials for n up to 8. Note that for n even, the
polynomials are the products of quadratic forms, and for n odd, there is present
the additional factor s + 1. The zeros of the normalized Butter\vorth poly
nomials are either -lor complex conjugate and are found on the so-called
Butleru'orth circle of unit radius sho",·n in Fig. 16-17. The damping factor k
is defined as one-half the coefficient of s in each quadratic factor in Table
16-1. For example, for n = 4, there are t\VO damping factors, namely,
0.765/2 = 0.383 and 1.848/2 = 0.924. It turns out (Prob. 16-20) that k is'
given by

k = cos 8 (16-21)

\vhere 8 is as defined in Fig. 16-17a for n even and Fig. 16-17b for n odd.
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TABlE J6-1

n

Normalized Butterworth polynominals

Factors of polynomial Pn(s)

1 (8 + 1)
2 (82 + 1.4148 + 1)
3 (8 + 1) (S2 + 8 + 1)
4 (8 2 + 0.7658 + 1) (82 + 1.8488 + 1)
5 (8 + 1) (82 + 0.6188 + 1) (82 + 1.6188 + 1)
6 (82 + 0.5188 + 1) (S2 + 1.4148 + 1) (S2 + 1.932s + 1)
7 (8 + 1)(82 + 0.4458 + 1)(82 + 1.247s + 1)(82 + 1.802s + 1)
8 (82 + 0.3908 + 1)(82 + 1.111s + 1)(s2 -f- 1.6638 + 1)(s2 + 1.9628 + 1)

From the table and Eq. (16-18) we see that the typical second-order
Butterworth filter transfer function is of the form

Av(s) _ 1
Avo - (S/wo)2 + 2k(s/wo) + 1

where Wo = 21rfo is the high-frequency 3-dB point.
filter is

(16-22)

Similarly, the first-order

Av(s)
Avo

1
s/Wo + 1

(16-23)

Practical Realization Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 16-18a, where
the active element is an operational amplifier ,vhose stable midband gain

.~

i""""l .... ...
1\ "-
~.\ '"
\ \ "\ \ "-~=1

n=3~~ n=2
r\,

",,
n = 5-4. \

\
\ \
\ ~,,=7-; \ .,

I III

\
,
~

1.0

~
~
>
~
~

I
caa 0.1

i
1
~

0.01
0.1 1.0

Normalized frequency, wlwo

10.0

Fig. 16-16 Butterworth low

pass-filter frequency re

sponse.
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jw jw

(a) (b)

Fig.16-17 The-Butterworth circle for (0) n even and (b)

n odd. Note that for n odd, one of the zeros is at s = - 1.

Vo/Vi = Avo = (R 1 + R~) / R 1 [Eq. (15-4)] is to be determined. We assume
that the amplifier input current is zero, and ,,~e sho\y in Probe 16-25 that

A () - Vo _ A VoZ 3Z 4 ( 2)
V 8 - V .. - Z3(Zl + Z2 + Za) + Z l Z2 + Z l Z4(1 _ Avo) 16- 4

(16-25)

(16-26)

A v(s) = Avo ( ) ()2
2 + 3 - Avo + 1

s RC S RC

Comparing Eq. (16-25) \vith Eq. (16-22), \ye find

1
Wo = RC

If this network is to be a lo\v-pass filter, then Zl and Z2 are resistances and
Zs and Z4 are capacitances. Let us assume Zl = Z2 = Rand C3 = C4 = C,
as shown in Fig. 16-18b. The transfer function of this net,vork takes the form

(1/RC)2

and
2k = 3 - Avo or Avo = 3 - 2k (16-27)

We are now in a position to synthesize even-order Butter\\Torth filters
by cascading, prototypes of the form sho\vn in Fig. 16-18b, using identical
R's and C's and selecting the gain A Vo of each operational amplifier to satisfy
Eq. (16-27) and the damping factors fronl Table 16-1.

To realize odd-order filters, it is necessary to cascade the first-order filter
of Eq. (16-23) \vith second-order sections such as indicated in Fig. 16-18b.
The first-order prototype of Fig. 16-18c has the transfer function of Eq.
(16-23) for arbitrary Avo provided that W o is given by Eq. (16-26). For
example, a third-order Butterworth active filter consists of the circuit in
Fig. 16-18b in cascade \vith the circuit of Fig. 16-18c, \vith Rand C chosen so
that RC = l/wo, \vith Avo in Fig. 16-18b selected to give k = 0.5 (Table 16-1,
n = 3), and Avo in Fig. 16-18c chosen arbitrarily.
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(a)

Sec. 16-6

(b) (c)

Fig. 16-18 (0) Generalized active-filter prototype. (b) Second-order low

pass section. (c) First-order low-pass section.

EXA M P LE I)esign a fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff fre
quency of 1 kllz.

Solution 'Ve cascade two second-ordpr prototypes as shown in Fig. 16-19. For
n = 4 we have froln l'able 16-1 and Eq. (16-27)

A r1 = 3 - 2k 1 = 3 - 0.765 = 2.235

10K

v. (--'\.''\.''",,---''''\.'

12.35 K 10K 1.52 K

'>-----e-----uv;,

Fig. 16-19 Fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter with fo = 1 kHz.
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and

An = 3 - 2k2 = 3 - 1.848 = 1.152

From Eq. (15-4), An = (R, + R~) /R" If we arbitrarily choose R, = 10 K,
then for An = 2.235, we find R~ = 12.35 K, whereas for An = 1.152, we fitld
R; = 1.520 K and R 2 = 10 K. To satisfy the cutoff-frequency requirement, we
have, from Eq. (16-26),10 = 1/ 2rrRC. We take R = 1 K and find C = 0.16 JLF.
Figure 16-19 shows the complete fourth-order low-pass Butterworth filter.

High-pass Prototype An idealized high-pass-filter characteristic is
indicated in Fig. 16-15b. The high-pass second-order filter is obtained from the
low-pass second-order prototype of Eq. (16-22) by applying the transformation

s I "'0 I
~ low-pass --. S high-pass

(16-28)

Thus, interchanging R's and C's in Fig. 16-18b results in a second-order
high-pass active filter.

Bandpass Filter A second-order bandpass prototype is obtained by
cascading a low-pass second-order section whose cutoff frequency is foB with a
high-pass second-order section whose cutoff frequency isfoL' providedfoH > foL,
as indicated in Fig. 16-15c.

Band-reject Filter Figure 16-20 shows that a band-reject filter is obtained
by paral\eling a high-pass section whose cutoff frequency is foL with a low-pass

AV1fl ! _

Low-pua

------f
foH

AVlfll ~_--+ _IHigh-pua f

I If.L
I I

AVlf11 I I
. I Band-'

---""[j~~~~~~~f
v.

(a) (b)

Fig. 16-20 (0) Ideal band-reject-filter frequency response. (b) Parallel combina

tion of low-pass and high-pass filters results in a band-reject filter.
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L C

Fig. 16-21 A resonant circuit.

Sec. J6-7

section whose cutoff frequency is foR. Note that for band-reject characteris
tics it is required that foB < foL.

16-7 ACTIVE RESONANT BANDPASS FilTERS7

The idealized bandpass filter of Fig. 16-15c has a constant response for foL <
f < foB and zero gain outside this range. An infinite number of Butter\vorth
sections are required to obtain this filter response. A very simple approxima
tion to a narrowband characteristic is obtained using a single LC resonant
circuit. Such a bandpass filter has a response ,vhich peaks at some center
frequency fo and drops off "'ith frequency on both sides of foe A basic proto
type for a resonant filter is the second-order section sho\\rn in Fig. 16-21, "'hose
transfer function we now derive.

If we assume that the amplifier provides a gain A o = Vo/Vilhich is
positive and constant for all frequencies, \\'e find

A (.) Vo VoVi RAo
V JW = V, = ViVs = R +j(wL - l/wC) (16-29)

The center, or resonant, frequency fo = wo/27r is defined as that frequeney
at which the inductance resonates ,vith the capacitance; in other \vords, the
inductive and capacitive reactances are equal (in magnitude), or

2 _ 1
Wo - LC

I t is convenient to define the quality factor Q of this circuit by

woL 1 1~Q=-=--=- -
R woCR R C

(16-30)

(16-31)

Substituting Eq. (16-31) in Eq. (16-29), \ve obtain the magnitude and phase
of the transfer function

IAv(jw)/ (16-32)

8(w) - arctan Q(~ - ~)
Wo W

(16-33)
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Fig. 16-22 The bandpass characteristics of a tuned circuit. (0) Amplitude and (b)

phase response.

Normalized Eqs. (16-32) and (16-33) are plotted in Fig. 16-22 for different
values of the parameter Q.

Geometric Symmetry In the IAv(jw) Icurves of Fig. 16-22 it is seen that, I
for every frequency w' < W o, there exists a frequency w" > Wo for \vhich
IAv(jw)1 has the same value. We no\v sho\\T that these frequencies have W o

as their geometric mean; that is, wo
2 = w'w".

Setting IAv(jw' )I = IAv(jw") I, \ve obtain

I ( " )~ _ ~ = _ ~ _ Wo
, "W o W W o W

(16-34)

where the minus sign is required outside the parentheses because w' < ~o < w".
From Eq. (16-34) \ve find

w} = w'w" (16-35)

Bandwidth Let Wi < wo and W2 > wo be the t\VO frequeneies on either
side of W o for \vhich the gain drops by 3 dB from it~ value .A o at woo Then the
bandwidth is defined by

(16-:36)

\vhere use is made of Eq. (16-35). The frequency W2 is found by setting

I
AVA(Jo'w) I 1 (16-37)-0
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From Eq. (16-32) it fo11o\vs that

Q (W2 _ wo) = 1 = Q(w~ _ wo
2

)
W o W2 W o w:!

Comparing Eq. (16-36) \vith Eq. (16-3S), \ve see that

B=~~=f
211'" Q Q

Sec. 16-7

(16-38)

The bandwidth is gilJen by the center fJ'equency divided by Q.
Substituting Eq. (16-:31) in Eq. (16-:39), \ve find an alternative expression

for B, namely,

B_1 woR _ 1 R
- 211'" woL - 211'" L (16-40)

Active RC Bandpass Filter The general form for the second-order band
pass filter is obtained if \ve let s = jw in Eq. (16-29).

RA o (R/L)Aos
Av(s) = R + sL + I/sC = S2 + s(RIL) + llLC

Substituting Eqs. (16-30) and (16-31) into (16-41) yields

A () (wo/Q) Aos
v s = 82 + (wo/Q)s + wo2

(16-41)

(16-42)

The transfer function of Eq. (16-42) obtained from the RLC circuit sho\vn in
Fig. 16-21 can be implemented \vith the multiple-feedback circuit of Fig. 16-23,
\\~hich uses t\VO capacitors, three resistors, and one OP A~IP, but no inductors.
If \ve assume that the OP A:\IP voltage gain is infinite, \ve sho\" in I>rob. 16-29
that

Vo(s) _ s/RIC l

~ - 2 + C l + C2 + 1
8 R 3C1C2 S R'R3C1C2

\vhere R' = R 1 11R 2, 01'

R'=~~
R 1 + R?

(16-43)

(16-44)

Fig. 16-23 An active resonant filter

without an inductance.
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Equating the corresponding coefficients in the three transfer functions of Eqs.
(16-41), (16-42), and (16-43) yields

L Q
R1C l = -- =--

RAo woAo

Ra C1C2 = ~ = !l
C l + C2 R Wo

R'RaC1C2 = LC = ~
wo

2

(16-45)

(16-46)

(16-47)

Any real positive values for R 1 , R', R a, C1, and C2 which satisfy Eqs. (16-45)
to (16-47) are acceptable for the design of the active bandpass filter. Since
we have only three equations for the five parameters, t\VO of these (say, C1 and
C2) may be chosen arbitrarily.

EXA M PLE Design a second-order bandpass filter with a midband voltage gain
A o = 50 (34dB), a center frequency fo = 160 Hz, and a 3-dB bandwidth B = 16 Hz.

Solution From Eq. (16-39) we see that the required Q = 160/16 = 10. The
center angular frequency is W o = 21r-jo = 21r X 160 ~ 1,000 rad/s. Assume
C1 = C2 = 0.1 p.F. From Eq. (16-45)

R
1

= _Q- = 10 n = 2 K
AOwoC l 50 X 103 X 0.1 X 10-6

From Eq. (16-46)

1 =500n
106 X 2 X 106 X 10-14

R3 = ---,--Q------,---

(
CIC2 )

W
O C1 + C2

From Eq. (16-47)

R' = __1__
w02R3CIC2

10 Q = 200 K

1 000 (0.1 X OJ) X 10-6
, 0.2

Finally, from Eq. (16-44)

R
2

= R1R' = 2,000 X 500 = 667 n
R1 - R' 2,000 - 500

If the above specifications were to be met with the RLC circuit of Fig. 16-21,
an unreasonably large value of inductance would be required (Prob. 16-32).

16-8 DELAY EQUALIZER

Signals such as digital data pulses transmitted over telephone wires suffer from
delay distortion, discussed in Sec. 12-2. For the compensation of this distortion,
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v. 0--........----.

(a)

v.

(b)

lK

Sec. 16-9

Fig. 16-24 (0) General form of delay equalizer. (b) Practical equalizer section

using the ,uA702. (Courtesy of Fairchild Semiconductor, Inc.)

corrective networks known as delay equalizers are required. A delay equalizer
is an all-pass network \vhose transfer function is of the form

Vo R - jX
A v = V, = R + jX (16-48)

We see from Eq. (16-48) that the amplitude of A v is unity throughout the
useful frequency range, and the delay D is given by the derivative of the phase
of A v with respect to frequency, or

D(w) = -2 dd
w

[ arctan X~w)] (16-49)

A delay equalizer using an operational amplifier is shown in Fig. 16-24a. The
transfer function for this configuration is found in Prob. 16-33 to be

A v = ZlZa - Z 2Z4 (16-50)
Zl(Za + Z2)

For Zl = Z4 = R = 1 K, Za = Ra, and Z2 = jX, Eq. (16-50) becomes

Ra-jX
A v = R

a
+ jX (16-51)

which is the desired all-pass characteristic of the delay equalizer. A practical
delay equalizer is shown in Fig. 16-24b using the Fairchild ,uA702 OP AMP. The
low offset voltage of this amplifier allo\vs a larger number of sections to be
directly coupled. This advantage is particularly significant when we consider
the fact that in many applications eight or more sections in cascade are required
to compensate for the delay distortion.

16-9 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TUNED AMPLIFIER

The differential amplifier stage in monolithic integrated form (Fig. 16-25) is an
excellent basic building block for the design of a tuned amplifier (including
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Fig.16-25 The MC 1550 inte

grated circuit. (Courtesy of
Motorola Semiconductor Inc.) 8°-t-r.7t:~Hn-:-~:f+:~"-t·V!~ !Jw'::.1.·

automatic gain control), an amplitude modulator, or a video amplifier. We
now discuss these applications.

Operation of a Tuned Amplifier This circuit is designed to amplify !l

signal over a narrow band of frequencies centered at fo. The simplijied sche
matic diagram shown in Fig. 16-26 is used to explain the operation of this
circuit. The external leads 1, 2, 3, ... of the Ie in this figure correspond
to those in Fig. 16-25. The input signal is applied through the tuned trans-

Vee

10
~GC o-----o~

=
Fig . 16.26 Tuned amplifier consisting of the Q1-Q3 cascade, with

the gain controlled by Q2.
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former Tl to the base of Ql. The load R L is applied across the tuned trans
former T2 in the collector circuit of Q3. The amplification is performed by
the transistors Ql and Q3, ,vhereas the magnitude of the gain is controlled by
Q2. The combination of QI-Q3 acts as a common-emitter common-base
(CE-CB) pair, kno\vn as a cascode combination. In Probe 8-39 \ve sho\v that
the input resistance and the current gain of a cascode circuit are essentially
the same as those of a CE stage, the output resistance is the same as that of a
CB stage, and the reverse-open-circuit voltage amplification is given by
hr ~ h,.hrb ~ 10-7• The extremely small value of hr for the cascode transistor
pair makes this circuit especially useful in tuned-amplifier design. The reduc
tion in the "reverse internal feedback" of the compound device simplifies tun
ing, reduces the possibility of oseillation, and results in improved stability of
the amplifier.

The voltage VAGC applied to the base of Q2 is used to provide automatic
gain control. From Fig. 15-9 \ye see that if VAGC is at least 120 mV greater
than V R, Q3 is cut off and all the current of Q1 flo\ys through Q2. Since Q3
is cut off, its transconductance is zero and the gain A v = Vo/V& becomes zero.
If VAGC is less than V R by more than 120 mV, Q2 is cutoff and the collector
current of QI flo,Ys through Q3, increasing the transconductance of Q3 and
resulting in maximum voltage gain A v .

An important advantage of this amplifier i~ its ability to vary the value
of A v by changing VAGC ,,·ithout detuning the input circuit. This follo,Ys
from the fact that variations in V AGC cause changes in the division of the
current bet\veen Q2 and Q3 ,vithout affecting significantly the collector current
of Q1. Thus the input impedance of Ql remains constant and the input circuit
is not detuned.

Biasing of this integrated amplifier is obtained using a technique similar
to that discussed in Sec. 9-7. The voltage V and resistor R establish the dc
current I Dl through the diode DI. Since the diode and transistor Ql are on
the same silicon chip, very close to each other, and \vith V Dl = VBEl, the
collector current I Cl of Ql is ,vithin ± 5 percent of I DI.

y-parameters In the design of tuned amplifiers, it is convenient to
characterize the amplifiers as a t,,·o-port net,vork and measure the y-parameters
at the frequency of operation. These y-parameters are defined by choosing
the input and output voltages VIand V 2 as independent variahles and express
ing the currents II and 12 in Fig. 16-27a in terms of these t,,·o voltages. Thus

~1 = YllV l + Y12V 2

12 = Y21 V l + y 22 V 2

(16-52)

(16-53)

\vhere the 1'8 and V's represent rms values of the small-signal currents and
voltages. The circuit model satisfying these equations is indicated in :Fig.
16-27b.
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Y,

(b)

Fig. 16·27 (0) Cascode pair. (b) y-parameter two-port model.

The v-parameter in Eqs. (16-52) and (16-53) and Pig. 16-27b are complex
valued functions of frequency which are defined as follows:

Yll == Gu + jB u == VII I = short-circuit input admittance
I v.=o

ljl2 == GI2 + jB 12 == VII I
2 VI-O

= short-circuit reverse transfer
admittance

Y2l == G2l - jB2l == !.:! I = short-circuit forward transfer
V I v. =0 admittance

Y22 == G22 + JB 22 == vI2
1 = short-circuit output admittance

2 v,=o

For a given device, single transistor or cascode pair, these parameters
may be specified as explicit functions of frequency, or, as is more often the
case, as graphs of the real and imaginary parts, the conductance G and the
susceptance B, versus frequency. The data sheet of the Me 1550 gives the
v-parameters measured on the General Radio 1607A immittance bridge.
Typical measured values are shown in Fig. 16-28. The internal feedback
factor Yl2 is not shown because it was found to be less than 0.001 mA/ V (mU)
and is neglected.

Let us consider the two-port network of Fig. 16-27b terminated at the
output by a load admittance Y L and driven by a current source I . with source
admittance Y.. The equivalent admittance seen by the current source is
Yeq = Y. + Vi. In Prob. 16-36 we show that

Y I I Y12Y21 (16-54)
i = VI = Yu - Y22 + Y L

and the output admittance is

Yo = !2. = Y22 - Y12Y2l (16-55)
V 2 Yu + Y.

Since Yl2 ~ 0, then Y i ~ Yu and Yo ~ Y2 2.
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Fig. 16-28 The y-parameters of the MC 1550 for Vee = 6.0 V and V AGe = 0 V as

functions of frequency. (0) The parameter YIl, (b) the parameter Y211 (c) the param

eter Y22. (Courtesy of Motorola, Inc.)

The average power P av delivered by the current source to the t"'o-port
is the power dissipated in the conductive part of YCq , or

(16-56)

If Re [Yeq] becomes negative at some frequency WI, the net\\~ork absorbs
negative power; in other words, power is supplied to the source by the net\\~ork.

We note from Eq. (16-54) that if Yl2 ~ 0 and Re [Yn] > 0 and Re [Yh ] > 0,
the circuit cannot oscillate.

t Re [YeqJ means the real part of Yeq and VI is the rms value of the input voltage.
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The current gain AI and voltage gain A v are found in Prob. 16-37 to be
given by

and

Y21
Y22 + Y L

(16-57)

(16-58)

A Practical Tuned Amplifier A hybrid monolithic circuit which
embodies the principles discussed above is indicated in Fig. 16-29. (For the
moment, assume that the audio generator Va is not present; Va = 0.) The
shaded block is the MC 1550 IC chip of Fig. 16-25. All other components are
discrete elements added externally. Resistors R 1 and R2 bias the diode Dl
(and hence determine the collector current of Ql) . These resistors also estab
lish the bias voltage for Q3. Resistors R3 and R4 serve to "widen" the AGC
voltage range from 120 mV to approximately 850 mV, thus rendering the AGC
terminal less susceptible to external noise pickup.

Vee =

6.0 V
0.47 j.LF

~

Fig. 16-29 A practical 45-MHz tuned amplifier (with

Va = 0), or an RF modulator if Va ;t!. O. (Courtesy ·of

Motorola Semiconductor, Inc.)
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The source 1f, is a 45-:\IHz RF (radio-frequency) generator \vhose resis
tance is 50 n. The transforrners are ,,"ound ,,"ith No. :3:2 \\"ire on T12-2 cores;
Tl ,,~ith 6:18 turns has a magnetizing indu<.;tance L.lf = 1.1 J,LH, and T2 \yith
30:3 turns gives LM = 2.5 J,LH. The variable capacitors in Fig. 16-29 are
adjusted so as to resonate ,,-ith these inductors at 45 MHz.

For maximum po\yer gain through an amplifier the source admittance
and load admittance must be selected. to be the complex conjugates of the
input admittance Y i ~ Yll and of the output admittance Yo ~ Y22, respec
tively. In place of transformers, J.;C net,,·orks may be used to obtain this
matching. In Fig. 16-30, the input net\york consisting of C1 , C2 , and L 1

transforms the 50-Q resistance of the source into the complex conjugate of Yll.
The values of C1, C2, and L1 are calculated using techniques in Ref. 8. The out
put net\\~ork consists of Ca, Cf

4, and L'2 and transforms the 50-Q load resistance
into the complex conjugate of Y22. The center frequency for this amplifier is
60 l\1Hz, the band\Yidt h is 500 kHz, and the po\yer gain is measured to be
30 dB.

Amplitude Modulator The RF carrier signal VB may be varied in
amplitude by changing the AGC voltage. Hence, if an audio signal Va is
applied to terminal 10 in Fig. 16-29 so as to modify the AGe voltage, the
output \vill be the amplitude-modulated \\'aveform indicated in Fig. 4-27.

The gain of the QI-Q3 cascode is proportional to IYnl, as indicated in
Eq. (16-t18). The parameter Y21 depends upon the collector current of Q:3,
\vhich can be varied by changing VAGe- Figure 16-31 sho\ys the variation of
IY21! versus VAGC at the frequency of 45 MHz. From the curve \ye sec that
bet\yeen VAGC = 2.75 V and VAGC = 4.25 V, IY21! is linear \vith lTAGC • By
biasing the AGC line to 3.5 V (point B on the curve) and impressing an audio
sinusoidal signal Va on the base of Q2 (as indicated in Fig. 16-29), IY21\ \\'ill
vary sinusoidally. From Eq. (16-;)8) the gain A v \yill also vary sinusoidally
\vith the audio signal. Thus the ampJifier output "'ill be an amplitude
modulated signal.

1 9

(40 pF) Ca 500

L 1 (0.23 pH) L. (0.26p8) Vo

(33 pF)

~ ~
C4

y. = Y~l ¥L = Y:Z
(a) (b)

:;g. 16-30 Matching networks for maximum power transfer in a

)O-MHz tuned amplifier (0) at the input and (b) at the output.
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for the MC 1550. (Cour

tesy of Motorola Semi

conductor, Inc.)

16-10 A CASCODE VIDEO AMPLIFIER

A viden amplifier, as opposed to a tuned amplifier, must amplify signals over
a wide band of frequencies, say up to 20 IVIHz. The IVIC 1550 can be used
as a cascode video amplifier (Fig. 16-32a) by avoiding tuned input and output
circuits. Bet\yeen pins 1 and 4, 50 n is inserted in order to properly terminate
the coaxial cable carrying the video signal. This small resistance has negligible
effect on the biasing of Ql. The load RL is placed directly in the collector lead
of Q3.

The small-signal analysis of this video amplifier can be made using the
approximate equivalent circuit of Fig. 16-32c. If both transistors Q2 and Q3
are operating in their active region, the collector of Ql sees the very small
input resistance (fe21Ife3) of t\VO common-base stages in parallel. We can rep
resent Ql \"ith its hybrid-II model, and due to the very lo\v load on Ql, \ve can
neglect the effect of Ce • The video output is taken from the collector of Q3,
\vhich is operating as a common-base stage. We shall assume that Q3 can
be represented by a current source a313, \vhere 13 is the emitter signal current
of Q3 and as ~ 1 and is independent of frequency over the band of frequencies
under consideration. CB represents the capacitance from the collector of Q1
and Q3 to the substrate (ground).

From :Fig. 16-32c \ve find (Prob. 16-42)

a3gm 1

- r e
3
f

bb' ( 1 1 ) ( 1 1 ) [ 1 ]- + - + sCe -- + - + sCB - + s(C8 + CL )
rbb' fb'e re 2 f e3 R L .

(16-59)
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(c)

Fig.16-32 (a ) The Me 1550 used as a video amplifier ; (b ) frequency response for

three d iffe rent values of V AGC ; (c) approximate small-signal equivalent circui t.

From Eq. (3-14) the emitter-base-diode incremental resistance r. (r.2 or 1·.s)
is given by r. = f7 Vr/]g, where lE is the quiescent emitter current.

EXAMPLE Design a video amplifier, using the circuit of Fig. 16-32 and the
Me 1550, to provide voltage gain A v = Y o/Vi = - 25 and bandwidth greater
than 20 MHz when V AGC = 0. Assume VCC = 6 V, hi, = 50, Tbb' = 50 n,
C. = 5pF ,CL = 5pF, l EI = 1 mA,alldjr = 900 MHz.
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Solution The low-frequency voltage gain l'o/r i i~ found from Eq. (16-59) by letting;
8 = O. \Vhen VAGC = 0, tran~i~tor Q2 i~ cut off and all the collector current of
Ql flows through Q3. Since I E2 = 0, then ret = 1] V T/ I E2 = 00 and

V T 52 mV it 0(1
r e3 = 1] - = -- = 52 H at 25 /

I E3 1 nl.A..

From Sec. 11-2 we obtain

IE! 1
gm = V

T
= 26 = 38.5 X 10-3 A/V

hIe 50
rb'e = - = n = 1.30 I\:

gm 38.5 X 10-3

and

C
e

= ~ = 38.5 X 10-
3

F = 6.80 )F
27rfT 2 X 3.14 X 900 X 10-6 1

If we assume aa :::::: 1, we find £1'0111 Eq. (16-59)

A~T = Y~I = _ 38.5 X 10-
3

1
o V i .~ = 0 52 X 50 (1 1) 1 1-+-- X-X

50 1,300 52 R L

= -37.2 X lO-3R L

Thus

Avo = -25 = -37.2 X 10-3 X R L

or

25
RL = - X 103 = 675 Q

37.2

The voltage transfer function of Eq. (16-59) has three poles, and the corre
sponding 3-dB frequencies are

1
11=------

21rR L(C s + CL)
1 Hz = 23.6 ~IHz

2 X 3.14 X 675 X 10 X 10-12

1 112 = -~--- = ------- lIz = 490 ~IHz

21rCe(rb'ellrbb') 2 X 3.14 X 6.80 X 10-12 X 48

1 1fa = --- = ----------- Hz = 610 :\lHz
211"CS(re21Ire3) 2 X 3.14 X 5 X 10-12 X 52

We conclude that 11 is a dorninunt pole and In :::::: II = 23.6 :\'[Hz. Figure 16-32b
shows n1easured data for three values of l'AGC. 'Ve s<>e that, although we used a
simplified Inodel to analyze the circuit, we obtained ('xcell~nt agrcpn1pnt with
experiment.
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II. NONLINEAR ANALOG SYSTEMS

16-11 COMPARATORS

Sec. 16-1 J

With the exception of amplitude modulation and automatic gain control, all
the systems discussed thus far in this chapter have operated linearly. The
remainder of the chapter is concerned "9ith nonlinear OP A:\IP functions.

The comparator, introduced in Sec. 4-6, is a circuit \yhich co·mpares an
input signal Vi(t) \\"ith a reference ,,"oltage 1TR. When the input Vi exceeds l'R,
the comparator output Vo takes on a value \vhich is very different from the
magnitude of Vo ,,~hen Vi is smaller than V R. 1'he DIFF A:\IP input-output curve
of Fig. 15-9 approximates this comparator characteristic. Note that the total
input s\ving bet\veen the t\yO extreme output voltages is ""8VT = 200 mV.
This range may be reduced considerably by cascading t\yO DIFF A:\IPS as in
Fig. 15-11. This ~IC 1530 OP A:\IP serves as a comparator if connected open
loop, as sho\vn in Fig. 16-33a. The transfer characteristic is given in Fig.
16-33b, and it is no\y observed that the change in output state takes place
,,~ith a variation in input of only 2 mV. Note that the input offset voltage
contributes an error in the point of comparison bet\yeen ~'i and V R of the order
of 1 mV. The reference l' R may be any voltage, provided that it does not
exceed the maximum common-mode range.

(a) (b)

Fig. 16-33 (0) The Me 1530 operational amplifier as a comparator.

(b) The transfer characteristic.
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(a)

VL

<e)l_k_l t

Fig. 16-34 A zero-crossing detector converts a sinusoid Vi into a

square wave VI)' The pulse waveforms V' and VL result if Va is fed

into a short time-constant RC circuit in cascade with a diode clipper.

Zero-crossing Detector If V R is set equal to zero, the output will respond
almost discontinuously every time the input passes through zero. Such an
arrangement is called a zero-crossing detector.

Some of the most important systems using comparators will now be
listed. Other applications are discussed in Sees. 16-5 and 17-19.

Square Waves from a Sine Wave If the input to an OP AMP comparator
is a sine \vave, the output is a square wave. If a zero-crossing detector is
used, a symmetrical square ,vave results, as sho\vn in Fig. 16-34c. This ideal
ized \vaveform has vertical sides \vhich, in reality, should extend over a range
of a fe\\T millivolts of input voltage Vi.

Timing-markers Generator from a Sine Wave The square-wave output
Vo of the preceding application is applied to the input of an RC series circuit.
If the tinle constant RC is very small compared ,vith the period T of the sine
wave input, the voltage v' across R is a series of positive and negative pulses,
as indicated in Fig. 16-34d. If v' is applied to a clipper with an ideal diode
(Fig. 16-34a) , the load voltage VL contains only positive pulses (Fig. 16-34e).
Thus the sinusoid has been converted into a train of positive pulses whose spac
ing is T. These may be used for tiluing markers (on the sweep voltage of a
cathode-ray tube, for example).
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Phasemeter The phase angle bet\veen two voltages can be measured by
a method based on the circuit of Fig. 16-34. Both voltages are converted into
pulses, and the time interval bet\veen the pulse of one \\yave and that obtained
from the second sine wave is measured. This time interval is proportional to
the phase difference. Such a phasemeter can measure angles from 0 to 360°.

Amplitude-distribution Analyzer A comparator is a basic building block
in a system used to analyze the amplitude distribution of the noise generated
in an active device or the voltage spectrum of the pulses developed by a nuclear
radiation detector, etc. To be more specific, suppose that the output of the
comparator is 10 V if Vi > VRand 0 V if Vi < V R. Let the input to the com
parator be noise. A dc meter is used to measure the average value of the out
put square wave. For example, if V R is set at zero, the meter \vill read 10 V,
which is interpreted to mean that the probability that the amplitude is greater
than zero is 100 percent. If V R is set at some value V~ and the meter reads
7 V, this is interpreted to mean that the probability that the amplitude of the
noise is greater than V~ is 70 percent, etc. In this \vay the cumulative ampli
tude probability distribution of the noise is obtained by recording meter read
ings as a function of V R.

Pulse-time Modulation If a periodic sweep waveform is applied to a
comparator whose reference voltage l'R is not constant but rather is modulated
by an audio signal, it is possible to obtain a succession of pulses \vhose relative
spacing reflects the input information. The result is a time-modulation system
of communication.

16-12 SAMPlE-AND-HOLD CIRCUITS9

A typical data-acquisition system receives signals from a number of different
sources and transmits these signals in suitable form to a computer or a commu
nication channel. A multiplexer (Sec. 17-5) selects each signal in sequence,
and then the analog infornlation is converted into a constant voltage over the
gating-time interval by means of a sample-and-hold circuit. The constant
output of the sample-and-hold may then be converted to a digital signal
by means of an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter (Sec. 17-20) for digital
transmission.

A sample-and-hold circuit in its simplest form is a s,,·itch S in series \vith
a capacitor, as in Fig. 16-35a. The voltage across the capacitor tracks the
input signal during the time T g \vhen a logic control gate closes S, and holds
the instantaneous value attained at the end of the interval To when the control
gate opens l;' The s""itch may be a relay (for very slow \vaveforms), a
sampling diode-bridge gate (Sec. 4-7), a bipolar transistor s\vitch,IO or a
l\tIOSFET controlled by a gating signal. The l\10SFET makes an excellent
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Control gate

(a) (b)

Fig. 16-35 Sample-and·hold circuit. (0) Schematic, (b) practical.

chopper because its offset voltage ,vhen ON ("""5 p.V) is much smaller than that
of a bipolar j unction transistor.

The circuit sho,vn in Fig. 16-3.5b is one of the simplest practical sample-and
hold circuits. A negative pulse at the gate of the p-channel l\10SFET will
turn the s,,~itch ON, and the holding capacitor C ,vill charge with a time con
stant RoNC to the instantaneous value of the input voltage. In the absence
of a negative pulse, the s,vitch is turned OFF and the capacitor is isolated from
any,load through the Ll\1102 OP A:\IP. Thus it ,vill hold the voltage impressed
upon it. It is recommended that a capacitor with polycarbonate, poly
ethylene, or Teflon dielectric be used. 1\10st other capacitors do not retain
the stored voltage, due to a polarization phenomenon 11 which causes the stored
voltage to decrease ,vith a time constant of severa] seconds. Even if the
polarization phenomenon does not occur, the OFF current of the s\vitch ("""1 nA)
and the bias cur)ent of the OP Al\IP 'Yill flo,,~ through C. Since the maximum
input bias current for the Ll\1102 is 10 nA, it fo110\v8 that with a 10-J,LF capaci
tance the drift rate during the HOLD period \vill be less than 1 m,rIs.

Two additional factors influence the operation of the circuit: the reaction
time, called aperture time (typically less than 100 ns), which is the delay
between the time that the pulse is applied to the s,vitch and the actual time
the s\vitch closes, and the acquisition time, \vhich is the time it takes for the
capacitor to change from one level of holding voltage to the ne\v value of
input voltage after the s\vitch has closed.

When the hold capacitor is larger than 0.05 P.!1', an isolation resistor of
approximately 10 I{ should be included bet\yeen the capacitor and the + input
of the OP Al\IP. This resistor is required to protect the amplifier in case the
output is short-circuited or the po\\yer supplies are abruptly shut do\vn while
the capacitor is charged.

16-13 PRECISION AC/DC CONVERTERS12

If a sinusoid \vhose peak value is less than the threshold or cutin voltage V'Y
("""0.6 V) is applied to the rectifier circuit of l~ig. 4-6, \,"e see that the output
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(a) (b)

Fig. 16-36 (0) A precision diode. (b) A precision clamp.

is zero for all tirnes. In order to be able to reetify millivolt signals, it is clearly
necessary to reduce 1'""y, By placing the diode in the feedback loop of an
OP A:\IP, the cutin voltage is divided by the open-loop gain A v of the amplifier.
Hence V l' is virtually eliminated and the diode approaches the ideal rectifying
component. If in }1'ig. 16-36a the input Vi goes positive by at least V"y/ A v,

then v' exceeds V"y and D conducts. Because of the virtual connection bet\veen
the noninverting and inverting inputs (due to the feedback \yith D ON), Va ~ Vi.

Therefore the circuit acts as a voltage follo\\'er for positive signals (in excess of
approximately 0.1 mV). When Vi s\vings negatively, D is OFF and no current
is delivered to the external load except for the small bias current of the Ll\1
lOlA.

Precision Clamp By modifying the circuit of Fig. 16-36a, as indicated
in Fig. 16-36b, an almost ideal clamp (Sec. 4-5) is obtained. If Vi < 17 R, then
v' is positive and D conducts. As explained above, under these conditions
the output equals the voltage at the noninverting terminal, or Va = V R. If
Vi > VR, then v' is negative, D is OFF, and Vo = 1..\. In summary: The output
fo11o\\'s the input for Vi > V"Rand Vo is clamped to V R if Vi is less than V R by
about 0.1 mY. When D is reverse-biased in Fig. 16-36a or b, a large differen
tial voltage may appear bet\veen the inputs and the OP A:\IP must be able to
withstand this voltage. Also note that ,,,hen Vi > V R, the input stage satu
rates because the feedback through D is missing.

Fast Half-wave Rectifier By add.ing R' and D2 to Fig. 16-36b and
setting 1"R = 0, "'e obtain the circuit of Fig. 16-37a. If Vi goes negative, Dl
is ON, D2 is OFF, and the circuit behaves as an inverting OP A:\IP, so that
Vo = - (R' / R)Vi. If Vi is positive, Dl is OFF and D2 is ON. Because of the
feedback through D2, a virtual ground exists at the input and Va = O. If Vi

is a sinusoid, the circuit performs half-\\"ave rectification. Because the am'pli
fier does not saturate, it can provide rectification at frequencies up to 100 kHz.

An equivalent alternative configuration to that in Fig. 16-37a is to ground
the left-hand side of R and to irnpress Vi at the noninverting terminal. The
half-\vave-rectified output no\\' has a peak value of (R + R')/R times the
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(a)
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(b)

Fig. 16-37 (0) A half-wave rectiner. (b) A low-pass

filter which can be cascaded with the circuit in (0) to

obtain an average detector.

maximum sinusoidal input voltage. A full-\vave system is indicated in Probe
16-43.

Active Average Detector Consider the circuit of Fig. 16-37a to be
cascaded \\~ith the lo\\~-pass filter of Fig. 16-37b. If Vi is an amplitude-modu
lated carrier (Fig. 4-27), the R1C filter removes the carrier and v' is proportional
to the average value of the audio signal. In other \\iords, this configuration
represents an average detector.

Active Peak Detector If a capacitor is added at the output of the
precision diode of I~ig. 16-36a, a peak detector results. The capacitor in
Fig. 16-38a will hold the output at t = t' to the most positive value attained
by the input Vi prior to t', as indicated in Fig. 16-38b. l'his operation follo\vs
from the fact that if Vi > va' the OP AMP output Vi is positive, so that D con
ducts. The capacitor is then charged through D (by the output current of the
amplifier) to the value of the input because the circuit is a voltage follower.
When Vi falls belo",- the capacitor voltage, the OP AMP output goes negative

(a)

t'

(b)

Fig.16-38 (0) A positive peak detector. (b) An arbitrary input

waveform Vi and the corresponding output Vo.
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(16-61)

and the diode becomes reverse-biased. Thus the capacitor gets charged to the
most positive value of the input.

This circuit is a special case of a sample-and-hold circuit, and the capacitor
leakage current considerations given in Sec. 16-12 also apply to this configura
tion. If the output is loaded, a buffer voltage follo\ver should be used to pre
vent the load from discharging C. To reset the circuit, a lo\v-leakage s\vitch
such as a l\10SI;'ET gate must be placed across the capacitor.

16-14 LOGARITHMIC AMPUFIERS12

In Fig. 16-39a there is indicated an OP A~lP \vith the feedback resistor R'
replaced by the diode Dl. This amplifier is used \vhen it is desired to have
the output voltage proportional to the logarithm of the input voltage.

From Eq. (3-9) the volt-ampere diode characteristic is

provided that VI/11 V T » 1 or II »10 • Hence

Since II = I. = 1',/R due to the virtual ground at the amplifier input, then

Vo= - VI = -llVT (In ~ - In To)

We note from Eq. (16-61) that the output voltage V o is temperature-dependent
due to the scale factor 11 VT and to t.he saturation current 10 • Both temperature
effects can be reduced by using the circuit of Fig. 16-39b, \vhere the diodes Dl
and D2 are matched, RT is temperature-dependent, and the constant source I
is independent of T.

(a) (b)

Fig. 16-39 (0) Logarithmic amplifier for positive. input voltage Vs' (b) Tempera

ture-compensated amplifier.
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We have for this circuit, and using Eq. (16-61),

V = V/ 2 + V o = '1 V T (In I - In 10 - In ~. + In 10 )

Thus the output voltage V~ becomes

V' - R T + R 1 + R' V I V 8

o - - R
1
+ R

T
1] r n RI (16-62)

(16-63)

The temperature dependence of Rr is selected to compensate approximately
for the factor 1]V r in Eq. (16-62).

Logarithmic Amplifier Using Matched Transistors Instead of two
matched diodes, it is possible to use a matched pair of transistors connected
as in Fig. 16-40a to remove from the expression for V; the faetor 1], \"hose
value normally depends on the curren t. flo\ving through the diode. In Ji'ig.
16-40a, Ql is used as the feedback element around the first OP A:\IP. If \ve
neglect V BEl - V BE2 ,vith respect to Vee, and since I B2 « I C2, then

I Vee d I VB V"
C2 ~ If; an el = R

1
+ R

4
2R

1

From Eq. (15-21) it fo11o\\"s that

V BBl - V BB2 = V T In I Cl - VT In I C2 = VT In (2~1 t~6C) (16-64)

Since the base of Ql is grounded, the negative of the above voltage appears
at the noninverting terminal of the second operational amplifier, \"hose gain
is determined by resistors R7 and R 8• Hence

Vo = - V r R7 + RSIn (~~) (16-65)
R 7 2R 1 Vee

The above transfer function of the amplifier is plotted in Fig. 16-40b for
various operating temperatures. It is see~ that the dynamic range extends
over 5 mV to 50 V of input voltage, or 80 dB. :From Eq. (16-65),

dVo _ _ (R7 + R8) _ _ 0) 43.8 __ .- .
dOn V

8
) - VT R

7
- O.O~6 X 0.52 - 2.20

\vhich is in excellent agreement \vith the slope obtained from Fig. 16-40b.

Antilog Amplifier The amplifiers discussed above give an output V o

proportional to the natural logarithm of the input Vs, or

(16-66)

Sometimes \ve desire an 0Utput proportional to the antilogarithm (1n- 1
)

of the input; that is,

(16-67)
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Vee = +15V

-6V

(a)

50050

-15 ~_----L__----'-__-...J....__---'

5

~o 5 I----~.Jt_...:..:....-----.-~--+----t

G>
til

~ 0 I------r--~:__---;---..,
>

.....,:I

='
~ -5 I-----+----+--~.----.....,

o
-10 I-------+-----t------+------"'''i''t

15.-----...,..----.-----r---....,

10 ao-----+------'----+----;

>

Input voltage V. t mV

(b)

Fig. 16-40 (0) Logarithmic amplifier. (b) Transfer characteris

tic. (Courtesy of Fairchild Semiconductor, Inc.)

The circuit sho\\'n in Fig. 16-41 can be used as an antilog amplifier. If
,ve assume infinite input resistance for A 1 and A 2 as ,veIl as zero differential
input voltage for each operational amplifier, ,ve obtain

V 2 = - Vf + VI = -"IllT(ln If - In 10 ) + R
1
~l R

2
V. (16-68)

and since V 2 is the negative of the voltage across D2,

(16-69)
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Fig. 16-41 Antilog amplifier.

Combining Eqs. (16-68) and (16-69) yields

because Vo = 12 R'. F'inally, from Eq. (16-70) it follows that

Vo = R'I/ln-1
[ -- V. (Rl ; R

z
:;)~T)]

(16-70)

(16-71)

Equation (16-71) is of the form given in Eq. (16-67).
We sho\v in Probe 16-45 that it is possible to raise the input VB to an

arbitrary po\\rer by combining log and antilog amplifiers.

logarithmic Multiplier The log and antilog amplifiers can be used for
the multiplication or division of t\VO analog signals VB! and VB2 • In Fig. 16-42

R

~l

Fig. 16-42 Logarithmic multiplier of two analog signals (Vo =

KV.IV~2).
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R'

Fig.16-43 Variable transconductance multiplier (Vo = KV,lV,2).

Sec. J6-14

the logarithm of each input is taken, then the two logarithms are added, and
finally the antilog of the sum yields the product of the two inputs. Thus

(16-72)
and

(16-73)

If KaK I = 1, then

(16-74)

The input signals can be divided if we subtract the logarithm of Vd from
that of V,2 and then take the antilog. We must point out that the logarithmic
multiplier or divider is useful for unipolar inputs only. This is often called
one-quadrant operation. Other techniques13 are available for the accurate
multiplication of t",,'o signals.

Differential Amplifier Multiplier From Eqs. (15-24) and (15-23) we
observe that the output voltage of a differential amplifier depends on th e
current source I. If VBI is applied to one input and V s2 is used to vary I, as
in Fig. 16-43, the output \vill be proportional to the product of the two signals
V.tVd . The device AD 530 manufactured by Analog Devices, Inc., is a com
pletely monolithic multiplier/divider with basic accuracy of 1 percent and
bandwidth of 1 l\1Hz. As a multiplier, the AD 530 has the transfer function
XY/I0 and as a divider +10Z/X. The X, Y, and Z input levels are ±10 V
for multiplication and the output is ±10 V at 5 rnA. As a divider, operation
is restricted to t,vo quadrants (\vhere X is negative) only.
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16·15 WAVEFORM GENERATORS9

The operational amplifier comparator, together \vith an integrator, can be
used to generate a-square wave, a pulse, or a triangle \\~aveform, as ,,~e no\v
demonstrate.

Square-wave Generator In Fig. 16-44a, the output Vo is shunted to
ground by two Zener diodes connected back to back and is limited to either
+ VZ2 or - VZl, if V'Y « VZ (Fig. 4-11). A fraction ~ = Ra/ (R 2 + Ra) of the
output is fed back to the noninverting input terminal. The differential input
voltage Vi is given by

(16-75)

From the transfer characteristic of the cOJ!lparator given in Fig. 16-33 \ve see
that if Vi is positive (by at least 1 mV), then Vo = - VZl, \vhereas if Vi is nega
tive (by at least 1 mV), then Vo = +VZ2. Consider an instant of time \vhen
Vi < 0 or Vc < pVo = pVZ2. The capacitor C no\v charges exponentially toward
VZ2 through the integrating R'(} combination. The output remains constant
at VZ2 until Vc equals +f1VZ2, at \vhich time the comparator output reverses to
- VZl. Now Vc charges exponentially to\vard - VZl. The output voltage
Vo and capacitor voltage Vc \\raveforms are sho\vn in Fig. 16-44b for the special
case VZl = VZ2 = Vz. If we let t = 0 when Vc = - pVZ for the first half
cycle, we have

vc(t) = Vz[l - (1 + P) E-t/RIC]

R'
+~~ ----------

Vc

0
T T
'2

-~~ T1- T2
- --- --

-Vz

(16-76)

(a) (b)

Fig. 16-44 (0) A square-wave generator. (b) Output and capacitor

voltage waveforms.
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(16-77)

(16-78)

Since at t = T /2, ve (!) = +,811z, \ve find T, solving Eq. (16-76), to be given by

T = 2R'C In 1 + ,8
1 - {3

Note that T is independent of V"z.
This square-\\'ave generator is particularly useful in the frequency range

10 Hz to 10 kHz. At higher frequencies the delay time of the operational
amplifier as it moves out of saturation, through its linear range, and back to
saturation in the opposite direction, becomes significant. Also, the sle\v rate
of the operational amplifier limits the slope of the output square \vave. The
frequency stability depend:5 mainly upon the Zener-diode stability and the
capacitor, \vhereas \vaveform symlnetry depends on the matching of the t\VO
Zener diodes. If an unsymmetrical square ,,"ave is desired, then ITZl ~ VZ2.

l'he cireuit ,,"ill operate in essentially the same manner as described above
if R 1 = 0 and the avalanche diodes are omitted. Ho,,-ever, no\v the amplitude
of the square \vave depends upon the po\ver supply voltage (± 5.8 V for the
Me 1530, using ±6 V supplies as in Sec. 15-5).

The circuit of "F'ig. 16-44 is called an astable 1nultivibrator because it has
two quasistable states. The output remains in one of these states for a time
T 1 and then abruptly changes to the second state for a time T 2, and the cycle
of period T = T 1 + T 2 repeats.

Pulse Generator A 1J1onostable lnultivibrator has one stable state and one
quasistable state. The circuit renlains in its stable state until a triggering
signal causes a transition to the quasistable state. Then, after a time T, the
circuit returns to its stable state. Hence a single pulse has been generated,
and the circuit is referred to as a one-shnt.

The square-\vave generator of Fig. 16-44 is modified in Fig. 16-45 to
operate as a mOllostable multivibrator by adding a diode (Dl) clamp across C
and by introducing a naITO"" negative triggering pulse through D2 to the nOIl

inverting terminal. To see ho\v the circuit operates, assume that it is in its
stable state \vith the output at Vo = +V Z and the capacitor clamped at

Ve = VI ~ 0.7 V

(the ON voltage of Dl \yith (3Vz > VI)' If the trigger amplitude is greater
than {3Vz - VI, then it \yill cause the comparator to s\vitch to an output
Va = - Vz. The capacitor \vill no\y charge through R' to\vard - VZ because
Dl becomes reverse biased. When Vc becomes more negative than - {3 Vz, the
comparator output s\\?ings back to +Vz. The capacitor no\v starts charging
to\vard +Vz through R' until Ve reaches VIand C becomes clamped again at
Ve = V 1. In Prob. 16-48 \\-e find that the pulse ,,"idth T is given by

T = R'G In 1 +1(~l~VZ)
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R'

+Vz
Vo

V
O V1+ VC

~ ~c

-~Vz

~
-Vz

l+-T~

- -
(b)(a)

Dl

Trigger
0---11-----t~~.......-----.....

~«T

Fig. 16-45 (0) Monostable multivibrator. (b) Output and capacitor voltage

waveforms.

If Vz » V 1 and R 2 = R a, so that {3 = i, then T = 0.69R'C. For short pulse
widths the s\\Titching times of the comparator become important and limit the
operation of the circuit. If R 1 = 0 and the Zener diodes are omitted, Eq.
(16-78) remains valid with Vz = V cc - V CE,sat (Sec. 15-5).

(16-79)

Triangle-wave Generator We observe from Fig. 16-44b that llC has a
triangular waveshape but that the sides of the triangles are exponentials rather
than straight lines. To linearize the triangles, it is required that C be charged
with a constant current rather than the exponential current supplied through R
in Fig. 16-44b. In :Fig. 16-46 an OP A~IP integrator is used to supply constant
current to C so that the output is linear. Because of the inversion through the
integrator, this voltage is fed back to the noninverting terminal of the com
parator in this circuit rather than to the inverting terminal as in F'ig. 16-44.

When the comparator has reached either the positive or negative satura
tion state, the matched Zener diodes will clamp the voltage VA at either +Vz
or - Vz. Let us assume that VA = + Vz at t = to. The current flowing into
the integrator is

/+ = V z
Ra + R 4

and the integrator output becomes a negative-going ramp, or

1 (t /+
vo(t) = vo(to) - C }to /+ dt = vo(to) - c (t - to) (16-80)

(16-81)

The voltage at pin 3 of the threshold detector is, using superposition,

va(t) = R oVZ -t- (R 1 + R 2)vo (t)
R1 + R 2 + Ro R1 + R 2 + Rs
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Sec. 16·) 5

(8.2 K)

(a)

(b)

6

(16-83)

Fig. 16-46 (0) Practical triangle-wave generator. (b) Output waveform.

(Courtesy of National Semiconductor Corp.)

When V3(t) goes through zero and becomes negative, the comparator output
changes to the negative-output state and V A = - V z. At this time, t = t1,

Va(ll) = 0, or from Eq. (16-81) we find

Rs
Vo(t1) = - R

1
+ R

2
Vz (16-82)

The current supplied to the integrator for t2 > t > t1 is

/_ = _ Vz = -[+
Ra + R 4

and the integrator output vo(t) becomes a positive-going ramp \vith the same
slope as the negative-going ramp_ At a time t2, \vhen

Rs
Vo (t2) = + R1 + R2 Vz

the comparator switches again to its positive output and the cycle repeats.
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(16-84)

The frequency of the triangle ,yave is determined from Eq. (16-80) and
Fig. (16-46) to be given by

f = RI + R2

4(R3 + R 4)Ri C

The amplitude can be controlled by the ratio RslTz/(R I + R 2). The positive
and negative peaks are equal if the Zener diodes are matched. I t is possible
to offset the triangle 'Yith respect to ground if ,ye connect a dc voltage to the
inverting terminal of the threshold detector or comparator.

The practical circuit sho,vn in Fig. 16-46 makes use of the LH 101 OP Al\IP,

which is internally conlpensated for unity-gain feed-back. This monolithic
integrated OP A)IP has maximum input offset voltage of 5 mV and maximum
input. bias current of 500 nA. :B-'or symmetry of operation the current into
the integrator should be large \\~ith respect to I biss, and the peak of the output
triangle voltage should be large ,,'ith respect to the input offset voltage.

The design of monostable and astable generators using discrete com
ponents is considered in detail in Ref. 3, Chap. 11. - One shots constructed
from logic gates are indicated in Prob. 17-57.

16-16 REGENERATIVE COMPARATOR (SCHMITT TRIGGER)14

As indicated in Fig. 16-33, the transfer characteristic of the ~IC1530 DIFF

AMP makes the change in output from -5 V to +5 V for a s'Ying of 2 mV
in input voltage. Hence the average slope of this curve or the large-signal
voltage gain A v is A v = 10/2 X 10-3 = 5,000. (The incremental gain at the
center of the characteristic is calculated in Sec. 15-5 to be 8,670.) Byemploy
ing positive (regenerative) voltage-series feedback, as is done in Figs. 16-44 and
16-45 for the astable and monostable multivibrators, the gain may be increased
greatly. Consequently the total output excursion takes place in a time inter
val during ,Yhich the input is changing by much less than 2 mV. Theo
retically, if the loop gain - {jAy is adjusted to be unity, then the gain ,vith
feedback A Vf becomes infinite [Eq. (13-4)]. Such an idealized situation results
in an abrupt (zero rise time) transition bet,,~een the extreme values of output
voltage. If a loop gain in excess of unity is chosen, the output waveform
continues to be virtually discontinuous at the comparison voltage. However,
the circuit now exhibits a phenomenon called hysteresis, or backlash, which is
explained below.

The regenerative comparator of Fig. 16-47a is commonly referred to as a
Schmitt trigger (after the inventor of a vacuum-tube version of this circuit). The
input voltage is applied to the inverting terminal 2 and the feedback voltage
to the noninverting terminal 1. The feedback factor is (3 = R 2/(R I + R z).

For R 2 = 100 11, R I = 10 I{, and A v = - 5,000, the loop gain is

5,000
-{jAy = 0.1 X 10.1 = 49.5» 1
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Fig. 16-47 (0) A Schmitt

trigger. The transfer char

acteristics for (b) increas

ing Vi and (c) decreasing Vi.

(d) The compositive input

output curve.
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Ass'Jme that Vi < VI, so that Vo = + V o (+5 V). Then, using superposition,
\,~e find from Fig. 16-47a that

_ R 1V R . R2Vo _ _ T

VI - R
1

+ R
2

+ R
I

+ R
2

= 1 1 (16-85)

If Vi is no\v increased, then Vo remains constant at Vo , and VI VI = constant
until Vi = V" 1. At this threshold, critical, or triggering voltage, the output regen
eratively s\vitches to Vo = - lTo and remains at this value as long as Vi > VI.
This transfer characteristic is indicated in Fig. 16-47b.

The voltage at the noninverting terminal for Vi > V I is

R1VR R 2V o

VI = R
1
+ R

2
- III + R

2
== V 2 (16-86)

For the parameter values given in Fig. 16-47 and \vith V o = 5 V,

VI = 0.99 + 0.05 = 1.04 V

V 2 = 0.99 - 0.05 = 0.94 V

Note that lT 2 < VI, and the difference bet\veen these t\VO values is called the
hysteresis VH.

V H = VI - V - 2R 2Vo
- 0 10 V

2 - R
1
+ R

2
- • 1# (16-87)

If \ve no\v decrease Vi, then the output remains at - Vo until Vi equals
the voltage at terminal 1 or until Vi = V 2. At this voltage a regenerative
transition takes place and, as indicated in ]~ig. 16-47c, the output returns to
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+Vo almost instantaneously. The complete transfer function is indicated in
Fig. 16-47c, \vhere the shaded portions may be traversed in either direction,
but the solid segments can only be obtained if Vi varies as indicated by the
arrov/s. Note that because of the hysteresis, the circuit triggers at a higher
voltage for increasing than for decreasing signals.

We note above that transfer gain increases from 5,000 to\vard infinity as
the loop gain increases from zero to unity, and that there is no hysteresis as
long as -I3A v ~ 1. However, adjusting the gain precisely to unity is not
feasible. The DIFF AMP parameters and, hence the gain A v , are variable
over the signal excursion. Hence an adjustment which ensures that the maxi
mum loop gain is unity \vould result in voltage ranges \vhere this amplification
is less than uni ty, ,,~ith a conse.quent loss in speed of response of the circuit.
Furthermore, the circuit may not be stable enough to maintain a loop gain of
precisely unity for a long period of time \vithout frequent readjustment. In
practice, therefore, a loop gain in excess of unity is chosen and a small amount
of hysteresis is tolerated. In most cases a small value of V H is not a matter
of concern. In other applications a large backlash range will not allow the
circuit to function properly. Thus if the peak-to-peak signal were smaller
than V H, then the Schmitt circuit, having responded at a threshold voltage
by a transition in one direction, \vould never reset itself. In- other words, once
the output has jumped to, say, Va' it ,,~ould remain at this level and never
return to - Vo. .

The most important use made of the Schmitt trigger is to convert a very
slowly varying input voltage into an output having an abrupt (almost dis
continuous) \\~aveform, occurring at a precise value of input voltage. This
regenerative comparator may be used in all the applications listed in Sec.
16··11. For example, the use of the Schmitt trigger as a squaring circuit is
illustrated in Fig. 16-48. The input signal is arbitrary except that it has a
large enough excursion to carry the input beyond the limits of the hysteresis
range V H. The output is a square \vave as sho\vn, the amplitude of which is
independent of the peak-to-peak value of the input waveform. The output
has much faster leading and trailing edges than does the input.

The design of a Schmitt trigger from discrete components is explained in
detail in Ref. 3, Sees. 10-11 and 10-13.

r-- -
I
I
I

Fig.16-48 Response of the Schmitt trigger Vo~1 ll-----+f,~--~H t
to an arbitrary input signal. 0: r-r--
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16-17 EMITTER-COUPLED LOGIC (ECl)!5

The transfer characteristic of the difference amplifier is discussed in Sec. 15-4.
We find that the emitter current remains essentially constant and that this
current is switched from one transistor to the other as the signal at the input
transistor varies from about 0.1 V belo\v to 0.1 V above the reference voltage
VBB at the base of the second transistor (Fig. 15-9). Except for a very narrow
range of input voltage the output voltage takes on only one of t\VO possible
values and, hence, behaves as a binary circuit. Hence the DIFF AMF, which
is considered in detail in this chapter on analog systems, is also important as a
digital device. A logic family based upon this basic building block is called
emitter-coupled logic (ECL) or current-mode logic (Cl\1L). Since in the DIFF

AMP clipper or comparator neither transistor is allowed to go into saturation,
the ECL is the fastest of all logic families (Table 6-5); a propagation delay
time as low as 1 ns per gate is possible. The high speed (and high fan out)
attainable with ECL is offset by the increased power dissipation per gate
relative to that of the saturating logic families.

A 2-input OR (and also NOR) gate is drawn in Fig. 16-49a. This circuit
is obtained from Fig. 15-6 by using t\VO transistors in parallel at the input.
Consider positive logic. If both A and B are low, then neither Ql nor Q2
conducts \vhereas Q3 is in its active region. Under these circumstances Y is
low and Y' is high. If either A or B is high, then the emitter current switches
to the input transistor th~ base of \vhich is high, and the collector current of
Q3 drops approximately to zero. Hence Y goes high and Y' drops in voltage.
Note that OR logic is performed at the output Y and NOR logic at y I

, so that
y ' = Y. The logic symbol for such an OR gate with both true and false
outputs is indicated in Fig. 16-49b. The availability of complementary out-

A~Y(OR)

vasB~Y(NOR)

(b)

Fig. 16~49 (0) DIFF AMP converted into a 2 a input emitter

coupled logic circuit. (b) The symbol for a 2.. input

OR/NOR gate.
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y'

- VEE - -5.20 V

Fig. 16..50 A 3..input Eel OR/NOR gate, with no dc-level shift between input and out

put voltages.

puts is clearly an advantage to the logic design engineer since it avoids the
necessity of adding gates simply as inverters.

One of the difficulties with ECL topology of Fig. 16-49a is that the YeO)
and V(l) levels at the outputs differ from those at the inputs. Hence emitter
followers Q5 and Q6 are used at the outputs to provide the proper dc-level
shifts. The basic l\IIotorola ECL 3-input gate is shown in Fig. 16-50. The
reference voltage - V BB is obtained from a temperature-compensated net\vork
(not indicated). The quantitative opetation of the gate is given in the follo\v
ing illustrative problem.

EXAMPLE (a) What are the logic levels at output Y of the ECL gate of Fig.
16-50? Assume a drop 0£'0.7 V between base and emitter of a conducting tran
sistor. (b) Calculate the noise margins. (c) Verify that a conducting transistor
is in its active region (not in saturation). (d) Calculate R so that the logic levels
at Y' are the complements of those at Y. (e) Find the average power dissipated
by the gate.

Solution (a) If all inputs are lo\v, then assume transistors Q1, Q2, and Q3 are
cut off and Q4 is conducting. The voltage at the conunon emitter is

VE = -1.15 - 0.7 = -1.85 V

The current I in the 1.18-K resistance is

I = -1.85 + 5.20 = 2.~4 mA
1.18
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Neglecting the base current compared with the emitter current, I is the current
in the 300-n resistance and the output voltage at Y is

Vy = -D.31 - V BE5 = -(0.3)(2.84) - 0.7 = -1.55 V = YeO)

If all inputs are at YeO) = -1.55 'V and V E = -1.85 V, then the base-to
emitter voltage of an input transistor is

V BE = -1.55 + 1.85 = 0.30 V

Since the cutin voltage is V BE.cutin = 0.5 V (Table 5-1), then the input transistors
are nonconducting, as \vas assumed above.

If at least one input is high, then assume that the current in the 1.18-K resis
tance is switched to R, and Q4 is cut off. The drop in the 300-n resistance is
then zero. Since the base and collector of Q5 are effectively tied together,
Q5 now behaves as a diode. Assuming 0.7 V across Q5 as a first approximation,
the diode current is (5.20 - 0.7)/1.5 = 3.0 rnA. From Fig. 7-19a the diode
voltage for 3.0 rnA is 0.75 V. Hence

Vy = -0.75 V = Vel)

If one input is at -0.75 V, then V E = -0.75 - 0.7 = -1.45 V, and

V BE4 = -1.15 + 1.45 = 0.30 V

which verifies the assumption that Q4 is cutoff; since V BE,cutin = 0.5 V.
Note that the total output swing between the two logic levels is only 1.55 

0.75 = 0.80 V (800 mY). This voltage is much smaller than the value (in excess
of 4 V) obtained with a DTL or TTL gate.

(b) If all inputs are at V(O), then the calculation in part (a) shows that an
input transistor is \vithin 0.50 - 0.30 = 0.20 V of cutin. lienee a positive noise
spike of 0.20 V will cause the gate to malfunction.

If one input is at V(l), then we find in part (a) that V BE4 = 0.30 V. Hence
a negative noise spike at the input of 0.20 V drops V E by the same amount and
brings V BE4 to 0.5 V, or to the edge of conduction. Note that the noise margins
are quite small (± 200 mV).

(c) From part (a) we have that, when Q4 is conducting, its collector voltage
with respect to ground is the drop in the 300-0 resistance, or VC4 = - (0.3) (2.84) =
-0.85 V. Hence the collector junction voltage is

VCB4 = V C4 - V B4 = -0.85 + 1.15 = +0.30 V

For an n-p-n transistor this represents a reverse bias, and Q4 must be in its active
region.

If any input, say A, is at V(1) = -0.75 V = V Bl, then Q1 is conducting
and the output Y' = Y = YeO) = -1.55 V. The collector of Ql is more positive
than V(O) by V BE6, or

Vel = -1.55 + 0.7 = -0.85 V

and

VCBI = VCI - V BI = -0.85 + 0.75 = -0.10 V
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For an n-p-n transistor this represents a forward bias, but one whose magnitude is
less than the cutin voltage of 0.5 V. Therefore Ql is not in saturation; it is in its
active region.

(d) If input A is at V(l), then Ql conducts and Q4 is OFF. Then

VE = V(l) - V BE1 = -0.75 - 0.7 = -1.45 V

I = V E + VEE = -1.45 + 5.20 = 3.17 rnA
1.18 1.18

In part (c) we find that, if Y' = Y, then V Cl = -0.85 V. This value represents
the drop across R if we neglect the base current of Ql. Hence

R = 0.85 = 0.27 K = 270 n
3.17

This value of R ensures that, if an input is V(l), then y' ~ V(O). If all inputs
are at YeO) = -1.55 V, then the current through R is zero and the output is
-0.75 V = V(l), independent of R.

Note that, if I had remained constant as the input changed state (true
current-mode switching), then R would be identical to the collector resistance
(300 0) of Q4. The above calculation shows that R is sligh tly smaller than this
value.

(e) If the input is low, I = 2.84 rnA (part a), whereas if the input is high,
1=3.17 rnA (part d). The average I is j-(2.84 + 3.17) = 3.00 rnA. Since
V(O) = -0.75 V and Vel) = -1.55 V, the currents in the two emitter followers
are

5.20 - 0.75 = 2.96 rnA
1.50

and 5.20 - 1.55 = 2.40 rnA
1.50

The total power supply current drain is 3.00 + 2.96 + 2.40 = 8.36 rnA and the
power dissipation is (5.20) (8.36) = 43.5 mW.

Note that the current drain from the power supply varies very little as
the input switches from one state to the other. Hence power line spikes (of
the type discussed in Sec. 6-12 for TTL gates) are virtually nonexistent.

The input resistance can be considered infinite if all inputs are low so
that all input transistors are cut off. If an input is high, then Q4 is OFF,

and the input resistance corresponds to a transistor with an emitter resistor
R s = 1.18 K, and from Eq. (8-55) a reasonable estimate is R i ~ 100 K. The

Fig. 16-51 An implied-OR connection at the

output of two Eel gates.

A

B

C

D

Yt

Y
J

Y- Y1 + Yt

Y,
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output resistance is that of an emitter-follo\ver (or a diode) and a reasonable
value is Ro ~ 15 O.

If the outputs of two or more ECL gates are tied together as in Fig. 16-51,
then wired-oR logic (Sec. 6-10) is obtained (Prob. 16-53). Open-emitter gates
are available for use in this application.

Summary The principal characteristics of the ECL gate are summarized
below:

Advantages

1. Since the transistors do not saturate, then the highest speed of aI?-Y
logic family is available.

2. Since the input resistance is very high and the output resistance is very
low, a large fan out is possible.

3. Complementary outputs are available.
4. Current switching spikes are not present in the po\ver supply leads.
5. Outputs can be tied together to give the implied-OR function.
6. There is little degradation of parameters with variations in temperature.
7. The number of functions available is high.
8. Easy data transmission over long distances by means of balanced

twisted-pair 50-0 lines is possible.I 5

Disadvantages

1. A small voltage difference (800 mV) exists between the two logic levels
and the noise margin is only ± 200 mV.

2. The power dissipation is high relative to the other logic families.
3. Level shifters are required for interfacing with other families.
4. The gate is slowed down by heavy capacitive loading.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

16-1 Indicate an OP AMP connected as (a) an inverter, (b) a scale changer, (c) a
phase shifter, and (d) an adder.

16-2 Draw the circuit of a voltage-to-current converter if the load is (a) floating and
(b) grounded.

16-3 Draw the circuit of a current-to-voltage converter. Explain its operation.
16-4 Draw the circuit of a dc voltage follower and explain its operation.
16-5 Draw the circuit of a dc differential amplifier having (a) low input resistance

and (b) high input resistance.
16-6 Draw the circuit of an ac voltage follower having very high input resistance.

Explain its operation.
16-7 Draw the circuit of an OP AMP integrator and indicate how to apply the

initial condition. Explain its operation.
16-8 Sketch the idealized characteristics for the following filter types: (a) low

pass, (b) high-pass, (c) bandpass, and (d) band-rejection.
16-9 Draw the prototype for a low-pass active-filter section of (a) first order, (b)

s~cond order, and (c) third order.
16-10 (a) Obtain the frequency response of an RLC circuit in terms of wo and Q.

(b) Verify that the bandwidth is given by fo/Q. (c) What is meant by an active
resonant bandpass filter?
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16-11 (a) A signal V, is applied to the inverting terminal (2) of an OP AMP through
Zl and to the noninverting terminal (1) through Z2. From (1) to ground is an imped
ance Za, and between (2) and the output is Z4. Derive the expression for the gain.
(b) How should Zl, Z2, Z3, and Z4 be chosen so that the circuit behaves as a delay
equalizer?

16-12 (a) Sketch the basic building block for an IC tuned amplifier. (b)
Explain ho\v automatic gain control (AGC) is obtained. (c) 'Vhy does AGC not
cause detuning?

16-13 Define the y-parameters (a) by equations and (b) in words. (c) For a
cascode circuit which y-parameter is negligible?

16-14 Dra\v the circuit of an amplitude modulator and explain its operation.
16-15 (a) DraYl the circuit of an Ie video amplifier with AGe. (b) Sketch the

small-signal model.
16-16 (a) What does an IC comparator consist of? (b) Sketch the transfer

characteristic and indicate typical voltage values.
16-17 Sketch the circuit for converting a sinusoid (a) into a square wave and (b)

into a series of positive pulses, one per cycle.
16-18 Explain how to measure the phase difference between two sinusoids.
16-19 Sketch a sample-and-hold circuit and explain its operation.
16-20 Sketch the circuit of a precision (a) diode and (b) clamp and explain their

operation.
16-21 (a) Sketch the circuit of a fast half-wave rectifier and explain its operation.

(b) IIow is this circuit converted into an at'erage detector?
16-22 Sketch the circuit of a peak detector and explain its operation.
16-23 (a) Sketch the circuit of a logarilh1nic amplifier using one OP AMP and

eXlJlain its operation. (b) More complicated logarithmic amplifiers are given in Sec.
IH-14. \Vhat purpose is served by these circuits?

16-24 In schematic fonn indicate how to rnultiply two analog voltages with log
antilog alnplifiers.

16-25 Explain how to multiply two analog voltages using a DIFF AMP.

16-26 (a) Draw the circuit of a square-wave generator using an OP AMP. (b)
Explain its operation by drawing the capacitor voltage waveform. (c) Derive the
expression for the period of a synlmetrical \vaveform.

16-27 (a) Draw the circuit of a pulse generator (a monostable multivibrator)
using an OP AMP. (b) Explain its operation by referring to the capacitor waveform.

16-28 (a) Draw the circuit of a triangle generator using a comparator and an
integrator. (b) Explain its operation by referring to the output \vaveform. (c) What
is the peak amplitude?

16-29 (a) Sketch a regenerative comparator system and explain its operation.
(b) What paralneters determine the loop gain? (c) What parameters detennine the
hysteresis? (d) Sketch the transfer characteristic and indicate the hysteresis.

16-30 (a) Sketch a 2-input OR (and al~o NOR) EeL gate. (b) What parameters
determine the noise margin? (c) Why are the two collector resistors unequal? (d)
Explain why power line spikes are virtually nonexistent.

16-31 List and discuss at least four advantages and four disadvantages of the
EeL gate.
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" ;XI PROBLEMS

CHAPTER 1

I-I (a) The distance between the plates of a plane-parallel capacitor is 1 em. An
electron starts at rest at the negative plate. If a direct \'oltage of 1,000 V
is applied, how long will it take the electron to reach the po~itive plate?
(b) What is the magnitude of the force which is exerted on the electron at the
beginning and at the end of its path?
(c) What is its final velocity?
(d) If a 60-Hz sinusoidal voltage of peak value 1,000 V is llpplil'd, how long will
the time of transit be? Assume that the electron is released with zero \'elocity
at the instant of time when the applied voltage is passing through zero. HINT:
Expand the sine function into a power series. Thus sin IJ = IJ - 1J3/3' +
IJs/ 5! - .. . .

1-2 The plates of a parallel-plate capacitor are d m apart. At I = 0 an eJl'ctron i~

released at the bottom plate with a velocity v. (meter~ per second) normal to the
plates. The potential of the top plate with re~pect to the bottom is - V m sin wi.
(a) Find the position of the electron at any time I .
(b) Find the value of the electric field intensity at the instant when thl' velocity
of the electron is zero.

1-3 An electron is released with zero initial velocity from the lower of a pair of hori
zontal plates which are 3 em apart. Thl' accl'lerating; potl'ntial bl'twcl'n these
plates increases from zero linearly with time at the rate of 10 V/ J.LS. When
the electron is 2.8 em from the bottom plate, a rl'verse voltage of 50 V rl'place~

the linearly rising voltage.
(a) What is the instantaneous potential between the plates at thl' time of the
potential reversal?
(b) With which electrode does the electron collide?
(c) What is the time of flight?
(d) What is the impact velocity of the electron?

1-4 A 100-eV hydrogen ion is released in the center of the plates, as shown in the
figure. The voltage between the plates varil's lint'ar1~' from 0 to 50 V in 10- 7 s
and then drops immediately to zero and remains at zl'ro. The separation
between the plates is 2 cm. If the ion enters the region bl't\\'l'pn the plate~ at

765
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time t = 0, how far will it be displaced from the X axis upon emergence from
between the plates?

f
Vo ---" 2cm_____J

l---5cm~

Probe 1-4

1-5 Electrons are projected into the region of constant electric field intensity of
magnitude 5 X 103 V1m that exists vertically. The electron-emitting device
nlakes an angle of 300 with the horizontal. It ejects the electrons with an
energy of 100 eV.

Probe 1-5

(a) How long does it take an electron leaving the emitting device to pass through
a hole II at a horizontal distance of 3 CJn from the position of the emitting device?
Refer to the figure. Assurne that the field is downward.
(b) What must be the distance d in order that the particles emerge through the
hole?
(c) Repeat parts a and b for the case where the field is upward.

1-6 (a) An electron is emitted from an electrode with a negligible initial velocity and
is accelerated by a potential of 1,000 V. Calculate the final velocity of the
particle.
(b) Repeat the problem for the case of a deuterium ion (heavy hydrogen ion
atomic weight 2.01) that has been introduced into the electric field with an initial
velocity of 105 m/s.

1-7 An electron having an initial kinetic energy of 10-16 J at the surface of one of
two parallel-plane electrodes and moving normal to the surface is slowed down
by the retarding field caused by a 400-V potential applied between the electrodes.
(a) Will the electron reach the second electrode?
(b) What retarding potential would be required for the electron to reach the
second electrode with zero velocity?

1-8 In a certain plane-parallel diode the potential V is given as a function of the
distance x between electrodes by the equation

V = kx~

where k is a cunstant.
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(a) Find an expression for the time it will take an electron that leaves the elec
trode with the lower potential with zero initial velocity to reach the electrode
with the higher potential, a distance d away.
(b) Find an expression for the velocity of this electron.

1-9 The essential features of the displaying tube of an oscilloscope are shown in
the accompanying figure. The voltage difference between K and A is Va and
between P l and P 2 is Vp • Neither electric field affects the other one. The elec
trons are emitted from the electrode [( with initial zero velocity, and they pass
through a hole in the middle of electrode A. Because of the field between P l and
P2 they change direction while they pass through these plates and, after that,
move with constant velocity toward the screen S. The distance between plates
is d.

Probe 1-9 x

(a) Find the velocity Vx of the electrons as a function of Va as they cross A.
(b) Find the V-component of velocity Vy of the electrons as they come out of
the field of plates P l and P 2 as a function of Vp, ld' d, and Vz •

(c) Find the distance from the middle of the screen (dB)' when the electrons
reach the screen, as a function of tube distances and applied voltages.
(d) For Va = 1.0 kV, and V p = 10 V, ld = 1.27 cm, d = 0.475 cm, and 1, =

19.4 cm, find the nunlerical values of Vx , Vy , and d,.
Ce) If we want to have a deflection of d, = 10 cm of the electron beam, what
must be the value of Va?

1-10 A diode consists of a plane emitter and a plane-parallel anode separated by a dis
tance of 0.5 cm. The anode is maintained at a potential of 10 V negative with
respect to the cathode.
(a) If an electron leaves the emitter \vith a speed of 106 mis, and is directed
toward the anode, at what distance from the cathode will it intersect the poten
tial-energy barrier?
(b) With what speed must the electron leave the enlitter in order to be able to
reach the anode?

1-11 A particle when displaced from its equilibrium position is subject to a linear
restoring force f = - kx, where x is the displacement measured fronl the equi
librium position. Show by the energy method that the particle will execute
periodic vibrations with a maximum displacement which is proportional to the
square root of the total energy of the particle.
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1-12 .A particle of mass m is projected vertically upward in the earth's gravitational
field with a speed VO •

(a) Show by the energy rnethod that this particle \vill reverse its direction at the
height of vo'l/2g, where g is the acceleration of gravity.
(b) Show that the point of reversal corresponds to a ~'collision" with the poten
tial-energy barrier.

1-13 (u) Prove Eq. (1-13).
(b) For the hydrogen aton1 show that the possible radii in nleters are gi\·en by

h2Eon2

r=-
1rmq2 (

\\,here n is any integer but not zero. For the ground state (n = 1) sho,v that
the radius is 0.53 A.

1-14 Show that the tirne for one revolution of the electron in th~ hydrogen atolH in
a circular path about the nucleus is

m!q2
T =.

4 V2 Eo ( - lV)i

where the syrnbols are as defined in Sec. 1-4.

1-15 For the hydrogen atoln show that the reciprocal of the wavelength (called the
wave number) of the spectral lines is given, in waves per nleter, by

where nl and n2 are integer", with nl greater than n2, and R = mq4/8Eo
2h3c =

1.10 X 107 In-1 is called the Rydberg constant.
If n2 = 1, this formula gives a series of lines in the ultraviolet, called the

Lyman series. If n2 = 2, the formula gives a series of lines in the visible, call(\'d
the Balmer series. Sirnilarly, the series for n2 = 3 is called the Paschen series.
These predicted lines are observed in the hydrogen spectrurn.

1-16 Show that Eq. (1-14) is equivalent to Eq. (1-11).

1-17 (a) A photon of wavelength 1,026 Ais absorbed by hydrogen, and two other
photons are elnitted. If one of these is the 1,216 X. line, what is the ,vavelength
of the second photon?
(b) If the result of bonlbardrnent of the hydrogen was the presence of the
fluorescent lines 18,751 and 1,026 1, what \vavelength Blust have been present
in the bombarding radiation?

1.. 1.8 The seven lowest energy levels of sodiunl vapor are 0,2.10,3.19,3.60,3.75,4.10,
and 4.26 eV. .A photon of wavelength 3,300 A i~ absorbed by an atom of th~
vapor.
(a) What are all the possible fluorescent lineci that may app~ar?

(b) If three photons are en1itted and one of these is the] 1,380-1 line, what are
the wavelengths of the other two photons?
(c) Between \vhat energy states do the transitions take place in order to prodll(,(~

these lines?
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1-19 (a) With what speed must an electron be traveling in a sodium-vapor lamp in
order to excite the yellow line whose wavelength is 5,893 A?
(b) What should be the frequency of a photon in order to excite the same yellow
line?
(e) What would happen if the frequency of the photon was 530 or 490 THz
(T = Tera = 1012)?
(d) What should be the minimum frequency of the photon in order to ionize
an unexcited atom of wdium "apor? ---
(e) What shonld be the minimum speed of an electron in order to ionize an
unexcited atom of sodium vapor? Ionization of sodium vapor: 5.12 eV.

1-20 An x-ray tube is essentially a high-voltage diode. The electrons from the hot
filament are accelerated by the plate supply voltage so that they fall upon the
anode with considerable energy. They are thus able to effect transitions among
the tightly bonnd electrons of the atoms in the solid of which the target (the
anode) is constructed.
(a) What is the minimum voltage that must be applied across the tube in order
to produce x-rays having a wavelength of 0.5 A?
(b) What is the minimum wavelength in the spectrum of an x-ray tube across
which is maintained 60 kV?

1-21 Argon resonance radiation corresponding to an energy of 11.6 eV falls upon
sodium vapor. If a photon ionizes an unexcited sodium atom, with what speed
is the electron ejected? The ionization potential of sodium is 5.12 eV.

1-22 A ra,dio transmitter radiates 1,000 W at a frequency of 10 :\IHz.
(a) What is the energy of each radiated quantum in electron volts?
(b) How many quanta are emitted per second?
(e) How many quanta are emitted in each period of oscillation of the electro
magnetic field?
(d) If each quantum acts as a particle, what is its momentum?

1·23 What is the wavelength of (a) a mass of 1 kg moving with a speed of 1 m i s,
(b) an electron which has been accelerated from rest through a potential differ
ence of 10 V?

1-24 Classical physics is valid as long as the physical dimensions of the system are
much larger than the De Broglie wavelength. Determine whether the particle
is classical in each of the following cases:
(a) An electron accelerated through a potential of 300 V in a device whose dimen
sions are of the order of 1 em.
(b) An electron in the electron beam of a cathode-ray tube (anode-cathode
voltage = 25 kV) .
(e) The electron in a hydrogen atom.

1-25 A photon of wavelength 1,216 A excites a hydrogen atom which is at rest.
Calculate
(a) The photon momentum imparted to the atom.
(b) The energy corresponding to this momentum and imparted to the hydrogen
atom.
(e) The ratio of the energy found in part b to the energy of the photon. HINT:
Use conservation of momentum.
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CHAPTER 2

App. C

2-1 Prove that the concentration n of free electrons per cubic meter of a metal is
given by

dv
n= --

AAf

where d = density, kg/m 3

v = valence, free electrons per atom
A = atomic weight
Al = weight of atom of unit atomic weight, kg (Appendix A)
A o = Avogadro's number, molecules/mole

2-2 The specific density of tungsten is 18.8 g/cm3, and its atomic weight is 184.0.
Assume that there are two free electrons per atom. Calculate the concentration
of free electrons.

2-3 (a) Compute the conductivity of copper for \vhich #J. = 34.8 cm2/V-s and
d = 8.9 g/cm3• Use the result of Prob. 2-1.
(b) If an electric field is applied across such a copper bar with an intensity of
10 V/cm, find the average velocity of the free electrons.

2-4 Compute the mobility of the free electrons in aluminum for which the density
is 2.70 g/cm 3 and the resistivity is 3.44 X 10-6 Q-cnL Assume that aluminum
has three valence electrons per atom. Use the result of Prob. 2-1. .

2-5 The resistance of No. 18 copper wire (diameter = 1.03 mm) is 6.51 n per 1,000 ft.
The concentration of free electrons in copper is 8.4 X 1028 electrons/m3• If
the current is 2 A, find the (a) drift velocity, (b) mobility, (c) conductivity.

2-6 (a) Determine the concentration of free electrons and holes in a sanlple of
germanium at 30QoK which has a concentration of donor atoms equal to 2 X 1014
atoms/cm3 and a concentration of acceptor atoms equal to 3 X 1014 atoms/cm 3•

Is this p- or n-type germaniuln? In other words, is the conductivity due pri
marily to holes or to electrons?
(b) Repeat part a for equal donor and acceptor concentrations of 1015 atoms/cm3•

Is this p- or n-type germanium?
(c) Repeat part a for donor concentration of 1016 atoms/cm3 and acceptor con
centration 1014 atoms/cm3•

2-7 (a) Find the concentration of holes and of electrons in p-type germanium at
30QoK if the conductivity is 100 (Q-cm)-l.
(b) Repeat part a for n-type silicon if the conductivity is 0.1 (Q-cm)-l.

2-8 (a) Show that the resistivity of intrinsic germanium at 30QoK is 45 Q-cm.
(b) If a donor-type impurity is added to the extent of 1 atom per 108 germanium
atonls, prove that the resistivity drops to 3.7 Q-cm.

2-9 (a) Find the resistivity of intrinsic silicon at 300oK.
(b) If a donor-type impurity is added to the extent of 1 atom per 108 silicon
atoms, find the resistivity.

2-10 Consider intrinsic germanium at room temperature (3000 K). By what percent
does the conductivity increase-per degree rise in temperature?

2-11 Repeat Prob. 2-10 for intrinsic silicon.
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2-12 Repeat Prob. 2-6a for a temperature of 400oK, and show that- the sample is
essentially intrinsic.

2-13 A sample of germanium is doped to the extent of 1014 donor atoms/cm 3 and
7 X 1013 acceptor atoms/cm3• At the temperature of the sample the resistivity
of pure (intrinsic) germanium is 60 n-cm. If the applied electric field is 2 Vfcm,
find the total conduction current density.

2-14 (a) Find the magnitude of the Hall voltage VH in an n-type germanium bar
used in Fig. 2-10, having majority-carrier concentration N D = 1017/cm 3.

Assume B. = 0.1 Wb/m 2
, d = 3 mm, and e:e = 5 Vfcm.

(b) What happens to V H if an identical p-type germanium bar having N A =
1017/cm3 is used in part a?

2-15 The Hall effect is used to determine the mobility of holes in a p-type silicon bar
used in Fig. 2-10. Assume the bar resistivity is 200,000 O-cm, the magnetic
field B z = 0.1 Wb/m2 , and d = w = 3 mm. The measured values of the cur
rent and Hall voltage are 10 !J.A and 50 mV, respectively. Find !J.p.

2-16 A certain photosurface has a spectral sensitivity of 6 mA/W of incident radia
tion of wavelength 2,537 A. How many electrons will be emitted photoelec
trically by a pulse of radiation consisting of 10,000 photons of this wavelength?

2-17 (a) Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 2-13 with the light turned on. Show
that the equation of conservation of charge is

where the time axis in Fig. 2-13 is shifted to t'.
(b) Verify that the concentration is given by the equation

p = p + (Po - p)e-tl'F'

2-18 The hole concentration in a semiconductor specimen is shown.
(a) Find an expression for and sketch the hole current density J p(x) for the case
in which there is no externally applied electric field.

p(O)

Prob.2-18

Po --------------.:--.---

w x

(b) Find an expression for and sketch the built-in electric field that Inust exist
if there is to be no net hole current associated with the distribution shown.
(e) Find the value of the potential between the points x = 0 and x = lr if
p(O)/Po = 103•
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2-19 Given a 20 Q-cm n-type germanium bar with material lifetime of 100 J.LS, cross
section of 1 mm2 , and length of 1 em. One side of the bar is illuminated with
1015 photons/so Assume that each incident photon generates one electron-hole
pair and that these are distributed uniformly throughout the bar. Find the
bar resistance under continuous light excitation at room temperature.

2-20 (a) Consider an open-circuited graded semiconductor as in Fig. 2-17a. Verify
the Boltzmann equation for electrons [Eq. (2-61)J.
(b) For the step-graded semiconductor of Fig. 2-17b verify the expression for the
contact potential Vo given in Eq. (2-63), starting with I n = O.

2-21 (a) Consider the step-graded germanium semiconductor of Fig. 2-17b with
N D = 103N A and with N A corresponding to 1 acceptor atom per 108 germanium
atoms. Calculate the contact difference of potential Vo at room temperature.
(b) Repeat part a for a silicon p-n junction.

CHAPTER 3

3-1 (a) The resistivities of the two sides of a step-graded germanium diode are 2 Q-cm
(p side) and 1 n-cm (n side). Calculate the height Eo of the potential-energy
barrier.
(b) Repeat part a for a silicon p-n junction.

3-2 (a) Sketch logarithmic and linear plots of carrier concentration vs. distance for
an abrupt silicon junction if N D = lOU, atoms/cn1 3 and N A = 1016 atoms/cm 3•

Give numerical values for ordinates. Label the n, p, and depletion regions.
(b) Sketch the space-charge electric field and potential as a function of distance
for this case (Fig. 3-1).

3-3 Repeat Prob. 3-2 for an abrupt germanium junction.

3-4 (a) Consider a p-n diode operating under lo\\y-level injection so that Pn« nn.
Assuming that the minority current is due entirely to diffusion, verify that the
electric field in the n side is given by

Sex) = I + (Dn/D p - I)Ipn(X)

qnJ.LnA

(b) U::;ing this value of S, find the next a.pproxinlation to the drift hole current
and sho\v that it may indeed be neglected COInpared with the diffusion hole
current.
(c) Sketch the following currents as a function of distance in the n side: (i) total
diode current; (ii) minority-carrier current; (iii) nlajority diffusion current;
(iv) majority drift current; (v) total majority-carrier current.

3-5 Starting with Eq. (3-5) for I pn and the corresponding expression for I np, prove
that the ratio of hole to electron current crossing a p-n j unction is given by

I p,,(O) = upLn

Inp(O) unLp

where up(un ) = conductivity of pen) side. Note that this ratio depends upon
the ratio of the conductivities. For example, if the p side is much nlore heavily
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doped than the n side, the hole current will be Inuch larger than the electron
current crossing the junction.

3-6 (a) Prove that the reverse saturation current in a p-n diode is given by

(b) Starting with the expression for 10 found in part a, verify that the reverse
satura tion curren t is given by

where un(u p ) = conductivity of n(p) side
Ui = conductivity of intrinsic nlaterial
b = J.tn/p.p

3~7 (a) Using the result of Prob. 3-6, find the reverse saturation current for a
germaniUI11 p-n junction diode at roon1 ten1perature, 300oK. The cross-sectional
area is 4.0 1))01 2, and

Up = 1.0 (n-cln)-l L n = L p = 0.15 Cln

Other phy:.;ical constants are given in Table 2-1.
(b) Repeat part a for a silicon p-n junction diode. Assume L 1l = L p = 0.01 COl
and Un = Up = 0.01 (n-cm)-l.

3-8 Find the ratio of the reverse saturation current in gennaniunl to that in silicon,
using the result of Prob. 3-6. Assuole L n = L p = 0.1 Cln and Un = Up = 1.0
(n-crn)-l for gerInaUiUn1, whereas the corresponding values are 0.01 cm and
0.01 (n-cln)-l for silicon. See also Table 2-1.

3-9 (a) For what voltag;e \vill the reverse current in a p-n junction gernlaniunl diode
reach 90 percent of its saturation value at room ten1perature?
(b) \Vhat is the ratio of the current for a for\vard bias of 0.05 V to the current
for the same magnitude of reverse bias?
(c) If the reverse: saturation current is 10 JJ. ..~, calculate the forward currents for
voltages of 0.1,0.2, and 0.3 V, respectively.

3-10 (a) Evaluate fJ in Eq. (3-9) from the slope of the plot in Fig. 3-8 for T = 25°C.
Draw the best-fit line over the current range 0.01 to 10 rnA.
(b) Repeat for T = -55 and 150°C.

3-11 (a) Calculate thr anticipated factor by \llhich the reverse saturation current
of a germaniurn diode is Jnultiplied when the temperature is increased from
25 to 80°C.
(b) Repeat part a for a silicon diode over the range 25 to 150°C.

3-12 I t is predicted that, for germanium, the reverse saturation current should
increase by 0.11°C-l, I t is found experimentally in a particular diode that at a
reverse voltage of 10 V, the reverse current is 5 p.A and the temperature depend
ence is only O.07°C-l. What is the leakage resistance shunting the diode?

3-13 A diode iR lnounted on a chassis in such a Inanner that, for each degree of tern
perature ri~r above ambient, 0.1 m'" is thernlally transferred frool the diode
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to its surroundings. (The "thermal resistance" of the mechanical contact
between the diode and its surroundings is 0.1 mWJOC.) l'he anlbient tempera
ture is 25°C. The diode temperature is not to be allowed to increase by more
than] DOC above ambient. If the reverse saturation current is 5.0 JJ.A at 25°C
and increases at the rate 0.07°C-1, what is the maximum reverse-bias voltage
which Inay be Inaintained across the diode?

3-14 A silicon diode operates at a forward voltage of 0.4 V. Calculate the factor by
which the current \vill be multiplied when the 'temperature is increased from
25 to 150°C. Compare the result with the plot of Fig. 3-8.

3-15 An ideal germaniunl p-n junction diode has at a temperature of 125°C a reverse
saturation current of 30 JJ.A. At a temperature of 125°C find the dynamic resis
tance for a 0.2 V bias in (a) the forward direction, (b) the reverse direction.

3-16 Prove that for an alloy p-n junction (with N A« ND), the width TV of the deple
tion layer is given by

\vhere Vi is the junction potential under the condition of an applied diode voltage
V d •

3-17 (a) Prove that for an alloy silicon p-n junction (with N A« N D), the depletion
layer capacitance in picofarads per square centimeter is given by

Cr = 2.9 X 10-4 (~;Y
(b) If the resistivity of the p material is 3.5 O-cm, the barrier height V o is
0.35 V, the applied reverse voltage is 5 V, and the cross-sectional area is circular
of 40 mils diameter, find CT.

3-18 (a) For the junction of Fig. 3-10, find the expression for the e and V as a func
tion of x in the n-type side for the case where N A and N D are of comparable
magnitude. HINT: Shift the origin of x so that x = 0 at the junction.
(b) Show that the total barrier voltage is given by Eq. (3-21) multiplied by
NAj(NA + N D ) and with W = W p + lVn •

(c) Prove that CT = [qNANDEj2(N A + N D)]~V-l.

(d) Prove that CT = EAj(Wp + lVn ).

3-19 Rever~e-biased diodes are frequently employed as electrically controllable vari
able capacitors. The transition capacitance of an abrupt junction diode is
20 pF at 5 V. Compute the decrease in capacitance for a 1.0-V increase in bias.

3-20 Calculate the barrier capacitance of a germanium p-n junction whose area is
1 mm by 1 mm and whose space-charge thickness is 2 X 10-4 em. The dielectric
constant of germanium (relative to free space) is 16.

3-21 The zero-voltage barrier height at an alloy-germanium p-n junction is 0.2 V.
The concentration N A of acc~ptor atoms in the p side is much smaller than the
concentration of donor atoms in the n material, and N A = 3 X 1020 atomsjm 3.

Calculate the width of the depletion layer for an applied reverse voltage of
(a) 10 V and (b) 0,1 V and (c) for a forward bias of 0.1 V. (d) If the cross-
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sectional area of the diode is 1 nlm2, evaluate the space-charge capacitance
corresponding to the values of applied voltage in (a) and (b).

3-22 (a) Consider a grown junction for ,,,hich the uncovered charge density p varies
linearly with distance. If p = ax, prove that the barrier voltage Vi is given by

aW3

V·=-
J 12E

(b) Verify that the barrier capacitance CT is given by Eq. (3-23)

3-23 Given a forward-biased silicon diode with I = 1 rnA. If the diffusion capaci
tance is CD = 1 J,LF, \vhat is the diffusion length L p ? Assume that the doping of
the p side is much greater than that of the n side.

3-24 The derivation of Eq. (3-28) for the diffusion capacitance assumes that the p
side is much more heavily doped than the n side, so that the current at the junc
tion is entirely due to holes. Derive an expression for the total diffusion capaci
tance when this approximation is not made.

3-25 (a) Prove that the maximum electric field 8m at a step-graded junction with
N A » N D is given by

E = 2Vj

m W

(b) It is found that Zener breakdown occurs when em = 2 X 107 V/m == Bz•

Prove that Zener voltage V z is given by

V
z

= EEz2

2qND

Note that the Zener breakdown voltage can be controlled by controlling the
concentration of donor ions.

3-26 (a) Zener breakdown occurs in germanium at a field intensity of 2 X 107 V/Dl.
Prove that the breakdown voltage is V z = 51/up1 where Up is the conductivity
of the p material in (O-cm)-l. Assume that N A « N D.

(b) If the p material is essentially intrinsic, calculate V z.
(c) For a doping of 1 part in 108 of p-type material, the resistivity drops to
3.7 n-cm. Calculate V z.
(d) For what resistivity of the p-type material will V z = 1 V?

3-27 (a) Two p-n germanium diodes are connected in series opposing. A 5-V battery
is impressed upon this series arrangement. Find the voltage across each junction
at room temperature. Assume that the magnitude of the Zener voltage is
greater than 5 V.

Note that the result is independent of the reverse saturation current. Is it
also independent of ternperatu re?

HINT: Assume that reverse saturation current flows in the circuit, and then
justify this assumption.
(b) If the magnitude of the Zener voltage is 4.9 V, what will be the current in
the circuit? The reverse saturation current is 5 J,LA.

3-28 The Zener diode can be used to prevent overloading of sensitive meter move
ments without affecting meter linearity. l'he circuit shown represents a dc
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voltmeter which reads 20 V full scale. The lneter re~istance is 560 n, alH1
R 1 .+ R 2 = 99.5 K. If the diode is a 16-V Zener, find R 1 and R 2 so that, whrll
ra: > 20 V, the Zener diode conducts and the overload current i:') ~hunted a,,-ay
froln the Ineter.

200JLA
full scale

Probe 3-28

3-29 .A. series cOlnbinatioll of a 15-V avalanche diode and a forward-biased silicoll
diode is to be used to construct a zero-tenlperature-coefficient voltage reference,
The ternperature coefficient of the silicon diode is -1.7 InVJOC. Express ill
percent per degree centigrade the required ternperature coefficient of the Zener
diode.

3-30 The saturation currents of the two diodes are 1 and 2 J,LA. The breakdo"-ll
voltages of the diodes are the saIne and are equal to 100 V.
(a) Calculate the current and voltage for each diode if 'V = 90 V and r = 110 \~,

(b) H,epeat part a if each diode is shunted by a 10<\1 resistor.

+

v

Prob.3-30 Probe 3-31

3-31 (a) The avalanche diode regulates at 50 V over a range of diode currents froll1
5 to 40 mAo The supply voltage V = 200 V. Calculate R to allow voltagr
regulation from a load current I L = 0 up to I max, the nlaxin1Ulll possible value
of I L. 'Vhat is I max?
(b) If R is set as in part a and the load current is set at I L = 25 rnA, ,vhat arr
the lirnits bet\veen which V Iuay vary without loss of regulation in the circuit?

3~32 (a) Consider a tunnel diode with N D = N A and ,,'ith the impurity concentration
corresponding to 1 atoll1 per 103 gernlaniull1 atoms. .At roonl ternperature calcu
late (i) the height of the potential-energy barrier under open-circuit condition~

(the contact potential energy), (ii) the width of the space-charge region.
(b) Repeat part a if the senliconductor is silicon instead of gernlanium.

3-33 rrhe photocurrent I in a p-n junction photodiode as a function of the distance x
of the light spot fronl the junction is given in Fig. 3-22. Prove that the slopes
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of In I versus x are -l / L p and -1 / 1.,., respecti\'ely, on the nand p sides. Xote
that L p represents the diffusion length for holes in the n material.

3-34 (a) For the type LS 223 photovoltaic cell whose rharacteristics are given in
Fig. 3-23, plot the power output vs. the load re,;istan ce R L •

(b) What is the optimulII value of R L ?

CHAPTER ..

4-1 (a) In the eircuit of Prob. 3-27, thc Zpl1l'r breakdown voltage is 2.0 V. The
reverse saturation purrcnt is 5 }J-.\ . If thp silicon diode resistance could be
neglected. what would he the cUITPnt?
(b) I£ the ohlllie I't'sistancc is 100 n, what is thp cUITPnt?

~on:: Answcr part b by plottin~ Eq. (3-9) and drawing a load linp. Verify
your answcr analytically hy a mpthod of successin' approximations.

4-2 A p-n gprmanium junction diodp at room iPlllpcrature has a n'\"l'rsp satura
tion current of to }J- .\ , ncgligible ohmip resistancp, and a Zener breakdowu voltage
of 100 V..\ l-K rpsistor is in sprips \\'ith this diode, and a 30-V battery is
impresscd across this combination. Find the cUI'rent (a) if thp diodp is forward
biased, (b) if the battery is inserted into the circuit with the reverse polarity.
(e) Reprat parts a and b if the Zenpr breakdown voltagc is 10 V.

4-3 Each diodc is described hy a linearized volt-ampere charactNistic, with in cre
mental resistallcp rand offspt voltage V y • Diode Dl is gNmanium with V y =

Prob. 4-3

0.2 V and r = 20 n, whpreas D2 is silicon with I'y = 0 .6 V and T = 15 n. Find
the diode currents if (a) R = 10K, (b) R = 1 K.

4-4 The photodiodp whosp charactpristics arc gin'n in Fig;. 3-21 is in series with u
30-V suppl~' and a resistanep R. I£ th{' illnmination i.- 3,000 fe , find thp current
for (a) R = 0, (b) R = 50 K, (e) R = 100 K.

4-5 (a) For the application in Sec . -1-3 . plot thp voltagp across the diode for one
cycle of the input voltage v, . Let \ '", = 2.-1 V, r y = 0.6 V, R j = JO n, and
R L = 100 n.
(b) By direct int egration find the average valuc of the diode nl!tage anll the load
voltage. ~ote that these two answers are numerically equal and explain why .

"'-6 Calculate the break region over which the dynamic rcsistance of a diode is multi
plied by u factor of 1,000.

4-7 For thc diode clipping circuit of Fig. -1-9a assump that I'R = 10 V, v, = 20 sin wi,
and that the diod e forwanl resistancp is R j = 100 n while R, = 00 ann V y = O.
Npglect all (·apacitances. Draw to scalI' the input and output wu\'eforms and
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label the maximum and minimum values if (a) R = 100 0, (b) R = 1 K, and (c)
R = 10 K.

4-8 Repeat Probe 4-7 for the case where the reverse resistance is R r = 10 K.

4-9 In the diode clipping circuit of Fig. 4-9a and d, Vi = 20 sin wt, R = 1 K, and
V R = 10 V. The reference voltage is obtained from a tap on a 10-K divider
connected to a 100-V source. Neglect all capacitances. The diode forward
resistance is 50 0, Rr = 00, and Vl' = o. In both cases draw the input and out
put waveforms to scale. Which circuit is the better clipper? HINT: Apply
Thevenin's theorem to the reference-voltage divider network.

4-10 A symmetrical 5-kHz square wave whose output varies between +10 and -10 V
is impressed upon the clipping circuit shown. Assume R, = 0, Rr = 2 M, and

·1 I~ JtlM

-11-------1 2.5 V

1+
1- Prob. 4-10

V l' = o. Sketch the steady-state output waveform, indicating numerical values
of the maximum, minimum, and constant portions.

4-11 For the clipping circuits shown in J4'ig. 4-9b and d derive the transfer character
istic Va versus Vi, taking into account R, and V"y and considering Rr = 00.

4-12 The clipping circuit shown employs temperature compensation. The dc voltage
source V"y represents the diode offset voltage; otherwise the diodes are assumed
to be ideal with R, = 0 and Rr = 00.

Dl
~

+ +

R'

Prob.4-12

(a) Sketch the transfer curve Va versus Vi.

(b) Show that the maximum value of the input voltage Vi so that the current in
D2 is always in the forward direction is

Vi,lDAX =
R

VR+-(VR-V...,)
R' '
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(c) What is the temperature dependence of the point on the input waveform at
which clipping occurs?

4-13 (a) In the clipping circuit shown, D2 compensates for temperature variations.
Assume that the diodes have infinite back resistance, a forward resistance of 50 0,
and a break point at the origin (V'Y = 0). Calculate and plot the transfer char
acteristic Vo against Vi. Show that the circuit has an extended break point, that
is, two break points close together.

Dl

+ ... +D2 Dl

Vi
R

Vo Vo
(SK) Vi

lOV

-1 I VR 1-
Prob.4-13 Prob.4-14

(b) Find the transfer characteristic that would result if D2 were removed and the
resistor R were moved to replace D2.
(c) Show that the double break of part a would vanish and only the single break
of part b would appear if the diode forward resistances were made vanishingly
small in comparison with R.

4-14 (a) In the peak clipping circuit shown, add another diode D2 and a resistor R'
in a manner that will compensate for drift with temperature.
(b) Show that the break point of the transmission curve occurs at V R. Assume
Rr » R» RJ•

(c) Show that if D2 is always to remain in conduction it is necessary that

4-15 (a) The input voltage Vi to the two-level clipper shown in part a of the figure
varies linearly from 0 to 150 V. Sketch the output voltage Va to the saIne time
scale as the input voltage. Assume ideal diodes.
(b) Repeat (a) for the circuit shown in part b of the figure.

+1
~ I I~

1200K
1+ + +

Vi

lOOK
Vo

-1 I 25V 1- I 100 VI 100 V I
25V

(a) (b)

Probe 4-15
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.4-16 The circuit of Fig. 4-10a is used to "square" a IO-kHz input sine wave whose
peak value is 50 V. It is desired that the output voltage waveform be flat for
90 percent of the time. Diodes are used having a forward resistance of 100 n
and a backward resistance of 100 K.
(a) Find the values of VRl and VR2.

(b) What is a reasonable value to use for R?

4-17 (a) The diodes are ideal. Write the transfer characteristic equations (Va as a
function of Vi)'

(b) Plot Va against Vi, indicating all intercepts, slopes, and voltage levels.
(c) Sketch Va if Vi = 40 sin wi. Indicate all voltage levels.

D2 +

Prob.4-17
IOV

4-18 (a) Repeat Prob. 4-17 for the circuit shown.
(b) Repeat for the case where the diodes have an offset voltage V'Y = 1 V.

+ +

Prob.4-18

4-19 Assunle that the diodes are ideal. Make a plot of Va against Vi for the range of
Vi from 0 to 50 V. Indicate all slopes and voltage levels. Indicate, for each
region, which diodes are conducting.

Prob.4-19

+

5K

D2DI

6V 20V

5K

D3 2.5K+

4-20 The triangular waveform shown is to be converted into a sine wave by using
clipping diodes. Consider the dashed waveform sketched as a first approxima
tion to the sinusoid. The dashed \vaveform is coincident with the sinusoid at 0°,
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'30°, 60°, etc: Devise a circuit whose output is this broken-line waveform when
the input is the triangular waveform. Assume ideal diodes and calculate the
values of all supply voltages and resistances used. The peak value of the sinusoid
is 50 V.

Prob.4-20

100 V

~d
o 30 60 90 120 150 180

Degrees

4-21 Construct circuits which exhibit terminal characteristics as shown in parts a and
b of the figure.

1

(a)

Prob.4-21

v

1

(b)

v

4-22 The diode-resistor comparator of Fig. 4-13 is connected to a device which
responds when the comparator output attains a level of 0.1 V. The input is a
ramp which rises at the rate 10 V/ J.Ls. The germanium diode has a reverse sat
uration current of 1 p.A. Initially, R = 1 K and the O.l-V output level is
attained at a time t = tl • If we now set R = 100 K, what will be the correspond
ing change in t1? V R = O.

4-23 For the four-diode sampling gate of Fig. 4-14 consider that Va is at its most nega
tive value, say, Va = - Va. Then verify that the expressions for VA,min and Vc,min

given in Eqs. (4-7) and (4-8) remain valid.

4-24 A balancing voltage divider is inserted between D3 and D4 in Fig. 4-14 so as to
give zero output voltage for zero input. If the divider is assumed to be set at its
midpoint, if its total resistance is R, and if Rand RJ are both much less than Rc

or RL , show that
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4-25 (a) Explain qualitatively the operation of the sampling gate shown. The supply
voltage V is constant. The control voltage Ve is the square wave of Fig. 4-14b.
Assume ideal diodes with V'Y = 0, RJ = 0, and Rr = 00. HINT: When Vc = Vc ,

the diodes DI and D2 conduct (if V > VmiD) and D3 and D4 are OFF. If
Vc = - V"' then D3 and D4 conduct and DI and D2 are OFF.

Verify the following relationships:

(b) V - Re R1 V
miD - R2 R1 + 2R L •

(d) V",miD =

(e) Vc,miD = A V.

Re
+v -v

Dl

PI

VC
-Vc

Prob.4-25

4-26 A diode whose internal resistance is 20 n is to supply power to a 1,000-0 load
from a 110-V (rms) source of supply. Calculate (a) the peak load current, (b)
the dc load current, (c) the ac load current, (d) the dc diode voltage, (e) the total
input power to the circuit, (f) the percentage regulation from no load to the given
load.

4-27 Show that the maximum dc output power P de := Vdelde in a half-wave single
phase circuit occurs when the load resistance equals the diode resistance RJ•

4-28 The efficiency of rectification fir is defined as the ratio of the de output power

Pd. == Vd.ld• to the input power Pi = 0/211") /02"vii da.
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(a) Show that, for the half-wave-rectifier circuit,
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(b) Show that, for the full-wave rectifier, fir has twice the value given in part a.
4-29 Prove that the regulation of both the half-wave and the full-wave rectifier is

given by

1
. Rj

% regu atlon = - = 100 %
RL

4-30 (a) Prove Eqs. (4-21) and (4-22) for the dc voltage of a full-wave-rectifier circuit.
(b) Find the dc voltage across a diode by direct integration.

4-31 A full-wave single-phase rectifier consists of a double-diode vacuum tube, the
internal resistance of each element of which may be considered to be constant and
equal to 500 O. These feed into a pure resistance load of 2,000 O. The secon
dary transformer voltage to center tap is 280 V. Calculate (a) the de load cur
rent, (b) the direct current in each tube, (c) the ac voltage across each diode, (d)
the de output power, (e) the percentage regulation.

4-32 In the full-wave single-phase bridge, can the transformer and the load be inter
changed? Explain carefully.

4-33 A I-rnA dc meter whose resistance is 10 {} is calibrated to read rms volts when
used in a bridge circuit w-ith semiconductor diodes. The effective resistance of
each element may be considered to be zero in the forward direction and infinite
in the inverse direction. The sinusoidal input voltage is applied in series with a
5-K resistance. What is the full-scale reading of this meter?

: .4-34 The circuit shown is a half-wave voltage doubler. Analyze the operation of this
circuit. Calculate (a) the maximum possible voltage across each capacitor, (b)
the peak inverse voltage of each diode. Compare this circuit with the bridge
voltage doubler of Fig. 4-22. In this circuit the output voltage is negative with
respect to ground. Show that if the connections to the cathode and anode of
each diode are interchanged, the output voltage will be positive with respect
to ground.

~-35 The circuit of Probe 4-34 can be extended from a doubler to a quadrupler by
adding two diodes and two capacitors as shown. In the figure, parts a and bare
alternative ways of drawing the same circuit.

Prob.4-34

D2

C2 Output
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(a) Analyze the operation of this circuit.
(b) Answer the same questions as asked in Prob. 4-34.
(c) Generalize the circuit of this and of Prob. 4-34 so as to obtain n-fold multi
plication when n is any even number. In particular, sketch the circuit for sixfold
multiplication.
(d) Show that n-fold multiplication, with n odd, can also be obtained provided
that the output is properly chosen.

C4

III
D4

Ca
Output

roDll1
C2 Le2

~
+ Quadrupler

-
(a) (b)

Prob.4-35

4-36 A single-phase full-wave rectifier uses a semiconductor diode. The transfoI'Iner
voltage is 35 V rms to center tap. The load consists of a 40-J.'F capacitance in
parallel with a 250-n resistor. The diode and the transformer resistances and
leakage reactance may be neglected.
(a) Calculate the cutout angle.
(b) Plot to scale the output voltage and the diode current as in Fig. 4-25. Deter
mine the cutin point graphically from this plot, and find the peak diode current
corresponding to this point.
(c) Repeat parts a and b, using a 160-J.'F instead of a 40-J.'F capacitance.

CHAPTER 5

5-1 (a) Show that for an n-p-n silicon transistor of the alloy type in which the
resistivity PB of the base is much larger than that of the collector, the punch
through voltage V is given by V = 6.1 X 10 3JVB 2/ PR, where V is in volts, PB in
ohm-centimeters, and lV in mils. For punch-through, IV = lVB in Fig. 5-8a.
(b) Calculate the punch-through voltage if lV = 1 ,urn and PB = 0.5 n-cm.

5-2 The transistor of Fig. 5-3a has the characteristics given in Figs. 5-6 and 5-7.
Let Vcc = 6 V, R L = 200 n, and IE = 15 rnA.
(a) Find Ie and V CB.
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5-3

5-4

(b) Find V EB and V L.

(c) If I E change~ 11/E = 10 nlA synlmetrically around the point of part a and
with constant V CB, find the correspondini'change in / e.

The CB transistor used in the circuit of F(g. 5-3a has the characteristics given in
Figs. 5-6 and 5-7. Let Ic = -20 rnA, VCB = -4 V, and RL = 200 n.
(a) Find Vec and / E.

(b) If the supply voltage Vcc decreases from its value in part a by 2 V while IE
retains its previous value, find the new values of Ie and VCB.

The CE transistor used in the circuit shown has the characteristics given in Figs.
5-10 and 5-11.
(a) Find V BB if Vee = 10 V, VCE = -1 V, and R L = 250 n.
(b) If Vec = 10 V, find RL so that Ie = -20 InA and VeE = -4 V. Find VBB.

~B

5-5 If a = 0.98 and V BE = 0.7 V, find R1 in the circuit shown for an emitter current
IE = -2 rnA. Neglect the reverse saturation current.

Prob.5-5

5-6 (a) Find R e and Rb in the circuit of Fig. 5-12a if Vee = 10 V and V BB = 5 V, so
that Ie = 10 nlA. and VCE = 5 V. A silicon transistor with {3 = 100, V BE =

0.7 V, and negligible reverse saturation current is under consideration.
(b) Repeat part a if a lOO-Q emitter re~istor is added to the circuit.
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5-7 In the circuit shown, Vcc = 24 V, Re = 10 K, and Re = 270 n. If a silicon
transis~or is used with (3 = 45 and if VCE = 5 V,~ R. Neglect the reverse
saturation current.

Prob.5-7

5-8 For the circuit shown, transistors Ql and Q2 operate in the active region with
V BEl = V BE2 = 0.7 V, PI = 100, and P2 = 50. The reverse saturation cur
rents may be neglected.
(a) Find the currents I B2, II, 12, I C2, I Bl, I el, and lEt

(b) Find the voltages VOl and V o2 •

+24V

82K

...----u~l

Ql

...----u~2

Prob.5-8

5-9 (a) The reverse saturation current of the germanium transistor in Fig. 5-13 is
2 JLA at room temperature (25°C) and increases by a factor of 2 for each tempera
ture increase of IOoe. The bias V BB = 5 V. Find the maximum allowable
value for RB if the transistor is to remain cut off at a temperature of 7SoC.
(b) If VBB = 1.0 V and RB = 50 K, how high may the temperature increase
before the transistor comes out of cutoff?

5-10 From the characteristic curves for the type 2N404 transistor given in Fig. 5-14,
find the voltages VBE, VC E, and V BC for the circuit shown.
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Prob.5-10 30K

PROBLEMS / 787

5-11 A silicon transistor with V BE.eat = 0.8 V, {j = hFE = 100, VCEt.at = 0.2 V is used
in the circuit shown. Find the minimum value of Rc for which the transistor
remains in saturation.

IOV

5-12 For the circuit shown, assunle {3 = hF E = 100.
(a) Find if the silicon transistor is in cutoff, saturation, or in the active region.
(b) Find V o•

(e) Find the minimum value for the emitter resistor Re for which the transistor
operates in the active region.

-lO\"

Prob.5-12
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5-13 If the silicon transistor used in the circuit shown has a minimum value of {3 = hFE

of 30 and if leBo = 10 nA at 25°C:
(a) Find V o for Vi = 12 V and show that Q is in saturation.
(b) Find the minimum value of R1 for which the transistor in part a is in the
active region.
(c) If R 1 = 15 K and Vi = 1 V, find Vo and show that Q is at cutoff.
(d) Find the maximunt temperature at which the transistor in part cremains
at cutoff.

12 V

__----u~

Prob.5-13
Q

-12V

5-14 Silicon transistors with hFE = 100 are used in the circuit shown. Neglect the
reverse saturation current.
(a) Find V o when Vi = 0 V. Assume Ql is OFF and justify the assumption.
(b) Find Vo when Vi = 6 V. Assume Q2 is OFF and justify this assumption.

12V

Prob.5-14

3K
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5-15 For the circuit shown, al = 0.98, eL2 = 0.96, Vce = 24 V, Rc = 120 0, and
IE = -100 mAo Neglecting the re\"erse saturation currents, determine (a) the
currents ICI, I BI , lEI, I e2 , I B2 , and Ie; (b) VeE; (c) Ie/IB , Ie/IE.

Vce

R c

I CI...-
Probe 5-15 18 =18t +

-+

Q2 VCE....- --.
lEt I B2

tIE2 =IE

5-16 Derive fronl Eqs. (5-24) and (5-25) the explicit expressions for Ie and IE in terms
of Ve and VEe

5-17 (a) Derive Eqs. (5-29) and (5-30).
(b) Derive Eq. (5-31).

5-18 Draw the Ebers-l\loll model for an n-p-n transistor.

5-19 (a) Show that the exact expression for the CE output characteristics of a p-n-p
transistor is

V V I a/+V I Ico +aN IB-!c(1-aN)
CE = T n - T n ----

aN [EO + I B + IcO - eLl)

(b) Show that this reduces to Eq. (5-31) if ! B» !r;o and [B» lco/aN.

5-20 (a) A transistor is operating in the cutoff region with both the emitter and
collector junctions reverse-biased by at least a few tenths of a volt. Prove that
the currents are given by

IE = I £0(1 - aN)

1 - aNal

(b) Prove that the crnitter-junction voltage required just to produce cutoff
(I E = 0 and the collector back-biased) is

5-21 (a) Find the collector current for a transistor \vhen both emitter and collec
tor jUllctions are reverse-biased. A.ssumc I co = 5 p.A, I EO = 3.57 jJ.A, and
aN = 0.98.
(b) Find the ernitter current IE under the sanle conditions as in part a.
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5-22 Show that the emitter volt-ampere characteristic of a transistor in the active
region is given by

where Is = -IEo/(1 - aNal). Not.e that this characteristic is that of a p-n

j unction diode.
5-23 (a) Given an n-p-n transistor for which (at room temperature) aN = 0.98,

[co = 2 p,A, and I EO = 1.6 p.A. A cOlnmon-emitter connection is used, and
Vco = 12 V and R L = 4.0 K. What is the minimum base current required in
order that the transistor enter its saturation region?
(b) Under the conditions in part a, find the voltages across each junction between
each pair of terminals if the base-spreading resistance Tbb' is neglected.
(c) Repeat part b if the base current is 200 p.A.
(d) How are the above re:sults modified if Tbb' = 250 O?

5-24 Plot the emitter current vs. emitter-to-base voltage for a transistor for which
aN = 0.98, I co = 2 p.A, and lEO = 1.6 p.A if (a) Vc = 0, (b) Vc is back..biased
by more than a few tenths of a volt. Neglect the base-spreading resistance.

5-25 Plot carefully to scale the common-emitter characteristic lollB versus VC E for a
transistor with aN = 0.90 = al.

5-26 Show that

I co
ICEs = ----

I - aNal

I co
ICED = ---

I - aN

5-27 A common method of calculating aN and al is by measurement of [co, ICED, anrl
ICES. Show that

( )
ICED - leo

a aN =
I cEo

(b)
1 - Icol ICES

Oll = -----
1 - IcollcEo

5-28 The collector leakage current is measured as shown in the figure, with the emitter
grounded and a resistor R connected between base and ground. If this current
is designated as leER, show that

I co(l + I EoRIVT)
leER = -------------

1 - OlNOlI + (I EoRIVT)(1 - aN)

R

Prob.5-28
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5-29 For the circuit shown, verify that Vo = Vcc when

I B = V co (1 + aN 1- ar) = Vee (1 + 13N)
R. ar 1 - aN R. ~,

PROBLEMS / 791

Under these conditions the base current exceeds the emitter current.

Prob.5-29 +R-l-_1-
5-30 For the circuit shown, prove that the floating emitter-to-base voltage is give~ by

VEBF = V 7' In (l - aN)

Neglect rbb'.

Prob.5-30 5V
+

5-31 For the llfloating-base" connection shown, prove that

Assume that the transistors are identical.

Prob. 5-31
I s =0
~
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5-32 (a) Show that if the collector junction is reverse-biased with IVcBI » 1'T, the
voltage V BE is related to the base current by

where rbbl is the base-spreading resistance, and R E is the emitter-body resistance.
(b) Show that VBE = I B(rbb' + R E ) + VT(l + I BI I E) if the collector is open
circuited.

5-33 A transistor is operated at a forward emitter current of 2 rnA. and with the collec
tor open-circuited. Find (a) the junction voltages Vc and VE, (b) the collector
to-emitter voltage V CEo Assume leo = 2 JlA, I EO = 1.6 jJ.A., aN = 0.98. Is the
transistor operating in saturation, at cutoff, or in the active region?

5-34 Photodiode] N77 (Fig. 3-21) is used in the circuit sho\vn. R L represents the
coil resistance of a relay for which the current required to close the relay is 6 n1...\.
The transistor used is silicon with V BE = 0.7 V and hFE = 100.

Vee =20 V

+

+

Relay coil
R L =2K

Prob.5-34

(a) Find the voltage VD at which switching of the relay occurs.
(b) Find the minimum illumination required to close the relay.
(c) If the relay coil is placed directly in series with the phototransisior of Fig.
5-25 across 20 V, find the illumination intensity required to close the relay.

CHAPTER 6

6-1 Convert the following decimal numbers to binary forn1: (a) 671, (b) 325, (c) 152.

6-2 The parameters in the diode OR circuit of Fig. 6-3 are YeO) = +12 V, V(l) =

-2 V, R. = 600 0, R = 10 K, R j = 0, R r = 00, and V'Y = 0.6 V. Calculate
the output levels if one input is excited and if (a) V R = +12 V, (b) V R = +10 V,
(c) V R = +14 V, and (d) V R = 0 V. For \vhich of these cases is the OR function
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6-48 For an RTL Ie positive NOR gate prove that the maximum fan-out can be
approxirnated by the formula

0.6 Rb
Nma:c: = hFE min - hFE min-. · VCC R

c

6-49 The inputs of the RTL IC positive NOR gate shown in Fig. 6-29 are obtained
from the outputs of similar gates and the outputs drive similar gates. If the
supply voltage of the system is 5 V and the temperature range for proper opera
tion of the gate is - 50 to 150°C, calculate the maximum permissible values of the
resistances. Assume hFE = 30 at -50°C, ICBo = 10 nA at 25°C, and the
desired fan-out is 10.

6-50 Verify that the DCTL circuit shown with the fan-in transistors in series satisfies
the NAND operation. Assume that for the silicon transistors, V CE.8at = 0.2 V and
V BE. 8a t = 0.8 V. Calculate the collector currents in each transistor when all
inputs are high. The input to each base is taken from the output of a similar
gate.

Prob.6-50

CHAPTER 7

7-1 (a) Verify that Eq. (7-3) Ineets the stated boundary conditions.
(b) Verify that Eq. (7-5) satisfies the diffusion equation (7-2) and that it meets
the stated boundary conditions.

7-2 A silicon wafer is uniformly doped with phosphorus to a concentration of
10 15 cm- 3• Refer to Table 2-1 on page 29. At room temperature (300 0 K) find
(a) The percentage of phosphorus by weight in the wafer.
(b) The conductivity and resistivity.
(c) The concentration of boron, which, if added to the phosphorus-doped wafer,
would halve the conductivity.

7-3 (a) Using the data of Fig. 7-8, calculate the percent maximum concentration
of arsenic (atoms per cubic centimeter) that can be achieved in solid silicon. l'he
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concentration of pure silicon may be calculated from the data in Table 2-1 on
page 29.
(b) Repeat part a for gold.

7-4 (a) Ho\v long would it take for a fixed amount of phosphorus distributed over
one surface of a 2.j-Jjnl-thick silicon wafer to become substantially uniformly dis
tributed throughout the \vafer at 1300°C? Consider that the concentration is
sufficiently llnifornl if it does not differ by more than 10 percent from that at the
surface.
(b) Repeat part a for gold, given that the diffusion coefficient of gold in silicon is
1.5 X 10-6 crn2/s at 1300°C.

7-5 Show that the junction depth Xj resulting from a Gaussian impurity diffusion
into an oppositely doped material of background concentration N Be is given by

( Q2)1
Xi = 2Dt In-

2
--

N BC7rDt

7-6 A uniformly doped n-type silicon substrate of 0.1 n-cm resistivity is to be
subjected to a boron diffusion with constant surface concentration of 4.8 X
10 18 cm- 3• The desired junction depth is 2.7 Jjm.
(a) Calculate the impurity concentration for the boron diffusion as a function of
distance from the surface.
(b) How long will it take if the temperature at which this diffusion is conducted
is 1100°C?
(c) An n-p-n transistor is to be completed by diffusing phosphorus at a surface
concentration of 1021 cm-3 • If the new junction is to be at a depth of 2 ,urn,
calculate the concentration for the phosphorus diffusion as a function of distance
from the surface.
(d) Plot the itnpurity concentrations (log scale) vs. distance (linear scale) for
parts a and c, assunling that the boron stays put during the phosphorus diffusion.
Indicate enlitter, base, and collector on your plot.
(e) If the phosphorus diffusion takes 30 rnin, at what temperature is the appa
ratus operated?

7-7 List in order the steps required ill fabricating a monolithic silicon integrated
transistor by the epitaxial-diffused method. Sketch the cross section after each
oxide growth. Label materials clearly. No buried layer is required.

7-8 Sketch to scale the cross section of a monolithic transistor fabricated on a 5-mil
thick silicon substrate. HINT: Refer to Sec. 7-1 and Figs. 7-12 and 7-13 for
typical dimensions.

7-9 Sketch the five basic diode connections (in circuit form) for the monolithic
integrated circuits. 'Vhich will have the lowest forward voltage drop? Highest
breakdown voltage?

7-10 If the base sheet resistance can be held to within ± 10 percent and resistor
line \vidths can be held to ±O.l mil, plot approximate tolerance of a diffused
re3istar as a function of line width w in mils over the range 0.5 ~ w ~ 5.0.
(Neglect contact-area and contact-placement errors.)

7-11 A I-mil-thick silicon wafer has been doped uniformly with phosphorus to a con
centration of ]0 16 cm- 3, plus boron to a concentration of 2 X 10 15 cm-3• Find
its sheet resistance.
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7-12 (a) Calculate the resistance of a diffused crossover 4 mils long, 1 mil wide, and
2 I-£ffi thick, given that its sheet resistance is 2.2 n/square. l

(b) Repeat part a for an aluminum metalizing layer 0.5 }.Lm thick of resistivity
2.8 X 10-6 O-cm. Note the advantage of avoiding diffused crossovers.

7-13 (a) What is the minimum number of isolation regions required to realize in
monolithic form the logic gate shown?
(b) Draw a monolithic layout of the gate in the fashion of Fig. 7-25b.

9

6

10

Prob. 7-13

7-14 Repeat Prob. 7-13 for the difference amplifier shown.

5

Q3

4

Prob.7-14
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7-15 For the circuit shown, find (a) the minimum number, (b) the maximum number,
of isolation regions.

Prob.7-15

5

7-16 For the circuit shown, (a) find the minimum number of isolation regions, and
(b) draw a monolithic'layout in the fashion of Fig. 7-26, given that (i) Q1, Q2,
and Q3 should be single-base-stripe, 1- by 2-mil emitter, transistors, (ii) R 1 = R2 =
Ra = 400 0, R. = 600 O. Use I-mil-wide resistors.

5

6

r....- ........_Q_2 -----l Q3

4

Prob.7-16

7-17 An integrated junction capacitor has an area of 1,000 mils2 and is operated at a
reverse barrier potential of 1 V. The acceptor concentration of 10 16 atoms/cm 3

is much smaller than the donor concentration. Calculate the capacitance.

7-18 A thin-film capacitor has a capacitance of 0.4 pF/miI2 • The relative dielectric
constant of silicon dioxide is 3.5. What is the thickness of the Si02 layer in
angstroms?

7-19 The n-type epitaxial isolation region shown is 8 mils long, 6 mils wide, and
1 mil thick and has a resistivity of 0.1 O-cm. The resistivity of the p-type
substrate is 10 O-cm. Find the parasitic capacitance between the isolation
region and the substrate under 5-V reverse bias. Assume that the sidewalls
contribute 0.1 pF jnli12•
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p + isolation diffusion
(5 X l02°cm-J)

p- type substrate

n-type isolation region

Prob.7-19

App. C

NOTE: In the problems that follow, indicate your answer by giving the letter of the
statement you consider correct.

7-20 The typical number of diffusions used in n1aking epitaxial-diffused silicon inte
grated circuits is (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5.

7-21 The "buried layer" in an integrated transistor is (a) p+ doped, (b) located in the
base region, (c) n+ doped, (d) used to reduce the parasitic capacitance.

7-22 Epitaxial growth is used in integrated circuits (les)
(a) To grow selectively single-crystal p-doped silicon of one resistivity on a
p-type substrate of a different resistivity.
(b) To grow single-crystal n-doped silicon on a single-crystal p-type substrate.
(c) Because it yields back-to-back isolating p-n junctions.
(d) Because it produces low parasitic capacitance.

7-23 Silicon dioxide (Si02) is used in les
(a) Because it facilitates the penetration of diffusants.
(b) Because of its high heat conduction.
(c) To control the location of diffusion and to protect and insulate the silicon
surface.
(d) To control the concentration of diffusants.

7-24 The p-type substrate in a monolithic circuit should be connected to
(a) The most positive voltage available in the circuit.
(b) The most negative voltage available in the circuit.
(c) Any dc ground point.
(d) No\vhere, i.e., be left floating.

7-25 Monolithic integrated circuit systems offer greater reliability than discrete
cOIllponent systems because
(a) There are fewer interconnections.
(b) High-temperature metalizing is used.
(c) Electric voltages are low.
(d) Electric elements are closely mutched.

7-26 The collector-substrate junction in the epitaxial collector structure is, approxi
mately,
(a) A step-graded junction.
(b) A linearly graded junction.
(c) An exponential junction.
(d) None of the above.

7..27 The sheet resistance of a semiconductor is
(a) An undesirable parasitic element.
(b) An important characteristic of a diffused region, especially when used to
form diffused resistors.
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(c) A characteristic whose value determines the required area for a given value
of integrated capacitance.
(d) A paranleter whose value is irnportant in a thin-film resistance.

7-28 Isolation in les is required.
(a) To make it sinlpler to test circuits.
(b) To protect the conlponents frorn mechanical damage.
(c) To protect the trall.~istor fronl possible "thermal runaway."
(d) To minimize electrical interaction between circuit components.

7-29 Almost all resistors are nlade in a monolithic IC
(a) During the emitter diffusion.
(b) While growing the epitaxial layer.
(c) During the base diffusion.
(d) During the collector diffusion.

7-30 Increasing the yield of an integrated circuit
(a) Reduces individual circuit cost.
(b) Increases the cost of each good circuit.
(c) Results in a lower number of good chips per wafer.
(d) Means that more transistors can be fabricated on the same size \vafer.

7-31 In a monolithic-type IC
(a) All isolation problems are eliminated.
(b) Resistors and capacitors of any value lnay be made.
(c) All components are fabricated into a single crystal of silicon.
(d) Each transistor is diffused into a separate isolation region.

7-32 The main purpose of the metalization process is
(a) To interconnect the various circuit clements
(b) To protect the chip from oxidation.
(c) To act as a heat sink.
(d) To supply a bonding surface for mounting the chip.

CHAPTER 8

NOTE: Unless otherwise specified, all transistors in these problerns are identical, and
the nu.merical values of their h paranzeters are given in Table 8-2. Also assunle that all
capacitances are arbitrarily large.

8-1 (a) Using Fig. 8-6b write the input and output equations.
(b) Draw the hybrid model for a eB transistor and write the input and output
equations.

8-2 (a) Describe how to obtain hie from the CE input characteristics.
(b) Itepeat part a for hre • Explain why this procedure, although correct in
principle, is inaccurate in practice.

8-3 The transistor whose input characteristics are sho\vn in Fig. 8-2 is biased at
VeE = -8 V and I B = -300 J.LA.
(a) Compute graphically hIe and hoe at the quiescent point specified above.
(b) Using the h paralneters COIllputed in part a, calculate hlb and hob.

8-4 Justify the statenlent in the footnote to Table 8-3. IIINT: Draw a CE transistor
circuit \vith a signal voltage V" between base and ground. Now interchange
Band E and observe the resulting configuration.
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(b) For the circuit of part a determine the variation of [e in the temperature
range -65 for 175°C when the silicon transistor of Table 9-1 is used.

9-29 Prove Eq. (9-38).
9-30 (a) The circuit of Probe 9-19 is modified by the addition of a thermistor as in

Fig. 9-12. Find R T, IT, and VeE for the modified circuit if Ie = 1.5 mA and
Vee = Z7.5 V.
(b) It is desired that as the temperature changes from 25 to 175°, the varia
tion of [c be +0.4 rnA. Calculate the temperature coefficient of the thermistor.

9-31 (a) Calculate the thermal resistance for the 2N338 transistor for which the
manufacturer specifies PC,mAX = 125 mW at 25°C free-air temperature and
maximum junction temperature T j = 150°C.
(b) What is the junction temperature if the collector dissipation is 75 mW?

9-32 Show that the load line tangent to the constant-power-dissipation hyperbola
of Fig. 9-14 is bisected by the tangency point, that is, AC = BC.

9-33 The transistor used in the circuit is at cutoff.
(a) Show that runaway will occur for values of I co in the range

Vee - VVCC
2

- 8Rc/O.078 < I < Vee + VVee 2 - 8Rc/O.078
4R

c
- eo - 4Rc

(b) Show that if runaway IS not destructive, the collector current I eo after
runaway can never exceed [eo = V ee/2Rc•

Prob.9-33
- 1 V o------t--1

Rc

9-34 A germanium transistor with 8 = 250°C/W, leo = 10 p,A at 25°C, Rc = 1 K,
and Vcc = 30 V is used in the circuit of Prob. 9-33.
(a) Find leo at the point of runaway.
(b) Find the ambient temperature at which runaway will occur.

CHAPTER 10

10-1 The drain resistance Rd of an n-channel FET with the source grounded is 2 K.
The FET is operating at a quiescent point Vns = 10 V, and Ins = 3 rnA, and
its characteristics are given in Fig. 10-3.
(a) To what value must the gate voltage be changed if the drain current is to
change to 5 rnA?
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(b) To what value must the drain voltage be changed if the drain current i~

to be brought back to its previous value? The gate voltage is maintained con
stant at the value found in part a.

10-2 For a p-channel silicon FET with a = 2 X 10-4 cm and channel resistivity
p = 10 n-cm
(a) Find the pinch-off voltage.
(b) Repeat (a) for a p-channel germanium FET with p = 2 n-cm.

10-3 (a) Plot the transfer characteristic curve of an FET as given by Eq. (10-8),
with I Dss = 10 rnA and V p = -4 V.
(b) The magnitude of the slope of this curve at VGS = 0 is grno and is given by
Eq. (10-17). If the slope is extended as a tangent, show that it intersects the
VGS axis at the point VGS = Vp/2.

10-.4 (a) Show that the transconductance Um of a JFET is related to the drain cur
rent IDs by

2 _/~
gm = IV

p
\ V IDssIDs

(b) If V p = -4 V and [DSS = 4 rnA, plot grn versus IDs.

10-5 Show that for small values of VGS compared with Vp, the drain current is given
approximately by I n ~ [nss + gmo V GS.

10-6 (a) For the FET whose characteristics are plotted in Fig. 10-3, determine rd

and grn graphically at the quiescent point V DS = 10 V and V os = -1.5 V.
Also evaluate JJ..

(b) Determine rd,ON for VGS = O.
10-7 (a) Verify Eq. (10-15).

(b) Starting with the definitions of grn and rd, show that if two identical FETs
are connected in parallel, grn is doubled and r d is halved. Since JJ. = r dgm, then
JJ. remains unchanged.
(c) If the two FETs are not identical, show that

1 1 1-=-+-
rd rdl rd2

and that

10-8 Given the transfer characteristic of an FET, explain clearly how to determine
gm at a specified quiescent point.

10-9 (a) Using Eq. (10-18), prove that the load conductance of a l\IOSFET is given
by

gL = gdo (1 - ~:) where gdo = ~~:Is

(b) Prove that gL = grn for a JFET. HINT: Use Eq. (10-8).

10-10 Draw the circuit of a l\lOSFET negative AND gate and explain its operation.
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10-11 Consider the FLIP-FLOP circuit ~hown. ~-\.~stlJne IT 7 = VON = 0 and IVDDI »
V T •

(u) Assume ViI = Vi2 = O. Verify that the circuit has two po~sible stable
states; either Vol = 0 and V u2 = - VDD or Vul = - l'"DD and Vo 2 = o.
(b) Show that the state of the FLIP-FLOP Inay be changrd by rnolnrntarily
allowing one of the inputs to go to - ~"J)D; in other words by applying; a negative
Input pulse.

Prob. 10-11 V
o

1u----____

~Vi2

10·12
10-13

Draw a C~IOS inverter using positive logic.

(a) The complernentary ~10S negative NAND gate is indicatrd.
operation.
(b) Draw the corresponding; positive NAND ~ate.

-vDD

Explain its

Prob. 10-13
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10-14 The circuit of a CMOS positive NOR gate is indicated. Explain its operation.

Probe 10-14

Ql

10-15 Draw a MOSFET circuit satisfying the logic equation. Y = A + BC, where
Y is the output corresponding to the three inputs A, B, and C.

10-16 (a) Calculate the voltage gain A v = Yo/V, at 1 kHz for the circuit shown.
The FET parameters are gm = 2 mA/V and rd = 10 K. Neglect capacitances.
(b) Repeat part a if the capacitance 0.003 JA.F is taken under consideration.

+ Probe 10-16

10-17 If an input signal V, is impressed between gate and ground, find the amplifica
tion A y = Vo/Vi • Apply Miller's theorem to the 50-K resistor. The FET
parameters are J.I. = 30 and r d = 5 K. Neglect capacitances.

40K

-VGG

Probe 10-17
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10-18 If in Probe 10-17 the signal Vi is impressed in series with the 40-K resistor
(instead of from gate to ground), find A v = Vo/V,.

10-19 The circuit shown is called common-gate amplifier. For this circuit find (a)
the voltage gain, (b) the input impedance, (c) the output impedance. Power
supplies are omitted for simplicity. Neglect capacitances.

Probe 10-19

10-20 Find an expression for the signal voltage across R L • The two FETs are iden
tical, with parameters JJ., Td, and gmt HINT: Use the equivalent circuits in
Fig. 10-22 at 8 2 and DI •

~D -~D

R L lK

Q2 Q2

8 2 8 2 VO

D1 D 1

Ql Ql

8 1 8 1

O.5K

N N

-

Probe 10-20 Probe 10-21

10-21 Each FET shown has the parameters rd = 10 K and gm = 2 rnA/V. Using
the equivalent circuits in Fig. 10-22 at 8 2 and D1, find the gain (a) VolVl if
V2 = 0, (b) Vo/V2 if VI = o.

10-22 (a) Prove that the magnitude of the signal current is the same in both FETs
provided that

r = -.!.- + 2RL

g. JJ.
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Neglect the reactance of the capacitors.
(b) If r is chosen as in part a, prove that the voltage gain is given by

_p.2 RL
A = ------

p. + 1 R L + Td/2

~D

App. C

Prob. 10-22

10-23 (a) If R 1 = R2 = R and the two FETs have identical parameters, verify that
the voltage amplification is Vo/V" = -p./2 and the output impedance is -![rd +
(J.L + I)R].
(b) Given rd = 62 K, p. = 10, R 1 = 2 K, and R 2 = 1 K. Find the voltage
gain and the output impedance.

Prob. 10-23
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10-24 (a) If in the amplifier stage shown the positive supply voltage VDD changes
by ~V DD = Va, how much does the drain-to-ground voltage change?
(b) How much does the source-to-ground voltage change under the conditions
in part a?
(c) Repeat parts a and b if V DD is constant but V ss changes by ~V ss = Va'

Probe 10-24

10-25 If in the circuit shown V 2 = 0, then this circuit becomes a source-coupled
phase inverter, since Vol = - Vo2 ' Solve for the current 12 by drawing the
equivalent circuit, looking into the source of Ql (Fig. 10-22). Then replace
Q2 by the equivalent circuit, looking into its drain. The source resistance R,
may be taken as arbitrarily large.

~1

Probe 10-25

Q2

10-26 In the circuit of Prob. 10-25, assume that V 2 = 0, R d = Td = 10 K, R, = 1 K,
and J.L = 19. If the output is taken from the drain of Q2, find (a) the voltage
gain, (b) the output impedance. HINT: Use the equivalent circuits in Fig.
10-22.

10-27 In the circuit of Prob. 10-25, V 2 ¢ VI, R d = 30 K, R.. = 2 K, J.L = 19, and
Td = 10 K. Find (a) the voltage gains Al and A 2 defined by Vo2 = Al VI +
A 2V 2 • HINT: Use the equivalent circuits in Fig. 10-22. (b) If R. is arbitrarily
large, show that A 2 = - AI. Note that the circuit now behaves as a difference
amplifier.
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10-28 The CS amplifier stage shown in Fig. 10-23 has the following parameters:
Rd = 12 K, Rq = 11\1, R, = 4700, VDD = 30 V, C. is arbitrarily large, [DBS =
3 rnA, V p = -2.4 V, and Td» Rd. Determine (a) the gate-to-source bias
voltage VGS, (b) the drain current [D, (c) the quiescent voltage VDB, (d) the
small-signal voltage gain A v.

10-29 The amplifier stage shown uses an n-channel FET having [DB8 = 1 rnA, Vp =
-1 V. If the quiescent drain-to-ground voltage is 10 V, find R i •

Probe 10-29

10-30 1'he FET shown has the following parameters: [DSS = 5.6 rnA and V p = -4 V.
(a) If Vi = 0, find Vo.

(b) If Vi = 10 V, find vo•

(e) If Vo = 0, find Vi.

NOTE: Vi and Va are constant voltages (and not small-signal voltages).

Probe 10-30

+

Probe 10-31

-60V

18K

s

4K

10-31 If IIDBBI = 4 nu\, V p = 4 V, calculate the quiescent values of [D, Vas, and
V DB •
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10-32 In the figure shown, two extreme transfer characteristics are indicated. The
values of VP,max and VP.aUD are difficult to determine accurately. Hence these
values are calculated from the experimental values of IDss,mu, IDss.miD' g"',max,

and g"',miD. Note that g", is the slope of the transfer curve and that both gm.:n.x

and g"',miD are measured at a drain current corresponding to IDss,miD. Verify
that

2
(a) VP,max = - -- (IDss,maxIDss.min)1

gm,miD

(b) V
. __ 2IDss ,miD

P,mlD -
gm,max

(c) If for a given FET, IDss,miD = 2 rnA, I DS8,m.az = 6 rnA, gm,min = 1.5 rnA/V,
'l.nd g",.max = 3 rnA/V, evaluate VP,max and VP.miD.

~ (max) ~s

Slope =gm (min)

\.'P(rnio)
OL...--L...-----.;;:-------l"----~--_

o

Slope =
Hm(max)

-IDss (min)

-IDss(max)

Probe 10-32

10-33 The drain current in milliamperes of the enhancement-type MOSFET shown
is given by

in the region VD8 ~ V08 - Vp. If V p = +3 V, calculate the quiescent values
I D , Vos, and VDS.

Probe 10-33

1M"
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10-34 Show that if R L « 1/hob2 , the voltage gain of the hybrid cascode amplifier
stage shown is given to a very good approximation by

where gm is the FET transconductance.

Vo

1- Probe 10-34

~ V'

1
10-35 If hie « Rd , hie « rd, hie» 1, and J.L» 1 for the circuit, show that

( ) A _Vol -.J gmh1eR. (b) A _ Vo2 -.J gmhle(R. + Re)
a Vi - - -.J V2 - - -

Vi ] + gmhleR. Vi 1 + gmhleR.
where gm is the FET transconductance.

Probe 10-35

10-36 If rd» R I , R2 » hib3, l/hoe2 » hib3 , R'» Ra, and 1/hob3 » R 3, show that the
voltage gain at low frequencies is given by

A Vo RIRao = - = gm(l + hfe2)h/b3---------
".: R I + hi~2 + hib3 (1 + hId)
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Prob. 10-36

PROBLEMS / 837

+

1

10-37 In the circuit shown, the FET is used as an adjustable impedance element by
varying the dc bias, and thereby the Urn of the FET.
(a) Assume that there is a generator V between the terminals A and B. Draw
the equivalent circuit. Neglect interelectrode capacitances.

r--------..----OB

Prob. 10-37

(b) Show that the input admittance bet\veen A and B is

Y, = Yd + (1 + grnR)YCR

where Yd is the admittance corresponding to Td, and YCR is the admittance
corresponding to Rand C in series.
(c) If gmR » 1, show that the effective input capacitance is

and the effective input resistance is

R
i

= (1 + a 2)rd

1 + a 2(1 + J.L)

where a == weR.
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(d) At a given frequency, show that the maximum value of C, (as either C or R
is varied) is obtained when a = 1, and

Also show that the value of R, corresponding to this C, is

which, for J1. »2, reduced to (Ri)max = 2/grn.

10-38 Solve Prob. 10-37 if the capacitance C is replaced by an inductance L.
10-39 (a) A l\IOSFET connected in the CS configuration works into a 100-K resistive

load. Calculate the complex voltage gain and the input admittance of the
system for frequencies of 100 and 100,000 Hz. Take the interelectrode capaci
tances into consideration. The l\lOSFET parameters are jJ. = 100, rd = 40 K,
grn = 2.5 rnA/V, CgI = 4.0 pF, Cd. = 0.6 F, and CUd = 2.4 pF. Compare these
results with those obtained when the interelectrode capacitances are neglected.
(b) Calculate the input resistance and capacitance.

10-40 Calculate the input admittance of an FET at 103 and 106 Hz when the total
drain circuit impedance is (a) a resistance of 50 K, (b) a capacitive reactance of
50 K at each frequency. Take the interelectrode capacitances into considera
tion. l"he FET parameters are j.£ = 20, rd = 10 K, gm = 2.0 rnA/V, CD' =
3.0 pF, Cd. = 1.0 pF, and CUd = 2.0 pF. Express the results in terms of the
input resistance and capacitance.

10-41 (a) Starting with the circuit model of Fig. 10-31, verify Eq. (10-37) for the
voltage gain of the source follower, taking interelectrode capacitances into
account.
(b) Verify Eq. (10-39) for the input admittance.
(c) Verify Eq. (10-40) for the output admittance.
HINT: For part c, set V, = 0 and impress an external voltage Vo from S to N;
the current drawn from Vodivided by Vo is Yo'

10-42 Starting with the circuit model of Fig. ]0-8, show that, for the CG amplifier
stage with R. = 0 and Cd. = 0,

(a) A v = (gm + gd)Rd (b) Y, = Om + gd(l - A v) + jwC.D
1 + Rd(gd + jwCud)

(c) Repeat (a), taking the source resistance R. into account.
(d) Repeat (b), taking the source resistance R. into account.

10-.43 (a) For the source follower with grn = 2 rnA/V, R. = 100 K, rd = 50 K, and
with each internode capacitance 3 pF, find the frequency at which the reactive
component of the output admittance equals the resistive component.
(b) At the frequency found in part a calculate the gain and conlpare it with the
low-frequency value.
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Find the value of this limiting frequency before the output signal is dis
torted by the slew-rate limit if (a) Vm = 1 V, (b) Vm = 10 V.

CHAPTER 16

16-1 Design the circuit of Fig. 16-1 so that the output V o (for a sinusoidal signal)
is equal in magnitude to the input Va and leads the input by 45°.

16-2 Consider the circuit of Fig. 16-1 with A r = -100. If Z = Rand Z' = - jXc
with R = Xc at some specific frequency!, calculate the gain Vo/V" as a com
plex number.

16-3 Given the operational arnplifier circuit of Fig. 16-1 consi~ting of Rand L in series
for Z, and C for Z'. If the input voltage is a constant Vs = V, find the output
Vo as a function of tinle. A~sunle an infinite open-loop gain.

16-4 For the given circuit, show that the output voltage is

Probe 16-4 v(t)

~-.......---uvo(t)

16-5 Consider the operational arnplifier circuit of Fig. 16-1 \vith Z consisting of a
resistor R in parallel with a capacitor C, and Z' consisting of a re~istor R'. The
input is a sweep voltage v = at. Sho\v that the output voltage Vo is a sweep
voltage that starts \vith an initial step. Thus prove that

R'
-aR'C - a-t

R

A.ssunle infinite open-loop gain.

16-6 Consider the operational amplifier circuit of Fig. 16-1 with Z consisting of a
lOO-I{ resistor and a series combination of a 50-K resistance with a O.OOl-~F

capacitance for Z'. If the capacitor is initially uncharged, and if at t = 0 the
input voltage Va = IDE-tiT with T = 5 X 10-4 S is applied, find vo(t).

16-7 In Fig. 16-3b show that i L is equal to -v,/R2 if R 3/R 2 = R'/R 1•

16-8 1'hc differential input operational amplifier shown con~ists of a base amplifier
of infinite gain. Show that Vo = (R 2/R 1)(V2 - Vl)'
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Probe 16-8

App. C

16-9 Repeat Prob. 16-8 for the amplifier sho\vn.

Probe 16-9

16-10 For the base differential-input amplifier shown, assume infinite input resistance,
zero output resistance, and finite differential gain AIT = Vo/(V 1 - V2).

(a) Obtain an expression for the gain Al'J = Vo/V•.
(b) Show that lim A Vl = n + I, A v -+ 00.

+ nR

R

1+Prob. 16-10

1-

16-11
16-12

Verify Eq. (16-6) for the bridge amplifier.

The circuit sho\vn represents a low-pass dc-coupled amplifier. Assuming an
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ideal operational arnplifier determine (a) the high-frequency 3-dB point Ill;
(b) the low-frequency gain A v = Va/Va.

H'

Prob.16·12

+

16·13 (a) The input to the operational integrator of Fig. 16-10 is a step voltage of
magnitude V. Show that the output is

Vo = A v V (1 - E-tIRC(l-Av)

16-14
16-15

(b) Compare this result with the output obtained if the step voltage is impressed
upon a simple RC integrating network (without the use of an operational
amplifier). Show that for large values of RC, both solutions represent a voltage
which varies approximately linearly with tirne. Verify that if - A v » 1, the
slope of the ramp output is approximately the same for both circuits. Also
prove that the deviation from linearity for the amplifier circuit is 1/(1 - AI')
times that of the simple RC circuit.
Derive Eq. (16-13).

(a) The input to an operational differentiator \vhose open-loop gain A v == A is
infinite is a ramp voltage v = at. Show that the output is

Av = --- aRC(l - E-t(l-A)/RC)
o 1 - A

(b) Compare this result with that obtained if the same input is impressed
upon a simple RC differentiating network (without the use of an amplifier).
Show that, approximately, the same final constant output RC dv/dt is obtained.
Also show that the operational-amplifier output reaches this correct value of
the differentiated input much more quickly than does the simple RC circuit.

16-16 Given an operational amplifier with Z consisting of R in series with C, and Z'
consisting of R' in parallel with C'. The input is a step voltage of magnitude V.
(a) Show by qualitative argument that the output voltage must start at zero,
reach a maximum, and then again fall to zero.
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(b) Show that if R'C' ~ RC, the output is given by

va = R'CV (f-tIRC _ f-tlR'C')

R'C' - RC

App. C

16-17 Sketch an operational amplifier circuit having an input v and an output which
is approximately -5v - 3dv/di. Assumr an ideal operational amplifier.

16-18 Sketch in block-diagram fonn a computer, using operational amplifiers, to soh'e
the differential equation

dv .- + 0.5v + 0.1 SIn wi = 0
di

An oscillator is available which will provide a signal sin wi. Use only resistors
and capacitors.

16-19 Set up a computer in block-diagram form, using operational amplifiers, to solve
the following differential equation:

d3y d2y dy- + 2 - - 4 - + 2y = x(t)
dt 3 dt 2 dt

where

yeO) = 0 dy I - 2
dt t=O

and d
2

y I- =3
dt 2 t=O

16-23

16-20

16-21
16-22

Assume that a generator is available \vhich will provide the signal x(t).

(a) Verify that the damping factor of each pair of complex poles of a Butter
worth low-pass filter is given by k = cos 8, ,,,here 8 is defined in Fig. 16-17.
(b) Define a damping factor k for the single pole at s = -1 which is consisten t
with Eq. (16-23).

Verify the entries in Table 16-1 for n = 3 by using Fig. 16-17b.

Using Eq. (16-22), show that the transfer function of a second-order Butter
worth low-pass filter satisfies Eq. (16-19).

Use the value of P 2(s) from Table 16-1 and verify that

P2(S)P2( - s) I. _j", = 1 + w·

16-24 Use the values of P3(S) from Table 16-1 and verify that

P a( +s)P3( -8) I . = 1 + w6

8=1<4

16-25 Show that the voltage gain Av(s) = Va/V" in Fig. 16-18a is given by Eq.
(16-24). flINT: Use feedback principles.

16·2~ Design an active sixth-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency
(or upper 3-dB frequency) of ] kHz.

16-27 The circuit shown uses an ideal OP AMP.

(a) Find the voltage gain A v = Va/V" the damping factor k, and the cutoff
frequency woo
(b) Using this circuit, design a second-order Butterworth low-pass filter with
fo = 1 kHz and low-frequency voltage gain equal to -1.
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Probe 16-27

PROBLEMS / 873

16-28 Define the z parameters of a two-port network by the following relations:

VI = zull + zl21 2

V 2 = Z 21 11 + z22 12

For the circuit shown prove that the voltage gain A v = Vo/V.. is given by

V o = _ R 2z21

V.. (R) + R 2) (Zll - z2d + R] R 2

where Zll and Z21 are the z parameters of the RC network.

Probe 16-28

16-29 The network shown is the RC network of Prob. 16-28.
(a) Find the paralneters Z11 and Z21 of this network.
(b) Find the voltage gain Vo/Vs of the amplifier in Prob. 16-28 if this RC net
work is used.

Probe 16-29 +

16-30 Design a second-order active RC bandpass filter that has a Inidband voltage
gain of 40 dB, center frequency of 100 lIz, and no specified bandwidth. How
ever, the circuit Blust IHO\·ide at least 20-dB rejection one decade frOIn the
center frequency and hold phase shift to ± 10° Inaxinluln for 10 prrcpnt change
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16-31

16-32

16-33

16-34

from the center freluency. HINT: Use Fig. 16-22 to find Q and let R 2 = 00,

R1 = 1 K.
Design a bandpass RC active filter with midband voltage gain of 30, center
frequency of 200 Hz, and Q = 5. HINT: Choose C1 = C2 = 0.1 JjF.

Design the resonant RLC bandpass filter of Fig. 16-21 with 10 = 160 Hz,
3-dB bandwidth B = 16 Hz, and minimum input resistance seen by the voltage
source Va of 1,000 n. Is this a practical circuit?

Verify Eq. (16-50) for the transfer function of the delay equalizer of Fig. 16-24a.

(a) Show that the circuit of the accompanying figure can simulate a grounded
inductor if R 1 > R 2 • In other words, show that the reactive part of the input
impedance of this circuit is positive if R 1 > R2•

(b) Find the frequency range in which the Q = wL/R of the inductor is greater
than unity.

Assume that the unity gain amplifier has infinite input re~istance and zero
output resistance.

+ Prob. 16-34

16-35 (a) Show that the circuit of the given figure can simulate a grounded inductor
if A > 1. In other words, show that the reactive part of Zi is positive.
(b) Show that the real part of Zi "becomes zero (Q = 00) at the frequency

1 I R1 + R 2

W = R 2C '\J RI(A - 1)

Assume that the input resistance of the amplifier of gain A is infinite.

Probe 16-35
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16-36 Using Fig. 16-27b, derive Eqs. (16-54) and (16-55).

16-37 Using Fig. 16-27b, derive Eqs. (16-57) and (16-58).

16-38 The figure shows a circuit using an ideal OP AMP and an RC two-port network.
The Re two-port is defined in terms of its y parameters (Sec. 16-9). Show
that the voltage gain A v = Vo/V, is given by

Vo Y21 (1 + k) + kY22
A v = - =

V, Y22

R'where k = -
R

Probe 16-38 r
16-39 Repeat Probe 16-38 for the circuit shown. Show that the expression for A v =

Vo/V, is the same as in Probe 16-38.

R'

Probe 16-39
~ o--------e

16-40 In Probs. 16-38 and 16-39 the RC two-port shown is used. (a) Find the
parameters Y21 and Y22 of this two-port RC network. (b) Show that if

then the two circuits are delay equalizers with transfer function
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Prob. 16-40

App. C

16-41 Using the curve of Fig. 16-31 and assuming VAGO = 3.5 V, with an audio modu
lating signal of 1.5 V peak to peak, calculate the modulation factor

k = Vo,maz - Vo,min

Vo,maz

16-42 Derive Eq. (16...59) for the gain of the cascode video amplifier.
16-43 (a) Verify that the circuit shown gives full-wave rectification provided that

R 2 = 2R1•

(b) What is the peak value of the rectified output?
(c) Draw carefully the waveforms Vi = 10 sin wt, VI', and Vo if Ra = 2R I •

R 1 R a

R Up

Prob. 16-43

16-44 If a waveform has a positive peak of magnitude Viand a negative peak of
magnitude V 2, draw a circuit using two peak detectors whose output is equal
to the peak-to-peak value VI - V 2.

16-45 Show that the given circuit can be used to raise the input V, to an arbitrary
power. Assume VI = K 1 In K 2V" Vo = Kaln-1 K ..V 2 , V 2 = aV I •

v.

Prob. 16-45

\'.0---......----1

Prob.16-46

16-46 For the feedback circuit shown, the nonlinear feedback network {j gives an
output proportional to the product of the two inputs to this network, or
VI == ~V2Vo. Prove that if A = 00, then Vo = KV t /V2, where K is a
constant.
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16-47 (a) With the results of Prob. 16-46, draw the block diagram of a system used
to obtain the square root of the voltage V,.
(b) What should be the value of {j if it is required that V o = v'V:?

16-48 (a) Verify Eq. (16-78) for the pulse width of a monostable multivibrator.
(b) If V.» VI and {j = 1/2, what is T?

16-49 Verify Eq. (16-84) for the frequency of the triangle waveform.

16-50 The Schmitt trigger of Fig. 16-47 is modified to include two clamping Zener
diodes across the output as in Fig. 16-45a. If V z = 4 V and A v = 5,000 and if
the threshold levels desired are 6 ±0.5 V, find (a) R2/ R1, (b) the loop gain, and
(c) V R. (d) Is it possible to set the threshold voltage at a negative value?
(e) In part (a) the ratio of R 2 to R I is obtained. What physical conditions
determine the choice of the individual resistances?

16-51 The input Vi to a Schmitt trigger is the set of pulses shown. Plot Vo versus
time. Assume VI = 3.2 V, V 2 = 2.8 V, and Vo = +5 V at t = O.

Probe 16·51

3.4

3.2

3.0 0 1

2.8

2.6

16-52 (a) Calculate the logic levels at output Y of the EeL Texas Instruments gate
shown. Assume that VBE,active = 0.7 V. To find the drop across an emitter
follower when it behaves as a diode assume a piecewise-linear diode model with
V"y = 0.6 and Rj = 20 O.
(b) Find the noise margin when the output Y is at YeO) and also at V(l).
(c) Verify that none of the transistors goes into saturation.
(d) Calculate R so that Y' = Y.
(e) Find the average power taken from the power source.

Probe 16-52

16-53 Verify that, if the outputs of two (or more) ECL gates are tied together as in
Fig. 16-51, the OR function is satisfied.

16-54 (a) For the system in Fig. 16-51 obtain an expression for Y which contains.three
terms.
(b) If in Fig. 16-51 YI and Y2 are tied together, verify that the output is
y = .A~ + CD.
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(c) If in Fig. 16-5] Y1 and Y2 are tied together and if the input to the lower EeL
gate is C and D (instead of C and D), what is Y?

CHAPTER 17

17-1 Indicate how to implement Sn of Eq. (17-1) with AND, OR, and NOT gates.

17-2 Verify that the sum Sn in Eq. (17-1) for a full adder can be put in the fornl

Sn = An ED Bn EB Cn- 1

17-3 (a) For convenience, let An = A, Bn = B, Cn- 1 = C, and Cn = C1. Using
Eq. (17-4) for C1, verify Eq. (17-5) with the aid of the Boolean identities in
Table 6-4; in other words, prove that

C1 = BC + CA + AB

(b) Evaluate D == (A + B + C)C1 and prove that Sn in Eq. (17-1) is given by

Sn = D + ABC

17-4 (a) Verify that an EXCLUSIVE-OR gate is a true/complement unit.
(b) One input is A, the other (control) input is C, and the output is Y. Is
Y = A for C = 1 or C = O?

17...5 For the system shown in Fig. 17-11a, verify the truth table in Fig. 17-11b.

17-6 (a) Make a truth table for a binary half subtractor A minus B (corresponding
to the half adder of Fig. 17-3). Instead of a carry C, introduce a borrow P.
(b) Verify that the digit D is satisfied by an EXCLUSIVE-OR gate and that P
follows the logic HB but not A."

17-7 Consider an 8-bit comparator. Justify the connections C' = CL , D' = D L ,

and E' = E L for the chip handling the more significant bits. HINT: Add 4
to each subscript in Fig. 17-14. Extend Eq. (17-12) for E and Eq. (17-13)
for C to take all 8 bits into account.

17-8 (a) By means of a truth table verify the Boolean identity

Y = (A ED B) EB C = A ED (B EB C)

(b) Verify that Y = 1(0) if an odd (even) number of variables equals 1. This
result is not limited to three inputs, but is true for any number of inputs. It is
used in Sec. 17-3 to construct a parity checker.

17-9 Construct the truth table for the EXCLUSIVE-OR tree of Fig. 17-15 for all possi
ble inputs A, B, C, and D. Include A ED Band C EB D as well as the out
put Z. Verify that Z = 1(0) for odd (even) parity.

17-10 (a) Draw the logic circuit diagram for an 8-bit parity check/generator system.
(b) Verify that the output is 00) for odd (even) parity.

17-11 (a) Verify that if P' = 1 in Fig. 17-15, this system is an evep-parity check.
In other words, demonstrate that with P' = 1, the output is P = 0(1) for
even (odd) parity of the inputs A, B, C, and D.
(b) Also verify that P generates the correct even-parity bit.

17-12 (a) Indicate an 8-bit parity checker as a block having 8 input bits (collec
tively designated AI), an output PI, and an input control P~. Consider a
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